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UNIVERSITY OF ·

FLORIDA
Office of the President

226 Tigert Hall
Gainesville, FL 32611-2073
(904) 392-1311

April 18, 1994

Dear Friends:
It is my pleasure to welcome the 1994 Florida Conference on ·Recent Advances in Robotics to
the University of Florida catnpus.
This is the second year we have hosted the conference, and I look forward to participating in
activities that will help spur our country towards innovative leadership in the robotics
industry.
This conference is a chance for the University of Florida community to be a part of the
accelerating changes that soon will encompass the whole world. It is a time to reflect on the
developments that scientists and engineers in both academia and industry have made in
robotics, manufacturing, automation, machine intelligence and space applications within the
past few decades and to anticipate the discoveries yet to be made.
I hope you also will use this time to explore our campus and the resources we have here for
technological research and development. We are happy to serve as a meeting ground for
leaders of the robotic cotnmunity in the state of Florida.
·
On behalf of the faculty, students and staff of the University of Florida, I extend a hearty
· welcome and hope you all have a successful and productive conference.
Sincerely yours,

Equal Opportunity I Affirmative Action Institution

CONFERENCE CHAIR'S MESSAGE
The University of Florida welcomes participants and guests to the 1994 Florida Conference on Recent
Advances in Robotics. We changed the title of the conference to eliminate ordinal numbers and to clearly
indicate the year. Florida refers to the State not the University, so the change does not represent any
egoistic desire on our part to promote UF above others! This year's conference exceeds last year's by
34% with contingents throughout the State. A look at the papers reveal a large diversity in robotic topics
and interest in the State. We have extended the conference laboratory tours this year with student poster
sessions. We also have expanded our public visibility by submitting press releases announcing the
conference. The purpose of these releases is to inform the general public of our activities and to raise
their awareness of high tech research within the State. Our goal to develop a high quality forum and
establish ~ robotics infrastructure in the State of Florida has been measurably enhanced by this
conference series and we have greatly enjoyed hosting the conference for the past two years. We now
must pass the baton to a Sister University for next year's forum. We look forward to meeting you all
and wish you a successful, stimulating conference.
Acknowledgement:
Again, grateful thanks to Kimberly Cephus and Eric Schwartz for their hard work in planning and
executing the administrative functions so necessary for making this conference a reality and a success.
Thanks to Professor Joe Duffy and CIMAR and the Department ~fElectrical Engineering, University of
Florida for their support and, of course, to you the presenters for making it all possible.

Keith L. Doty
Conference Chairman,
1994 Florida Conference on
Recent Advances in Robotics,
April 18, 1994
Gainesville, Florida
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VffiRA TION ANALYSIS OF STEWART PLATFORM
Oren Masory

Robotics Center
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Abstract

Recently, parallel manipulators, such as Stewart
Platform, are being considered for metal removal
applications. This is due to their high stiffness/weight
ratio. In this case a spindle is attached to the movable
platform and the workpiece is mounted on a stationary
support. The rotating spindle provides an harmonic
excitation to the platform structure and therefore it is
important to determine whether or not the structure has a
natural frequency at that cutting speed.
1. Introduction

Most industrial manipulators are open-chain
mechanisms consisting of consecutive links connected by
rotational or prismatic joints. These manipulators have
large
workspace,
high
dexterity
and
good
maneuverability. However, due to thei{ serial structure,
they exhibit low stiffness and poor positioning accuracy.
In contrast, the end-effector of a Stewart platform [1] is
attached to a moveable plate that is supported in-parallel
by ·a number of actuated links. As a result, this type of
manipulators is anticipated to possess the advantages of
high force/torque capacity, high structural rigidity, and
better accuracy.
Recently, parallel manipulators in general and
Stewart platforms in particular have attracted
considerable interests in the literature. Topics cover such
areas as kinematics analysis [2-4], workspace analysis [57], practical design/construction considerations [8],
dynamics [9-10], and numerous applications [11-15].
The adoption of such structures as future machine
tools has being investigated recently [16]. Since in this
application the structure is excited by periodical force,
produced by the imbalance of the spindle and the cutting
force, it is important to determine and map the natural
frequencies of the structure within its working space.
This paper presents a procedure by which the natural
frequencies of a Stewart Platform, driven by hydraulic or
electric actuators, can be found.
1.

Stewart Platform Kinematics
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Stewart platform, shown. in figure 1, is composed of
six legs (prismatic joints), a fued base and a movable
plate to which the tool is attached. Each prismatic joint is
attached the plate by a ball joint and to the base by a Ujoint. It is assumed that the base and the plate are
circular with. radii rb and r respectively. A base
coordinate system {B} is placed' at the base center, 0tJ,
with its Z axis perpendicular to the base plane and
similarly {P} is located at the center of the moving plate.
The U-joints are mounted at Bi, i =1 ... 6 with their
coordinates respect to {B } deno~ed as hi, and the ball
joints at Pi, i = I ... 6 with their coordinates with respect
to {P} denoted as Pi· The X axis of {B} is selected along
the line which bisects the angle B10bB 6, and similarly for
the X axis of {P} . Denote half of the angle B10bB 6 as the
base angle, a.b, and half of the angle P 10PP6 as the plate
angle a.P. These angles are used to define the location of
joints on the base and the plate relative to {B } and {P}
respectively:
18 lbl

= rb (cos abi ,sin abi ,0) i = 1,2, ... ,6

{P!Pi = rp (cos api ,sin ~i· 0) . i = 1.2, ...•6

(1)

The platform pose, X, is given by:

(2)
where:

x,y,z - The translation of the origin of {P}
with respect to the origin of {B }.
<f>,9,'V - Orientation of {P} with respect to {B}
defmed by roll, pitch an~ yaw angles
measured relative to a fixed frame.

Thus, the positions of Pi with respect to {B } are
given by:
(3)
where: q - Translation vector describing the
displacement of {P} with respect to {B} .

1

R - Rotation matrix describing the orientation
of {P} with respect to {B }given by:

where~ is a unit vector along the axis of the ith prismatic
joint given by:

cq, ce cq, se s"'- sq, c"' cq, sec"'+ sq, s"']
R~. 3 . .,

=

[

Scj)C9

Scj)S9S'If

Scj)S9C'If- Ccj) S'lf

-S9

C9S'If

C9C'If

The length of leg i, li, is the distance between Pi and
Bi and ~s related to the displacement ri of the ith prismatic
joint as:

( = liP j

-

b j II = liO

+ 'i

b;

where

(4)

where lio is the leg length corresponding to home position
of the ith prismatic joint.

2.

is the position of Bi with respect to {P} .

Stewart Platform Dynamics

Because of the type of joints used, only pure force, fi,
along the leg axis (see figure 2), can act between leg i
and the moving platform at joint Pi [17,18]. Let the
resultant external load acting on the platform at a
particular pose, X, be represented by a force R and a
moment M. For static equilibrium the six actuator forces
fi are given by:

i=l
6

(8)

M= LP;X/;U;
i=i

where ~ is a unit vector along the axis of the ith leg.

Figure 1: Stewart platform
The platform Jacobian, J, which relates a small
penurbation in its pose, .dX to the corresponding
displacements of the legs, d V, given by:
~v

= J..1X

(5)

where J is given by:
Figure 2: Forces acting on the platform.
A small perturbation in the platform pose, dX, will

(6)

generate a restoring force at each leg,

-

-

f;,

with a resultant

force, F , and a moment M given by:
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Figure 3: Model of a hydraulic actuator.

(9)

and the equations of motion of the platform are:

[·M:F] +[m0

oi](ilX]=o

(10)

where m is the mass. I is the inertia dyadic and

LlX =[a a ]T where a and a

are the linear and angular

Figure 3, illustrates the basic constructions of a
hydraulic piston. As shown, three components contribute
to the stiffness of the piston: 1) The piston rod with
stiffness Kr ; 2) The oil column of the right chamber with
stiffness K•; and 3) The oil column of the left chamber
with stiffness K-. Under the assumption of no cavitation,
serial connection of these "springs" should be considered:
if the piston moves to the right Kr, and K• are active
while for motion to the left Kr and K- are active.
The spring constant of the column of oil can be
determined as follows: The compressibility coefficient of
a fluid is given by:

accelerations of the platform respectfully.

3.

~'lodeting

c = __!_(av)

of the Actuator Stiffness

v aP

3.1 Modeling of a Hydraulic Piston Stiffness
In many cases each prismatic joint is implemented
by linear hydraulic actuator (pistons) whose velocity is
controlled by a servo valve which regulates the oil
flowrate to the piston. The servo valve locks the platform
in a particular position by blocking the oil flow to and
from the piston. Once the piston is locked, the whole
prismatic joint behaves as
"Spring" which has to
modeled in order to determine the restoring forces
exerted on the platform due to small perturbation in its
pose.

a

-

+
~

(11)
T

where V is the volume, P is the pressure and T is the
·temperature of the fluid. Since the oil temperature is
regulated and maintained constant by a cooling system
an isothermal process can be assumed. Given a piston
bore diameter D,· and· rod diameter kD (0 < k < 1), the
volume of the oil, v· and v-, captured in right and left
chambers respectfully are given by:
1t 2
V + =-Dr,
4
l

l

(12)

where:

ri
r max

- Piston stroke.
- Piston maximum stroke.

Substituting the expression for the pressure Pi=f1 I A.
where A is the cross section area of the oil column. into
Eq. 9 the spring constant for each oil column can be
determined by:

10
(13)

0

I[)

II

::
k

~

r.I

r max

~
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Eq. 11 indicates the K• and K- are function of the
actuator extension (piston stroke) and therefore their
values are function of the platform pose. The
compressibility coefficient, C, is considered constant in
this study since it is a weak function of the pressure P.
The spring constant of the piston rod is given by:

3

leadscrew which is under load which is
approximately equals to ri. The spring constant of
leadscrew is given by:

(14)
where E is the Young's modulus and L is the length of
the rod.
The equivalent spring constants for a motion to the
right.

K;, or to the left, Ki , can be determine by serial
I

I

connection of Kr, and K• or Kr and K· respectfully,
assuming no cavity occurs:

rcEd 2

Kt~---

where d is it diameter.
A spring that corresponds to the sleeve, coupling and
other components in the system which do not change
with the motion of the link.
2)

2

rtk (1-k )D E

4( ECk

£, -

2

( r rmx -

(15)

'i) + (1- k 2 ) L]

Figure 4: Model of a nut-leadscrew arrangement.

Substitute k=0.5 (for commercial hydraulic
pistons 0.4<k<0.7), rrmx ::Land EC::::: 100 (typical
values: E=2.1*Io11Ntm2 and C=4.4*Io-10m21N) Eq. 15
becomes:

K_+ .

= ttD 2 E

E,

.

4

1

2

(16)

Since O<ri<L Eq. 14 indicates that for most of the
joint travel range (except for the extremes) the oil
column spring constant dominates the dynamics behavior
of the platforms. At the
Only at one particular actuator stroke both spring
constants, K; and K~ , have the same values:
r.=
l

I

r
max

2-k2

3.2 Modeling of a Nut-Leadscrew Arrangement
Stiffness

If the linear actuator for the link was implemented
by nut-leadscrew assembly, shown schematically in
figure 4, the computa~on of the "Spring" constant is
slightly different. -Two springs are connected in serial in
the case:

1)

4.

Vibration Analysis

Once the stiffness of all links are determined, the
restoring forces are given by:

O

(lOOr; + L)

K- _ ttD E
3
E, 4 [40o( L- 'i) + 12 L]

I

Leadscrew
MOTO

2

2

Nut

Sleeve

rtk 2 D 2 E
K+ -~----~
2
E; - 4( ECk r; + L)
K- _

(17)

41f

A spring that corresponds to the length of the
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l(ilV] =_KJLlX

(18)

K6
The equation of motion of the platform can be
rewritten by combining Eqs. (5),(9), (10) and (18):
(19)
For the case of hydraulic actuators Eq. 19 is
nonlinear due to the two spring constants associated with
each link. A similar single degree of freedom case was
solved in [19] but the extension of this solution to six
Therefore, the
degrees of freedom is not feasible.
analysis of the system can be performed numerically as
follows:
1)- Assume a platform pose, Xa. and determine the links
length and extension, li and ri, according to Eq. 4
and the vectors ~ and Pr
2) Assume a small pose perturbation, ~. and
determine the change in the links length, ~ V, using
Eq.5.
3) According to the sign of il Vi and the length of the

4

4)

link, ri, both spring constants of the link can be
determined using Eq. 15.
Substitute ~· pi, Ki ,m and I in Eq. and solve
numerically with initial conditions:
(20)

In case of prismatic joints driven by lead screws the
stiffness matrix is a constant for a particular platform
pose X 0• Assuming a solution:

LiX = ~X 0 cos( rot)

(21)

substitute in Eq. 19 will yield the frequency equation:
(22)

5.

Conclusions

A procedure by which the natural frequencies of a
Stewart platform. driven by hydraulic pistons or leadscrew arrangement, was presented. The solution is
numerical and has to be performed for each pose of the
platform. Experimental work is needed to verify this
results.
6.
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A Singularity Analysis of a 3-3 Octahedral Platform Device
Sanjeev Sawai , M Griffis, J. Duffy
Center for Intelligent Machines and Robotics
University of Florida
Gainesville , FL 32611

Introduction
The geometrically simplest platfonn device is an
octahedron (figure 1). It consists of six S-P-S (SphericalPrismatic-Spherical) kinematic chains connecting a fixed
base to a moveable platfonn. The platfonn is actuated via
the prismatic pair in each chain. There are three
connecting points (three concentric ball-and-socket
joints) in the base and three in the moveable platform.
For this reason, the octahedron is called a 3-3 platform.
This paper investigates the singularities of the device
for which the six lines joining the three connecting
points in the base and the platfonn become linearly
dependent. This is accomplished via screw theory.
Analysis of Singularities
.
Consider a general wrench applied to the moveable
platform. For the mechanism to be stable, this wrench
must be in static equilibrium (instantaneously) with the
wrenches in the connectors. The connectors are linearly
actuated and can only apply forces along the lines of their
respective axes. Thus, the applied wrench must be
balanced by the forces in the six connectors. For an
...
applied wrench

wa '

Wa = "'-tF, + "'-2F2 + A3F3 + A4F4 + "'-sFs + A6F6,
where

F,. ,..• , F6 are the resultant forces in connectors

L l , ... L 6.

.

.

The forces in the connectors may, in tum, be
expressed in terms of the PlUcker coordinates of their
lines of action as follows.

FI = !1 (ll ,fnt ,n,.; PI ,q1 ,fi)

F6

= f6(l6,m,,n6; p6,q6,r6)

The applied wrench is given by

~a= fa$a,
where $a is the screw along which the wrench acts and
fa is its magnitude.
The condition for wrench equilibrium, in purely
geometric terms, now becomes,

$a= a.I ~ +a2~ +a3~ +a4L4 +asLs +a6L6.
It is clear that, for $ a to be a general screw, the lines
L1 , ••• ,L 6 must be linearly independent of each other. The
lines L1 , ••• ,L 6 will then span a six-system, i.e. the whole
space of screws.
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On the other hand, if L , ,... L 6 are not linearly
independent, then they will .span an n-system of screws,
0 < n < 6, and a wrench along any screw not in that nsystem cannot be in equilibrium with the forces in the
connectors. Thus, the mechanism will be in an unstable
state.
As an example, let us consider the case when L : and
L _are linearly dependent on each other. Then a general
~ench applied along the screw $a can be decomposed as
follows,

$a

=$12 +$3456 +$u

where $. _ is the component of$ a lying within the onesystem sp~ned by L 1 and L 2 , $ 3- 456 is the component of
$ lying within the four-system spanned by L 3 , L 4, L 5
~d L 6 and$~ is the component lying outside the fivesystem spanned by the lines of the connectors. It should
be clear that any wrench along $u will cause instability in
the mechanism, since it cannot be balanced by any
magnitude of forces in the connectors.
The identification of a singularity is now reduced to
the detennination of linear dependence of the lines of the
connectors of the platform. If any of the lines of the
connectors is linearly dependent on any of the others, the
Jacobian matrix, J , the columns of which are the PlUcker
coordinates of the lines of the connectors, becomes
singular. Hence, evaluation ·of the determinant of the
Jacobian matrix for a particular configuration of the
platfonn will tell us whether it is in a singular
configuration or not.

111 = 0 => singular
111 * 0 =>non- singular
The platform transitorily gains mobility when it is in
a singular configuration.

Singularities With One Degree-Of-Freedom
The following is an exhaustive study of all types of
linear dependencies of the lines of the connectors which
produce a single degree-of-freedom in the mechanism.
This occurs when n lines belong to an n-1 system of
lines.
In the study of the platform, we are investigating
patterns of lines, all of which are finitely located with
respect to the coordinate system of the platfonn. It is safe,
then, to neglect consideration of linearly dependent linesystems which require any of the lines to be at infinity.

6

The various configurations are discussed below. Due
to the symmetry of the 3-3 platform, many of the cases
are covered by changing the vertex of reference or
inverting the moveable and base platforms. All the
spherical joints are considered to be ideal.
Two Lines Linearly Dependent on One Another
Two lines in space can be linearly dependent on one
line only in the following two cases,
1. the lines are coincident and
2. the lines are parallel and lie in the plane at infinity.
In the case of the 3-3 octahedral platform, since all
the lines are finitely located, this can happen only when
two lines are coincident
easel
Adjacent connectors have a common vertex on the
base platform. For example, connectors OR and OS are
linearly dependent. They have a common vertex 0 as
shown in figure 2.
The platform is in a configuration for which the
vertex S lies on the line OR. Connectors OR and OS are
then along the same line, as is side RS, and are linearly
dependent on one another.
Case2
Adjacent connectors have a common vertex on the
base platform. For example, connectors OS and PS are
linearly dependent. They have a common vertex S as
shown in figure 3.
The platform is in a configuration with vertex S
lying on side OP. Connectors OS and PS are coincident
with the side OP.
Case 3
Alternate connectors such as connectors OR and PS
are linearly dependent.
This case occurs only when the side RS lies on side
OP. However, this gives rise to a singularity of freedom
greater than one and this case is covered later.
Case4
Far removed connectors, such as connectors OS and
QT are linearly dependent as shown in figure 4.
Consider a configuration with side ST lying on side
OQ. Connectors OS and QT are coincident with the side
OQ. The lines OS and QT become coincident. This also
causes all six lines to be reciprocal to the line OQ and
hence belong to the five.;system reciprocal to OQ.
Three Lines Linearly Dependent on Two Lines
The only two-system consisting entirely of lines is a
planar pencil. Three lines belonging to the same planar
pencil are linearly dependent.
easel
Sequential connectors such as connectors OR, OS
and PS ~e linearly dependent (figure 3).
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Consider a configuration with the vertex S lying on
side OP. Connectors OS and PS are coincident and
belong to a one-system which together with OR defines a
two-system.
Case2
Alternate connectors with a common vertex on the
base platform like connectors OR, OS and PT are linearly
dependent (figure 6).
Consider the vertex T lying on side OP. When the
vertex S lies in plane ROP, connectors OR, OS and PT
lie on the same planar pencil.
Case3
Alternate connectors with a common vertex on the
moveable platform such as connectors OS, PS and QT
are linearly dependent (figure 7) .
Consider the vertex S lying on plane OPQ and the
vertex Ton connector QS. Connectors OS, PS and QT lie
on the same planar pencil. This position also causes the
four lines OS, PS , PT and QT to lie in the same planar
field. This shows us that the platform is in a singular
configuration when any side of the moveable platform
lies in the plane of the base platform.
·
Case 4
Alternate connectors such as connectors OR, PS and
QT are linearly dependent (figure 8).
Consider the vertex T lying on side OQ and the
vertex S-on side OP. Then if_the vertex R lies in the plane
of the base platform, connectors OR, PS and QT lie on
the same planar pencil. In this situation the moveable
pl;1tfonn and the base platform lie in the same plane and
thus all the connectors lie in that plane. A plane is
defined by three independent lines and hence the six
lines of the connectors are dependent on three
independent lines and belong to the three-system of the
plane, the planar field OPQ. This occurs whenever the
moveable platform lies in the plane of the base.
Four Lines Linearly Dependent on Three Lines
Four lines can be linearly dependent on each other
only if they lie on a three-system of lines. A bundle of
lines through a point is a three-system consisting entirely
of finitely located lines. Another three-system of lines is
the planar field, consisting of all lines lying in a plane.
Case 1
Sequential connectors with common vertices on the
base platform such as OR, OS, PS and PT are linearly
dependent (figure 9).
Consider the configuration with side RT lying in the
plane OSP. The connectors OR, OS, PS and PT are in the
same plane and belong to the same planar field. This
configuration occurs when any side of the moveable
platform lies in the plane containing the vertex opposite
that side. This position also causes all six lines to be
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reciprocal to the line RT and thus belong to a fivesystem.
Case2
Sequential connectors with common vertices on the
moveable platform such as OS, PS, PT and QT are
linearly dependent (figure 10).
Consider the configuration with side ST lying in the
plane OPQ. The connectors OS, PS, PT and QT are in
the same plane OPQ and belong to the same planar field.
This configuration occurs when any side of the moveable
platform lies in the plane of the base platform. This
position also causes all six lines to be reciprocal to the
line OQ and thus belong to a five-system.
Case3
Alternate connectors like connectors OR, OS, PT
and QT are linearly dependent (figure 11).
Consider the configuration with vertex T coincident
with th~ vertex 0. The axial lines of the connectors OR,
OS, PT and QT all contain the point 0 and thus belong
to the same bundle.
Case4
Non-sequential connectors such as connectors OR,
OS, PS and QT are linearly dependent (figure 12).
Consider the configuration with vertex T lying on
the side OQ and the vertex S lying on side OP. The axial
lines of the connectors OR, OS, PS and QT all contain
the point 0 and belong to the same bundle. In this case _.
the four lines PT, QT, OS and PS also define a planar
three-system of lines.
Five Lines Linearly Dependent on Four Lines
For five lines to be linearly dependent on four lines.
they must belong to a four-system of lines (linear
congruence). There exists a two-system of screws
reciprocal to this four-system . Consider a four-system of
lines formed by any four axial lines of the connectors and
the two-system of screws reciprocal to it. If either of axial
lines of the two remaining connectors belong to the foursystem, they will be reciprocal to the two-system
mentioned earlier. The following cases will use this
constraint to evalQate conditions for five lines belonging
to a four-system.
Hunt, in [5] has shown that four linearly
independent lines always have two transversals (lines
intersecting all four lines). These transversals may be
real or imaginary. It is evident that these transversals are
reciprocal to the four lines. Thus, all screws on the
cylindroid defmed by the two transversals are reciprocal
to the four-system. If either of the two remaining
connectors is reciprocal to the two-system of the
transversals, the platform is in a singular configuration.
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Case1
Sequential connectors with common vertices on the
base platform are linearly dependent. Let five connectors
be linearly dependent on connectors OR, OS, PS and PT.
There are two screws reciprocal to the four-system
defined by the connectors OR, OS, PS and PT. One of
these is the line OP and the other is the line SQ', which is
the line of intersection of the planes ORS and STP.
Consequently, for a singularity, we have

Kl(LQR ,LsQ' ) = 0 and Kl(LQR, L 0 p) = 0
if the line QR belongs to the above-mentioned foursystem, or

Kl(LQT,LSQ')

= 0 and Kl(LQT,L0 p) = 0

if the line QT belongs to the above-mentioned foursystem.
Case2
Sequential connectors with common vertices on the
moveable platform are linearly dependent. Let five
connectors be linearly dependent on connectors OS, PS,
PT and QT.
There are two screws reciprocal to the four-system
defined by the connectors OS , PS , PT and QT. One of
these is the line STand the other is the line RP', which is
the line of intersection of the planes QRT and _ORS.
Consequently, for a singularity, we have

Kl(LQR ,LRP') =Oand Kl (LQR, LST) = 0

if the line QR belongs to the above-mentioned foursystem, or

Kl(L0 R,LRP') = 0 and Kl(L0 R,LST) = 0
if the line OR belongs to the above-mentioned foursystem.
Case3
Non-sequential connectors such as connectors OR,
OS ~ PT, QT and QR. Let five connectors be linearly
dependent on connectors OR, OS, PT and QT.
There are two screws reciprocal to the four-system
defined by the connectors OR, OS, PT and QT. One of
these is the line OT and the other is the lineR'S', which
is the line of intersection of the planes ORS and PTQ.
Consequently, for a singularity, we have

Kl(LQR,LR·s·) = 0 and Kl(LQR,LOT)

=0

if the line QR belongs to the above-mentioned foursystem, or

Kl(Lps,LR's·) = 0 and Kl(Lps,LOT) = 0
if the line PS belongs to the above-mentioned foursystem.
Case4
Non-sequential connectors such as connectors OR,
OS, PS, QT and QR are linearly dependent Let five
connectors be linearly dependent on connectors OR, OS,
PS and QT.
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In this case, the transversals are not visually obvious.
Consider the lines RS and OP to intersect the line QT for
a particular configuration of the platform. They would
then define the reciprocal two-system and we can proceed
as above to determine the singularity.
Six Lines Linearly Dependent on Five Lines
For six lines to be linearly dependent on five
independent lines, they must belong to the same linear
complex.
The selection of five connectors from six may be
made in any way; all the combinations give similar
situations. Let us consider the five system defined by the
axial lines of the connectors OR, OS, PS, PT and QT.
The lines OR, OS, PS and PT define a four-system
reciprocal to the two-system defined by the lines OP and
SQ' (as shown above). Hence a general screw reciprocal
to the four-system may be written as

$ = Ar Lop+ A2LSQ' '
where A.l. , A. 2 are scalars.
For line QT to form a five-system in conjunction
with this four-system, it must be reciprocal to the general
screw of the two-system, i.e.

Kl($,LQr) =0

A1Kl (L0 p, LQT) + A2Kl(LsQ'' LQT) =0
~=

Kl(LSQ',LQT)

A2

Kl(L0 p, LQr)

With the above restriction on the values of A. 1 and
A.2, $represents a general screw of the five-system
formed by the stated lines.
Now, for the line QR to belong to this five-system , it
must be reciprocal to the one-system reciprocal to the
five-system, i.e. the screw$.

K l ($, LQR ) =0

A1Kl (L 0 p, LQR) + A2Kl (LsQ'' LQR) =0
Al
Kl(LSQ''LQR)
-=---_..;;;.._...;;;...._
A2

Kl (L0 p, LQR)

So, for this type of a singularity we must have the
following condition be true.

Kl (LSQ'' LQR) - Kl (LSQ'' LQT)
Kl ( L0 p , LQR )

Kl ( L 0 p , LQr)

Consider the platform with the side RT lying in the
plane OSP. Then all six lines of the connectors intersect
the line RT and are reciprocal to it. Thus, they lie on a
five-system reciprocal to the line RT (figure 13).

Singularities With Higher Degrees-Of-Freedom

belong to a less than (n-1 )-system of lines and additional
freedoms arc introduced in the platform for such
configurations.
Examples of such configurations arc illustrated here.
Three Lines Linearly Dependent on One Line ·
This case occurs only if sequential connectors such
as connectors OS , PS and PT are linearly dependent.
Consider a configuration with side ST lying on side
OP. Connectors OS, PS and PT are coincident with the
side OP and are linearly dependent on line OP as shown
in figure 14.
Four Lines Linearly Dependent on One Line
Due to the special geometry of the platform, this
situation cannot occur. Four connectors cannot be
coincident with the same line.
Four Lines Linearly Dependent on Two Lines
For four lines to belong to a two-system of lines. they
must lie on the same planar pencil. Due to the geometry
of the platform, this cannot occur with the axial lines of
the connectors. It is possible that the point T is
coincident with 0 and RST lies in the plane OPQ. In this
case, then, all the six lines of the connectors belong to ·the
planar field (three-system) in plane OPQ.
Five Lines Linearly Dependent on One line
Due to the special geometry of the platform, this
situation cannot occur. Five connectors cannot be
coincident with the same line.
Five Lines Linearly Dependent on Two Lines
For five lines to belong to a two-system of lines, they
must lie on the same planar pencil. Due to the geometry
of the platform, this· cannot occur with the axial lines of
the connectors~
Five Lines Linearly Dependent on Three Lines
For five lines to be linearly dependent on three lines,
they must either belong to the same bundle of lines or to
the same planar field. Due to the geometry of the
platform , five lines cannot belong to a bundle. If they
belong to the same planar field (the plane OPQ), then all
six lines belong to the planar field. Thus, this case does
not occur in the octahedral platform.
Six Lines Linearly Dependent on One line
Due to· the special geometry of the platform, this
situation cannot occur. Six connectors cannot be
coincident with the same line.

Singularities of a higher order may occur in the 3-3
octahedral platform. This happens whenever n lines
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Six Lines Linearly Dependent on Two Lines
For six lines to belong to a two-system of lines, they
must lie on the same planar pencil. Due to the geometry
of the platform, this cannot occur with the axial lines of
the connectors.
Six Lines Linearly Dependent on Three Lines
For six lines to be linearly dependent on three lines,
they must either belong to the same bundle of lines or to
the same planar field. Due to the geometry of the
platform, six lines cannot belong to a bundle. They may,
however, belong to the same planar field (the plane
OPQ). The movable platform is in the plane of the base
(figure 15). In this case, the platform is in a singularity
with three reciprocal freedoms, a translation in the Zdirection and rotations about the X- and Y-directions.

device is in a singular position or not. The rank of the
Jacobian matrix signifies the number of linearly
independent connectors for that configuration, which is
the order of the system of constraints.
However, the value of the determinant of the
Jacobian matrix is not a good indicator as to how close
the plau·orm is to a singular configuration. This is
3
because the value of the determinant depends upon L ,
where L is the dimension of length.
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Summary And Conclusions
The singularities of the 3-3 octahedral platform are
identifiable through the linear dependence of the axial
lines of its S-P-S connectors. If they span any space less
than a six-system, it means that there exists a subspace,
the screws about which the moveable platform exhibits
instantaneous freedom. Whatever the magnitude of the
wrenches in the connectors, motion about ihis freedom
cannot be prevented.
Some of the singularities have been identified
geometrically, whereas others have been identified
analytically. The singularities identified through special
geometrical configurations may be verified analytically.
It is, however, considerably more difficult to
geometrically verify the singularities identified
analytically, especially in the realm of four- and fivesystems.
The evaluation of the determinant of the Jacobian
matrix is the best indicator of whether the platform
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Shou-Hung Ling Ming Z. Huang
Department of Mechanical Engineering
and Robotics Center
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Rato~ FL 33431
hence, less structured and systematic than the serial ones.
For position kinematics of parallel manipulators, a few
specific, or sometimes a class o( parallel manipulators
Robotic mechanisms in general can be of either serialhave been studied [3-8]. Most of them [3,4,5,6] started
c~ parallel-c~ or hybrid (a combination of both
from vector loop equations, then the authors organized the
parallel and serial chains) geometry. While it can be
unknowns and try to solve the position kinematics
asserted that kinematic theories and techniques are well
equations. In Griffis and DuflY [7], the co~cept of spherical
established for fully serial-chain manipulators, the same
four-bar linkage is used to analyze the specific class (6-3)
assertion cannot be made when it is considered in the
of Stewart -platforms. A numerical position kinematics
general context Despite many recent advances from
analysis based on graph theory and Depth First Search
studies of parallel-chain manipulators, most of the methods
algoritlun is presented in [8]. There is one thing in common
reported are still rather limited in nature. Tiris is because
. that all the systems addressed are of the special class of _ with all these different position analyses, that is, the result
equations are complicated.
fully parallel manipulators with symmetric geometries,
For velocity analysis of general parallel manipulators,
such as the Stewart Platform and its variations thereof.
the modeling techniques and analysis methods have not
In this paper, we present a general procedure for
been well established, either. One can always differentiate
systematic formulation and characterization of the
the
position kinematics equations to get the velocity
instantaneous kinematics for a robotic mechanism with a
kinematics equations. This idea, however, becomes
general parallel-chain geometty. A kinestatic approach
impractical due -to the fact that the position kinematics
based on screw system theory is adopted in this treatment,
equations themselves are very complicated. Several
which makes intensive use of dualistic properties and
alternative methods have been developed to come up with
relations between the velocity and statics of rigid bodies.
the velocity equations directly. In Waldron and Raghavan
[9], velocity closure conditions are used to derive the
1. Introduction
. velocity kinematics equations of a 3 degree-of-freedom
parallel module. In Huang et al. [10], the statics concept
Robotics has traditionally focused on the serial-chain
and constraints of joints are taken into consideration to
manipulators which are typical of industrial robots. Serial
find the velocity kinematics equations of a similar 3 degreetype manipulators have been extensively studied and well
of-freedom module. Approaches to come up with velocity
understood as far as the coordination and force
equations of fully parallel manipulators are also provided in
decomposition are concerned The work in forward and
[11] and [12]. In Mohamed and-Duffy [11], a formulation
inverse position and rate kinematics of serial manipulators
can be found in textbooks such as [ 1] or [2].
based on orthogonal serews was propose~ and it was later
Recently \ it has been recognized that parallel
shown in [13,14] that orthogonality of screws based on
manipulators have higher stifihess, better dynamic
metric that is noninvariant. In Kumar [12]7 the duality
characteristics, and more suited to heavy duty applications.
betWeen statics and kinematics and that between serial and
Stewart platfo~ among all types of parallel manipulators,
parallel chain geometries are used for the velocity analysis,
although the analysis in that paper is restricted to
received the most attention because of its application in
symmetric geometry and discussion concentrated on
flight simulation. However, for general parallel
manipulators, because of the complexity of the geometry
manipulator with 6 or more degrees of freedom. In Gatto
relative to the geometty of serial devices, the analysis of
[ 15}, a. method for finding the compliance matrix of any
mechanical system has been presented. That method is
parallel devices has received relatively little attention,
Abstract
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more like a numerical one, hence~ the physical meaning is
lost during the derivation of the compliance matrix. Even
with all the studies mentioned above~ stilL. a general and
systematic method with clearly physical meaning is lacking
for analyzing velocity kinematics of parallel manipulators.
1bis paper is one more effort toward solving the
velocity analysis problem of general parallel manipulators.
And it is organized in the following manner. First, the
problem will be defined. Then a example of a specific 3
degrees of freedom parallel manipulators will be examine~
followed by a deduction and conclusion of general parallel
manipulators. \Ve decided to start from a specific case
then expand to general ones. Hopefully it will make the
whole concept more concrete, so that the readers can
Wlderstand the concept more easily.

2. Classification
objectives

of

manipulators

and

defining

So far~ there is no clear classification of various
except for serial manipulators which all the
joints are connected in series. - In addition to serial .
manipulators, three types of manipulators will be classified
below. Although this classification is local (within this
paper) not universal, we do have some criterion to base on
the classify those manipulators. We think the basic
difference between serial manipulators and parallel ones is
as follows: The linear-angular velocity of end-effector of
serial manipulator is the summation of all the· joint twists~
while the force-moment exerted on the end-effector of the
parallel manipulator is the summation of all the forcemoment supplied by each leg. Base on this fact, the
"general parallel manipulator'' mentioned in this paper
means that the end-effector of the manipulator is supported
by several.legs, and each leg is in pure series configuration
and may consist of. more than one actuators. Fig.l is a
schematic picture of a general parallel manipulator. The
"hybrid serial manipulator", which is shown in Fig.2~ is a
serial manipulator with serial and parallel modules such as
those described in [9,10]. We call it "hybrid serial" because
it is hybrid (consist of both serial and parallel modules) and
serial (the end-effector velocity is the smnmation of serial
module and parallel · module). The "hybrid parallel
manipulator", which is shown in Fig.3, is a parallel
manipulator of which one or more legs are in hybrid serial
configuration.
In this paper, a new method to solve the velocity
analysis problem of general parallel manipulators is
proposed. Our treatment started with the well developed
velocity and statics analysis of serial manipulators~ then
utilizing the principle of virtual work to obtain the velocity
kinematics equations of the whole parallel manipulator.
'This method possesses a few unique aspects. First, the
p; oposed method is general and systematic enough to
manipulators~
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analyze all non-redundant parallel manipulators. Secon~
the method should carry very clear physical meaning.
Thir~ the relationship between parallel manipulators and
serial ones should be clarified, thus~ paving a way for
analysis of general hybrid serial manipulators and hybrid
parallel manipulators.

J. Velocity kinematics of a 3 degree-of-freedom parallel
manipulator
An illustrative example will be presented in this
section. The velocity kinematics equations of a 3 degrees of
freedom parallel manipulator which is shown in Fig.4 will
be obtained. It is noted that the design of the 3 degrees of
freedom parallel manipulator in this example is not
practical, because we want to show that the proposed
method can be used even for a strange design.
Referring to Fig.4~ there are three legs in this in-parallel
manipulator~ and all of them are 5 degrees of freedom serial
chains. The first leg consists of (from ground and up_!
prismatic-revolute-ball jomts, and the prismatic joint is the
one which is active. The second leg consists of (from
ground and up) revolute-prismatic-ball joints, and we
actively control the prismatic joint. The third leg consists of
revolute-revolute-ball joints~ and we actively control the
revolute joint connected to the base plate. Also as noted in
Fig.4~ for each leg~ we number the active joints following
the passive joints. So the active joints are represented by

tS15, r$25 and tS35, and (qzj• 423• 433) are the
corresponding active joint rates. The notation r$ij here .
represents the twist of the j-th joint on the i-th leg.
l.l Constraint analysis. For the first leg, we can express
the end-effector velocity in terms of joint rates as m
Eq.(l). The Jacobian matrix is in the order that the screws
associated with actiye joints will be put behind the screws
associated with the passive joints.
(1)

Ja

=[•$11

t$12

[ Uu
= Pt1 x 0u

t$13

fl12

Pu x ilu

t$14

,$IS]
un

Pu X

ulJ

flt4
Pt4 X 014

~1~

l

0 t5J

where
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t$iJ

the screw representing the twist of the j-th

:

joint on the i-th leg. Referring to Fig.4 for tS 11,
tS12' ... tS15·
Ujj : 3xl unit vector of the direction of screw tSij .
Pij : 3x 1 position vector of screw tSij relative to the
fixed frame.
!J is noted that aD the screw notations mentioned in this
paper will represent an unit screws expressed in ray
coordinates. Columns 1, 2 and 3 of matrix Ja. represent

(6)

the ball joint (we can think of a ball joint as 3 revolute
joints in concentric configuration). We can find one unit
reciprocal screw wc$11 Cwc$iJ represents the j-th wrench of
constraint in the i-th leg). Any linear combination of wc$11
a reciprocal screw to the column screws. wc$11 is
the direction which can exert force-moment without
reflecting any force-moment to the directions of all. the
passive and active joints on the first leg. So wc$11 is a
wrench of constraint to the end-effector of the in-parallel
manipulator. It is convenient at this point to introduce two
operators to represent the reciprocal relationship between
screws.

is also

~]
0
£13

] (for elliptic geometry e=l)

(2)

(3)
(4)

JB = [

,Su ,$,2

,$13

,$,.

,$15

(LI.

w,$u)] , a 6x6

matrix. J 8 is augmented from 6x5 matrix to a 6x6 matrix.
The last column comes from the collineation of those
wrenches of constraint of the ·first leg, that is, it is the
elliptic polar of the wrench of constraint [13]. Physically,
(~ wc$ 11 ) behaves like a twist of nonfreedom. We can
think of the procedure as adding one join~ which is the

elliptic polar of the wrench of constrain~ to the i-th leg but
locking that joint. The joint rate associated With that nonfreedom j_oint will be zero while the torque associated with
that joint may not.
The relationship between the static joint torques and
static force-moment exerted on the end-effector can be
expressed as :

where .6. represents a correlation, and ~ represents a
collineation (they are explained in detail in [13]). Both Ll
and ~ interchange the first and last three screw
coordinates~

~ transfonns a screw in ray (axis)
coordinates into the same screw in axis (ray) coordinates
whereas the collineation 11 transforms a screw in ray (axis)
coordinates into the elliptic polar screw which is also
expressed ill ray (axis) coordinates. Applying the above
definition, the reciprocity condition of leg 1 can be written
as:

'tul
'tl2

~u =J~[

m,]

:::J

r,

where !i

fi]

(7)

is the static force-moment exerted on the end-

Lmi

(5)

where wcsij represents the j-th wrench of constraint in the
i-th leg. Eq.(5) describes the constraint acting on the endeffector by the first leg.
3.2 Statics analysis. Putting Eqs.( 1) and (5) together, we
can get the following:
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effector by the i-th leg, and 'tij is the static joint torque
associated with the j-th joint on the i-th leg. 'ti · may be a
torque or a force (as of the case in 't15) dependu; on the
joint type it associated with.
Since -r11 , ... 'tl4 are zeros (because these are torques
asso~ted with passive joints), we can conclude that

[flT

m[ ] must belong to a two system.

Since [

rt

m[]
17

is reciprocal to four

twists~ [f{

m[ ] can be expressed as

(15)

follows:
From Eq.(7), we know that

(8)

(16)

where
wcSll is reciprocal to t:Sll , t:SI2, tSI3' ~14' t:St5·
wSR15 is reciprocal to t:S11 , tS12 , tSt3 , tS14 and

(17)

(Ll wc$11) ·

Wrench wSR15 is reciprocal to all non-freedom twists and
joint twists in the first leg except the one twist associated
with the actuator. For leg 2 and leg 3, the same deduction
can be followed and we can obtain:

Following the same logic, for leg 2 and leg 3, we will have
the follow relations:
(18)

(9)
(19)

(10)
(20)

The work rate (powerJ done to the end-effector by the first
Ieg :

(21)

(11)

The same kind of relation will also hold for leg 2 and leg 3.

Combining Eqs.(8), (9), (10) and (15), we will get

(13)

en

The power output by the end-effector equals to the power
input from the joints , that is :

el2

=A

(22)

e.,l
-

en
e31

en

'tt~

where

'tt6
T
[ U) e-e

T 1[ml
.
ve-t
f = [q·~

J

0

q2j 0

4'3~

0]

't2~

(14)

't26
't3~

't36
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Similar to Eq.(8), [

~~ Jcan be put in the following form:

! eu

I cu

iel2

I Ct2

I

T "!

i ezl

Ve-~ !Al
..

j

eu

I

o] ell:::

I

=[4ts

0

q2S

0

q35

]I' en

0

c21

ie31

CJl

Le32

Lc32

(26)

where the 6x6 matrix A is defined in Eq.(22), and the 6x6
matrix C equals:
(23)

e31

en

r$fs Bt
(.c:l wcSn)TBl
C=

eu

[~2 J=[O

(Ll wc$21)

(~ wS R2s) 0 0

en
ell

(24)
Take the transpos_e of both side of Eq.(26) and cancel out
the durruny coefficients, we will get the relationship
between active joints rates and end-effector velocity:

e31

e32

(.i ,.$ RJ> )]

:::

(27)

rSfsBJ
(Ll wc$31) TB3

el2
0

r$~Bz
(Ll wc$2l)TB2

(25)

(28)

ell
e31

en
Let B1, B2, B3 denote the 6x6 ·matrix of Eqs.(23), (24),
(25), respectively.
~.3 Velocity Analysis. Substituting Eqs.(l6) through (25)
mto Eq.(l4), (that is, applying the principle of virtual work
to the parallel manipulator), we can get

· Most of the information of the parallel manipulator is
contained in Matrix ~ because matrix C is based on
matrices~ (i =1,2,3.) which are actually part of matrix A.
Matrix A contains two kinds of wrenches - constraint
wrenches and wrenches induced by actuators. Constraint
wrenches can be obtained by finding the reciprocal screws
of colwnns of matrix Ja. in Eq.(l), and wrenches induced
by actuators can be obtained by following the procedure
mentioned immediately after Eq.(8).
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In practice, quite ofte~ we can find reciprocal screws
without referring to numerical process. For instance, if for
leg 1, r$14 .l r $ts and r$14.l. h1 , then

(29)

(30)

where
ht : the 3x 1 unit vector showing in Fig.4.
P 1 : the 3x 1 vector from origin of body fixed frame to
the ball joint in leg 1.

Uij : the 3x 1 unit vector of direction of screw t$ 11 .

rates are the ones can be obtainable by this 3 d.o.f. parallel
manipulator.
For the singularly of the parallel manipulator~ if matrix
Ja. in Eq.(l) is less than full r~ the corresponding leg is

in singular configuration and the end-effector loses one or
more degrees of freedom . This kind of singularity is
referred to as the kinematic singularity [ 10]. If the rank of
matrix A in Eq.(28) is less than 6, it means the end-effector
can not resist a general force-moment wrench. In this
situation. the in-parallel manipulator gains degrees of
freedom and the specific configuration is not stable. This is
the static singularity (10]. If A is not singular. inverting
(AT) we wiD have a velocity relation which is exact£v the
form of a serial manipulator. That is,

[~:j = (D)
[coi1

For leg 2, if r$ 24 .l r$ 25 , then

coi3 (D) cois

(D)][::

l

(35)

qJ~J

(31)

(32)

(33)

where

D= (AT) -l C Tand co/1(D) means the i-th column

of matrix D. The concept of hybrid serial manipulators and
hybrid parallel manipulators, as far as velocity kinematics is
concerned, will not be hard to understand from this point.
Even for a general non-redundant parallel manipulator
different from the example above, the same procedure can
still be followed to find the velocity kinematic equations.
And we will get a equation like

l

AT[roe-e = CTMB
$
w

:::;
RJS

rL

(36)

ve-ej

(P

3

hJ
X

l

h . j.

(34)

J)

Eqs.(29) through (34) can then be substituted into Eq.(28)
to get an explicit form of end-effector velocity and ·joint
rates relationship.

4. Discussion ·
From Eq.(28), it is shown that the relationship between
active joint rates and end-effector velocity is governed by
two 6x6 matrices. Those two 6x6 matrices, like the
Jacobian matrix, are only configuration dependent. The
forward and inverse velocity kinematics can be solved by
inverting AT and CT, respectively. Note that the constraint
~quations are also included. The constraint equations are
very important for inverse velocity kinematics. We can
substitute any end~fiector velocity into Eq.(28), but only
the velocities which will result in 3 corresponding zero joint
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where both matrices A and Care still 6 by 6, and l\13 is a
vector containing the actuating joint rates and zeros
(constraints). For detailed derivation of the above
conclusio~ please refer to [16].

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a general procedure for
systematic formulation and characterization of the
instantaneous kinematics for a robotic mechanism with a
general parallel-chain geometry. For the non-redundant
parallel manipulator, a 6x6 matrix can describe the
re~tionship between joint rates and end-effector velocity.
And the statically singularity condition can be easily
checked from the final form. There are a few new aspects
of the proposed work: First, the proposed work provides
more insight of the relationship and difference between
serial and parallel manipulators. Second, the proposed
method and the conclusion of it provide us the ability to
analyze a variety of hybrid configuration manipulators,
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which can not be easily analyzed otherwise~ with a
systematic approach. 'Thir~ the screw system theory is
extensively used in this dissertation proposa4 and physical
meaning are preserved and explained throughout this
paper. Hopefully, this fact can help us wtderstand more
about the nature of mechanisms.
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Fig.!: General parallel manipulator.

Fig.2: Schematic picture of hybrid serial manipulator.
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Fig.3: Schematic picture of hybrid parallel manipulator.

jttv

Fig.4: Notations of the 3 degrees of freedom in-parallel

plattorm examined in section 3.
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Abstract
The Kennedy Space Center Robotics Group recently
completed development and testing on a novel approach
to measure the mass properties of a rigid body. This
unique design can measure the payload's weight, mass
center location, and moments of inertia about three
orthogonal axes. Furthermore, these measurements only
require a single torque sensor and a single angular
position sensor.

1. Introduction
This paper describes the results of KSC's
development and testing efforts. First, a description of
the mechanism will be given along with its principle of
operation. Next, experimental results will be discussed,
and a description of the analytic studies will follow. The
paper will conclude with a summary of the results and
recommendations for future s~dy.

2. System Description
The actual mechanism developed and tested by the
Robotics and Automation Group is shown in Figure l.
A schematic representation of the device is shown in
Figures 2-4, attached at the end of the document. U is a
shaft whose orientation is parallel to the hypotenuse of a
cube. U can be rotated to any angle Q from an initial
position and fixed. A is a shaft rigidly attached to U at
an angle a= 0.9553 rad (54.7°). When Q = 0 rad (0°), A
is vertically oriented. B is a circular platter with a center
B* . B can be rotated relative to A about the line 0 B *
to any angle d from an initial position and fixed. E is
the payload and it is rigidly attached to B. 1be mass
center of E is E*.
The weight of the payload can be calculated by
holding Q fixed and first measuring the static torque in
U. Then, after moving E with respect to B a known
amount and direction, the static torque in U is again read.
The weight is calculated from the difference in the static
torque readings.
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The first mass moment vector of the system is mgr,
where mg is the weight of the payload and r is a position
vector from 0 to E*, as depicted in Figure 5. This
vector can be calculated from three sets of measurements,
where each measurement set consists of samples of the
static torque in U and samples of the static angular
position Q of the system. Furthermore, each set of data
is taken when the system is in a different orientation,
where a particular orientation of the system is described
by a value of Q and d. Three different orientations, and
hence three data sets, are required to calculate mgr. The
position vector r can be ·calculated by normalizing mgr
with the weight of the test specimen.
The system's total moments of inertia ltzl, ltz2, and
ltz3, about three orthogonal axes z t, z2, and z3,
respectively, can be calculated by taking three sets of
dynamic torque and dynamic position measurements, one
set per axis. The total moment of inertia ltzn includes:
the central moment of inertia of the test specimen E
about an axis parallel to zn, the tare central moment of
inertia about an axis parallel to zn, the parallel axis term
md2, where m is the combined mass of E and B and d is
the minimum distance between the B and system mass
center combination and the axis of rotation.
Figures 6-11 provide an illustration of the three
dextral, orthogonal axes z1, z2, and z3. The first set of
dynamic measurements is made by rotating U in a
sinusoidal motion, with d = 0 rad (0°), as shown in
Figures 6 and 7. Dynamics measurements are taken for
Q and for the torque in U. From this data, the system's
total moment of inertia Itz1 about zt, an axis parallel to
U, can be calculated. Band the system next is rotated to
d = 2p/3 rad (120°), and the procesS is repeated. ltz3, the
total moment of inertia about z3, can then be
determined, as indicated in Figures 8 and 9. This is
again an axis parallel to U as before, but z3 is
perpendicular to zt. Finally, B and the system is turned
to d = 4p/3 rad (240°), and the total moment of inertia
ltz2 about z2, the third orthogonal axis, is calculated, as
shown in Figures 10 and 11.
The payload's central moments of inertia about the
orthogonal axes can be determined by simple subtraction
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of the tare terms (system inertia) from the respective
total moments of inertia.

3. System Testing and Results
Extensive testing was done on the prototype shown
in the attached photograph. The test object was an
aluminum block, 0.302 X 0.203 X 0.140 m (11.9 X 8.0
X 5.5 in.) and weighed 221.5 N (49.8 lbs). The torque
sensor was a JR3 3-axis Force Torque Sensor with a full
scale (FS) torque reading of211.9 N-M (1875 in-lbs) and
an accuracy of ±1% FS about the axis of concern. The
angle Q was measured by a Rotary Variable Differential
Transducer (RVD'lj.
The results of the testing are given below in Table 1.
The detennination of the weight and mass center location
was conducted with static measurements, and the
determination of the moments of inertia was done
through dynamics measurements.

Table 1:

Experimental Results

Measurement
Type

Accuracy

Repeatability

Weiszht

4.9%

not measured

mgr

not measured

±3.5%

ltz1

not measured

±10%

The prototype was not configured to easily measure
the weight of the payload, as per the procedure outlined
in the System Description. However, one weight
measurement was conducted to experimentally verify the
procedure. The system was held at a fixed Q = 0 rad (0°),
and the static torque in U was measured with the payioad
in an initial position. Next, the payload was moved
0.076 ± 0.0016m (3.0 ± 1/16 in.) in a known direction
and the torque in U was again determined. From there,
the weight of the specimen was calculated, and that value
compared to the known weight. Since only one
experiment was conducted, the repeatability issue was
not addressed.

The second row of Table 1 provides the repeatability
results for the first-mass moment vector mgr. The
numerical value for mgr was calculated in 30
experiments, and the minimum-norm, least squares result
of those experiments was used as the standard for
comparison.

As mentioned above in the System Description,
each experimental calculation of mgr takes three sets of
measurements. Consequently, 30 experiments would
normally require 90 data sets. For the sake of efficiency,
the 30 experiments were constructed using permutations
of 30 measurement sets--10 sets taken at each of three
different orientations of the mechanism. The three
orientations were

(Q, d)= [ (+0.6109 rad, 0 rad),
(-0.6109 rad, 2p /3 rad), (-0.6109 rad, 4p /3 rnd)J
or ·

Each set of data was made from 3000 samples of the
. static torque in U and 3000 samples of the position Q.
The result listed in Table 1 is the largest difference
between the 30 calculated values ofmgr and the standard
value. The accuracy issue was not addressed since it was
believed that benefits-to-effort ratio would not be
favorable for this first-generation prototype.
The third row of Table 1 lists the repeatability results
. for the total moment of inertia, Itzl· The repeatability
result was resolved from repeating the same experiment
10 times. In all cases, d = 0 rad (0°). For each
experiment the system was first tilted at an angle Q such
that the effects of gravity were minimized. Next, the
system was manually oscillated about U at a frequency
of approximately 8 Hz and 5000 samples of the dynamic
torque in U and 5000 samples of the dynamic angular
position Q were taken. From that data, ltz 1 was
calculated. The minimum-norm, least squares fit to the
results of the 10 experiments was used as the standard.
The repeatability value was the largest of the differences
between each of the experiments and the standard value.
Again, the accuracy was not addressed for the reason
given above.

4. Analytic Studies
Analytic studies were made to model the
mechanism's static and rigid body dynamic
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characteristics, and these studies were used to develop
techniques for data analysis. The initial study was
performed using Kane's Method of Dynamic Analysis.
A redundant analysis was conducted with a Lagrangian
Formulation.

angle. These selections for d are independent of Q and a.
The optimal values for Q and a, however, are not
independent of each other, rather, they are related by the
·
equation
(3)

The dynamics for determining the payload's moments
of inertia are

r

= '!g + Itzn e

(1)

where t is the dynamic torque measured in U, tg is the
gravity torque--which results from the payload's mass
center being offset from the axis of rotation, and ltzn is
the total moment of inertia. To determine ltzn, the
following equation was used:

1

X

- Ll
Itzn =

'!n- ( '!g)nj

xn=l .

~~··E>nI

For example, in the model presented in the System
Description,
a = 0.9553 rad (54. 7°), so the
optimum value for Q is ±P/4 rad (±45°). Therefore, for
optimum numerical characteristics in the· calculation of
mgr, the orientation of the payload must be at Q ±P/4
rad (±45°), and d=u, d=u+2p/3, and d=u+4p/3.

=

The model was also used to study the merits of
alternate configurations of the geometry such as that
shown in Figure 12. This configuration, in particular,
minimizes the amount of tilt, i.e. Q, at which the
payload must be positioned. In this concep~ a = p/2 rad
(90°), so from the equation, the optimum value for Q =
0.6155 rad (35.26°).

.
(2)

-1 £..J

xn=l
where X = 5000 represents the number of samples taken.
The numerical attributes of this approach made it
necessary to simultaneously minimize tg and maximize
Q. By initially tilting the system to a particular value of
Q such that the system was "balanced", i.e. tg == 0· N-m
(0 in-lb), and oscillating the system about that point
with only small displacements, the effects of tg could be
kept at a minimum. Furthermore: since the amplitude of
the oscillation was small, the frequency had to be very
high in order to maximize Q. Thus, the system was
jogged as fast as possible by han<L which was at a
frequency of approximately 8 Hz.
The analytic studies also provided a very important
insight into the measurement of mgr: a system
configuration was determined that optimized the
numerical characteristics of the mgr calculation. If this
calculation is made with the system in the optimum
configuration, the accuracy of the mgr measurement is
equal to the accuracy of the torque sensor used to collect
the data. Consequently, this system is capable of
measuring mgr to an accuracy of .±().1 %, the accuracy of
many commercially available torque sensors. The
optimum configuration follows is a function of d, Q, and
a. The optimal selections for d are at u rad., u + 2p/3
~ and u + 4p/3 rad, where u is an arbitrary initial
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S. Lesson's Learned

The results emphasize the difficulty in determining
the moments of inertia. . While it is theoretically
· possible to measure the moments of inertia with this
design, extreme care was taken to minimize the effects of
gravity such as tilting the system until it was "balanced"
about U and shaking it at =- 8 Hz, were necessary to
achieve even repeatability results of ±1 0%. A torque
sensor that matched the measured torque more closely
would substantially improve the results, since the
maximum torque read during the testing was ±33.9 N-M
(±300 in-lbs), only 16% of the FS torque.
Friction was also more of a problem than anticipated.
Originally, it was believed that the friction forces would
not affect results appreciable since they would induce
negligible torques when compared with the torques
necessary to drive the system. However, friction and ·
stiction significantly influenced the "balance point" of
the system. Instead of a true point, there was a balance
range of ±0.0873 rad (±5°). Consequently, the effects of
tg were not minimized to the greatest extent possible.
Replacement of the roller bearings with air bearings
would be one possible solution to this problem.
Measuring an object's weight with this approach has
not been rigorously tested but only basic feasibility
determined. The results listed above in Table 1 could
likewise be greatly improved with a more appropriate
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torque sensor, but mechanically simpler and more
accurate methods may prove to be more practical.
This project has demonstrated the ease with which
modem prototyping can be done. The mechanical design
of the actual mechanism was carried out using
Intergraph, so blueprints could be generated from an
initial concept in a matter of minutes instead of days.
The data acquisition system was developed with the
National Instruments LabVIEW, which allowed for the
necessary acquisition software to be written in 2 days--by
an engineer, not a programmer--and the electrical
hardware setup to be finished in a single day. Finally,
the analysis was done with the numerical package
MATLAB, a program that readily allowed for the
manipulation of literally over hundreds of thousands
points of data. Essentially, the power and the ease-of-use
of commercially available equipment now allows for the
physical testing of a concept in a remarkably short period
of time.
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6. Conclusions & RecQmmendations
The mechanism holds significant promise for the
measurement of the mass center location of an object.
As delineated earlier, an optimal combination of payload
orientation exists which allows for the calculation of the
mass center to an accuracy equivalent to the accuracy of
the torque sensor used in the implementation.
Consequently, a mechanically simpler configuration, like
that shown in Figure 12, could be built that would
· measure the mass center location of a payload with an
accuracy of 0.1 %, the accuracy of many commercially
available torque sensors.
·Additional work needs to be done to refine torque
measurement techniques and the mechanism design to
enable accurate measurements of the mass moments of
inertia of an object. The challenge experienced with the
prototype device was that the dynamic torque was
roughly an order of magnitude less than the gravity
torque. Innovative methods for correcting this problem
need to be developed in order for measurement of mass
moments of inertia to be pursued any further.
Additionally, mechanism design changes should be made
to eliminate all aspects and effects of friction (e.g air
bearings).

In conclusion, the testing done on the prototype
confinned: 1) the feasibility of accurately measuring an
object's center of mass, and 2) the difficulty in measuring
moments of inertia of a payload. A derivative of the
prototype design, used in conjunction with a device that
can accurately measure the weight of the payload, could
yield a system that has the capability of accurately and
easily measuring the mass center of a payload.
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Figure 1. Prototype Mechanism
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Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4

Figure 5
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Figure 6

O= 0 rad

Figure 7
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Figure 8

o= 27t/3 rad

Figure 9
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a kinematic modeling convention for
manipulators with closed-loop kinematic chains! is
proposed. Similar to the shape matrix formulation, the
basic structure of the proposed link transformation is
decomposed into two matrices, one representing the
motion of the joint, and the other describing the rigid
body between the joint and one of its neighboring joints.
The model is capable of handling prismatic, revolute,
universal and ball joints. It possesses the properties of
having a minimum number of independent parameters for
each kinematic loop and of robustness in the sense that
its parameters guarantee a smooth error profile. This
model can thus be used in tasks such as calibration of
manipulators composed C?f closed-loop kinematic chains.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, parallel manipulators such as the Stewart
platform [ 1,2] have attracted considerable inte~t
Contemporary literature covers variety of topics such ~
kinematic analysis [3-11], workspace analysis [12-14],
practical design/construction considerations [2,15-18],
dynamics and control [19-22], and numerous applications
[23-27]. Howe~ only a few reports dealing with the
accuracy issue of parallel manipulators have been
published [28-31].
Kinematic calibration of a robot manipulator is a
process by which the accuracy of the manipulator is
enhanced by modifying its control software. It usually
consists of the following four tasks: kinematic modeling
of the manipulator, measurement of its poses,
identification of the model parameters, and on-line
compensation for its kinematic errors. This JlliD'
concentrates on the issue of kinematic modeling of
parallel manipulators.
Modeling of parallel manipulators is much m<Xe
complicated compared to that of serial manipulators.
, In this paper, these are sometimes referred to as
parallel manipulators.
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This is due to the existence of closed-kinematic chains
and passive joints in such a manipulator: An appropriate
modeling technique [ 16, 11] has two key elements:
structural analysis and loop coordinate transformation.
Structural analysis involves identifying independent
kinematic loops of the manipuiaux-2. Once the structural
analysis is completed, loop transformation equations can
be derived, which are then used for kinematic analysis an
kinematic calibration.
Due to the particular needs of kinematic calibration.
the available modeling conventions for parallel
manipulators need to be modified. For robot calibration.
the kinematic model should possesses the following two
properties: completeness and proportionality (32].
Completeness ensures that the error parameters in the
model cover the entire error space. Proportionality
guarantees the continuity of error parameters in the
kinematic model. The second property is an essential
requirement for the proper operation of any gi-adient-based
parameter estimation algorithms.
In [ 11], it was proposed to
the Rodriguez' formula
to define loop transformations. With the Rodriguez'
formula, recursion formulae for different types of joiilts
were derived, and forward and inverse kinematic analyses
were performed. This method was not intended fer
kinematic calibration because these recursive formulae
have redundant parameters. As a result, the derived loop
transformations are not singularity-free in the parameter
space. Consequently, it may not be suitable for gradientbased kinematic calibration techniques.
A kinematic modeling approach was introduced in
[28], which took into account manufacturing errors of the
Stewart platform. Using this ·model, the effects of
manufacturing tolerances on the platform accuracy were
investigated. In the same investigation, the well-known
error-model based calibration procedure was also applied
to calibrate the Stewart platform [29]. However, the
model was not integrated with structure analysis. More
importantly, the model was not minimal in the sense that
it possessed more than the necessary number of kinematic

use

2

The defmition of independent kinematic loops is
given in Section 3.
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parameters.
A Modified Complete and Parametrically Continuous
(MCPC) model was proposed in [33,34], which is
suitable for kinematic calibration of serial manipulators.
In this paper, the model is extended to construct loop
transfonnation equations for parallel manipulators.

the · manipulator, respectively.
Clearly any other
kinematic loop can be formed by a linear combination of
L independent loops.
It is wellknown that all fundamental circuits in a
kinematic graph can be systematically identified by using
their properties [11]. The structural analysis results in a
set of oriented independent kinematic loops.

2. SYSTEMS UNDER CONSIDERATION
In this paper, a joint variable is referred to as an
active one if it is associated with an actuator, otherwise,
it is termed as a passive joint variable.
In the literature, a manipulator whose frrst and last
links are connected together through a joint is referred to
as closed-loop kinematic chain manipulator.
Since
passive joints in a closed-kinematic chain do not require a
unique axis of motion, it· can be made up of kinematic
pairs such as 2-DOF universal joints or 3-DOF ball
joints. In this paper, manipulators under consideration
consist of the following four types of joints: prismatic,
revolute, . universal, and ball joints. Moreover, it is
assumed that all joints under consideration are ideal, cni
connected by rigid links. In nonideal cases, an universal
joint has to be treated as two consecutive revolute joints,
and a ball joint as three consecutive revolute joints.
A manipulator whose first and last joints ae
connected through a number of closed loop kinematic
chains is called partially parallel. However, if ~
kinematic chain in the manipulator comprises only one
actuator, as in the case of the Stewart platform, the
manipulator is classified as fully parallel. This study
concentrates on fully parallel manipulators.

3. SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS
An essential task in the structural analysis of a
parallel manipulator is the determination of its
independent kinematic loops. An effective way of
identifying these independent loops is based on graph
theory [35,36]. The geometry of the parallel manipulator
is frrst mapped into a kinematic graph with links replaced
by vertices and joints by edges (refer to Figure 1). The
independent loops are equivalent to the fundamental
circuits in its kinematic graph, and the total number of
these loops is given by [16]

Figure 1 A parallel system and its kinematic graph

For the example shown in Figure 1, a set of
independent kinematic loops is
Loop 1: Jl-L2-J4-L5-J7-L8-J8-L6-J5-L3-J2-Ll (2a)
Loop 2: Jl-L2-J4-L5-J7-L8-J9-L7-J6-L4-J3-Ll. (2b)
Note that the choice of independent loops is not unique.

S. COORDINATE

T~ANSFORMATION

IN A

KINEMATIC LOOP
Once the structural analysis is completed, link
coordinate frames can be assigned and loop transformation .
equations can be derived. A typical loop ttansfonnation
equation is given in the following form,
(3)

where n is the number of joints in the loop, I is the 4x4
identity matrix, and A; is the homogeneous
transformation from link frame i to link frame i+ 1.
Keep in mind that the next link frame for frame n is
frame 1, as shown in Figure 2.
Similar to the shape matrix formulation [16], the
MCPC model [34] has the following sttucwre,

(1)
A i = Q;V;, fori= 1, 2, ... , n

(4)

where nt and n2 are the total number of joints and links of
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where Q; denotes a variable transfonnation matrix
representing the motion of the joint, and V; denotes a
constant transfonnation matrix describing the rigid body
between link frames i and i + 1.

(6b)

where a; and JJ; are fixed kinematic parameters. If joint i• 1 is either a universal joint or a ball joint,
V;

=Rot(.r,a;)Rot(y .JJ;)Trnns(.r.~)Trans(y ,b;)Trans(z,c;)
(6c)

where ai, JJ;, a;. h; and C; are fixed kinematic parameters.
Finally, the ttansfonnation from the nth link frame to the
1st link frame is defined by six link parameters,

V"

=Rot(.r,aJRot(y,JJ,~~)Rot(z, r,.)

Trans(.r,a,.)Trans(y ,bJTrans(z,c,.)

Figure 2 Link coordinate assignment for an independent
·
kinematic loop
When the ith joint is revolute,

=Rot(z,B;),

· (5a)

Q; = Trans(z,4 ),

(5b)

Q;
When it is prismatic,

The MCPC model can be extended to model universal
and ball joints. For an ideal universal joint,
Q; = Rot(z,B;t)Rot(.r,900)Rot(z,B;2),

(5c)

where 8; 1 and 8;2 are two joint variables ot the universal
joint. For an ideal ball joint,
Q;

=Rot(z,8; 1)Rot(.r,900)Rot(z,B;~Rol(y,900)Rot(z,8;J},
(5d)

where Bit, 8;2 and 8;3 are three joint variables of the ball
joint.
To define the structure of the transformation V ;, a
slight modification is introduced here. V; is determined
based on joint i-1 rather than based on joint i.
When
joint i-1 is revolute,
V; = Rot(.r,a;)Rol(y,jJJTrans(.r,aJTrans(y,b;)

(6a)

where a;, jJ;, a. and b; are fixed kinematic parameters.
When it is prismatic,
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(6d)

Using the above convention, one is able to fonnulate
four basic modules in the form of Q and V for i<bl
revolute, prismatic universal and ball joints. A loop
transformation equation of the fonn (3) can then be
derived by employing these basic modules.
From the above, it is clear that fo~ geometric
parameters are needed for a revolute joint and two
parameters for a prismatic joint. The orientation of an
ideal universal or ball joint can be specified by ·two
parameters, as in the case of a prismatic or a revolute
joint. On the other hand, three parameters are required to
define the rotation center of a universal or ball joint.
Therefore, five parameters are sufficient for modeling such
a joint. Finally, six additional parameters are needed to
close the loop. In summary, the following statement
holds:
·
Fact 1: Let R, P, U andB represent respectively the
number of revolute, prismatic, universal and ball joints in
a closed-loop kinematic chain. If there is at least ooe
universal or ball joint in the loop, the number of
independent parameters is

N S 4R + 2P + 5(U + B - 1) + 6,

(7a)

If there is no universal or ball joint,

N S 4(R - 1) + 2P + 6,

(7b)

As an example, assume that each leg of the tripod
platform in Figure 2 is connected by a ball joint to the
top plate and by a revolute joint to the base. For the
independent loop given by Equation (2a), the number of
independent parameters is 25.
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4. INTEGRATION OF INDIVIDUAL LOOP
TRANSFORMATIONS

N

s

"'

L
i=l

Once the loop transformation is derived for each
independentkinematic loop, the next task is to integrate
these transformations into a complete model for the
parallel manipulator: Care should be exercised when
joints and links are shared by more than one independent
loop; parameters that appear in two loops should not be
double-counted. The example shown in Figure 1 is used
here to illustrate the procedure.
The transformation of loop 1, described by Equation
(2a), is given by
(Sa)
Note that althoughnolation "link 1" is used in both loops
1 and 2, it represent a different geometric ttansformation;
therefore a double-subscript is used for the fixed link
transformation with the leading subscript being used as
loop index (similar convention is used for link 8). Also
the transformation of loop 2, described by Equation (2b),
is given by

Since the transformation Q1V 2 Q4V 5Q1 are shared by the
. two loops, the parameters in this transformation should
only be counted once. Thus the total number of
kinematic p3rameters in this example is 25x2 - 7 = 43.
The concept illustrated in this example can be
extended to general parallel manipulators. Also notice
that the number of independent parameters is invariant
with respect to the selection of independent loops. For
example, this number for the tripod platform is 43,
regardless of the choice of independent loops.
The above kinematic model only defmes internal link
coordinate transformations.
Often the parallel
manipulator has to operate in an environment in which
world and tool coordinate frames are defined outside of the
manipulator structure. In this situation, 10 more
parameters have to be used to defme the base and tool
transformations. Among these 10 parameters, four are
used for the base transformation and six for the tool
transformation. This is consistent with the convention
used in the modeling of a serial manipulator for a
calibration task [28]. In summary, we have the following
fact:
Fact 2: the nwnber of independent kinematic parameters
for the modeling of a parallel manipulator is given by
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Jr.

N;-

L

(Sj- 1)Sj

+ 10

(9)

j=l

where m is the number of independent loops, N; is the
number of parameters in the ith loop, k is the number of
shared transformations, Si is the number of parameters in
the jth shared transformation, and si is the number of
times that the jth transformation is shared.
For the example given in Figure 1, m
25, k 1, S 1 7, and s 1 2.

=

=

=2, N 1 =N2 =

=

5. CONCLUSIONS
A new kinematic modeling convention for parallel
manipulators has been proposed. The model is especially
suitable for their calibration because it uses a minimum
number of kinematic parameters.
Future research
includes: 1) investigation of the forward and inverse
problems using the proposed modeling convention, 2)
derivation of a differential error model for error-model
based calibration, and 3) application of the model for the
calibration of the Stewart platform.
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for real-world engineering problems. Stochastic
optimization tools such as GA's or simulated annealing
avoid stalling at sub optimal solutions by incorporating
probabilistic mechanisms for escaping from local optima.
Because GAs combine the elements of directed and
stochastic search, by maintaining a population of
potential solutions, tbey are more robust than existing
search directed methods.
This paper explores the feasability to use GAs for the
identification of manipulator's kinematic parameters. The
results indicate that by using the identified parameters
the accuracy can be enhanced at least 5 folds. The paper
describes the GA procedur~ and provides simulation
results.

This paper proposes an alternative heuristic solution
based on Genetic Algorithms (GA) to the manipulator
kinematic parameters identification problem which is
essentially an optimization problem. GAs, refer to a
family of algorithms that rely on analogies to natural
evolution. are often viewed as function optimizers
although the range of their·applications have been quite
broad. GAs algorithms outperform classical optimization
techniques since they do not suffer from the various
disadvantages inherent to these methods. In this case,
there is no need to determine the manipulator parameter
jacobian which is required while the problem is solved
using gradient methods. The parameter identification
problem formulation and the application along with an
example are discussed in this paper. The results obtained
demonstrate the simplicity and efficiency of this
approach.

As offered in [11-12], the GA procedure used in this
study has the following characteristics:

I. Introduction

1)

Robotics
applications
that require
off-line
programming, suffer from positioning inaccuracies due
to errors in the robot nominal model. This has led to
considerable interest being generated among researchers
in finding an effective procedure for robot kinematic
calibration [ 1]. This procedure consists of 4 steps: Error
modeling; Pose measurement; Kinematic parameters
identification; and Compensation by modification of the
controller software accordingly[2-10]. It has been shown
that by calibration the positioning accuracy can be
enhanced at least one order of magnitude. However,
calibration techniques have continued to suffer from
problems such as requirement of expensive systems or
being time consuming.
The
identification . process,
using
classical
optimization techniques such as steepest descent
requires the calculation of directional derivatives
(Jacobian) in order to determine the direction in which
the optimization should proceed. These methods tend to
converge to a local optima which can prove insufficient
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II. Genetic Algorithm Approach .

Maintains a population of trial solutions. rather than
a single point.
2) Represents solution as a string of bits: the degree of
precision required determines the length of the
string.
3) Generates multiple copies of existing solutions in
proportion to their relative fitness.
4) Explores new possible solutions by applying genetic
operator, in particular crossover and bit mutation. to
existing solutions.
In this study, a floating point representation of the
trial solutions was used as compared to the binary
representation used in classical genetic algorithms. To
solve the robot parameter identification problem, the
genetic algorithm is implemented as follows:
1.

Create a population of N trial solutions, each taken
as an real valued vector, x i\:fi e {1, ... N} with its
dimension corresponding to the total number of
parameters in the system. The initial components of
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=

each xi are selected randomly with a uniform
distribution ranging over (y 1,y2], where each element
of xi represents the possible error of a particular
parameter (y 1,y2 ) represent the minimum and
maximum values of the error in that parameter).
2.

Evaluate the fittless for each member X; 'Vie {1, ... N}
of the population based on the associated cost

X

Change
Kinematic
Parameters

function, <1>( X;) . The cost function in this case is
pose error norm of error i.e. the index of
performance.
3.

Assign each chromosome xi of the population a

4.

probability of reproduction, pi' i =I. ... P, so that its
likelihood of being selected is proportional to its
fimess relative to the other chromosomes in the
population. If the fittless of each chromosome is a
strictly positive number to be maximized, this is
often accomplished using roulette wheel selection.
Generate
the
intermediate
.population,
x= 'Vie {l, ... N} by selecting chromosomes from the

parent population according assigned probabilities.
The selected chromosomes then generate the
offspring by the use of specific generators. such as
crossover and bit mutation.
.
5. Proceed to step 3 unless available execution. time is
exhausted or acceptable solution has been
discovered.

Figure 1: Identification procedure.
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Joint
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1
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Nominal Parameters
a
d
0
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-20.32

0
149.09
0

Actual Parameters
a
d
0.1
431.7
-20.2

-0.1
149.0
0.1

Identified Parameters
a
d
0.0765
431.76
-20.1 ·

-0.053
149.06
0.0254

e,ff·~·
0
0

0

e,rr.-·
0.05
-0.05
0.04

e,rr.,.
0.049
-0.049
-0.333

III. Experimental Findings

The identification procedure, using the GA is shown
in figure l. As s~own, the manipulator pose X, as
determined by a kinematic model, is compared with
actual measurement of it pose Xm (in case of simulation a
parameter contaminated model is used). The norm of the
error E, defined as the distance between measured and
the calculate_d pose, is used as a convergence criteria. If
this error is less than a predetermined value £, the
algorithm is stopped and it is assumed that the values of
the model parameters are close to that of the real robot
Otherwise, this norm is used as a performance index by
the GA which in return modifies the model parameters
and the process repeats.
To evaluate the above procedure, a three DOF
manipulator with three revolute joints, whose nominal
and contaminated D-H kinematic parameters are given in
Table 1, was simulated.
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Table 1: Nominal and Actual and Identified D- H
parameters
The genetic algorithm was implemented as described
earlier with an initial population of 100 trial solutions.
The identification was based on the measurement of 12
poses randomly selected within the manipulator
workspace. The accurcy (the number of significant
digits) of the trial solutions and, therefore, the final
solution depend on the size of the interval within which
the search space is divided. For the identification
problem the search space was restricted to ±0.5 (degrees
or mm) and was divided into 256 discrete values. This
ensures that the accuracy with which the parameters can
be identified is 0.00385 degree or mm. As the process
progresses, the GA reduces the error norm, E. over
sucessive generations as shown in figure 2. As shown.
the approach towards the solution is logarithmic and
300,000 iterations of the algorithm were required in
order to reduce the norm to acceptable level. The values
of the identified kinematic parameter, at the end of this
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process. are given in Table 1. The GA was implemented
on SUN SPARK workstation and the computation time
for a single run of 300,000 generations was about 20
minutes.
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figure 2: GA convergence.
To verify the quality of the identification, additional
20 manipulator poses were calculated using the nominal,
the actual and the identified parameters. The
corresponding pose errors are shown in figure 3.

[5]

[6]

IV. Conclusion

An alternative heuristic has been presented in order
to calculate the manipulator kinematic parameters. As
can be · seen from the results obtained the method
produces errors that are smaller in terms of the
magnitude.

[7]

[8]
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ROBOT MANIPULATORS CONTROLLER DESIGN USING
THEORY OF VARIABLE STRUCTURE
S. Hoghoughi and M. Shafiee
Amir Kabir University ofTechnology
A. Zilouchian
Department of Electrical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, Florida 33431

ABSTRACT

In this paper a new Control Scheme for rigid
body robot ·manipulators using variable structure
control theory is proposed. The method is based on
the proper definition of switching surfaces which
enables us to calculate control inputs ~asier in
comparison to previous work in this area. A
prediction algorithm is derived to update the values
of switching va·r iables under the effect of sampling
delay. The effectiveness of the proposed method for a
two-degree-of-freedom robot as well as a threedegree-of-freedom microrobot are shown by
simulation results. In addition, the proposed method
has been implemented using a two-degree-offreedom planar robot. The ~xperimental results
indeed confirm the simulation experiments ..
I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade many control
techniques have been developed to control the robot
manipulator-s motions [I], [2]. Some of these
techniques such as PID Controllers are designed
based on the simple and accurate model of robot
dynamics which can be implemented for either low
precision or low speed tasks. On the other hand,
many other control schemes such as computed torque
technique and nonlinear decoupling feedback
method are often too complicated to be easily
implemented or require an accurate dynamic model
of the robot.
Variable Structure Control CVSC) theory has a
number of advantages that can be utilized in robot
control [5]. By proper definition of sliding mode
motion and utilization of discontinuous control
input!~, t.he dynamic model of a robot can be altered to
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a desired one. In addition, the new dynamic model is
robust to parameter variations and disturbance
influences. However, in the design phase the
derivation of suitable input that guarantee the
existence of sliding motion are essential. Although
such control strategy is rather simple, the
discontinuity in the inputs causes undesirable
chattering along the sliding surfaces which may
excite high frequency unmodeled dynamics.
A great number of controller algorithms have
been developed in the field of VSC theory . for robot
control [5]-[II }. In some of the proposed algorithms,
complex computations are required in order to find
the required inputs. In some other techniques the
magnitude of the computed inputs were very high in
order to compensate for coupling terms in the
dynamics of the robot. In addition, low chattering
was possible under the small sampling period or high
tracking error.
In this ·work we proposed a new method based
on the definition of sliding surfaces. Robot inertia
matrix plays an important role in the derivation of
such surfaces. In sequel we are able to calculate
control inputs which are necessary for the
implementation phase. Moreover, in order to reduce
the chattering effect for the long sampling intervals,
a prediction scheme is proposed. The technique can
accurately estimate the values of switching variables
and enables us to obtain a low tracking error without
any noticeable chattering.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the dynamic model of a serial link
manipulator with n degree of freedom [I]

-

.

D(8) a+ h(9,9) + g(9)

=u(t)

(I)
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where e= C9 1 ,92, ... 9n) denotes the joint angle
coordinates, D(9) is positive definite inertia matrix,
h(a,a) consists of the centrifugal and coriolis forces
as well as the vicious function forces, and the g(9)
comes from the potential energy of the manipulator
as well as disturbances.
Let 9d(t) and 9d(t) represent the desired
position and velocity vectors of the joints,
respectively. The goal of the proposed control
technique is to cause the actual position as well as
the velocities of the robot joints to track the desired
ones as closely as possible. To formulate such a
tracking problem, the error vectors are defined as
follows:
(2a)
e= a(t)- a

it)

u=

act>- ait>

(2b)

The combination of equations (1) and (2) results in
the following state-space ·m odel:

.
[ ;:

~D - (e+9d(t))[h(e-i-9itl,v+9d,'(g+ plll

s=s(e,u,t)=s(e,u,9) , 9(t)=e+9it) .

By differentiating the vector s with respect to time
we get:
(5)
as. as. as.

s=-e+-u+-9

ae

au

ae

where as/av is defined properly.
Substituting equation (3) into (5), we have the
·following:

• as
ae

as
au

s=- u + -•

.

I

·

as.]
, v- 1(e)(u(t)- h(a,e>- g(9))-9 it>1+ ae
a

The objective is to find a suitable
discontinuous feedback control law based on VSC
theory such that the vector (eT, vT) tends to zero. In
general, the controller design consist of two phases
[3], [ 4]. In the first phase, the proper definition of
switching surfaces are given for the sliding motion.
In the second phase the calculations of required
discontinuous inputs to satisfy such motions are
carried out.
In our work we first define a general form for
the switching surfaces. In sequel according to our
requirements such as ·desired sliding motion and
simple inputs calculation, we are able to find a
proper form for such surfaces.

Consider the following switching surfaces:
(7)
-where D(a) is the actual value of D(9). In order to
calculate the control inputs, equation (6) can be
rewritten in terms of D(a) instead of D(a):
d

s= D (a)- (/{e))
dt

+ D ca>D- 1(9)[u(t)- h(a,S)-g(a)J

..

- D (a)ait>+ D (a)(j{e)+u).

i,j=l, ... ,n , [81l}.. ] < < 1

(9)

Equation (9) implies that D(a)D -l(a) is a diagonal
dominant matrix. Consider the following condition
[7],
s.;.<-als.l , a>O , i=l, ... ,n
(10)

''
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(8)

Suppose the unmodeled dynamic .for the inertia
matrix of a robot is given as:

III. CONTROL METHODOLOGY AND INPUTS
CALCULATIONS
Let us consider the following switching
variables:

(6)

In the VSC theory we need to generate a suital>le
relation between s and u(t). If such a relation
occurs by a diagonal matrix, it is a desirable case.

1

(3)

(4)

'
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For any variable Si we have:

.

.

s . = u .(t)- h .(8,8)-g!8)
t

+

±[d ..
j=l

LJ

'

'

'

(:!:_([ .(e)) -8 .d(t))
dt J
J

+d ..({ .(e)+ u .) ] . (11)
lJ J

J

Suppose each control input is given as follows:
u .(t)
L

=u . (t) + u .d(t) sign(s .)
Le

L

(12)

L

where Uie and Uid are continuous and discontinuous
inputs with respect to Si , respectively. These terms
can be found as follows:

-

u . (t)=h .(8,8)+g.(8)
te

t

1

d ({.(e))-••
_!
- "' ~d ..(8 .d· (t)) +d
.. ([ .(e)+ u .)
n

~

J=l

u dt

J

.J

LJ

J

J

MI .'2:.Maxlh .-h .l , 6.G .'2:.Maxlg .-g.l
L

l

L

l

s.=u .d(t) sign(s .) + r .(t)
'

'

l

( 16)

l

.

where ri(t) represents all the terms excluding Uid(t)
in equation (11 ). Replacing the saturation function
by a sign function and a backward first-order Euler
approximation, we get:

(13)
s.(k+I)=s .(k)+T u . d(k)sa~s . (k)I6.)+T r .(k) (17)
l

(14)

u. I.d(t) =- (t:JI L. + 6.G l. +a)
l

l

continuous inputs with respect to Si variables in
place of discontinuous ones. The tracking error of
such an approximation can be reduced by increasing
the sampling frequency whenever possible. Both the
approximation and the sampling delay cause the
switching state to move far from the intersection of
surfaces and results in a large tracking error. In
order to compensate for such a delay effect, we
propose a prediction scheme to update the magnitude
of Si variables. In this technique the control inputs
are applied accurately with correct values of Si
variables. According to (11) and (12) we have:

(15)

l

S

L

L

S

t

where 6. is the bound of the saturation function and
Ts is the delay of the sampling period. By the
measurements of si<k) variables and input values,
we can predict si(k + 1) :
-

l

where hi(8,S), gi(8) are nominal values of hi(S,E))
and gi(8), respectively and ·

t.ck + 1) = s .(k) + T u .d· (k) sat(s.(k)/6.) + T r .(k) ( 18)
'

s

1

1

s '

l

where
It is clear that control inputs can be easily calculated
due to proper definition of switching surfaces.

T r .(k)=:::.T r .(k-l)=s.(k)-s.(k-1)
8

IV. EFFECT OF SAMPLING PERIOD

1

S

- T u .d(k -1
S

In the implementation of various control
methods for nonlinear systems such as robots, we
should increase input sampling frequency in order to
compensate for high natural frequency modes of the
nonlinear system. In addition, for various VSC
methods, a discontinuous input term exists which
should be switched as fast as possible. However, online torque computation of inputs for a robot with
high degree of freedom usually takes considerable
time. In addition, in every sample period, there is a
natural delay between data sampling and the
corresponding input. Such a delay causes the
switching state to go far from the intersection of the
surfaces and periodically returns to such
intersection. Furthermore, in order to avoid large
inputs with discontinuity, it is common to implement
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L

I

l

~

)sat(s.(k -1
l

I

)/6.)

( 19)

finally the control inputs can be implemented and
the following predicted values:
u .(k + 1 )= u. (k + 1 )+·u .d(k + 1 )sat(;.(k -1 )/6.) (20)
1

1e

'

1

SIMULATION RESULTS
Computer simulations were performed for a
two-degree as well as a three-degree of freedom
microrobot in order to consider the effectiveness of
the proposed method. The simulation results are
shown in Figures 1-16 and Tables I and II.
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Example 1.

Two Link Robot

Table I

For the two link robot the Lagrange-Euler
equations of the motion are given as:

Young

Morgan

Yeung

Proposed

Method

Method

Method

Method

359

360

167

140

182

182

86

75

Young

Morgan

Yeung

Proposed

Method

Method

Method

Method

Digital
Ts = 2m5ee

Analog

Digital

Analog

1mieedelay

Ts =1omsec:

~-input

v 1(l)(N,ml

Max input
u 2(t)(N.m)

.
- [
h(9,8)-

l

h1(8,8)
2

(2lb)
Type of

m2ele2alsin9 2

Conuollet

where
h 1(8,8)= -2m 2e 1e

aasin8 2

2 1 2

Example 2.

(21c)

where
g 1(8)=(m 1 + m 2)e 1gcos6 1 +m e#cos(8 +8
2

1

2

The parameters and the disturbance values are
given as·:

Three-link Microrobot

To study the result of the proposed technique
for a three-link robot, a Microrobot has been chosen.
'The three links of this particular manipulator were
modeled, respectively, as a circular cylindrical shell
(link 1) of mass m~, a conical shell (link 2) of mass
m2, and a uniform slender rod Oink 3) ·of mass m3
which were given in [12]. The values of the various
parameters were chosen as e = f= 2 meters, r = 1
meter, mt = 20 kg, m2 = 12 kg, and m3 = 6 kg. The
Lagrange-Euler equation of motion for the
Microrobot using the above values are given as:
(22a)

m 20 =0 .5

kg , 0 S mload S5.75 kg

(22c)

Maz h;.d .

'"

IS

20 N.m.

i= I ,2

The simulation results for this robot are shown in
Figures 1-6. A comparison for maximum required
inputs between the proposed method and the
previous method is shown in Table I. In Table II
various controller types are summarized. It is
observed that the maximum required inputs for our
method are smaller in comparison with other
methods.
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where Ci=cos ei; Si= sinai, Cij=cos(8i+8i) and
Sij = sin(8i + 8j) . The simulations results for this
robot are shown in Figures 7-16. Figures 7-10 show
the position tracking error for each joint. In Figures
11-13 the control inputs are shown. It is observed
that these inputs have faster transients in the
beginning in order to compensate for the
discontinuity in the accelerations. Figures 14-16
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show the motion of each joint variable in the phase
plane.

[10]

CONCLUSIONS
[11]
In this paper, by selecting new switching
surfaces, it was shown that the calculation of the
required inputs for robot control could be simplified
in comparison to the previously proposed methods.
Although each surface has a nonlinear form in
sliding motion, we have .utilized a linear dynamic
model in order to have the tracking error approach
zero. The proposed prediction method results in a
low tracking error without any chattering in the
phase plane.

[12]

E . Bailey and A. Arapostathis, "Simple
Sliding Mode Control Scheme Applied to
Robot Manipulators," Int. J. Contr .. Vol. 45,
No. 4,pp. l197-1209,1987.
K . K. Young, "A Variable Structure Model
Following Control Design for Robotics
Applications," IEEE J. Robotics Automat.,
Vol. 4, pp. 556-561, 1988.
W. A. Wolovich, Robotics: Basic Analysis and
Design, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1987.
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A CONTROL ARCHITECTURE FOR
A LASER TRACKING COORDINATE MEASURING SYSTEM
Zvi S. Roth, Hanqi Zhuang, and Shui Hu
Robotics Center and Department of Electrical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431

ABSTRACT
The paper presents some preliminary results on the
control of a laser tracking system. The control objective
is to minimize the target tracking error by adjusting joint
angles and angular rates of the tracking gimbal. A
control architecture proposed in this paper employs an
inner loop' embedded within ·an outer loop. The outer
loop maps off~enter error signals of the returned beam to
the joint space of the tracking gimbal. The inner loop
generates the required joint torque to drive the motors of
the tracker. The control scheme is flexible enough to
accommodate various linear and nonlinear control
. strategies for both control loops.

1. INTRODUCTION
Laser tracking coordinate measuring systems are
among the most accurate metrology devices for robots
and machine tools [1-6]. The development of high
accuracy performance laser tracking systems involves two
important issues: robust control to enhance the dynamic
tracking capability of the tracking mirror and stringent
calibration to guarantee the ultra-high accuracy of
interferometric measurements. The paper ~
control issues relevant to laser tracking systems.
The laser tracking system under investigation
consists of a laser interferometer system, a tracking
mirror mounted on a two DOF gimbal, a corner cube
rettoreflector mounted on the moving target, and a lateral
effect photodiode that measures the off~ter deviation of
the returning laser beam.
The control objective is to minimize the target
tracking error by adjusting joint angles and angular rates
of the laser tracker: The overall control scheme employs
one outer loop and one inner loop. In the outer loop, a
controllez is used to regulate the dynamic errors ptXhx:ed
I

\lk normally consider the tracking gimbal as one
identity. At this level, only one inner loop exists.
However, if we go down to the level of OC motors in the
gimbal, two loops have to be used to control the two motors
of the gimbal.
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by the lateral effect photodiode. The control signal is
mapped to the joint space of the tracking gimbal by
proper Jacobians. In the inner loop, a controller is used
to regulate the control signal that drives each of the two
motors of the tracking gimbal based on the desired joint
rate and the feedback signals of the motors. The control
scheme is very flexible in the sense that various linear
and nonlinear control strategies can be implemented in
order to test their performances in terms of tracking
capabilities, robustness and ·computational complexities.
This paper focuses on issues that are important to the
realization of the control architecture, such as kinematic
and dynamic modeling of the laser tracke~ and differential
transformations that relate errors in the lateral effect diode
to .the joint angular errors of the gimbal. It starts with
background material about the laser tracking system. It
then proceeds with the outline of the control scheme.
Specific issues related to the control scheme are then
addressed. Selection of specific control algorithms for the
controllers will be rep6rted in a later papet:

2 • OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF
THE LASER TRACKING SYSTEM
A schematic diagram of the servo mechanism of the
laser tracking mirror currently in use at the Florida
Atlantic University Robotics laboratory is shown in
Figure 1.
Two orthogonally polarized laser beams at narrowly
spaced frequencies, referred to as the measuring beam
having a frequency of ! 1 and the reference beam having a
frequency of J2 , are emitted by the laser head. The
refezence beam is diverted to the receiver by a polarizing
beamsplitter located on the interferometer. The measuring
beam proceeds through the interferometer and the 50%
beamsplitter and is directed by the tracking mirror to the
comer cube retroreflector located on the moving target.
The returning beam from the rettoreflector goes parallel
to the incoming beam and enters the 50% beamsplitter
from the opposite direction. The beam which passes
through the 50% beamsplitter is reflected by the
polarizing beamsplitter and emerges into the receiver. If
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the movable rettoreflector changes position, a Doppler
frequency shift of ~ occurs, which is then translated
through interferometty to a relative displacement reading
having a resolution in the order of magnitude of a fraction
of a wavelength. The beam reflected by the 50%
beamsplitter goes to the lateral effect photodiode, which
detects the deviations of the returning beam from the
centel: Error signals drive the servo systems which adjust
the angles of the two degrees-of-freedom mirror gimbal.
If rotation angles of the two gimbal axes are
measured with sufficient accuracy along with the distance
measuremen~ the single-beam laser tracker is capable of
performing accurate 3D measurements. provided that the
system is properly modeled and carefully calibrated.

-0

the desired velocity and velocity feedback of the gimbal
angles.
The structure of the control system is flexible in the
sense that different control algorithms can be
implemented here. The controller in the outer loop can
be selected to be a simple gain. To accommodate the
dynamic nature of target tracking, more complex control
algorithms such as PID controller and linear quOOrabc
Gaussian controller can be implemented. The Jacobian
relates the (x,y) photodiode coordinates of the renuning
beam center to the corrections of the gimbal angles
required to restore tracking; i.e., the measuring beam to
hit the comerpoint of the comer cube retroretlecur. The
computation of the Jacobian requires on-line
measurement of the gimbal angles encoder readings as
well as the target distance measured by the laser
interferometer:.

..·----·---....... ..__ _
· - T. . . - - . - - -

_

._

. ~ - QiaiW..-ay

"-T...-

Figure 1 Schematic of a Laser Tracker

3. STRUCTURE OF THE CONTROL
SYSTEM
The control schematic block diagram for the lasez
tracking system is illusttated in Figure 2. This control
strategy resembles the one proposed in [6] for the
tracking control of a vision-based robotic system. When
the tracking beam hits the comer of the rettoreflecting
target, the returning beam from the target is coincident
with the incoming beam to the targeL No error signal is
thus generated by the lateral effect photodiode. An
arbitrary target displacement will cause the returnmg
beam to go parallel to the incoming beam at some
nonzero distance. in which case an error signal
proportional to the target displacement is produced by the
lateral effect photodiode. The error signal is p:qxocessed
by an outer loop controller prior to being mapped to the
joint · space of the tracking gimbal. An inner loop
controller then produces proper control signals based on
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Figure 2 Control structure of Ute laser tracking system
The controller in the inner loop can also be designed
with different levels of complexity. In the simplest case,
one can assume that the coupling effects between the two
gimbal motors are negligible. This is always true in
slow-tracking needed, for instance, for machine
calibration. Tilerefore the two decoupled loops, become
standard DC-motor control loops.
Robust control
techniques are required for direct-drive gimbal motors. A
more sophisticated control approach is to take into
consideration of the dynamic coupling of the two motors,
as the second motor is mounted on the top of the fll"St
mota: The gimbal in this case may be treated as a
simple 2 OOF manipulate~ and various control strategies
developed for robot manipulators may be adopted.
To be able to implement the control scheme, the
following issues have to be discussed:
a. Kinematic modeling of the laser tmcke~
b. Mapping of the error signals, and
b. Dynamic modeling of the gimbal mechanism.
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The remainder of this paper is devoted to these issues.

s

4. KINEMATIC MODEL OF A
SINGLE-BEAM TRACKER
The tracker unit messed in this paper consists of a
mirror mounted on a two-degrees-<>f-freedom gimbal. It
is assumed that the two gimbal axes are intersecting Bi
perpendic~ that the second gimbal axis .lies on the
mirror surface. and that the incident beam hits the mirror
at its center. This is a highly idealized model. For a
more practical model that includes gimbal imperfections.
readers are referred to [7]. A simplified geometry of a
sequentially-movedmirror is shown in Figure 3. The
base frame (x,, y, zb) and the mirror frame (x,., y,., z,.},
are assigned as shown in Figure 3. The DenavitHartenbergparameters [8] of the gimbal Is listed in Table
1. {x, Yb• zb} is thus brought to (x,., y,., z,.} by the
following 4x4 homogeneous ttansfamation,

'T,.

=Rot(z, 81)Rot(x,- 9fll)Rot(z,

fJVRot(x, 900)
(4.1)

target pocition
ginmal axial

.x,.

Figure 3 Ideal Geometry of a Single-Beam Laser Tracker
Let R be a reference target point at which 81 = 82 =
0. If the distance between the mirror center and the target
is known, the location rP of the target at any point P is
readily computed as follows

Table 1 D-H Parameters of the Tracking Gimbal
Joint number

a·

8i

'

1

0

0

where l is the distance from the point at which the
incident beam hits the mirror surface (that is. point 0 in
this ideal case) to the target location; l,. is the relative
distance measured by the laser interferometer, and 1, is the

2

0

0

distance from the reference point to point 0.

The unit surface normal of the mirror represented in .
{x,, y, zb}, denoted by b c • [bc.x• bc,yt bc)T, is obtained
from the frrst three elements of the third column of bT .
'"
Denote by b i and b (II respectively, the unit direction
vectors of the incident and reflected beams with respect to
(x,, Yb• zb}. The directionof the incident beam is fixed,
but that of the reflected beam varies with the location of
the target. If the directions of the incident beam and the
surface normal of the mirror are known, the direction of
the reflected beam can be computed using the following
relationship,

(4.2)
where B(b c) is the mirror image reflection matrix [1 ,9].
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5.

MAPPING OF ERROR SIGNALS

5.1

THE JACOBIAN RELATING GIMBAL
ANGLE VELOCITIES TO 3D TARGET
POSITION VELOCITY

Let q = [1, 8 1, 82 ]T be the augmentedjoint variable
vector of the gimbal-mirror mechanism. ~e velocities
are related through a Jacobian J,
(5 .1)

where f, is the Cartesian velocity vector of the target,
and ti is the augmented joint velocity vector of the
gimbal.
Equation (4.3) can be rewritten as
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(5.2)

where 8 = [81 , ~]T. Oifferentiatingr, with respect to l,
81 m 82 yields,
.
d- p • drp • ar, .
r,=-1+-Bt+-ih
(j
d8t
()fb

(5.3)

where

fk = (dx, dy, dy]T

(5.5)

b. Errors on the beam splitter are related to errors on the
mirror surface
Let the rotation and translation from the coordinate
system {.x3 , ySt : 3 } to the coordinate system {xbt Yb, zb}
be denoted by R and t, respectively. This result is

The Jacobian J can thus be obtained.

5.2 THE JACOBIAN RELATING 3D
TARGET POSITION ERROR TO
THE 20 OFF-CENTER ERRORS
From a control view point, the 3D target position
errors have to be known in order for the controller to
generate the appropriate gimbal angle correction
command. The main feedback signal is the output of the
photodiode. Therefore it is important to predict 3D target
position errors from 20 errors measured by the
photodiode. In this section, the linear mapping that can
be used to achieve such a task is presented.
Figure 4 illustrates the process of target position
error sensing. Assume that the retroreflective target's
position at a sampling instance k is at point p. The .
target at the next sampling instance k+ 1 is moved to
point P', at which time the mirror-gimbal remains at the
kth position. The laser beam, reflected by the target,
returns to the mirrOr surface at point Db' rather than point
ob. The reflected beam from the ~irror now intersects the
beam splitter at point D3 , rather than 0 3 • Finally, the
laser beam is deflected to the photodiode, where a
deviation D q is measured by the sensor array.
Let the representation of point Dq in {xqe Yql be til,
that of Ds in {x,.. y, z6 } be'*, and that of Db in {x,. yb,
zb} be db. The derivation of the linear error mapping
consists of three steps. In the fust step, dq is related to
df. In the second step, df is related to ciJ • In the third
step, "' is related to crt which is the target displacement
in the (k+l)th sampling interval. Becauseof the limited
space, we only present the results of the derivation.

a. Errors measured by the photodiode are related to
errors on the beam splitter
Let dq =[dx, dy]T. Since the beam splitter surface is
tilted 450 and the x, axis passes through it,
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Figure 4 Sensing of Target Position Error
(5.6)

c.

Errors on the mi"or swface are related to target
position e"ors
It is obvious that given the 20 error on the x-y plane
of the photodiode detectoc's coordinate system, one cannot
uniquely determine the 3 0 target position error:
Approximations have to be made so that the final control
objective can be achieved. The first assumption is that
the distance between ob and the new target position P" is
approximately equal to that between ob and the old target
position P. The approximation is good if ·the target ·
motion is much smaller than the distance from the mirror
surface to the target. Another assumption is that the new
target position lies on the line that is parallel to b c m
passes through point Db2 , the mid-point between Db m
ob. Actually, the target is only in a neighborhoodof this
line. Based on these two approximations, the result is

cr =0.5(/ - bob l)db

(5.7)

It can be easily shown that this is the solution when
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the target moves in the direction perpendicular to b o md
P" lies on the line that is parallel to b c and passes
through point Db2·
In summary,

12 =0.5(btt + b33)sin 28tsin 28281 + (bt t + b33)~
·2

·2

+ 0.5(btt- b33)sin 2th(8t + 9z)

(6.2b)
..

T

dr =0.5(/ - bob o)(/-

b /J

T

--~)R d.J

b~b,

1'1 =(at 1 + b33 + bt tcos 2 82 + ln3Sin 2 92)8~

(5.8)

+ 0.5(btt + b33)sin 28tsin 2~2).82
- (bt t - b33)sin 2928t lh.

(6.2a)

wheredr is given in (5.5). In this equation,R andbi me
determined from the system setup, b c can be &empUted
using the gimbal angles at the sampling interval k, md
ck is measured by the photo detector at the sampling
interval k+ 1.

where -r1 and -r2 are respectively the generalized joint
torques applied to the fJI'St and second gimbal joints.

5.3

7. CONCLUSIONS

COMPUTATION OF GIMBAL ANGLE
CORRECTIONS

It is assumed that while the target moves during a
sampling interval, the distaDce from the mirror center to
the target does not change. By this assumption,
dr ·[

where dq

= [dT1,

~ ~]

d[2 ]T.

coefficient matrix in
respectively. Then, ·

d8

(5.9)

A control architecture for a laser tracking system is
proposed in this paper.
Relevant issue~ such ~
kinematic and dynamic modeling and Jacobtan matnx .
derivation are outlined.
Further research include
simulation studies to choose proper control algorithms
for each of the control blocks in the system architectme .
and experimentations to assess the performance of the
selected algorithms.

De~ote by A and B the

Equations (5.9) and (5.8),

Adq =JJ4s

(5.10)

Since the dimension of A is 3x2, a pseudo inverse
has to be used to solve for dq,
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Abstract
Eye movement analysis is of importance in
clinical studies and in research.
Monitoring eye
movements using video cameras has the advantage of
being nonintrusive, inexpensive and automated. The
main objective of this paper is to propose an efficient
approach for real-time eye feature tracking from a
sequence of eye images. To this end, first we formulate a
model for eye feature tracking, which relates the
measurements from the eye images to the tracking
parameters. In our model, the center of the iris is chosen
as the tracking parameter vector and the gray level
centroid of the eye is chosen as the measurement vector.
In the procedure for evaluating the gray level centroid,
the preprocessing step such as edge detection and curve
fitting need to be performed only for the first frame of the
image sequence.
A discrete Kalman .filter is then
constructed for the recursive estimation of the eye
features, while taking into account the measurement
noise.
The issue of compensating the head _movement
is also addressed in this paper. In most applications, the
eye position in the image may be changed due to the head
movement. These effects have to be taken into account to
assure the accuracy of the tracking. Here, the tracking
parameter is chosen as the center of the eye and the
measurement consists of two gray level averages in the
dark and white regions which reflect the change of the
eye center. Another tracking scheme is constructed to
update the position of the eye center. The overall
tracking scheme can be implemented by combining the
two Kalman filters. Experimental results are presented
to demonstrate the accuracy aspects and the real-time
applicability of the proposed approach.

L

Introduction

Researchers and clinical practitioners in
psychology, psychiatry, behavioral medicine and
ophthalmology widely use measurements from human
eyeblink and eye movements [1-3]. These data are useful
for monitoring respondent oculomotor condition and for
revealing covert mental states. Over the past twenty
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years many computer algorithms have been developed for
the study of eye movements. Basically the study involves
two stages namely, tracking the eye features, and
analyzing the pattern of eye dynamics. The majority of
the proposed algorithms [4-6] for analyzing the pattern of
eye dynamics use amplitude, velocity, acceleration and
duration as the discriminative criteria.
Eye feature tracking provides time-variant
Based on the
spatial position of the eye features.
obtained data, the analysis of eye dynamics can be carried
out to distinguish the types of the eye movements.
Nakamura et a/ [7] presented an improved design and
implementation method of real-time eye movement data
acquisition and monitoring system. Yuille et a/ [8]
proposed a method for detecting and tracking features of
faces using deformable templates. The feature of interest
was described by a parameterized template.
The main objective of this paper is to propose an
approach for real-time eye feature tracking from a
sequence of eye images. To this end, first a · model for
eye feature ·tracking, which relates the measurements
from the eye images to the tracking parameters, is
formulated. In this model, the center of the iris is chosen
as the tracking parameter vector and the gray level
centroid of the eye is chosen as the measurement vector.
A discrete Kalman filter is then constructed for the
recursive estimation of the eye features, while taking into
acci>unt the measurement noise.
The issue of
compensating the head movement is also addressed in
this paper to assure the accuracy of the tracking.
Another tracking scheme is constructed to update the
position ·of the eye center. Experimental results are
presented to demonstrate the accuracy aspects and the
real-time applicability of the proposed approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. The problem to be addressed is outlined in
Section II. We construct a tracking model in Section III.
The linearized measurement equations are given in
Section IV.
Issues related to the Kalman filter
implementation are addressed in Section V. Section VI
is devoted to the compensation issue. The experimental
results are provided in Section VII. The paper ends with
concluding remarks.
\
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ll. Problem Statement
The problem at hand is to track the position of
the eye from a sequence of eye images. We choose the
position (center) of the iris as an appropriate tracking
parameter vector. Iris is normally visible and clearly
distinguishable from the other parts of the eye and is the
basis for the normal visual assessment of the eye
movements. Eye movements can be indirectly measured
from the eye image by using the brightness information
of the dark iris and the white sclera. This motivates us to
select the gray level centroid of the whole eye as the
measurement. When the iris moves, the gray level
centroid will shift correspondingly. Notice that the
centroid can be measured from the eye image without
using the information about the current position of the
iris.
The problem is thus reduced to the tracking of
the center of the iris by m~g the gray level centroid
of the eye from a sequence of eye images. As a first step
to solve this problem, a mathematical model, which
relates the measurements (the centroid) to the tracking
parameters (the center of the iris), is needed.

in our procedure for evaluating the gray level centroid,
the preprocessing step such as edge detection and curve
fitting need to be performed only for the first frame of the
image sequence.
In order to relate the measurements to the
tracking parameters, we consider a simplified
geometrical model of the eye (illustrated in Fig.1). The
iris is represented by a circle and the upper and lower
eyelids are represented by two parabolas. Parts of the iris
are cut by the upper and lower eyelids. We assume that
the parameters of the parabolas and the radius of the
circle are preestimated and remain unchanged during
tracking. The notations for different regions of the eye
are also illustrated in Fig.1 and are explained in Table 1.
Up~reyelid

~

/

Lower eyelid
Fig.l Geometrical model and notations for the eye

III.

FormuJation of the Tracking Model
In this section, we formulate a tracking model
by exploiting the geometrical relationship between
. measurements and tracking parameters. We first assume
that the location of the eye remain unchanged during the
span of the analyzed image sequences. The effect of slow
head movements can be compensated by a separate
tracking scheme. We start with the construction of the
gray level centroid for the whole eye region. Recall that
the definition of the centroid for an area A with a density
function ~x.y) is

JJ rp(x,y)xdxdy
X=

A

JJ rp(x,y)dxdy

JJ fll(x,y)ydxdy y- JJ tp(x,y)dxdy '

•

A

'

A

•

A

The gray level centroid of the whole eye region
be written as

Ll;Xt

xk =

e)W~

II~ '

, . rwp..

Table 1 Notations for the regions of the eye
Notation
E

c

D

w
u

L

Explanation
Whole eye region within parabolas.
Whole iris.
Iris circle within parabolas.
White areas within the eye (exclude the iris).
Part of the iris cut by the uppe_r~elid.
Part of the iris cut by the lower evelid.

Note that in the above table, the dark region D
has an average brightness value I D and the white region
W has an average brightness value I wy

Y'

can thus

LltYt

Yt

, . 1Yfiort

:LI~ '

(3.1)

, . ...Port

where (x,.,y;) is the location of a pixel in the eye region, I;
is the brightness value of this pixel and the summations
are made in the eye region for the kth image. Notice that
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Fig.2 Fixed coordinate systemXOY and
moving coordinate systemX'O'Y'
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We define two coordinate systems for the
computation of the gray level centroid (shown in Fig.2).
The fixed coordinate system is XOY and the moving
coordinate system is X'OT with the origin at the center
of the iris. In order to simplify the computatio~ we
formulate the equation of the gray level centroid based on
the moving X'O'Y' coordinate system and then translate
the calculated quantity back to the XOY coordinate
system. The translation between the two coordinate
systems is defined as
(3.2a)
x=x'+xc
(3 .2b)
y=y'+yc

y'=

~ {(JD -1...,) JJ y

1

1

D

1

1

1

1

+xJ

in

JJ x'dx'dy'= JJ x'dx dy -JJ x'dx'dy'- JJ X dx'dy'
1

D

1

1

C

U

=-

L

JJ x'dxldyl- JJ x'dxldy'
L

(3.7)

Similarly,
ffy'dx'dyl=- ffy'dxldy'- fJyldx'dy'

I

1

Eq. (3.4) can be further simplified as

+yl2 = r2

a (
=-yc +a-bl
x

1

D

D
I

JJ x dx dy

the term

C

u

Y

(3 .6)

E

JJ x dx dy = 0,

Smce

The equations of the circle and parabolas in the
moving coordinate system are given as follows:

x12

1

dx dy'+l,.. JJ y'dx dy'}

U

(3.8)

L

2

For convenience, we define the integrals in Eqs.
(3.4) to (3.8) as,

C ( I
Y I = -yc -c+bl
X +xc )2

(3 .3)

J1 =
where a, b, c and rare assumed to be known from the
preprocessing stage.
Based on the setup of the coordinate systems,
the x component of the ·g ray level centroid of the eye in
the moving coordinate system takes the following form:
x'= _!_{IDJJ X 1dx 1 dy'+I,.. JJ X1dx'dy'}
M
D .
w

= ~ {(ID -1...,) JJ x'dx'dy'+lw JJ x'dx dy
1

D

E

1
}

(3.4)

where M is the total mass of the region E and is
calculated as
M =!DAD +lwAw

1

1

1
;

E

J3 =

JJ X dx dy
1

1

1
;

J4 = ff yldxldy';
u

1

1

1

J6

u

J 5 = JJ X dx dy ;
L

=JJ Y''!x'dy~.
L

Using these notations together with transforms given in
(3.2a), (3.2b) and Eqs. (3.4) to (3.8), the measurement
equations based on the fixed coordinate system are then
written as
X=

1
.
f. (xc,Yc) = -{lr,yJ
1 +(1,.. -JD)(J3 +J5 )}+xc (3.9)

M

y=fl(xc,YJ =_!_{lwJ2 +(lw -JD)(J4 +J6)}+yc(3.10)
M

=!DAD +l,..(Ae -AD)

= lwAe +(ID -l,..)(Ac -Au ~AL)

JJ X dx dy

(3.5)

where A PJ A~ A 1ft Au and AL are areas of the
eye, dark, white, upper bow and lower bow regions,
respectively.
A similar expression can be obtained for the y
component of the gray level centroid of the eye region.
That is,

This model links the measurements to the
tracking parameters. The total mass M of the region E
and integrals J 1 to J 6 are functions of the tracking
parameters (xc'yc). Notice that the measurement model is
a nonlinear function of these parameters.

IV.

Linearization of the Measurement Model

Since the measurement model obtained in the
last section is highly nonlinear, it is computationally
expensive to solve the tracking parameters directly from
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the model for real-time applications. We assume that the
movement of the eye is small during one image frame
interval. Based on this assumptio~ a linearized model
can be obtained by using the first order Taylor series
expansion of the model given in Eqs. (3 .9) and (3.10)
about the point ( x co , y co ) , which is the estimated iris
center from the previous image frame. That is,
X:::: f.. (xc 0

'Ye~) +(Xe -Xe )! lx
0

c

+(yc- Yc)!: I:Jt
vyc

q)

Yeo

co
Yeo

=A·xc +B · •ve +E

(4.1)

Y "/2 (x,,, y,,) +(x,- x,,) ~ 1.
c

+ (y,- y,,)

!.'I%
~c

q)

Yeo

co

Yeo

V.

Kalman Filter Implementation

A.

The discrete Kalman filter
A variety of computational methods can be used
to solve the tracking parameters from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2)
[9,10] . Among these, the Kalman filtering method has
the following advantages. First, it is a computationally
efficient recursive procedure requiring minimum amount
of storage for the past samples.
It embodies the
information about the system and measurement noise in
its model. It can also effectively deal with time varying
signals. The results of the previous step is used to predict
the current states. Further, the accuracy of the estimation
can be assessed by monitoring the error covariance.
Finally, a priori knowledge about the system can be
readily incorporated into the Kalman filter.
The eye feature tracking problem using the
Kalman filter is formulated as follows. Let the state

(4.2)
vector be s = [;:] . Based on the assumption that the eye

where

movement is small during each frame interval, the
system equation can be modeled as
(5.1)

where k is the frame index and wk is assumed to · be
Gaussian white noise with zero mean, i.e. wk-N(O,Q")
The measurement equation of the Kalman filter
is modeled as
(5 .2)

xk -Ek] Is. the
[
· .

where zk = _
Yk -Fk

E =f,1 (x

~·

y )-A·x -B · y
~

~

~

F=f2 (x co , y co )-C · x co -D·yco

(4.7)

(4.8)

The derivative terms in Eqs. (4.3) to (4.6) can be
obtained by differentiating integrals J1 to J6 with respect
to x c and y" respectively. The above linearized model
will be used as the measurement equations in the Kalman
filter.

vector, Hk =

modified measurement

Ak Bk]
[ck Dk is the measurement matrix and .

the measurements are corrupted by additive zero mean
white Gaussian noise, i.e. v"-N(O,R~c). The components
ofH, E and Fare given inEqs. (4.3) to (4.8).
Following the notations in [10], the a priori state
estimate for the time update is
(5.3)

and the a priori state error covariance matrix is
(5.4)
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(1)

where the Kalman gain matrix is

(5.5)
For the measurement update, the a posterior
error covariance matrix is

(2)

(5.6)

The error contributed by the variations of
brightness values in the dark and white regions:
In the measurement equations, only the average
brightness values are used and the spatial
variations are ignored.
The error introduced by the first order
approximation of measurement equations:
Here, we assume that the correlation among the
elements of the measurement noise vk due to the
first order approximation is negligible.

and the a posterior state estimate is
VL

(5.7)

The initial conditions of the Kalman filter are
obtained from the feature extraction phase, as explained
in Section VI, using the deformable template approach
[13,8].

.

.

The following issues are addressed while
applying the Kalman filter algorithm.
1)
The measurement equation is linearized under
the assumption of small eye movements. If this
is not the case, as in saccadic eye movements,
the Kalman filter algorithm may yield
unsatisfactory estimates, due to the violation, of
the linear model assumption. In such a case~ the
extended Kalman filter algorithm has to be used
[10].

2)

For the system equation in (5.1), we have chosen
the ·simple "random-walk" model of the eye
movements~ If the pattern of eye movements
has some regularity (such as back and forth
movements), a higher order system model may
be more appropriate. However, with a higher
order model, one needs to estimate the model
be
parameters
on-line,
which
may
computationally demanding.

B.

Error covariances
The update equations require the a pnon
knowledge of the covariance matrices Qk and Rr Qk
depends on the uncertainty in x c and y c· Assuming that
their dependence can be neglected, Qk will be a 2x2
diagonal matrix. The diagonal elements represent the
maximum anticipated errors in each direction.
The measurements obtained from the images are
corrupted by additive noise, sensor distortion, spatial
digitization and linearization errors. To facilitate a
quantitative description of the measurement quality, we
consider only two major error sources that contribute to
the noise covariance matrix R.
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Compensation of Head Movements
The issue of compensating the head movement
is addressed in this section. In most applications, the eye
position in the image may be changed due to the head
movement These effects have to be taken into account to
assure the accuracy of the tracking. We first illustrate
the change of the eye center due to the head movement.
We then choose appropriate measurements and formulate
measurement equations to relate the tracking parameters
to the measurements.
In Fig. 2, the eye center is located at the origin
ofXOY coordinate system and is used ass reference point
in the tracking of the iris movement. Since head
movements exist, the position of the eye center is no long
a fixed point and will vary with the head movement.
Hence the eye center is chosen as the tracking parameter
for compensating the head movement Here, we assume
that the position of the iris center and the shape of the
eye are unchanged during the compensation.
To formulate measurement equations, we first
choose proper meaSurements. When the eye center varies
due to head movement, the boundaries of the eye and the
iris in the image change correspondingly. Thus we
choose the gray level averages in the dark and white
regions of the eye, which are ·functions ~f the bo~~es
of the dark and white region and reflect the vanauon of
the eye center, as measurements. Two energy fun~ons
are then used as the basis of the measurement equauons
which relate measurements to the eye center. The two
energy functions are

Lg(x,y)
E 1_-

II

(x,y)eD

(x,y)eD

I" (
Jl

xe,Ye

)

(6.1)

(6.2)
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where £ 1 and £ 2 are the gray level averages in the dark
and white regions of the eye, respectively.
The variation of the energies can be obtained by
differentiating the energy functions. That is
(6.3)

(6.4)
where

~e ~ Xe -Xeo

(6.5a)

=Ye - Y ..0 •

(6.5b)
The measurement equations can be obtained by
substituting (6.5) into (6.3) and (6.4) and rearranging
terms. The matrix form of the measurement equation is
Llye

[::] =[~ ~ ][;:]
are

o/e

(6.6)

with the modified measurement vector being

(6.7)
Another tracking scheme is constructed to
update the position of the eye center. The formulation of
the Ka.liD.an filter is similar to that given in last section.

and geometrical characteristics of the eye image while
imposing constraints on the parameters. The required
eye parameters are thus obtained by minimizing the
energy function. After this preprocessing stage, the
center of the iris is used as the initial conditions and
parameters a, b, c and r are used to evaluate the
measurement equations. Note that this preprocessing
step needs to be performed only for the first frame of the
image sequence.
Two experiments for tracking the center of the
iris were performed to qemonstrate the algorithm. In the
first experiment the iris moved to the right eye comer
from its normal gaze position, and in the second one the
iris moved to the left eye comer. The image sequences
for the first and second experiments are shown in Fig.3
and Fig.4, respectively. It can be seen from these figures
that the tracking results are close to the results obtained
by visual estimation. The variances of the tracking
parameters during tracking are plotted in Fig.5. It can be
observed that only a few recursive operations are needed
to reduce the error ·variances to small values. The
computer processing time for one frame is about 25 ms.
Thus, with a faster personal computer the proposed
algorithm can be employed for real-time applications.
The next experiment was implemented to
examine the performance of the whole tracking scheme
which takes into account the compensation of the head
movement. The image sequence was taken from the ·
video tape and both the iris center and the eye center
were changed from frame to frame. The image sequence
of~e experimental results is shown in Fig 6.

vn.

Experimental Studies
The experiments for eye feature tracking· were
performed on a real image sequence of an eye using a
331-1Hz 486 personal computer. The image frame rate is
30 frames per second A preprocessing step [11,12] is
used to locate an eye window that covers the whole eye
(about 75 pixels by 45 pixels). The tracking of the eye
features is implemented based on the model developed in
Section III using a Kalman filter.
The initial conditions of the Kalman filter are
obtained through a feature extraction phase using the
deformable template approach [13,8]. This template is
characterized by the three parameters (xc, yC' r)
corresponding to the iris circle and the six parameters
(xe, Ye, a, b, c and 8) corresponding to the two parabolas
(here (xe, Ye) is ·t he center of the eye and {} is the
orientation of the eye). An energy function is defined in
terms of these parameters to account for the brightness
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Fig.3

The image sequence of the tracked eye for the
first experiment
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Fig. 4

The image sequence of the tracked eye for the
second experiment
Fig.6
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Conclusions
The. problem of tracking eye features ·has been
addressed in this paper. The eye dynamics can be .
investigated by tracking the position of the iris. The
center of the iris is chosen as the tracking parameter
vector and the gray level centroid of the eye region is
chosen as the measurement vector.
Based on the
geometry of the eye, a model is created to relate the
measur~ments to the tracking parameters. The resultant
nonlinear measurement equations are linearized to
reduce the computational complexity. A Kalman filt~r
was used to perform the tracking. It is also demonstrated
through experimentation that the Kalman filter
implementation is suitable for real-time applications.
This algorithm will enable to develop a low<ast,
automated and nonintrusive system which is capable of
measuring and ·analyzing the time profiles of the eye
movements by tracking the iris.
The experimental results show that the proposed
method can be successfully applied to the smooth pursuit
of eye movements. The results are comparable with
those of visual estimation. The proposed Kalman filter
algorithm may not be effective in tracking ·the saccadic
movement of the eye as it violates the assumption that the
eye·movement is small. To track the saccadic movement,
the extended Kalman filter algorithm has to be
implemented using the nonlinear model presented in
Section IlL at the expense of increased computation.
The issue of the compensation of the haed
movement is also addressed in this paper.
The
coordinates of the eye center in the image are no longer
kept unchanged due to the head movement.
An
measurement model was formulated to track the position
of the eye center and another Kalman filter was
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constructed to implement the tracking. The tracking
scheme which combined the two Kalman filters was used
to track the iris movement, while taking into account the
compensation of the head movement.

[12]

[13]
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ABSTRACT

Simulation and control of manufacturing systems is
an important task for its successful implementation. This
paper proposes a framework for an integrated
development tool by which the following tasks can be
performed: 1) System simuiation for performance
evaluation; 2) System controller development and its
verification; 3) Real time control and diagnostics; 4)
Adaptation of the system model to the physical system
characteristics. The implementations of all these tasks
are integrated through the use of asingle model and the
same data base. The approach advocated here is to use
Augmented Timed Petri Nets as a tool by which au ·these
tasks are performed.
1. INTRODUCTION

A flexible automated system (FAS) consists of
several concurrent units such as machines, robots,
au to mated guided vehicles, programmable logic
controllers, and computers which function synchronously
to meet the real time constrain~ of a production line and
dynamically changing needs of the market. Because of its
complexity, integrated software development for FMSs is
very important to realize the full benefits of FMSs.
Simulation software generates results that aid in
design, performance evaluation, and in depth analysis of
the system. There are several popular packages like
SIMAN, SLAM, CINEMA, EXCELL etc. for the
simulation of manufacturing systems. However, these
packages cannot be used to control the system and
therefore other means are used to develop the system
controller.
The functions of the system control software include:
1) Monitoring the system proper functioning by
determining the states of its elements; 2) Respond to
unpredicted deviations from the designed sequence; 3)
Real time diagnostic of the system by tracking processes
execution time and sensors input patterns; and 4)
Generate
production
reports.
Traditionally,
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Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) or special
purpose controllers have been used to control
manufacturing systems. While the later might satisfy the
above requirements, they are usually tailored for
particular applications and as such they cannot provide a
general solution for this problem. On the other hand.
PLCs are general purpose controllers but the sequence of
operations is captured by "Ladder Diagrams" which
might grow so complex that locating the cause of a
problem becomes extremely difficult [1].
None of the above controllers can provide simulation
and control capabilities at the same time (with very little
effort). As a result, one of the most primary goals of
current research in F ASs is to develop integrated
software systems that can both simulate and control F ASs
[1,2,3,4,5,6]. Moreover, usually the simulation software
is developed by either software and/or industrial
engineers while the control software is developed by
manufacturing and/or control engineers. The integration
between the above said personnel is very significant for
the successful implementation of such multi-disciplimuy
projects [5,6, 7]. One efficient method to provide such
· integration is to develop an integrated software package
that can be used for both simulation and control that will
be used by both parties.
In this paper an Adaptive Augmented Timed Petri
Nets (AATPNS) are proposed to be used as an integrated
software tool by which the following tasks can be
performed:
1)

Development of a system model and its simulation
for performance evaluation [8].
2) Development of a real-time system controller [9].
3) Debug the controller functions using the model
developed in ( 1).
4) Development of a "Watch-Dog" supervisor which
will set alarms once the physical system performance
deviates from the expected values specified in the
system model.
5) Since the initial parameters of the system model
(such as process time, transfer time etc.) might
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deviate from the actual ones, false alarms might be
triggered by the "Watch-Dog" supervisor. In order to
avoid this problem, an adaptation algorithm was
added to the package by which model parameters are
"tuned" during a specified number of cycles of the
actual system operation. Upon completion of the
tuning process the "Watch Dog" supervisor is
activated.
The integration of all these functions is achieved by
two means: 1) Both system controller and simulator used
the TPN model; and 2) Both are. using the same data base
which defines the network connectivity.
2.

PETRI NETS CONCEPTS

PNs are powerful modeling tools that have been
recently applied. to manufacturing systems [2,3,4,5,6,8].
The basic theory of PNs can be found in [11].
Graphically a PN is defined as a bipartite graph
containing "places" (represented by circles) ·and
"transitions" (represented by bars).
Places and
transitions are connected by "directed arcs" (represented
· by arcs with arrows). · Places contain "tokens"
(represented by dots). Places can model different entities
comprising the system such as robots, and different
. intermediate states of the system entities .such as "robot I
loading machine
3". Transitions can model
events/activities involved in the system such as "machine
1 finished processing''; The basic constructs of PN
modeling can provide the basic logic functions available
in most Programmable Controllers.
There exists several classes of PNs such as timed
PNs. Colored PNs (CPNs), Stochastic PNs (SPNs),
predicate/transition PNs (PPNs). CPNs, SPNs, PPNs are
not easily understaridable to specialists not in the area of
PNs. Hence, TPNs that are easy to understand and aid in
the integration of different people stated earlier are
selected in the present study. However, conventional
TPNs reported in the literature are limited only for
simulation and performance evaluation purposes but not
for controlling the system.
In this paper TPNs are
extended with new constructs that are used for
controlling the system and named as Augmented TPN.
A. Petri Net (PN):

Petri net is a 5 tuple, PN = (P,T,IN,OUT,M)
where:

P={Pt·P2· .... ,pn} is a finite set of places,
T= {t1,t2, .... ,tn} is a finite set of transitions,
(P X T)~S
IN :
OUT : . (T X P)~S
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M:
Marking
IN and OUT are input and output functions defining
directed arcs between places and transitions. where S is a
set of all positive integers k:
If k=1 a directed arc is drawn without a label
If k > 1 a directed arc is drawn with label k.
If k < 1 no arc is drawn.
Input place set: It - The input place set of transition "ti "
is It={ P/(pEi,tj )E IN}
Output place set: Ot - The output place set of transition
"tj" is Ot={ P/4,pi)E OUT}
Markin2: M- Marking of a PN is a mapping from the set
P to Q=(O, 1,2, ...), i.e. M: · P~Q means that M inputs
tokens to every place. Mi=M (pi)· Q indicates the number
of tokens in place Pi.

B. Timed PN:
A. timed PN (TPN) is an improvement over PN
described earlier and includes a set.of flring durations D.
The TPN is formally defined as TPN=(P,T,IN,OUT,M,D)
where D: T ~{O,R+} , where {O,R+} is the set of all nonnegative real numbers. A transition has an associated
deterministic flring time defmed by two events: "start
firing" and "end flring ". In between these two events, the
firing _ is in progress. The removal of tokens from a
transition's input places(s) occurs at "start flring" and the
placement of tokens on a transition 's output places occurs
at "end flring" . While the flring of a transition is in
progress, the time to end frring; called the remaining
flfing time (R), decreases from firing duration to zero.
Instantaneous Description OD): The state of the TPN can
be defined by the instantaneous description, ID, which is
a four-tuple:
ID = (M,F,R,AT)
M is a marking function, M: P~S;
F is a selector function, F: T ~(0, 1);
The selector function is nothing but a flfing
vector (F-vector).
IfF(tj)=l, lj is ready to frre
If F(4)=0, lj is not ready to frre
R is remaining firing time function,
R: T ~co.R+) is a cumulatively decreasing
time function.
where:
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Enabled in a marking M. 1 frres and results in a new
marking M according to equation:

AT is the active time duration function
AT: T ~(O,A-r+) is a cumulatively
increasing time function.
With ID. it is possible to determine the state and
performance of the system at any time. For example.
using AT, the utilization of the system elements can be
determined.

After ftring tj, O(lj) channel of the digital output interface
is activated. Here, M is said to be reachable from M.

C. Augmented timed PN:

3. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

An augmented TPN (ATPN) is an improvement over
TPN and introduced at the frrst time in this paper. An
ATPN is aimed for both control and simulation of the
system. To control an automated system the controller
has to read inputs and send outputs to the physical
system. Hence, the standard TPN has to be augmented to
accommodate theses functions by including two tuples
namely.
1) Input signal vector (ISV) that is intended to read the
state of the input signals from digital input interface.
2) Output signal vector (OSV) that is intended to send.
output signals through digital output interface.
An ATPN is a 8 tuple and defined as:

The various modes of operation of the system will be
explained through the following simple example: Three
pneumatic pistons, controlled by spring return directional
valves as shown in figure 1. The pistons perform the
sequence:
A+, B+, Delay 5 seconds, {C+, A-}, {B-, C-}

Two push buttons START and STOP allow the operator
to monitor the operation of the system. Once the Start
button is activated the sequence repeats itself indefinitely.
If the STOP buttons is activated the system has to stop
immediately (not necessarily at the end of the sequence).
A
+

ATPN=(P, T,IN,OUT,M,D,ISV ,OSV)
ISV is a ~apping from set P to S=(0,1,2, ... ) i.e. ISV: P~
S where ISV associates attributes to every place,
Si=S(pi). Si is an attribute associated with place Pi and
represents the input channel associated with place Pi. For·
. example. if place Pi models a limit switch, the ATPN
reads the status of that switch from the digital input
interface through the channel number represented by Si.
Si is the second attribute of Pi· the frrst attribute being the
initial marking M(pi).
OSV a mapping from set T to 0=(0, 1,2, ... ) i.e. OSV: T
~o where OSV associates attributes to every transition,
Ou=O(ti). Oi is the attribute associated to a transition ti
which represents the binary number that is to be sent to
the digital output interface. For example, tj may be
modeling the ~ctivity "send signal to actuate.solenoid A".
Each solenoid is activated by writing a specific binary
number on to the digital output interface. During
execution of the program. the ATPN writes the number
Oi to digital output interface to actuate solenoid A. Oi is
the second attribute of tj, the frrst attribu·te being the
transition duration , D(ti).
Transition firing: A transition ti of an ATPN is said to
be enabled in a marking M:
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CJ
aO

6al

A+

Figure 1: Typical piston setup
The corresponding Petri Net for this sequence is
shown in figure 2 and the input/output connectivity tables
which define the network are given in Table 1. A few
comments have to be made in order for clarification:
1. The number "n ", marked on the arc between T 1 and
P12• is the number of required cycles. This number
is "Loaded" to P12 as once T 1 is frred.
2. The STOP switch is model by an inhibitor (P13 is
the inhibitor place of Ti, i=l..8) which enable Ti if
the inhibitor place has no token.
3. P11 is used as a cycles counter.
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5L:

5

1.1=1...8

6
7
8

l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
0
l
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

0

o
I
0
0

o
o
l)

t::>utput Connecuons
Place
7
8
6
i 5
0
0
0
I 0
0
I 0 0 0
0
0
0
i 1
0
0
I 0
1
0
1
1
I 0
0
0
I o 0
0
0
I o 0
I
t)
0
0
0

1

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

9
0
0
0
0
0

1

11

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I

I2
l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 1: ConnectiYity tables for the Petri Net of figure 2.
3.1 Using the Network as a Simulator
Before the simulation starts the initial marking of
each place and the duration time of each transition have
to be specified:
1. The marking of P2. P4 and P7 indicate the initial state
of limit switches 30· bo and co (The initial markings
are shown in the first line of table 3) .
2. The duration tiines of transitions T3, T5, T7 and Tg
are estimates for the corresponding motions. while
th~ duration time of transition T 6 is the required
time delay (table 2).

Transition
Duration
Event

l
0

-

Tr...n.sitions' Duration Time
4
5
6
2 ! 3
0
3
5
0 I 3
i A+
- B+ Delav

7
4

C+A-

8
4
8 -C-

Table 2: Transitions' duration time.
Cycle Counter

Figure 2: Petri net for the sequence
A+,B+,Delay(5),{ C+,A-}, {B-,C-}.

T
l
2
3
4

5
6

7
8

l
l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
l
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
l
0
0
0
0
0

4

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Input Connections
Place
5
6
7
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 ·o
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
l
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
l

11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

13
1
l
1
1
l
1
1
l
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The network perform the simulatioq as follows:
Once the START switch is activated the token from P1 is
removed and "Start Firing " signal is sent to transition
T 1· Since the duration time of T 1 is 0 the "End Firing "
signal is issued immediately and "n" tokens are loaded to
P12· At this point tokens are available at P2 P4 P7 and
P12 and therefore transition T2 frres. a token is deposited
in P3 and tokens are removed from the above places.
Since P3 has a token_ T3 is enable, but 3 time units have
to elapse before it t1res (indicating the completion of the
motion A+) and passes tokens to P5 and P4. Once P4
and P5 have tokens_ transition T 4 is enabled and a token
is passed to P6· As a result, transition T 5 is enabled and
after 3 time units <corresponding to the motion B+) it
passes tokens to P; and Pg. T 6 is enabled and after 5
time units (corresponding to the required delay) it fires
and passes a token to P9. After 4 time units
(corresponding to the motions C+ and A-) transition T 7
fires passing tokens to P2 and P10· As before, Tg is
enabled (removing token from P2 and P1o) and it fires
after 4 time unites (indicating the completion of the
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motions B- and C-) passing tokens to P2, P4• P7 and P11·
At this point one cycle has been completed (the counter
P11 contains 1 token and P12 n-1 tokens). Also, the
markings of P2, P4 and P7 are the same as at the
beginning of the sequence and the system is ready for the
next cycle. If the STOP switch is activated, any time
during the sequence. all transitions are disabled, and the
system stops immediately.
During the simulation the marking vector, Q, and
tbe remaining frring time vector, R, are available and can
be used to track the activity in the system. Table 3 shows
how the marking vector, Q, changes with simulation time
as the sequence progresses. A unit time in this case
corresponds to one scanning of the whole network by the
program.

For the above sequence. tables 4 and 5 indicate the
attributes for the places and transitions. In real
implementation, additional lookup table is used to
indicate the assignment a digital VO ports to the above
attributes with their required or expected values (see table
6). For example, setting bit #1 on the output port will
activate solenoid B+ and as a result piston B will move
forward. Similarly, all limit switches are assumed to be
"Normally Open" and therefore when activated, they will
be set to I which is the expected value when read trough
the port. These assignments dictated the wiring the
switches and solenoids (just the same as in wiring PLC
modules to the controlled system).
Place

\farlcine vector Q as function of simulation
Place
Time
7
1 2
3
4
8
9
5
6
r) ilnitial)
1
1 0
1 0
0
1 0
0
0
1 0
0
0
1 rSTARTl
1 0
1 0
0
0
1 0
0 ·o 0
0
0
2
3-5 (A+)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
0
0
0
1 0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 0
0
8-10 ffi+)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
1
1 0
12- 16 (Delav) 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
18-2HA-.C+)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 0
0
0
0
0
0 .o
22
0
0
0
23-26 ffi-.C-)
0
0
0
0
0
0
.,..,
_,
0
1 0
1 0
0
1 0
0

p,

time
10
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

12
0
n
n-1
n-1
n-1
n-1
n-1
n~1

n-1
n-1
n-1
n-1
n-1
n-l

13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 3: The marking vector Q as function of simulation
time.
It is important to note that for simulation the
additional attributes of the places and transitions, ISV
and OSV respectively, as well as the vector R are not
being used.

3.2 Using the Network as a Controller
The above petri net functions · as a controller in a
very similar way described above with the exception that
tbe attributes ISV and OSV are being used in the
following way:
1. Before a token is being removed from a place, the
corresponding input is sampled and only if the
condition it represents is satisfied the token is
removed.
., Before a transition is passing a token to the output
place it activates the corresponding output specified
by the OSV. This is done once the transition
duration time has been elapsed.
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p..,
p'l
p~

Pc
P.:
p'"7
Po
Po
P,n
P,,
p,..,
P,'l

Attributes
(l."START")
(O."aO")
(O."NUU.")
(O."bO")
(O."al")
(O."NULL")
(O."cO")
(0."'b1")
(O."NUU.")
(0,"c1")
(O."NUU.")
(O."NUU.")
(O."EM")

Element
START Push Button
aO- Limit Switch
bO- Limit Switch
al -Limit Switch
cO - Limit Switch
b1 -Limit Switch

cl- Limit Switch
Cycle counter
STOP Push Button

Table 4: Attributes for the controller's places

T,;

Attributes
(O,"NUU.")
(O."NUU.")
(O,"A+")
(O,"NUU.")
(O,"B+")
(5,"C+,A-")

T'"7
To

(O."NUU.")
(O,"B-.C-")

Transition
T,
T..,
T'l
T,.i
T~

Element

Activate solenoid A+
Activate solenoid B+
I::>elay 5 seconds and then activate
solenoids C+ & AActivate solenoids C- & B-

Table 5: Attributes for the controller's transitions.
Di2ital Output Port
Bit
Value
Attribute
0
1
A+
0
0
A1
1
B+
1
0
Bl
C+
2
0
C2

Dieital Input Port
Attribute
Bit
Value
0
1
an
a,
1
1
2
1
bn
b,
3
l
4
l
en
5
l
cl
START
6
l
7
STOP
l

Table 6: Lookup table for Digital VO ports bits
assignment
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The duration time for all transitions, except T 5· are
set to zero which means that the activation of the output
devices occur immediately once all the conditions for the
ft.ring of the particular transition have been satisfied. In
the case of T 5• the duration time represents the r~qu~ed
delay and it is being implemented using the real time
system c.lock.
3.3 Using the Simulator for Controller Debugging

In this case the both simulator and controller are
executed simultaneously and the outputs of one are used
as inputs for the other and vise versa. Few changes have
to be made for the proper operation in this mode:
1. The inputloutput signals are read from or written to
common memory registers which are accessible by
both programs: Reg-IN and Reg-OUT (see figure 3).
"' The simulator is using the ISV and the OSV
attributes but in a reverse fashion compared with the
controller. ·For example when the controller frres T2
(activating solenoid A+) it turns ON bit 0 on
Reg-OUT. This register is read by the simulator, at
transition T 3• indicating that piston A has to start its
motion forward and after 3 time units this motion
will be completed. At this point in time the limit
should be activated and therefore the
switch
simulator turns ON bit #1 on Reg-IN. The register
Reg-IN is read by the con~oller in order to
determine if the ISV for P6 has been satisfied and
the sequence can continue.
3. The simulator and the controller use a real time
clock to implement the transitions duration time.

ao

SIMULATOR
REAL

TIME

CLOCK
CON1ROLLER

Figure 3: The simulator used for controller debugging
3.4 Using the Simulator ·for Real-Time Diagnostics
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Real time diagnostics. in this context. refers to the
capability of a supervisory controller to track the
input/output states and various timings of the controlled
system in real time. compare these states with an
anticipated ones, set an alarm once a deviation between
the two have been detected. and provide the facility by
which the cause of the deviation can be found.
As mentioned above the petri net produces two time
varying vectors: 1) A marking vector, Q, which indicates
in which places tokens are available; and 2) A remaining
fuing time, R, which provides the difference between the
transition duration time and the elapsed time since it was
frred.
The proposed scheme for such a system, as
illustrated in figure 4, is composed of a controller and a
simulator both executed simultaneously. As the system
steps through the sequence, the controller and the
simulator produces Q vectors, Qc. and Qs respectively,
which are fed to an evaluation procedure which compares
-the elements of these vectors at the end of each scanning.
Three cases are treated:
1. If Qs(i)=Qc(i) for all places it means that the
physical system performs ·exactly as expected by the
simulator and therefore no action has to be taken.
2. If Qs(i)=l and Qc(i)=O for any place Pi it means that
the physical system lags behind the simulated one
and the following inquiry is taken place: First, the
controller transition Ti which was suppose to pass a
token to Pi is identified using the connectivity tables.
Then~
the procedure checks whether the
corresponding controller transition, Tj, has received
the "start tiring " signal :
a) If the signal was. issued. the corresponding
remaining ft.ring time. RcU), is fetched and
compared to a preset value Rp(j). If RcG)>Rp(j)
an alarm is set OFF. This afarm indicates that
the process corresponding to Ti is performed too
slowly and adjusonents to this process have to
be made.
Referring to the above example. if Qs(5)=l
and Qc(5)=0 it indicates that the simulator
expects the motion A+ to be completed but
actually it is not. Using table 1 transition T 3 is
identified and the remaining time RcC3) is
fetched. If it is assumed that it takes 3 seconds to
complete this motion (table 2) and deviations of
10% in the time might occur due to pressure
fluctuations etc. the condition Rc<3)<0.3 should
be satisfied. otherwise an alarm has to be set.
b) If the signal was not issued. the input places of
the transition Ti are identified and an alarm is
set OFF indicating those places which do not
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3.

have tokens. In most cases this alarm will
correspond to failures in feedback devices such
as limit switches. This process is performed
recursively until the cause of the problem is
found.
In this example, if T 2 did not received the
signal "start tiring" it is probably because limit
switch ao (P2) was not activated.
If Qs(i)=O and Qc(i)=l for any place Pi, it means
that the simulated system lags the physical one and
similar inquiry is taken place. If the signal "start
fuing" was issues to the corresponding simulator
transition, Tj, its remaining fuing time, Rs0), is
fetched and compared to a preset value Rp(j). If the
difference is acceptable (say 10% of the transition
duration time) Rg(j) is set to zero and no action is
taken. However if the difference is larger, it indicates
that the process time assumed by the simulator is
not correct and have to be modified.

indicate a mesarement of the elapsed time from the
transitions' "end fuing" signal to to the time when a
token is being place in that place. For example, if the
time to complete the motion B+ has to be measured
transition Ts attributes will be (Pg,"B+").
These measurements, proveded as a vector Dm, with
the durations' time used by the simulator (given by the
vector Ds) are then by an adaptation algorithm to update
the vector Ds (see figure 4). The adaptation algorithm
can as simple as moving average, however it has to be
performed in two stages:
1. The duration times of the controller are initiated by
direct measurements, provided by the controller. at
the firSt few cycles of the system.
2. Continual adaptation of the model during the
operation of the system (as long as alarm is not set.

ADAPTATION
ALGORITHM

3.5 Adaptation of the simulator the physical system
A successful implementation of the diagnostic part of
this system depends on the capability of the simulator to
accurately describe the physical system. In the case of
Discrete Events Manufacturing Systems the model is
based on two different elements of information:
1) Sequence of events which is defined by the network
connectivity and the intial marking.
2) Processes, transportation and delay times which are
given by the transitions' time duration.
While the sequence of events is known once the
design of the system has been completed, the various
related duration times are not accurately known and
estimates determined by the information available at that
stage are used. Thus, the durations' time used by the
model might susbsantially differ from the durations' time
of the physical system and as a result false alarms might
be initiated. Therefore. there is a need to adapt the
model, in terms of duration times, to the physical system
for proper function of the real-time diagnostic part of the
controller.
The measurement of time by the controller for the
purpose of model adaptation will require modifica.tion of
the transitions attributes. At this point of the discussion
the controller used the duration time specified for each
transition as a time delay between the "start firing" and
"end fuing" events (e.g. T6)and for all other transitions
this attributes was used. The implementation of the delay
used a real-time clock which is available in the system.
In order to extruct timing information of the controller,
this attribute can be used in the follwing way: by
specifying a particulr place as a duration attribute will
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SYSTEM

SYSTEM

CONTROLLER

110
MODULES

SIMULATION

Qc

Figure 4: Full system configuration.
After several cycles of the system it is expected that
Ds will closely describe the physical system durations·
time and as a result the alarms set by diagnostic routine
will be real.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

A framework for an integrated tool by which the
following tasks can be performed: 1) System simulation
for performance evaluation; 2) System controller
development and its verification; 3) Real time control
and diagnostic; 4) Adaptation of the system model to the
physical system characteristics, has been described.
Portion of this controller have been already implemented
and tested. Currently efforts are being made to complete
the adaptation part of the controller and to provide an
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easy to use tool based on Object Oriented Programming.
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Abstract
This paper presents a model-based segmentation
algorithm that is used i:zs a post processing module for a
vision system to separate the recognized object from other
objects in the scene, and to identify the accurate shape of
the object.
.

1 Introduction
In some robotic applications, the goal of the vision
system is to identify and to locate a special object in the
scene. Typical tasks in the nuclear radioactive environment include the navigation of autonomous vehicles and
the manipulation or inspection of equipment. To accomplish these tasks, a model-based vision system has been
proposed recently£ 11 • The proposed system can recognize
a 3D object from a 2D gray scale image. The salient
features of this system include: 1) no restriction on the
shape and complexity of the object, 2) tolerant to occlu-

sion and noise. and 3) processing at a real time speed. The
inputs of the system are the image of the scene and the
model or template of the desired object. The outputs of the
system are the ccordinates of the centroid of the object in
the_image. Figure l. 2 and 3 show the scene, the template.
and the centroid respectively.
However. it is desirable to develop a post processing
module for this vision system. which can identify all
pixels belonging to the object in the image. The significance of this module is that it provides the accurate shape
of the object at its current state and separates it from the
foreground, that 1s. other objects that occlude it. If combined with 3D sensory data acquired by stereo cameras or
a laser range scanner, this information can be used to
generate the suriaces of the object, which is very valuable
for tasks such as hazardous waste cleaning up and nuclear
facility decomffilssioning. One example is in manipulation
applications, the robot controller needs to know the
surface configuration to decide grasping points for the end
effector. Another example is in digital photogrammetry,
the reconstructed surfaces of the object can be used to
update the world models.

1
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used to direct the segmentation procedure. which existing
segmentation methods are selected. and how they are
combined.
The rest of this paper discusses this approach in detail
and presents the initial testing results. The experiment
demonstrates that this post processing module is reliable
and fast.

2. Model-Based Segmentation
Given a scene and the model of the object. both in the
form of the gray scale image. the object detection module
of the vision system can provide the coordinates of the
centroid of the object in the image, as shown in Figure
1,2, and 3. With the information above. the processing
area can be limited to the small area where the object is
located. Figure 5 shows an input to the post processing
module. which is obtained by cutting the object portion of
Figure 4. When defined as a segmentation problem, the
task of the post processing module becomes marking the
region occupied by the object as black and the others as
white.

image. In this work the threshold is chosen through a
direct observation of the image using XVIEW. The
threshold value used in the case of Figure 5 and 2 is 70 in
gray scale. Figure 6 shows the result of this threshold. subtracting operation. which is equivalent to the direct
comparison. Although this operation provides a good
initial separation of the object from the foreground, the
noise generated by illumination change often requires
further processing. For example, we have to eliminate
some isolated points and correct the boundary of the black
area. For this purpose. a hybrid algorithm that combines
a region growing method and a boundary generating
method is developed. The hybrid algorithm resorts all
pixels of the object under the constraints of the bmmdary
to delete effects of noises. The rest of this section introduces the region growing and boundary generating procedures, then discusses the algorithm.

Figure 6 The result of the direct comparison of
the input image with the template

I

Figure 5 The input image of the post processing module
The first step of segmentation is to use model information to generate an initial classification of the region.
Comparing the input image in Figure 5 and the template
in figure 2, it can be seen that the visible part of the
object in the scene is very close to the template; thus the
template is subtracted from the scene, and a threshold is
applied to the result image where the pixels with the value
below to the threshold are marked as black and otherwise
as white. The selection of a threshold can be obtained
automatically by analyzing the histogram of the subtracted
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2.1. Region growing
Because the image in Figure 6 is homogeneous, a
simple pixel aggregation approach is employed for region
growing process. 'This method starts with a set of "seed"
points and from these grows regions by appending to each
seed point those neighboring pixels that have the same
intensities. The selection of initial seeds that represent the
object and the selection of suitable properties for adding
points in the various regions during the growing process
used to be the most difficulty problems for that approach.
But the homogeneity of the region makes them very easy
to solve. Selecting the seeds is simple because any black
point can be a seed And the selection of property is not
needed at all, because all connected pixels can be grown
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into one region.

the foreground.

2.2. Boundary generating
The growing process is terminated if a bmmdary is
encountered. The boundaries are represented by the edge
map of the image. Among many methods of edge detection, a multiscale edge detector is chosenl2U31 in this work.
This approach is equivalent to that of the multiscale
Canny edge detector, but uses the wavelet transform to
accomplish multiscale smoothing. The idea of using
multiscale edge representation is to construct edges by
superposing the edges of each scale. Thus the strong edges
that present at all scales will be boosted. whereas noise
and fine details are being suppressed A description of this
method is given in the Appendix.
The edge map generated by the wavelet transfo~
produces a gray scale image that must be changed into a
bilevel image with threshold processing. This threshold is
obtained by observation using XVIEW. The threshold
edge map often contains isolated non-edge points and
broken points on the edges. A chain coding program is
applied to eliminate this noise. Figure 7 shows the edge
map generated from Figure 5.

Figure 7 The edge map of the input image
However, Figure 7 contains not only the boundaries
that separate the object from the foreground, but also the.
edges belonging to the object itself and edges belonging
to the foreground Because the area where the foreground
edges are located corresponds to the white area in Figure
5 where the region-growing cannot be processed, it is not
necessary to remove those edges. Removing the edges of
the object can be done by comparing the edge maps of the
scene and the edge map of the template, then eliminating
their common edges. Figure 8 is the final edge map that
contains the boundaries between the recognized object and
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Figure 8 The final edge map used for boundary
testing
2.3 Hybrid segmentation algorithm
The inputs of the algorithm are the result image of the
direct comparison and the final edge map, which are
shown in Figure 6 and 8 respectively. The former provides
the potential object pixels and the later supplies the
boundary map. The algorithm can be divided into two
stages: region growing and boundary testing. At the region
growing stage, it appends the pixels belonging to the
object. At the boundary test stage, it tests the current
boundary against the boundary map to decide if the
growing .procedure needs to be terminated or not. Once a
region growing process is stopped, it will restart at a new
seed to aggregate a new region. This procedure continues
until there is no new seed available. Figure 9 shows the
result of the algorithm. When compared Figure 9 with
Figure 6, it is clear that the small noise part has been
eliminated.
The algorithm has been implemented on a Silicon
Graphics Crimson Elan VGXT workstation. The CPU time
for generating the image in Figure 6 is 0.17 second, for
generating an edge map is 1.58 second. and for hybrid
segmentation is 0.86 second. However. because two
thresholds are used in the algorithm and they are obtained
manually, it cannot achieve the real-time speed at this
moment. We are working on it to develop a threshold
generating method.
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integral is 1 and that converges to 0 at infinity. We
suppose that 8(x) is differentiable and define P'(x) its fist
derivative. By definition, the function P' (x) is a wavelet
since its integral is 0. Denoting

1 X
t(x)=-f{-)
s

s s

(Al)

as a function dilated by a scaling factor s, the wavelet
transform of f(x) at the scale s and position x, computed
with respect to the wavelet P ' (x), is defined by
(A2)

From the equation above one can derive that

Figure 9 The result of the hybrid segmentation
algorithm, where the noises are eliminated
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Appendix
Multiscale Edge Detection and the Wavelet Transfonn
Edges, i.e. points of sharp gray-level variations are
among the most important features for image analysis.
They can be detected using differentiating operators.
However, differentiation is extremely sensitive to noise. A
small amount of noise can severely disrupt differentiation.
In computer vision, noisy input data are ultimately
unavoidable, which motivates filtering an image before
taking the derivative. Best results have been achieved
when filtering is applied at multiple scales. The multiscale
edge detector us~ in this work smooth the signal at
various scales and detects sharp variation points from the
first derivative. The extrema of the first derivative correspond to the inflection points of the smoothed signal.
These concepts can be formulated in terms of the wavelet
transform. This appendix gives a brief introduction how
the wavelet transform performs edge detection and how it
is implemented. The readers are adVised to consult [2] and
[3] for more details.
A smoothing function is any function 6(x) whose
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(A3)

This establishes the relation between conventional
multiscale edge detection and the wavelet transform: The
wavelet transfonns W' f is proportional the first derivative
of the signal smoothed at scale s. If the Gaussian is
selected as the smoothing fimction. finding the extrema of
W' f is equivalent to Carmy's edge detection· approach,
To implement the discrete wavelet transform. a
wavelet function has to be chosen and sampled. Mallat
and Zhong suggest the filter masks shown in Table 1.

n
-2
-1
0
1
2

H
0
0.125
0.375
0.375
0.125

G
0
0
-2.0
2.0
0

Table 1 Filter masks for
smoothing function and its
derivative
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Filter H represents the smoothing function which is
derived from a cubic spline function. Filter G is a sampling of the H's derivative. To smooth a two dimension
signal F we have to compute F * (H, H), which denotes
a separable convolution ofF's rows and columns, respectively, with the 1-D filter H. The discrete wavelet transforms off, WX'd2/ and wY·d2j are computed, respectively,
by a convolution of the columns and rows with the 1-D
filter G.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to provide an understanding
of required intelligent system functions and the
organization required for a universal command and
control system. The paper presents an overview of the
known control architectures being used or developed for
intelligent systems by various government, industrial and
university organizations. Because there are no standards
or widely accepted systems, it becomes extremely difficult
and costly to attempt to communicate between control
systems located at various labs and organizations. A
standard system or set of communication protocols and
standard functions is required to achieve cost-effective
demonstrations and development of remotely operated
systems.

Introduction
Space programs currently in operation and those planned
for the future can be enhanced by use of remotely
operated robotic systems. This capability allows ground
controllers to perform tasks without astronauts being
present Robotic and intelligent systems performing
complex tasks in dynamic environments must be
controlled by numerous software processes executing on
one or more computer processors. A-supervisory control
architecture is required to integrate individual processes
into a control system that provides the ability to conttol
and communicate between the various processes in a
telerobotic system.
These processes interact with
controllers, sensor systems and user input devices. They
communicate over various media including message
passing within a processor, bus-to-bus or data line
communications between processors, or standard network
communications. Currently, there are no standard or
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even commonly used methods to distribute and
communicate between various computer processes. Any
demonstration or development of an intelligent systeni
requiring remote or distributed processes is typically a
highly customized system with all software components
developed by a single organization.
A number of
research organizations
have
developed . control
architecwres and software environments which are used
in numerous intelligent systems within their labs. These
are reviewed and compared here.

1. .What Is Supervisory Control?
As robotic systems continue to become more and more
complex, and as we ask more and more of their control
systems, the need for a sound control system architecture
becomes more pronounced. Ad hoc _implementations
which work well in stand-alone research applications
may be ineffective when it comes to the larger, integrated
problems we are increasingly asked to solve. The term
"architecture" is used here to mean the basic design and
implementation philosophy for the software which issues
commands to the hardware, processes and interprets data
from sensors, and provides human interfaces.

There are several issues that must be addressed .in
producing an architecture. We will describe them as if
they are a linear set of decisions, but in fact all these
issues are strongly interrelated and must be solved as an
integrated set First, the overall control function must be
separated into logical components which are loosely
coupled: that is, they do not depend on each other's
implementation. Interfaces between th~ ~mponents
are then defmed. Next. a style of commumcanon among
the modules must be selected. Do they write to a global
blackboard, send messages to each other, or have a direct
command-response interface?
Next. the hardware
platforms that will be used or supponed must be selected;
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CPUs. networks and buses. For each set of hardware to
be supported, we need to select an operating system, local
services such as task scheduling, and programming
languages.
Finally, we must implement our
communication service across all the platfonns we are
supporting and provide interfaces in each of the
programming languages we have chosen. These concepts
are illustrated in Figure 1. All of this groundwork should
precede, at least conceptually, any actual implementation
of the control logic itself.

y.,.

I'Pdt
Smoothing

Servo Control

Finding
,....

ObJective
Seldon

E~

t

' II
CPU
;

Con11"0fler

Electron lee

Figure 1: Conceptual Distributed Architecture
What makes a good architecture for robotic command
and control? How do we judge a candidate architecture?
First and .foremost. it must work; that is it must not
prevent an adequate solution to the fundamental control
problems by imposing unacceptable overhead functions,
The
throughput limitations. or design constraints.
previous point may seem too obvious to mention, but
failure to consider this possibility has been the downfall
of many attempts at standardization. A key goal of the
architecture is to isolate the various aspects of the control
problems: This separation provides two key benefits.
First. it supports a hetc;rogeneous mix of design solutions
to various issues. For example, the implementation of
servo level conttol can be completely different than, say,
that of path-fmding algorithms. Second, it allows for
upgrading and replacing various technologies without
massive global rework of the entire command and conttol
system. A special case ·of the previous point is that the
architecture should allow a human interface to be
included or removed at any level. This is especially
important in light of the never-ending push to replace
manual operation with autonomous operations. Finally,
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all other things being equal, the architecture should
suppon as wide a range of platfonns as possible.

2. Typical Functions and Commands and
Their 0 rganization
It may be useful in evaluating an architecture to have a
description and classification of the commands and data
that must flow within a robotics command and control
architecture. We need to make at least an implicit
assumption about the layers in the architecture in order to
do this. We will loosely follow the NASREM [1] model
of functional layering for discussion purposes. starting at
the lowest levels, where our understanding is perhaps the
best, and working our way up.
First, there are some commands that are possible at every
level.
These include the "system management"
commands for the configuration of the control system
itself. In particular, the architecwre must provide for
"down-loading" and initialization of the control software
itself - and a robust system will pennit the installation of
upgrades and switchover to the new software while the
system is operating.. Commands for management and
configuration of the computational resources that suppon
the conttol software would also be included in this class.
such as allocation of processor memory or bus bandwidth
to particular tasks. These commands would be issued
infrequently, but they could result in transmitting large
amounts of data.
For control commands, .at the lowest level, we have
commands to actuators, servos and others such as ''ramp
to rate" (at an acceleration), "ramp to torque" and "move
to position" (at a rate). These commands are fairly
simple, but may need to be issued at a very high
frequency, so from an architectural standpoint, latency
for each transaction is probably the driving constraint.
Commands at the next higher levels are a series of
refinements to basic move commands. starting with a
simple "move to" which is then transformed into an
obstacle-free path and optimized for such things as
smoothness and dynamics.
From an architecwre
standpoint, these commands are all very similar. The
frequency inaeases at the lower levels since one
command will become many as it is processed at a
particular level into a more "optimized" path.

At the highest level we can hope to characterize usefully,
we have commands that are operations on objects. For
example, "grab handle" or "put tool in box". Hen:. the
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architectural challenge is to enable the designer to easily
specify commands that have a complex~ syntactic
structure, and to be able to transpon and process these
commands.
Characterizing the various data that will be acquired
from sensors and passed up the architecture while being
analyzed and abstracted is beyond the scope of this
Nevertheless. the throughput and latency
section.
associated with a particular architecture can be used as
criteria for evaluation.

•

A Bootstrap Service reads configuration
infonnation specifying task distribution and
initialization information.
This service
broadcasts messages to all tasks at system
startup to facilitate task synchronization.

•

The Task Identification Service assigns an
identifier to each task created in the application
and establishes an association with the task
symbolic name specified in the configuration
fue. Messages are routed using the task ID.

•

A Message Passing Service is the primary
communication mechanism between event
handler tasks and is independent of the receiver
location since the message is addressed using
the receiver's symbolic name.

•

The Synchronization Service facilitates lowlevel real-time software control for the MCS
functions such as control algorithms and
hardware interfaces.

•

The /nterprocessor Blocking Service is the
foundation for the synchronization service and
provides a
faster real-time "distributed
semaphore" communication mechanism between
haidware processors in a V:ME card cage.

3. Existing Control Architectures
3.1 RPI CIRSSE Intelli~ent Machine
Architecrnre
Researchers at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPn
Center for Intelligent Robotic Systems for Space
Exploration (CIRSSE) have developed an architecture
based on the organization proposed in Theory of
Intelligent Machines. This theory, as described in
. Reference [2], suggests a hierarchical organization for
the functions of an autonomous robot into three levels
based on the principle of Increasing Precision With
Decreasing Intelligence. The three machine levels,
Execution, Coordination, and Organization, are quite
different with the ExecUJion level dominated py control
functions, the Coordination level characterized by
operations research issues~ and the Organization level
employing anificial intelligence techniques.
CIRSSE researchers efforts to implement the Execution
and Coordination levels of the intelligent machine have
resulted in the development of the CIRSSE Test Bed
Operating System (CTOS) and the Motion Control .
System (MCS) [3].

Messages and event handlers are the central objects of
the CTOS environment and message data management is
transparent to the user. Applications are written as a
collection of event handler tasks that may be distributed
among many processors and are executed in parallel. All
event handlers have the same typical fonnat, which
includes the ~ ID of the function and a pointer to the
received message. Because the same function may be
used far multiple tasks on a single processor. these event
handler functions must be reentranL

CffiSSE Test Bed Operating System (CTOS)

Motion Control System (MCS)

The CTOS was developed to enable researchers to build
distributed applications accessing the CIRSSE test-bed
hardware. The primary objectives supported by CTOS
are the system-wide distribution of tasks, task
communication, and the synchronization of tasks and the
An event-driven environment was
application.
implemented which enables parallel and independent
task execution.
Tasks are communicated through
message-passing. The following five system services are
available for interfacing with

The CIRSSE MCS is·a VME-based, multiprocessor. realtime system providing control of multiple manipulators.
Its real-time capabilities ·are derived from VxWorks,
while interproeeSSOr communication is provided by
eros. MCS is designed in a layered sttucture and has
well-defined interfaces between -layers, enabling modules
to be replaced independently. The MCS architecture is
illustrated in Figure 2.
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Summary of the RPI CTOS Architecture
Client Interface
Layer

Application or Client Interface

Motion Planning
Layer
Motion Control
Layer

State

Manager

Testbed Interface
Layer

Adapted from Reference [3].
Figure 2: MCS Architecture
Each of these interface layers are briefly described below:
•

The Test Bed Interface Layer is the lowest level
and provides the channel drivers that effect a
·hardware-independent interface for the upper
layers of MCS. Each robot joint and external
sensor of the manipulator subsystem is assigned
a slot in the interface providing a hardware- . independent view of the test bed.

•

The Motion Control
is composed of
synchronous tasks executing at the servo rate of
the robot device. Controller algorithms compute
control torques based on current joint data read
from the test bed interface layer and desired data
points supplied by the motion planning layer.

Layer

•

The Motion Planning Layer generates trajectory
information for implementation of the motion
control layer. New path segment planning
requests are received asynchronously from the
client interface layer.

•

The Client Interface Layer is the primary
method of access for users who wish to use the
manipulator system without dealing with lowlevel MCS functions.

•

A State Manager spans all layers of the system
and is responsible far ensuring that MCS
components are present
and
correctly
configured, that resources are allocated and
contention prevented, and that state transitions
are enforced in the manipulator subsystem.
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The CIRSSE-developed eros architecture facilitates the
development of high-level interfaces to Execzuion level
hardware. and software for affecting Coordiruuion level
integration. and is a means of building distributed
applications spanning a distributed, dissimilar computing
eilvironmenL The lower two levels of the intelligent
machine have been implemented and a foundation has
been laid for continued development of Organization
level functions.

3.2 JPL MOIES Low-Leyel Shared Control
Sofiware
A telerobotic system architecture designed and
implemented at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Supervisory Telerobotics Laboratory addresses the
constraints of limited computational power available at
the remote robot site. while providing a large range of
. control capabilities.
The Modular Telerobot Task
Execution System (MOTES) [4] provides supervised
autonomous control, shared control, and teleoperation for
a redundant manipulator. The system utiliZes a unified
multi-sensor based impedance control scheme and is
capable of nominal task execution, monitoring and reflex
motion. MOTES functionality is limited to what is
needed at the remote site. A command interpreter
similar to the one used on robotic spacecraft interprets
commands received from the local site.

JPL Modular Telerobot Task Execution System
(MOTES)
The MOTES architecture, shown in Figure 3, is similar
to the Primitive level of the NASREM telerobot control
system architecture. except that it does not provide any
capabilities that can be provided by the local site.
Primitive level commands for a telerobot system generate
dynamic motion commands from a static description of
desired behavior. MOTES provides all task-level control
and includes some functionality of the NASREM servo
level. The functions~ or modules, are representative d
the control system functionality. There may be multiple
modules of the same type: for example. force.
teleoperation and collision avoidance control modules.
Each module interfaces with the rest of the system
through shared memory with specified input and output
parameters and functionality.
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•

The Shared Memory Module
serves as
coordinator of global (shared) memory and
provides accesS to all command parameters and
system status information. This is similar in
functionality to the NASREM global memory
concept.

•

The Executive Module handles communication
with the local site system and places commands
into the task queue located in shared memory.
This is similar to the NASREM job assignment
'module and also returns status information and
requested data to the user.

•

The Dispatcher Moduk controls command
transitions and acts as an event manager by
scheduling reflex commands for execution in
response to occurring events. The Dispatcher
also acts as a command interpreter when issuing
commands, a function similar to the Virtual
Machine Language command interpreter of the
Galileo spacecraft.

•

The Monitor Modules monitor system behavior
and sets flags indicating to the dispatcher when
a monitor event or condition detected by a
monitor module has occurred.
Different
conditions are monitored by different monitor
modules.

Local Site System
Local
Remote

aE"'

•

Sensor Modules generate real or virtual sensor
data. Real sensor data is information from an
actual sensor, while virtual sensor data is
indirectly related to sensed information. Real
sensors may include resolvers, potentjometers,
force-torque sensors, proximity sensors, hand
controllers and vision systems. Virtual sensors
may include distances to joint limits or distances
to collision between objects based upon
geometric models.

•

Control, Fusion, Task to Joint Mapping, and
Device Driver Modules effect robot motion and
can be thought of collectively as an "execution
module". Motion control commands for real
and virtual sensors are generated by the Control
Module, mapped to task space, and placed in
shared memory where the Fusion Module reads
and aggregates them into task space commands.
These are then translated into actuator space
commands for the physical devices by the Task
to Joint Map Module. Finally, the Device
Drivers Module communicates the actuator
commands to the . target robotic devices and
collects staws data.

An operator can send a command from the local site to
MOTES, where the executive receives the commands and
places them in the task command queue.. The dispatcher
places the parameters in shared memory for the modules
to use. Whenever a local site command is not executing,
the dispatcher selects the default reflex command queue
for execution.

'"0

E

8

The system was originally written in ADA for a VME
environment on 68020 processors. MOTES was initially
used to control a ·Robotics Research Corporation Kl207,
7-degree-of-freedom manipulator.

3.3 CMU Task Control Architecture

Adapted from Reference [4].
Figure 3: MOTES Architecture
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The School of Computer Science/Robotics Institute at
Carnegie Mellon University, has developed a framework
for structuring robot control applications called the Task
Control Architecture (TCA).
It implements a
client/server architecture for distributed applications.
TCA mechanisms provide the application writer with the
ability to specify the relationships between pans of the
application. In particular, temporal constraints can be
specified that allow both sequential and concurrent tasks
to be conducted. Some of these tasks may be planning
tasks and some may be actual execution tasks. While
tasks are executing, their results can be monitored and
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the execution structure can be changed if unexpected
results are encountered. All tasks are managed by the
This architecture lends itself
TCA central server.
especially well to robotic applications.
The ability to pass messages is key to the TCA.
Messages can be single data typeS like integers or
floating point numbers or byte streams that are
interpreted as data structures by both the sending and
receiving modules. The type of message being sent and
the return byte stream are registered with the central
server during system start-up.
A message is basically a request for some service to be
perfonned. Modules on individual computers register the
services that they can provide with the central server,
which routes all messages.
The central server
subsequently dispatches service requests to the
appropriate module at the appropriate time. The central
server also keeps track of which services are currently
being executed.

Groups of related services are handled in TCA as a
resource. Resources help in managing access to a group
of services. Access to a resource is handled on a firSt-inflrst-out basis. Resources can also be locked or reserved
if they are busy.
TCA allows the programmer to specify temporal
constraints between parts of the program. This is done
by the creation and manipulation of task·trees. Task trees
are created by sending special messages to the central ·
server where the task tree is maintained. The task tree is
basically responsible for managing plans and actions.
With this mechanism, TCA allows the programmer to
make explicit relationships between planning and
execution[5].
For example, one can specify these
constraints:
•

All commands under a given node must finish
before any commands under another given node .
can begin

•

All planning under a given node must be
completed before any planning under another
given node can begin

•

All planning under a node has to be completed
before any commands under the node can
execute

Task trees are built implicitly by the order in which
certain service functions are called. Service functions
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which, in tum, call other service functions expand the
task tree. At the leaf nodes of the tree, special command
service functions are called which specify explicit actions
to be executed. Temporal constraints are specified as the
task tree is expanded. Both sequential and concurrent
operations are allowed.

As the sequence of service functions is executed in the
task tree, monitors can be executed to check for the
completion of interesting sub tasks. A monitor consists of
a query associated with an action function. The action
function is executed on a non-null reply from the query
function. Monitors can be set up to execute once or
repeatedly until a tennination condition is met.
If a .failure is encountered during execution of the task
tree, then an exception handling routine can be invoked.
Exception handling routines are typically associated with
specific nodes in the task tree. After the failure is
encountered. TCA searches up the task tree until an
exception handler is encountered.
The exception
rumdling routine may get data on the cause of the failure,
retry the failed tree node, or kill a task subtree and
implement a recovery subtree. If the exception handling
routine is unable io handle the failure it can return
another failure message and have the exception handling
routine at the next higher level try to handle the failure.
TCA also provides a wiretap facility that can listen for
messages intended for other parts of the application.
Wiretaps cause a message to be issued relative to
execution of the tapped message. This is useful in
coordinating parts of the application.
TCA implements an architecture that allows an
application to preplan tasks as well as efficiently handle
unexpected scenarios. A rich set of tools is provided to
set up and monitor goals, recover from errors, and
coordinate multiple tasks. TCA provides a good general
conttol framework for modular distributed robotic
applications.

3.4

InterA~ent

<TelR!Pl

InterAgentTM is a product that allows distributed
applications to communicate without having to code Jawlevel communication software.
It was originally
developed at Rice University, Department of Elecuical
and Computer Engineering, under the name TeiRIP,
which
stands
for TeleR.obotic Interconnection
Protocol[6]. At Rice University the product underwent
several revisions before coming on the commercial
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market as InterAgent in December 1993. InterAgent was
developed and is supponed by Modulus Technologies.
Inc., of Houston. It is a complete rewrite of TelRIP,
incorporating changes made from over two years of user
feedback. It is currently available on Sun Solaris, Silicon
Graphics Irix , DEC OSF/1. SCO UNIX. ffiM OSO., and
MS-DOS.
InterAgent uses an event-based methodology for
distributing and receiving data by different parts of an
application. These pans of an application may be
routines within a single process., processes on a single
computer, or processes on separate computers connected
For intraproceSsor communication,
by a network.
InterAgent uses a variety of mechanisms for transferring
data. including UNIX sockets and shared memory. For
interprocessor transfers. InterAgent can use TCP/IP
sockets, serial connections (including modems), and
other standard computer networks and protocols (7].
InterAgent includes three main components:
•
•

Router processes that are responsible for routing
the data objects to the appropriate processes
Predefined and user-defined data objects. These

are basically C language structs with some
additional properties., including a time-stamp
and creating process ID
•

A library of routines that · implement the
application
programming
interface
to
InterAgent

InterAgent imp~ments a "virtual" fully connected
network where ail processes are connected to all other
processes in the system through their local routers.
Typically, a single router process is run on each
processor in the system.
These individual routers
maintain all necessary connections. This simplifies user
code and also improves performance by optimizing the
data distribution.
Data objects are passed from one process to another
through the routers as data events. Data objects are
typically distributed by broadcasting them to the network
through the router. They can also be addressed to
individual destinations. Data objects are then delivered
only to objects that have previously registered an interest
in receiving them. Processes register interest in data
objects by specifying the object type and a function that
will be called when that data object is encountered by the
local router. Data objects are not maintained in any type
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of database by InterAgenL Once the data has been
distributed, it is removed from the InterAgent system.
Both registering interest and data distribution are
examples of tasks accomplished through the application
programming interface.
InterAgent is not a control architecture far robotic
systems. It does. however, allow flexibility in producing
easily modifiable modular applications.

3.5 DOE Generic Intelli~ent System
Controller CGIS C)
A complete conttol system has been developed under the
Robotics Technology Development Program of the U.S.
DepL of Energy (DOE) to control robot systems and
applicationS involved in the clean-up of hazardous waste
sites. This control architecture and demonstration system
was developed by various DOE organizations working
under the direction of Sandia National LaboratOries. The
overview information provided here is based on
Reference [8].
GISC. which represents the highest level of supervisory
control., was originally deV.eloped as a component of the
·underwater Storage Tank Robot Technology Test Bed
(URTI}.
This test bed contains three intelligent ·
manipulator systems, mapping sensors, human interface
devices., and other subsystems all operating under the
control of GISC.
In comparing intelligent control
architectures for robotic devices, it is obvious that the
scope or overall functionality of each of them varies a
great deal. Most of these architectures provide a smaller
solution to the overall control problem than GISC does.
GISC is more than a command and control architecture.
or disttibuted processing software tool; in essence., it
provides a complete system for telerobotic and
semiautonomous operation of robotic devices.
The GISC architecture consists of a distributed system of
processes executing on a number of processors that
communicate over an Ethernet network. The current
configuration of this architecture uses two standard Unixbased workstations to provide supervisory control
functions. All of the controlled devices and intelligent
sensors are interfaced to the GISC system using
individual subsystem controllers.
The subsystem
controllers are VME-based processors which arc
interfaced to the supervisory GISC via the Intelligent
System Operating Environment (ISOE). This real-time
multitasking operating environment w• custan-
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developed by Sandia National Laboratories and is based
on the real-time Unix-like operating system VxWorks.
The supervisory controllers consist of the Graphic-Based
System Controller running on a Silicon Graphics
workstation and the Development/Diagnostic Display
system which runs on a Sun Microsystems SPARCstation
computer.
These controllers provide the following
functions:

Table 1. Suoervison Functions
Operator Interface
Sensor Viewing
Graphic Display
Input Device Communication
Subsystem diarnostics

World Modeling
Sensor fusion
Motion Planning
Safety Validation
Development tools

The world model contains graphic models of the entire
workspace and encapsulates knowledge about the
environment and all sensors and devices. The world
model is used to simulate complete device motions before
execution. and plan and execute various tasks based on
sensory data about the system and soned operation
The specific subsystem
procedural know ledge.
controllers that control the robot devices, sensors, and
camera and lighting systems. are each commanded via
their own unique protocol and command sets. Thus, the
World Model and Motion Planning functions must
maintain the command sets and protocol information for
Synchronization and
each intelligent system.
communication protocol between the subsystems and
GISC functions are not described further here. Further
information can be found in References [8.9,10.11] or
directly from Sandia National Laboratories.
4~

Conclusions

An overview of command and control architectures for
intelligent systems is presented in this paper. The firSt
two sections of this paper outline the overall functionality
and requirements that an ideal control architecture must
contain~
The ideal architecture . would provide
functionality at all of the defmed hierarchical levels, in a
modular, distributed fashion with precisely defmed
interfaces. An architecture such as this one, that allowed
for various communication methods and numerous
computer platforms, would enable researchers and
commercial developers to concentrate on specifiC
algorithms. techniques, and · advanced applications
instead of system interface details and extensive
programming efforts. This would greatly lower the cost
of developing advanced systems and crealC a broad array
of opponunities to integrate various teclmologies and
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techniques and develop remotely operated applications
with minimal development efforts.
Unfortunately. none of the laboratory-developed and
commercial control architectures meets all of the
demands of an ideal architecture. Five different control
architectureS or software systems have been reviewed in
this paper. It should be noted that each of these systemS
provides varying degrees of functionality, and attacks
different levels of a hierarchical control structure. The
software systems and products reviewed are compared in
Table 2. \Vhile most of the characteristics in the table
are self-explanatory, some may not be clear to the reader.
These are defmed in the following text
Deyjce execution:
Provides the ability to
communicate with actual motion devices at the
task or independent joint servo level. For
example, sending end-effector or mobile device
motion commands to intelligent controllers, or
individual joint motion commands.

Converts higher level
Motion planning:
position goals (end-effector or total vehicle) into
smooth, safe trajectories that transmitted to the
execution level.
Sensor ·data fusjon: Provides the ability to
communicate with sensor device~ . combine
various sensor results, or process and reduce
individual sensor data.
Advanced/Hybrid conuol: Provides advanced
conttols functionality such as adaptive control.
ability
to
opumJ.Ze
numerous
control
chalacteristics, . and allow control of a
combination of (hybrid) various position and
force components.

User interface functionality: Provides welldefmed interfaces and communicates with
physical devices such as joysticks and hand
controllers as well as screen-based, graphic
interfaces.
World model functionality:
Provides an
inherent world model which maintains graphic
models of the environment, the status of all
devices, movable objects, and similar items and
knowledge about the environment
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Table 2. Comparison of existing distributed processing and robotic system control architectures
Characteristic
Distributed process communication
Coordinated process control
Sophisticated exception handlina
Unix based
Mutticle operatina systems (DOS, OS/2)
Device execution
Motion ptanninq
Sensor data fusion
Advanced/Hybrid control
User interface functionality
World model functionality
Commercially available

As shown in the table, no one architecture available today
meets all of the characteristics noted. Basically, the firSt
two architectures .listed, TCA and TelRIP, provide only
distributed software process communication functions.
Any intelligent system must be built upon this
framework. The TCA system provides more than· just
communication services, it allows for completely
coordinated, prioritized process communication and
execution. MOTES provides communication among
various processes and · low-level machine control
functionality.
In essence, it acts as the real-time
controller which receives higher level commands, such as
move an ann under force control, and coordinates and
executes commands sent to devices or servo level
controllers. The eros and GISC systems are more
complete, attempting to provide both high-level and lowlevel functionality. One additional architecture that the
authors have just become aware of is the Control Shell
product commercially available from Real-Time
Innovations, Inc. [12]. At the time this anicle was
written not enough information was available to
determine .whether this system was comparable to the
architectures reviewed here.
Although no single architecture provides all of the
characteristics needed in an ideal system, if they were all
combined, a near-ideal system could be developed: that is
to say, there are no current technology baniers to
developing a fairly complete, comprehensive command
and control computer architectw'e. What is strongly
needed is a standardized system with clearly defined
functionality and interfaces at each level. This would
open up the opportunity to develop highly capable and
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advanced systems at reasonable cost which could operate
under complete and supervis¢ autonomy.
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PC-Based Simulation and Control of a Manipulator
With Whole-Arm Proximity Sensing
Mark M. Thomas and Daniel G. Wegerif, Ph.D.
Merritt Systems Inc., Merritt Island, FL
Gabor Tamasi
NASA Kennedy Space Center

Abstract

Introduction

As part of a NASA-SBIR effort, Merritt Systems Inc.
(MSI) is developing a whole-arm proximity sensing
It
skin and controller for robotic manipulators.
provides real-time obstacle detection and collision
avoidance for teleoperated and autonomous robot
operations. The system consists of a set of proximitysensing "sensorCells, and their mounting and wiring
hardware, a PC-based sensor processing and trajectory
generation component, and a user interface
implemented in Windows. the PC cell controller
contains a model of the robot and sensors, and uses a
novel quadratic programining algorithm for generating
optimized collision-free motions. We are currently integrating the whole-ann collision avoidance system
with a Robotics Research seven-DOF manipulator for
demonstration and testing purposes.

In 1990 MSI became involved in whole-arm proximity
sensing as a means to provide collision avoidance for
robot manipulators in partially modeled, constrained or ·
dynamic operating environments. Until recently, no
commercial systems were ayailable to provide sensorbased obstacle avoidance for robots. Under NASA's
Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) program,
MSI has developed a practical full-coverage sensing
methodology using multiple sensing media, a digital
communications architecture, and a control algorithm
that utilizes the real-time . sensor data to provide
collision-free motion of the robot. We have developed
three generations of sensor hardware and two distinct
control algorithms.l-3 MSI also developed a .PC-based
robot simulation software package to observe and verify
the control algorithms before they are implemented on
an actual robot and to provide a graphical interface for
the user. When MSI completes its current work with
NASA, over $1,000,000 will have been invested in the
development of the whole-arm· sensing system. The
Department Of Energy is also very interested in this
work and has provided two separate Commercial
Research And Development Agreements, totaling
$500,000, to assist in the commercialization of the
system.

The PC-based controller includes a flexible kinematic
simulation package. It provides many of the features of
expensive analysis tools, including real-time graphic
animation, wireframe and solid-object ann and,
environment models, multiple arbitrary views of the
workspace, six-DOF user motion commands, and
camera views and tracking. It also simulates the
operation of the sensorCells and graphically displays
simulated -or real sensor data. The Windows-based user
interface provides means for defining the manipulator
model and sensorCell layou~ operating the sensor and
control systems, programming goal points, and
simulating system operation. The object-oriented C++
software provides an economical, extensible tool for
robot analysis and controller development This paper
describes the whole-arm collision avoidance system,
with particular emphasis on the simulation and control
software.
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The development of Whole-Arm Proximity Sensing
technology was initiated at the Kennedy Space Center
(KSC) to faciiitate the use of dexterous robotic
manipulators near critical flight hardware. Flight
hardware including the Space Shuttle Orbiter and its
payloads are highly sensitive critical systems, and
Ground Support Equipment (GSE) working near these
systems must meet stringent operating requirements.
Most GSE has redundant safety systems and fail safe or
fail operational features. To meet these requirements
GSE robotic manipulators must possess safety systems
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that prevent the possibility of damaging or colliding
The Whole-Arm Proximity
with flight hardware.
Sensing Systems will be incorporated into future robotic
manipulators working near flight hardware at KSC to
provide a redundant safety system.
The concept for the non-tactile sensor system arose
from the need to detect objects in the robot's work
envelope and prevent unforeseen collisions. The sensor
system functions both as an emergency stop (E-stop)
and as a path planning tool. In E-stop mode the robot
will be stopped and the operator notified if an imminent
collision is detected. In path planning mode the robot
use the sensor information to traverse an obstacle free
path while seeking a pre-defined goal point.
Ongoing and future KSC robotic projects will use this
sensing system. The payload Inspection and Processing
Robot (PIPR), which is a long reach serpentine
inspection robot, is presently the primary system
targeted for sensor application. The PIPR will be used
for pre-flight inspection and verification of Shuttle
payloads. Future robotic systems for Orbiter radiator
inspection, main engine leak detection, and other flight
hardware related automation will also use the sensor
system for safe operation.

Whole-Arm Sensing System
MSI based its first generation sensing system on a
design created by E. Cheung' that uses reflected
infrared (IR) sensors to determine object proximity.
The sensor signals are amplified and filtered and then
sent to a PC-based analog to digital converter. This
method is functional, but is very sensitive to external
noise and has a limited detection range . . We resolved
these limitations through the development of the
sensorCell. The sensorCell converts the analog signals
from multiple IR sensing elements to a digital format at
their source. By doing this, the resulting data could be
effectively transmitted over long distances without
degradation.
The sensorCell incorporates a
microcontroller that conditions and previews the
resulting digital outputs before transmission to the cell
controller. By previewing the data, only interesting
data is transmittetL reducing the communications
requirements.
We
developed
a
dedicated
communications architecture for the sensorCell that
handles up to 1024 sensorCells in a single system. The
sensorCells provide a detection range of 0. 5 meter and
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utilize standard RS-485 serial interfaces to the cell
controller.
MSI developed sensorCells for a PUMA 560 robot and
a Robotics Research 1207i. To meet these applications,
we fabricated rectangular, trapezoidal and octagonal
shaped components. Other robot systems would require
We
different sensorCell configurations and sizes.
discovered that even though we developed a general
method for collision· avoidance, a variety of layout
modifications could be required for each new
application. Another limitation to this design was the
ability to provide only a single sensing medium, IR.
Operating environments at the Kennedy Space Center
include a number of different materials with a variety of
physical characteristics. In some cases, the IR-based
media is not the best selection. To overcome these
limitations, MSI developed a third generation system
that incorporates smartSensors and sensorSkin. The
smartSensor is an i~telligent sensor module with an
integrated digital communications architecture. The
smartSensor retains most of the functionality of the·
sensorCell, except that it typically incorporates only a
single sensor emitter/receiver pair. Advantages to this
method include the ability to incorporate multiple
sensing media, a smaller footprint device and a generic
mounting method.
The sensorSkin provides the
communications and power bus to support the
smartSensors. It was designed so that it can be cut and
configured without losing functionality.
The smartSensors are manufactured using a hybrid
methodology, which incorporates surface mount, die,
and masked components. This provides a one inch by
two inch footprint. Tllis is as small as practically
possible due to the physical constraints of the receiver
and emitter components.
The hybrid component
utilizes a conformal ceramic coating that protects the
internal elements from exposure to airborne particles
and improves the cleaning process. The coating also
prevents the sensor from becoming an ignition source
should it come into contact with a conductor. In
addition to the redundant power and communication
bus, the sensorSkin also provides a fixed geometry for
the sensor elements. The sensorSkin was designed to
provide a fixed spacing of three inches by three inches,
three inches by four inches or four inches by four
inches. Other spacing is available if required. MSI is
currently investigating other sensing media that can be
readily incorporated into our smartSensor architecture.
These additional sensing elements include: capacitivebased proximity, tactile, temperature, and hazardous
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·gas sensors. This capability would allow a user to
select the sensing elements to meet various sensing
application requirements.
The command architecture for the sensorCells is a
combination of firmware embedded in the
microcontroller and software in the cell controller.
Tllis architecture enables the user to set various
parameters such as gains and threshold values, to select
offset values from calibration tables and to intelligently
group the sensors into sets. A PC-based interface
allows the user to determine the system status, set
operating parameters and monitor the sensor data.

System Architecture
We are developing a PC-based control architecture for
integrating the whole-ann sensing system with existing
robots and controllers. Figure 1. shows the standard
system architecture. It comprises a connected set of
sensorCells, a system control computer, and a robot
device with its control processors.
The - system
controller operates the robot (typically through a
supervisory mode available in the robot controller) and
the sensorCells. The user provides high-level motion
commands through a user interface component of the
system controller.
Collision-avoidance motion
planning is performed in the system and robot
controllers.

R...,..rltfttrefl""

robot. It sends joint motion commands to the robot
controller at the 40Hz update rate. The software
imph~mentation of this system is described in this
paper. In another implementation, being developed at a
government laboratory, the system controller includes a
Silicon Graphics workstation for the user interface and
a set of microprocessors in a VME chassis that provide
motion planning and device control.
The PC-based controller is being implemented in the
C++ object-oriented programming language using the
Borland development tools. Borland provides both
DOS- and Windows-based integrated development
environments for compiling and linking C++ and other
source code. The environments provide a full-featured
C++ compiler and libraries, graphic user interfaces for
application development and debugging, multidocument editing, and a project "make" facility that
.automatically maintains source-code dependencies and
determines which modules need compilation. We also
use Borland's Resource Workshop and ObjectWindows
Libraries tools.
These provide a graphical user
interface for design of the application resources
(windows, menus, and dialog boxes), and a set of C++
classes that provide an object-oriented interface to these
resources.
Figure 2. depicts the main fimctional components of the
controller software and their interfaces. The User
Interface is a graphical interface that provides control
and displays of the robot and sensorCell operation or of
the system simulation. The Simulation module models
the operation of a system, including the sensorCells,
and displays animations. The Controller coordinates
control of the devices and generates motion trajectories.
The SenCell Handler operates the sensorCells and
processes their data.
Device-specific computer
controllers drive the individual robots and devices, such
as camera mounts. These may include Device User
SenCells

Figure 1. Standard System Architecture
User

In one demonstration system being developed, ·the
system controller is a 486-based PC which
communicates through serial links to the sensorCells
and to the controller of a Robotics Research seven-DOF
robot. The system controller has a Windows user
interface, and performs the motion planning for the
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Devices

Figure 2. Robot System Controller
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Figure 3. Robot Simulation Interface
Interfaces, for example, to start the robot and put it in
a supervisory mode.
Some of these modules have a real-time component
that must·execute at regular intervals or when data is
available. These functions must be handled outside
the main Windows message-handling loop. Also,
parts of the system, such as the SenCell Handler, can
be extracted and used in other system control
architectures. The software components developed
specifically for this project are described further
below.

Figure 3. shows an example configuration of the
simul~tion application witl1 one of the pop-up menus
active. The command menus include standard file
~nd edit menus, selections for creating and handling
animation views, and commands iliat execute the
simulation, control the robot system and operate the
tviany commands activate dialog
sensorCells.
windows; an example is the sensorCell command
dialog shown in Fig. 4.

Command:
Category

User Interface

® Multi-drop

0
The user interface is built using Microsoft Windows
and supporting the standard Windows loo~ feel and
menu structure. We are developing three distinct
applications: 1) a model builder, for defining robot
geometries and graphic models; 2) the robot control
and simulation application; and 3) a sensor handler
application for operating the sensorCells by
themselves or as part of another controller
architecture.
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Figure 4. SensorCell Command Dialog
The main window is configured with a set of
animation windows showing views of the system.
These windows support standard child-window
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functionality, i.e., they can be resized, moved,
iconized or closed. Each animation window shows a
representation of the robot system and environment as
it would be seen through a window or camera. The
user selects view coordinates, direction and
perspective. The view can also be associated with a
camera attached to a moving link of the robot or
panning and tilting to track some moving point.
Objects in the view are represented by either solid or
wireframe polygonal surface models. If the model
contains any solid objects, the objects in each view are
drawn in order starting with those farthest from the
"point of view." Also, only surfaces whose outwardpointing normal is directed out of the view screen are
drawn. These steps produce hidden-surface removal
for solid models. A stable, bubble-sort algorithm is
used to sort the objects for drawing. It is quite
efficient because the relative ordering changes slowly
as the objects move. To draw the polygons, the body
displacement is combined "ith the world-to-view
transform. Tllis gives a three row by two column
matrix for converting the body coordinates of each
vertex to pixel coordinates in the view.
In order to limit flicker in the animation views, the
objects are drawn to bitmaps which are then blocktransferred ("bitblt") to the display device. This
provides flicker-free animation within the Windows
displays. It also dfamatically improves the efficiency
of handling overlapped windows in the display,
because these windows must be drawn in several
rectangular sections. In our implementation, rather
than redrawing the objects multiple times, only
different bit transfers need to be performed for each
rectangle. The number of active views or the update
rate is limited based on the PC's performance. With a
typical 50MHz 486 system, the three views in Fig. 3.
update just over twice per second

Robot Simulation
The robot control and simulation package supports
kinematic and graphic modeling of general, rigid-link
serial manipulators. It handles revolute and prismatic
jojnts, and the object-oriented implementation will
readily extend to other joint types. The basic robot
geometry is specified by a set of Denavit-Hartenberg
parameters. The software will handle multiple robots
and moving bases, such as robot vehicles, but there is
currently no support for specifying base motion.
A standard recursive approach is used to compute the
forward kinematics.5,6 The positions, velocities and
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accelerations for each link in the serial chain are
found from the results for the preceding link
combined with the relative joint motion between
successive links. Thls produces the positions and the
angular and translational rates of tl1e links. The link
position is represented by a rotation matrix and threecomponent position vector for a body-fixed reference
frame in the link. The graphics structure and objects
of interest in the link are defined in terms of this local
reference, and can readily be converted to world
coordinates Using the position specification. The
graphics representation consists of a set of vertex
points which are connected by line segments to form a
wireframe model or the boundary of planar surfaces
for a solid-object model. The objects of interest
include points, frames to which something such as a
camera is attached, etc. Figure 5. shows a subset of
the C++ class hierarchy. Classes inherit attributes
and behaviors . from the classes above tl1em to which
they are connected in the figure.

Attached Body

Figure 5. Part of C++ Class Hierarchy
In addition to simulating the robot motion and
displaying graphics views of the system and
environment, the software can also simulate the
operation of the sensorCells. The robot model
contains a representation of the sensorCells and the
individual sensors on them. To simulate sensor
operation, the closest approach distances between
each sensor and any objects in the environment are
computed If. the shortest of these distances is less
than the sensor range, a corresponding signal level is
set for the·sensor. A bounding box test is first done to
prune the objects to be checked, and an efficient
search algorithm computes the closest approach
vector. We are investigating different means for
displaying the sensorCell results. One method is to
draw an outward-pointing line segment from each
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sensor with length proportional to the sensor signal
(see Fig. 6.). A drawback to the current sensor
simulation is that it does not represent some
significant detection features such as the directionality
of the sensor, and the reflectance and orientation ~f
the detected surface.

only the three equations for the translational motion
of the end-effector are selected, and formulated a 5DOF motion specification, for cases such as spray
painting, in which the final roll is insignificant.
Joint position and rate limits are best handled as
inequality constraints on the joint velocities. For
~~pie, as~ng a maximum acceleration a~ at the
JOint, the velocity constraint to prevent exceeding the
. upper joint limit <Pmax can typically be given bv
v~,max

= sqrt[2a~(<Pmax- <P)]- 1/2 * a~'t

where 't is the timestep and the second term is a
correction factor to produce a maximum average
velocity for the timestep. This is compared with the
pre-specified joint rate limit and easily included in the
QP formulation.

Collision-Avoidance Controller
The robot controller incorporates an iterative
collision-avoidance trajectory generator that uses a
novel quadratic programming (QP) solution
algorithm. The general QP problem is to solve for a
set of variables~ x, that minimizes a quadratic cost
function in x subject to a set of equality and inequality
A wide variety of
constraints linear in x. 7
manipulator motion control terms can be handled by
one or more methods that fit within the general QP
formulation framework. Terms we have implemented
with this approach include end-effector motion
constraints, joint limits, obstacle avoidance and
singularity handling. Each term can generally be
handled either as a constraint or as a contribution to
the optimization function.
Usi~g the set of joint velocities v ~ as the independent
vanables, the end-effector motion constraints are
represented by

lev~

= ve

where le is the Jacobian relating the end-effector
motion to the joint motions and ve is a set of endeffector velocity specifications. For fully specified
end-effector motion, ve consists of three translational
and three rotational terms.
We have also
implemented a "Point" motion specification, where
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For the collision-avoidance terms, we use both the
optimization function and constraints.
When
approaching obstacles, a repulsion term is first added
to the quadratic cost function to tend to drive the
approach point away from• the obstacle. This is
included as a linear contribution since the sense of
motion is important.
If the approach distance
?ecomes too small, an inequality constraint of higher
priority is added to maintain a minimum approach
distance. In both cases, the terms are formulated in
joint space by using the Jacobian relating the motion
of the approach point (typically a sensor mounting
point) to the joint motions.
The controller uses a novel algorithm for solving
general QP problems. The approach is similar to the
Simplex method for linear progranuning in that all
equations are formulated in terms of a set of defining
variables, and the solution proceeds by moving along
constraint surfaces, swapping defining variables as
different constraints are activated and rewriting the
derivative matrix at each step.
However, the
procedure uses only a minimal set of coordinates, i.e.,
no Lagrange or auxiliary variables. Also, priorities
are defined for each constrai:pt and determine which
constraints take precedence when conflicts arise. The
solution procedure satisfies as many constraints as
possible~ including the optimality conditions, in order
of decreasing priority. The method efficiently handles
all combinations of equality and inequality
constraints, including those with degeneracies,
overlaps and conflicts. It has been shown to handle
cases where some commercial packages fail, even
with no constraint conflicts. 8.
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In addition to performing trajectory generation, the
PC control software interacts with the robot
controller, getting robot status and providing joint
command updates at the real-time robot control loop
rates.
In many cases, a multi-loop trajectory
generation process is· required; the results from the
collision-avoidance algorithm are interpolated to
produce joint commands at the fast update rate. The
PC controller also operates the sensor cells, which
requires
real-time
handling
to
prevent
communications buffer overflow. We are currently
testing an interrupt-based scheme for supporting the
real-time requirements while operating under the
Windows interface.

Conclusion
Several robotic applications at NASA-KSC and
elsewhere require advanced sensor systems for
improved safety and reliability. MSI is developing
proximity sensing technologies and simulation and
control techniques for modeling and using these new
sensors. One product is a sensorCell system, which
provides full-coverage proximity sensing and
integrated collision-avoidance for existing robots. We
have developed and tested IR and ultrasonic sensing
media, and demonstrated sensor ranges up to 0.5
meter and more.
We are also developing a PC-based simulation and
control tool for verifying algorithms and integrating
the sensors as add-on components to existing robotic
devices. This tool operates the sensorCells, performs
collision-avoidance trajectory generation, interfaces to
. the robot controller, and provides a Windows user
It is
interface for robot system operation.
implemented in C++ and communicates with the
sensorCells and robot controller via serial interfaces.
The software provides kinematic .simulation for
general serial manipulators.
Although the
implementation is typically slower and has lower
graphics resolution than high-end packages for
engineering workstations, it provides a very
economical alternative for robot system analysis,
design and control tasks. It incorporates many of the
features of high-end tools, and the wide familiarity of
PCs and Windows make it an ideal tool for
introducing a large user community to robot
kinematics and control issues.
The system described here is under development. The
sensorCells and the simulation software have been
tested and demonstrated. The functionality of the QP
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control algoritlun has been verified, but we are still
working on tuning the algoritlun to provide smooth,
collision-free constrained motion. We are currently
integrating the sensorCells and PC controller with a
Robotics Research 1207 seven-DOF manipulator and
will demonstrate the fully integrated hardware system
within the next two months.
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A Custom Robotic System for Inspecting HEPA Filters in the Payload
Cbangeout Room at the NASA Kennedy Space Center
Joe Looney

James E. Spencer, Jr.
I-NET Space Services
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899
Abstract
In this paper, the prime objective is to describe a custom

4-dof (degree-of-freedom) robotic ann capable of
autonomously or telerobotically performing systematic
HEPA filter inspection and certification in the Shuttle
Launch Pad Payload Changeout Rooms (PCR's) on pads
A and B at the Kennedy Space Center, Florida. This
HEPA filter inspection robot (HFlR) has been designed to
be easily deployable and is equipped with the necessary
sensory devices, control hardware, software and manmachine interfaces needed to implement HEPA filter
inspection reliably and efficiently without damaging the
filters or colliding with existing PCR structures or filters.
The main purpose of the HFIR is to implement an
automated positioning system to move special inspection
sensors in pre-defined or manual patterns for the purpose
of verifying filter integrity and efficiency. This will
ultimately relieve NASA Payload Operations from
significant problems associated with time, cost and
personnel safety, impacts realized during non-automated
PCR HEPA filter certification.

1 Introduction
Fundamental to the definition of robotics, common
applications of robotic systems in industry are driven by
requirements to move parts, tools, sensors and materials
through pre-programmed sequences to perform a variety of
tasks. Although not a pre-requisite for robotic systems,
many applications are also driven by additional
requirements to automate processes that are in some way
too dangerous and/or too costly for human's to perform
manually. Such an application for a robotic system has
been identified at the NASA Kennedy Space Center, and is
being developed as an effective means to aid NASA
engineers in fmther improving ground based launch related
processing of the Space Shuttle and it's associated
facilities [1]. This unique, custom robotic system has
been developed by engineers in the Robotic Applications
Development Laboratory at the NASA Kennedy Space
Center, Florida to automate a very expensive, dangerous,
and critical-time consuming task.
Sections 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 describe the processes being
automated and identify the work tasks and end-effector
sensory devices. In Section 2, the manipulator
architecture and joint descriptions are descri~ followed
by a summary of off-line modeling, simulation and
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analysis using the IGRIP software package in Section 3.
Section 4 descries the motion control technology and
Section 5 gives an overview of the workcell operational
hierarchy and necessary human-machine interfaces.
Section 6 lists various performance characteristics and
functional requirements which the overall system is
expected to meet. Section 7 covers the results of filter
inspection at Pad 39B of KSC and Section 8 the
conclusions and a description of future work.

1.1

Process overview

In recent years, a need has been identified to automate

the inspection and subsequent certification of HEPA
(High Efficiency Particle Accumulator) air filters located
in the Payload Changeout Rooms (PCR's) at the shuttle
launch pads 39A and 39B at the NASA Kennedy Space
Center. Each Payload Changeout Room (PCR) is
approximately 50' (L) x 50' (W) and is outfitted with
banks of HEPA i11ters mounted in the ceiling
approximately 65' (H) from the PCR floor. Due to the
atypical wear caused by excessive vibrations during
launch, these filters require periodic inspection for any
damage to their media (tears, cracks, etc.), support frames,
gaskets and seals. More typical reasons for inspection are
excessive deposition of particulate matter in the filter
media. Nevertheless, all of the aforementioned anomalous
conditions contribute to the deterioration of the filters'
efficiency and overall integrity.

1.2 . Problem significance
Currently, filter inspection is performed manually and
takes about 120 man-hours to complete. This inspection
task requires technicians to utilize ladders and special
access platforms deployed on top of a six-story, movable
structure inside the PCR known as the PGH:M (Payload
Ground Handling Mechanism). This massive structure is
used to transfer satellites and other payloads in and out of
the Shuttle Orbiter's Cargo Bay. It is equipped with
adequate power, fluid and personnel access systems which
enable payload customers to verify and checkout payloads
prior to launch. However, in order to provide technicians
with adequate access to the HEPA filters in the ceiling of
the PCR during inspection, the PGHM must be manually
driven back and forth along floor/wall mounted rail
supports/guides to facilitate technician access to the
ceiling mounted HEPA filters. Additionally, this process
is operationally costly because it requires up to 25
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spotters to watch various "potential trouble spots" for
possible collisions between the PGHM and other PCR
structures.

1.3
HEP A filter inspection process
sensors
The HEPA filter inspection process sensor is a Met
One laser particle counter consisting of an iso-kinetic
probe which intakes air samples to an electronics
enclosure containing a microprocessor, laser diode,
particle chamber, vacuum pump and other associated
electronics. To perfonn an inspection, a technician must
move the wand across the filter in a raster pattern (zig zag)
at a rate of approximately 2 in/sec, while maintaining a
0.5 in. gap from the filter surface. The sensor system
detects 0.3 and 0.5 micron (diameter) particles in the air
stream and sounds an alann whenever the count per cubic
volume of air exceeds a pre-defined threshold.
Additionally, an air flow velocity meter is used to
detennine leaks or potential leak conditions around filter
gaskets & housings.

2 System description
In robotics terminology, the 4-dof HFIR architecture
consists of a 3-dof cylindrical coordinate system robot
(prismatic-revolute-prismatic) mounted on a 1-dof linear
base. In order to cover the desired inspection envelope
with minimal facility impact, the robot utilizes the 1beam rail of an existing 5-ton bridge crane in the PCR.
A sketch of HFIR construction is shown in Fig. 1. The
prismatic base (joint 1) is manually attached by
technicians ~o the bridge crane 1-beam rail and provides
the major means of translational motion along the PCR
ceiling. This joint is also referred to as the trolley. The
trolley is composed of two halves that 'clam shell' around
the 1-beam of the PCR bridge crane. This trolley rolls
along the beam via four 6 inch wheels. A direct-drive DC
brushless servo motor drives two wheels on one side of
the trolley. One wheel is directly interfaced to the motor
shaft and a chain provides drive torque to the alternate
wheel. Two spring tensioned wheels on each side of the
1-beam and four on the underside of the beam complete a
stable base that supports the other 3 joint/link
assemblies.
Joint 2 is suspended vertically from joint 1 and is also
prismatic. Considering an XYZ world coordinate system
according to the right-hand mle, the trolley provides gross
X-~s positi~ning, .while the vertical drive assembly
provtdes Z-axiS .motion. Its functio.n is to maintain the
pre-set 1 in. distance from the filter surface. This
positioning is achieved in real-time through the
utilization of a laser displacement sensor mounted in the
process end-effector. This degree of freedom is also
necessary during filter inspection to lower the end-effector
below the bridge crane 1-beam to allow Joint 3 to rotate
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the end effector to the other side of the beam. Joint 2
then raises the end-effector back to its operational distance
from the ceiling and continues inspection. The mechanics
of Joint 2 consist of a DC brushless servo motor
connected to a spur-gear reduction transmission and lead
screw providing 26 inches of vertical stroke.

Joint 3 in the kinematic chain is known as the Rotary
Drive. It is a revolute joint positioned beneath Joint 2
powered by a gear motor similar to the on Joint 1. Its
function is analogous to 'theta' in the polar coordinate
system. It provides 346° rotation in a plane parallel to
the PCR ceiling. Joint 4, the horizontal ann drive, is
prismatic and is coupled to Joint 3.
Joint 4 serves as the vector of the polar coordinate pair. It
provides translational movement of the end-effector
towards or away from the revolute joint 3. This joint is
driven by a direct-drive servo motor coupled to a rack-andpinion gear system. Four V -rollers acting as support
bearings provide necessary stability throughout the 60 in.
of ann travel.

3 IGRIP modeling simulation & . analysis
For prototype ann design, optimum path planning and
selection, it is essential to write manipulator kinematics
as well as dynamics in order to simulate and analyze
various tasks. Dynamics of robotic systems assists in
quantifying joint interactions, which facilitates the
formulation and implementation of real-time closed-loop
control systems for predefined trajectory following [2,3].
I GRIP [4] an off-line robot modeling, programming and
simulation software package, provides easy solutions to
robot kinematics, dynamic analysis and dynamic
simulation.
The HFIR design documentation package was generated
with the Engineering Modeling System (1/EMS),
lntergraph's premier CAD software for mechanical design.
All HFIR components and assemblies were created in
1/EMS as solid models and then passed directly to IGRIP.
The I GRIP model of the HFIR was used for optimization
of each of the joint geometries, end-effector design,
workspace analysis and motion path generation.

4 Motion Control of HFIR
In an effort to minimize development time and
expense, a commercially available four-axis motion
controller was selected for the 4-DOF HFIR system.
Although the 4-DOF controller is equipped with the
capability to coordinate the motion of 4 independent axes
it nevertheless does not support inverse trigonometric
functions making the standard kinematic control
procedure impossible. Additionally, a rednrvlant degree
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of freedom further complicates what in general should be
a straightforward kinematic control problem. The
control system for the HFIR uses a Galil DMC 740, a
basic four axis PID loop Cartesian coordinate controller.
The control approach adopted implements the majority
of motion profiling via non-coordinated moves (one
axis at a time). This type of simple motion was
appropriate for many of the move sequences due to the
geometry of the mechanism and it's inspection mission,
however, several trajectories require kinematically
coordinated moves. These coordinated moves mandate
the,need for a non-linear inverse kinematic solution due
to the fact that joint three is a revolute joint and not
prismatic, thus precluding the simple implementation of
a pure Cartesian solution.
To compensate for the DMC 740's limited math library,
an innovative method was developed to move the robot
in linear paths with the use of only joints three and four.
Embracing a polar coordinate system topology, this
method uses the forward kinematics to calculate the
coordinate positions based on the joint positions. The
Jacobian is identified and used to calculate velocities of
joints that are then used to implement a simple feedback
loop to drive motion in one axis (x or y) and to correct
for position error in the other axis (y or x). The z axis
is independently controlled. See Figure 7 Motion
Control Flow Chart for details. In order to make linear
moves other than an x or y axis move, one only has to
rotate the x-y plane by the number of degrees to make
the x or y axis line up with the current commanded
linear path.

5 Workcell operational hierarchy & IfF
An HFIR high level Operational and Interface diagram
is shown in Fig. 2. The overall workcell constitutes
three subsegments:
• Workcell Process Segment
• Workcell Integration Segment
• Robot Workcell Segment

5. 1

Workcell process segment interface

This is a grouping of hardware, software, mechanism
assemblies and personnel organizations responsible for
ensuring that HFIR can procedurally, logistically and
technically certify filters. The Workcell Process Segment
interfaces with the Workcell Integration Segment and the
Robot Workcell Segment.
5.~

Robot workcell segment

The Robot Work:cell Segment includes hardware,
software, mechanism assemblies and personnel I
organizations responsible for developing the HFIR
mechanism and control system capable of realizing an
automated, robotic positioning system for the Workcell
Process Segme~
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5.3

Workcell integration segment

Lastly, the Workcell Integration Segment is the
proving ground for the integrated HF1R filters inspection
system. It is composed of the hardware, software,
mechanism assemblies, and personnel/organizations
responsible for facilitating the system integration, debug,
test, checkout and personnel training for the HFIR
system. Fig. 2 shows interaction and flow of information
among the aforementioned three segments.

5.4

Typical operational scenario

The HFIR deployment begins when PCR technicians
install the robot on one of the bridge crane rails in a
shuttle payload Changeout room. HFIR will then be
activated, internal calibration and checks are performed,
and a filter sweep commences. When scanning and
inspection have been completed, the device can be
commanded to move to a home position by remote
control or a pre-programmed subroutine. A technician
would then review the certification result for each filter,
and accordingly advise the SPC (Shuttle Processing
Contractor) ECS (Environmental Control System) Group
for filter repair/replacement or approve the facility for the
next payload changeout process.- Fig. 3 illustrates a flow
diagram describing sequence of events and checkups for
deploying and operating HFIR.

6 Performance characteristics
The HFIR is capable of fulfilling the following
functional requirements.

6.1 Automatic mechanism control system
The HFIR control system, located on the 5th level of
the PCR, facilitates remote control of the robot ann by
running a user friendly LabVIEW-created Operator
Interface.- The operator control cabinet consists of a
customized mM 486 DX2 computer with an amplifier and
video card support for live camera images displayed on the
monitor. WINDOWS and a dedicated version of the
LabVIEW graphically based data acquisition, control, and
presentation software package present an easy interface to
supervise automatic or manual robot motion. This
intelligent, 4-Axis motion control system interprets
digital commands from the operator interface and
accordingly commands individual axis servo drives.

6.2

Deployability and transportability

The HFIR is designed such that two technicians can
deploy it onto the 5-ton bridge crane rail. This system is
also transportable to other launch pad PCR facilities.

6.3 Automated HEPA filter inspection
The HFIR system performs HEPA filter inspection
autonomously by automatically positioning (moving
along a pre-determined path) _the particle counter while
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maintaining a one inch fixed distance from the filter
surface. While following these defined inspection paths,
abundant data is acquired for later use in off-line analysis
enabling HEPA filter certification.

filters inside a large payload processing facility at the
Kennedy Space. Center. The end-effector is equipped with
a laser particle counter and an air flow velocity meter to
measure particle size and quantity, as well as detect any
leaks in the filters or gasket housings.

6.4 Safety and reliability
Through programming, the HFIR is able to avoid
known fixed obstacles in its path. It has also been
designed ·with· electrical and mechanical redundancies
required to assure fail-safe operation. The control system
will not allow robotic joints to exceed a predetermined
encoder count acting as a soft limit switch. Each joint is
equipped with optical end-of-travel (EOT) sensors which
detect out-of-range motion as well as mechanical switches
tied to the Emergency-Stop (E-Stop) circuit.
Furthermore, mechanical hard-stops prevent motion
beyond physical joint limits in the unlikely case that all
other systems fail. Finally, power-on/power-down
sequences have been designed into the control system to
assure that a technician operator does not inadvertently
create a dangerous or otherwise unsafe condition.

The !GRIP software package was employed to derive
manipulator kinematics and dynamic equations. Current
pre-certification.runs inv.o lve the end-effector following
specific motion profiles that navigate the robot
mechanism around known facility structures while
collecting useful data. The path planning necessary for
safe operation and the control feedback structure are being
refined. Upon completion of rigorous motion profile and
repeatability testing, the system will be installed and
certified as GSE (Ground Support Equipment), thus
reducing hazards and. time-costs of a task that has been
performed manually since the inception of the shuttle
program.
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7 Results
On November 4, 1993, due to contamination issues
during the highly sensitive Hubble repair mission, the
NASA Environmental Control group requested that the
HFIR be used to help collect filter data for use in
evaluating the condition of the Pad 39B PCR. Although
the HFIR . was still in development, none of the filters
inspected showed signs of excessive particle counts
directly below the filter media (holes in the filters).
Approximately 70% of the filters had total particle counts
of less than 500 (0.3 micron) particles. The vast majority
of these total counts came from the perimeter of the filters
apparently caused by leakage between the filter and its
support bracket. Five of the filters inspected had total
counts of over 1000 (0.3 micron) particles (see figure 4).
A generic motion profile was developed which is being
used to coordinate the robot motion needed to scan almost
all of the accessible filters at Pad B. Figures 4, 5 and 6
illustrate the results of 0.3 micron particle counts for all
of the filters inspected using the HFIR system. Figure 4
displays a plot of the cumulative particle counts per filter
inspected, Figure 5 shows the current robotic motion path
over one filter, and Figure 6 shows the cumulative total
counts for one sample filter. Figure 8 shows the delta
particle counts versus physical location on the filter. The
center spike in the center of the figure corresponds to a
0.1 inch diameter hole placed in the filter media.
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Conclusion and future work

In this paper, a robotic system for automating the
HEPA filter inspection and certification is presented.
This 4-dof manipulator has demonstrated that it is capable
of covering a 50'x50' ceiling outfitted with 66 HEPA
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A Method of Achieving Collision Avoidance with a Serpentine
Manipulator
R.M. Byers"'
University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL

Abstract
Serpentine manipulator.s are chamcterized by a
large number of redundant degree.s of freedom.
Their potential dexterity may be exploited to maneuver the end effector in a workspace populated
with ob.stacle.s. A method is described by which
the end effector of a highly redundant manipulator i.s directed toward a target via a Lyapunov
stability function. Proximity of points on the manipul4tor to the .surface of each obstacle is repre.sented by a co.st function. Ob.dacle.s are avoided
by cawing the the vector of joint pammeters to
orthogonally to the gradient of the work.space cost
function.

Introduction

designation and appearance suggest the long
reach and dexterity associated with snakes or tentacles. They achieve this snake-like ability by
possessing a high degree of redundancy. This redundancy allows them, conceptually, to move an
end effector into a confined or difficult to reach
point while allowing the robot arm to be configured in such a way as to not contact objects in
the surrounding environment. One application
currently being considered is the inspection and
processing of the STS Shuttle Orbiter payloads
in the payload changeout room (PCR). The PCR
allows payloads to be serviced while the shuttle is
in the vertical position on the launch pad. During
final launch preparations, light duty tasks such
as visual and photographic inspections must be
carried out on shuttle payloads. Currently these
tasks are carried out by human technicians. Because of the dimensions of the shuttle bay and the
PCR, it is costly, difficult and possibly treacherous to reach many of the points at which these
processes must take pl~e and the payl~ad ite
self may be put at risk. The PCR Inspection
and Processing Robot (PIPR) is envisioned as a
serpentine manipulator which will eliminate the
need for human intervention in this environment.

The range of motion achievable by a robot manipulator's end effector is a function of the number
and type of joints or degrees of freedom it possesses. Any degrees of freedom in excess of the
minimum number required to reach an arbitrary
end effector position and orientation within the
workspace are referred to as redundant. Commercial manipulators typically are used for an- [1).
thropormorphic tasks such as industrial assembly and possess the minimum number of degrees
Several approaches for achieving collision
of freedom required to achieve the task, generally
with redundant manipulators have
avoidance
six or fewer, and are not redundant.
been suggested. Maciejewski and Klein [2), Nakamura
[3), and Wegerif, et al (4] make use of
There are some tasks for which standard mathe
Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse [5] to genernipul~tors are not well suited, such as those
ate
the
joint
rates
to
move the end effector and
requiring an extended reach in a confined
null
motion
to
avoid
obstacles. The pseudoworkspace. For that reason, so-called "serpeninverse
solution
is
hampered
by the existence of
tine" manipulators have attracted interest. Their
singularities for which the. pseudo-inverse is un• Assistant Professor
defined. Under these circumstances, no motion
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In the D-H convention, each link admits only
in the specified direction is possible. Sciavicco,
and Siciliano [6] make use of a Lyapunov stabil- a single degree of freedom for each joint. The
ity function to track a prescribed trajectory and rotation matrix which relates the ith link frame
augment the configuration space to a accommo- to the (i- 1)th frame is given by
date obstacle avoidance constraints. An alterna-sin (Ji cos ai
sin (Ji sinai ]
tive approach is used by Pasch (7) and Asano [8).
cos
(Ji
cos
a,
.
-cos
8i sinai
They prescribe an obstacle free end effector path
sinai
cosai
and cause each joint to adhere to that path in a
(2)
"follow the leader" mode.
The angle a; is the rotation of the ith joint frame
All of these methods require that at least the about the local :c axis with respect to the (i -1 )th
end effector's trajectory and velocity be pre- frame. The angle (J i is the rotation angle of the
scribed. This presumes that a suitable veloc- ith joint and corresponds to a component of the
ity function for the end effector is readily deter- vector q. The end of the ith link is located by
mined. Only Wegerif (4), who makes use of sen- the vector
sors to detect obstacle proximity, allows for the
1:;
w_1 + R~ - 1 [ l; 0 0)
( 3)
end effector to deviate from the prescribed path
as an emergency measure.
where li is the length of the ith link. The end

=

effector position is given by
In contrast with these methods approaches, the
n
method described in this paper does not require
(4)
!: = I:z:,
that the end effector trajectory be specified by
i=O
the operator. The operator must designate only
the end effector target. The end effector's path is
influenced largely by the ability of the entrained ·
Serpentine manipulators are characterized not
links to move toward a target without contacting only by a high degree of redundancy but also by a
obstacles.
distinctive structure. Revolute joints are essentially universal .joints possessing two degrees of
freedom. This permits any link to have an arbiManipulator Kinematics
trary direction in space. Two degrees of freedom
are modelled in the D-H convention by incorpoTypically, robot motion is sufficiently slow so
rating links of zero length. Following the D-H
that it is adequately controlled by commanding
convention, the link frames are alternately rojoint velocities in response to the robot kinemattated ±90°about the link X axes with every other
ics. Serpentine motion and the requirements for
link having zero length. Equation (2) becomes
collision avoidance are especially complex. Thus
it is sufficient to describe the motion in terms of
{ -'lr/2 if i is even
l:ri
the end effector velocity.
if i is odd

=

The position and orientation of the end effector is described, using the standard DenavittHartenberg convention [9] as a function of the
vector of n generalized joint displacements q e
~n

-

!:

= z:(q(t), t) e ~m

=> Rodd
even
=>

(1)

R~ddn

Tr/2

=

[ cos6;
sin (Ji
0

0
0
-1

=

[ cos6;
sin (Ji
0

0
0
1

-sin6;]
cosfJi

(5)

0
sin 6; ]
-cosfJi

0

Designating only the end effector position in
space requires that m
3. Additional degrees
The location of the joints and the end effector
of freedom are required to specify the orientation is found recursively via Eq. (3). In this paper, a
of the end effector, which is not considered here. notional robot similar in structure to the PIPR is

=
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approximated by an eleven degree of freedom manipulator. It consists of five links of unit length
with two rotational degrees of freedom per link.
In addition, the base that can translate in the
base frame z direction.

Inverse Kinematics
The velocity of the end effector is given by

or. dq_ _ J .
dt- 8q dt- 9..

dr. _

(6)

where J is the Jacobian matrix. For an end effector trajectory specified by t the required joint
rates are given by

i. = J*f.

(7)

where

(8)
is the pseudo-inverse for n > 3. Equation ( 7)
gives the minimum norm joint rates which satisfy
the end effector trajectory f.. \Vhen IJ JTI
0
the pseudo inverse is undefined and infinite joint
rates are required to satisfy the specified end effector velocity. For this reason is it useful to define the singularity index

=

By appropriate selection of 17, null joint motion is generated which may ca\i;e the robot arm
to avoid obstacles, provided that the end effector
path is obstacle free. Khatib (10) defines 11 as the
gradient function of the obstacle surface~ N akamura [3) chooses 11 to be an operator specified
obstacle free robotconfiguration.
There are several limitations to the pseudo inverse velocity kinematics solution of robot motion. As with all pseudo inverse kinematic solutions, the end effector's trajectory must be specified and takes priority over obstacle avoidance.
Choosing an acceptable end effector path can be
a difficult task in a complex workspace and it
sometimes occurs that the specified path precludes obstacle avoidance. To further complicate matters, null motion for obstacle avoidance
may be incompatible with the task of singularity avoidance. Finally, Doty, et al [11] notes that
noninvariant results may be obtained from the
pseudo-inverse solution.

End Effector Path
As an alternative to the operator prescribing the
end effector path, the end effector may be driven
to its target by use of a Lyapunov test function.
The vector to the end effector target is given by:

(9)
which corresponds to the product of the singular
\-alues of J . Obviously, even when the manipulator is in a singular configuration, it is still possible
to move the end effector in directions other than
the singular direction.

f

= !.T-!.

(12)

The scalar Lyapunov function

V= ~fT€
2--

(13)

is always positive. To drive f to zero, and hence
the end effector to the target, it is sufficient that
V
< 0 for every subinterval of time on t 0 ~ t ~
In addition to the minimum norm motion of
t,.
the joints given by Eq. ( 7) there are joint rate
combinations which produce no end effector moTaking the time derivative of V gives
tion, i.e. J lJ.n =0. The null space solution is given
by
fTf
= (En - J* J} !J.
(10}
-tTf.

v

in

where En is the n X n identity matrix and 17 is an
arbitrary n x 1 vector. The total joint motion is
given by
(11)
9_ = i.

=
=
=

-f_T

(Jir)

(14)

By choosing

+in

Clearly,

q

-n

is orthogonal to

q.

(15)

-r
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where M is an x n positive definite scaling matrix, Eq. ( 14) becomes

V = -s_T JMJT f 50

{16)

which is always negative. Substituting Eq. {15)
into Eq. {6) gives

f.=

JM~

(17)

In contrast to Eq. {7) which gives joint rate to
satisfy a desired trajectory, Eq. ( 17) moves the
end effector in response to a family of joint rates
for which the target is stable in the sense of LyaFigure 1: Obstacle Avoidance
punov. This approach is simpler for the operator
and much less computationally demanding. Since
no matrix inversion is required, it is not sensitive workspace potential function is defined by
to singularities. The relative priority of joint mono np
tion and the appropriate unit transformations are
1
p
[Cj(Pi) - 1]enforced in the positive definite matrix M.

=L L

{19)

j

The gradient of the potential function with respect to the joint space vector is given by

Obstacle A voidance

p
With the· end effector motion no longer pre(20)
p.=scribed, much greater latitude is allowed in ob- 8q_
stacle avoidance. Joint motion which moves the
manipulator away from obstructions is no longer The time rate of change of p can thus be exsubordinated the end effector path.
pressed
dP
T•
-=p.q
{21)
dt
-The assumption is made that the number and
dimensions obstacles in the workspace are known.
Assuming.that a trajectory exists which allows
Obstacles may be modelled as combinations of
the end effector to reach the target without penesimple polyhedra. In this paper, the obstacles
trating any obstacles, then if P 0 the entrained
are modelled as combinations of re~angular parlinks will not move closer to any obstacles. This
allelopipeds, but other shapes are not precluded.
may be accomplished by choosing q which is orThe jth obstacle has its centroid located at 2j
thogonal to ~· The component of ~r which is
[ Xj Yi z; ]T and has the dimensions 2aj, 2bj, ·orthogonal to p. is found via the Gram-Schmidt
2cj, j
1, ... , no. Obstacle avoidance points orthogonalizatfon method
Pi, i
1, ... , np are designated along the manipulator arm. In the simulation model, these
(22)
points are the joints and the link midpoints as
shown in Figure 1. The location of the jth ob- where j.£ is a unit vector in the direction p.. Figure
q
stacle vi.s-a-vi.J the ith obstacle avoidance point 2 shows the analogous three dimensiona:f case. .......
is a direction of travel directly to a desired desis approximated by the super-ellipsoid function
tination. Obstacles are "hills" whose surface is
analogous
to an infinitely high summit. Going
Cj (Pi)=
"uphill" represents increasing cost; the vector~
aj
b;
Cj
{18) is the instantaneous slope. The path around the
Contact with the surface of the obstacle by the obstacle is found by remaining at a constant cost
ith point is approximated by C1(pi)
1. The at right angles to the slope.

=

=

=

=

(Xi- x;)s +(Yi- Yi)s +(z'- z;)s
=
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architecture in the magnitude of the joint deflections and joint rates which can be achieved. The
M matrix may be selected to enforce joint rate
and joint displacement limits.
It is useful to think of the M matrix as the
non-linear stiffness matrix. The deflection of the
ith joint is bounded by
~
~ qi,. •• . Defining

q,,.,. q,

~.

Figure 2: Analogous Representation of Obstacle
Avoidance

1'/i

=
=

ki

~

li

Simulation Results
A representative maneuver is shown in Fig. 3.
M athematica (12] was used to numerically simulate and graphically represent the control of the
eleven DOF PIPR robot. In this simulation a
target, indicated by the dot in the upper right of
the workspace, is "down the hall and the around
the comer" at r, = [ 3.5 2.5 0 ]T. The robot
base is initially located at the origin and arm is
in the stowed configuration with the end effector
located at !.
1 0 -2 ]'1'. With the end effector required to move in three dimensions to reach
its target, the advantages of not being required
to specify a trajectory are deary seen, even for
this relatively simple environment.

=[

= qim•• - qi,.,.

ri = . q...... + qi,.,.
2-q .-

r.

~.

sign(ei)
qim••

2

The elements of M are given by
i=j

i#:j

(23)

Equation (23) causes the ith joint rate toward
the joint limit to approach zero near the limit
and the rate to be near the maximum if away
from the limit.

In this simulation, all of the joint rates are
equally weighted, i.e. M = £ 11 • This turns out
to be less than an optimal choice. Not only does
this result in the arm being nearly fully extended,
the motion becomes very slow as the end effector
comes near the target.

Another consideration in the composition the
M matrix is the preferred robot configuration.
In a long sepentine truss, the moments about the
base become very large if the arm is fully extended. It is preferable to move the base as close
to the target as possible to maintain the greatest
dexterity of the arm and to reduce the loading on
the joints. This may be accomplished by scaling
the the M matrix so that each subsequent link's
motion is weighted less than its predecessor's.

Joint Motion 'Weighting

Conclusion

Generally, the boundary conditions and obstacle An algorithm has been presented which will move
avoidance requirements can be satisfied by an in- the end effector of a redundant manipulator tofinite number of joint trajectories by modification ward a target state while avoiding collisions of
•of the M matrix. The composition of the M ma- the arm with obstacles in the workspace. Altrix is determined by the various requirements on lowing the end effector path to be free avoids
the hardware or end effector task.
the problem of singularities found in the pseudoinverse solution of the robot kinematics. In adIn addition to avoiding obstacles, manipulator dtion, it simplifies the operator's workload and
arms are fre·q uently limited by the manipulator allows greather latitude for obstacle avoidance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Obstacle Avoidance Trajectory (a)lnitial Configuration, (b),(c) Intermediate Configurations, (d) Final Configuration
The algorithm is straightforward and requires
only modest computing power. Although it is
applied here to a highly redundant manipulator,
redundancy is not explicitly required for its implementation.
Serpentine manipulators such as the PIPR are
envisioned for employment in complex and costly
environments. This method provides a tool for
path planning by which specific maneuvers may
be simulated without risk. A nominal joint history may be generated which is subsequently
used as an open loop trajectory to be tracked
by a robot with distributed control.
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Abstract: This paper will present the general concept
of kinematic functions and their properties with respect
to the kinematic analysis and control of robot
manipulators. In many robotics tasks where the endeffector pose does not need to be fully specified,
incomplete kinematic functions can help . reduce
computation and increase the number of possible robot
configurations for the task.

robot joint. The homogeneous matrix associated with
joint i is given by

Ic.

I
-1 si
A;-1 0

a.c.lI

-vI I SI

cr;S;

yi Ci

-<J;C;

aiSi

(ji

Y;
0

di

I

lo

0

I

I

1

I
I

J

Introduction
Kinematic functions are obtained frorp the
general 4 x 4 matrix equation that describes the
kinematics of a general n-DOF robot manipulator,

(1)
where P is the usual 4x4 matrix representation of the
desired end-effector pose and Ai is the homogen~ous
matrix associated with joint i. In the process of solving
the
inverse kinematics problem of 6-DOF
manipulators, for example, one method .consists on
deriving a 16th degree polynomial kinematic function
in one of the joint variables [7]. The real roots of the
polynomial function correspond to the solution sets of
equation ( 1). Other computationally effective methods
reduce the 6-DOF problem to finding the roots of a set
of two kinematic functions in two of the joint variables
or those of just one function of one joint variable [8]
[12]. Iterative techniques such as Newton-Raphson are
used to compute the roots. The choice of kinematic
functions to use in the iterative process affects directly
many properties of the inverse kinematics algorithm.
Properties such as guaranteed convergence, existence
of extraneous solutions, real-time computation
capabilities, and others, can be improved by proper
choice of the kinematic functions used in the
algorithm.
The ability to "tune" the kinematics
algorithm to satisfy only task-relevant parts of equation
( 1) becomes possible by choice of suitable kinematic
functions.

General notation
Throughout this paper the Denavit-Hartenberg
parameters [3] Cij, ~. ah and ei are used to model a
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with Ci=cos(8i), Si=sin(8i), yi=cos( ai), and cri=sin( aJ
The desired end-effector pose P is given by

Inx

I
P= I n.v

b_t

fx

p,

b_~

ty

P.v

b_

lo

t=

P=

0

0

In=

l In
1

i=lo
1J

b

t

0

0

pl
lj

where n, b, t, are the 3 x 1 unit vectors representing the
orientation of the end effector and p is the position
vector of the end effector.

Kinematic functions
Let a robot manipulator with n degrees of
freedom be modeled by its n x 4 matrix of Denavit
Hartenberg parameters DH such that

rd.

DH(i,j) =

if }=1
a: if }=2
if }=3
ei if }=4

j
la,

Definition 1: For a robot modeled by a matrix DH, a
kinematic function is a function that associates an
element of Rm to matrix DH where R is the set of real
numbers and Rm is the m-dimensional Cartesian
product of R.
Quite often in robotics, we need to study the
kinematics of a robot in terms of a desired end-effector
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pose P. Therefore, we can view a kinematic function f
as a mathematical association of the DH matrix of a
robot and a desired end-effector pose on one hand, and
an mx 1 vector of real numbers on the other;

f(DH,P) .=

W

where

W

E

Rm.

Kinematic analysis methods
The inverse kinematics problem of robot
manipulators has been the subject of much research.
Different algorithms have been developed each with its
own advantages and disadvantages but all rely on
fmding the roots of kinematic functions. In [7] Lee
and Liang show that solving equation (I) can be
reduced to solving the equation
(2)

where f(91) is a 16th degree polynomial function.
Each real root of equation (2) corresponds to a solution
set of Eq. ( 1). Several inverse kinematic methods [ 1]
[5] rely on solving the linear equation

J9. =v

(3)

where J is the manipulator Jacobian, v is the 6x1
Cartesian end effector velocity vector and
is the
joint velocity vector. Here again a kinematic function

=

f (9 ) .19. - v involving the manipulator
Jacobian is used to solve the robot manipulator. The
roots of this function are usually found by numerical
methods and represent solution sets of Eq. ( 1).
Typically, for a robot manipulator, Eq. (1)
will have several solutions. The number of solutions
depends not only on the structure of the robot, but also
on the end-effector pose of interest. In task planning, it
is of particular interest to be able to find several
solutions to Eq. (I) so as to choose one that will satisfy
obstacle and singularity avoidance or some other
optimality criteria. Most kinematics techniques present
in the literature however require that a full end-effector
pose be specified in order to solve Eq. (1). Many
robotic tasks however can be satisfied by a partial end
effector pose specification. In the insertion of a peg in
a hole case for example, full specification of the end
effector orientation is not needed as the rotation about
the axis of the peg does not matter. Most inverse
kinematic algorithms lack the ability to fmd solution
sets to satisfy only partial end effector pose
requirements. Partially specified end effector poses
typically lead to more solution sets than the fully
specified end effector cases and therefore they allow
greater flexibility for task planriing. In [8] and [12] ,
kinematic analysis methods are presented that reduce
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the inverse kinematics problem to finding the roots of
one or more kinematic functions. The methods are
flexible as to the choice of kinematic functions used in
the algorithm and therefore can be particularly useful
and computationally efficient in tasks where the endeffector pose can be partially constrained. After a
quick overview of the kinematic methods discussed in
[8] and [12], we will present examples of task specific
kinematic functions in relation to the inverse kinematic
analysis of robot manipulators.
Reduction methods
Tsai and Morgan [13] showed that the inverse
kinematics problem for general architecture 6-dof
manipulators can be reduced to a system of four non
linear equations in only four of the joint variables. The
pose elements tz, Pz, p•t, and p•p are independent of
the first and last revolute joint variables. These four
equations were later exploited in [8], .[9], [ 10], and
[ 12], to develop inverse kinematics algorithms that
further reduce the problem to solving a system of two
nonlinear equations in two of the joint variables (in the
case of a general architecture 6-revolute-DOF
manipulator) or, for revolute joint manipulators having
joint axes that are parallel or intersect, the problem
further reduces to solving one single equation in one
joint variable. These 'reduction' methods have the
major advantage of being very flexible as to the choice
of kinematic functions that can be used to solve the
inverse kinematics problem. A brief outline of these
methods follows:
Two-dimensional method
The two dimensional method outlined here is
suitable for solving the kinematics of general
architecture 6-revolute-DOF manipulators. To solve
equation ( 1), select two kinematic functions
/1 (9 1 , 9 2) and /2 (9 1 , 9 2) for USe in the algorithm.
The values of / 1 and / 2 are computed as follows:
For each value of (9 ., 9 2 ) , rewrite Eq. (1) as
a 4-DOF Problem
(4)

Solve

· equation

(analytically) for angles
9 3,9 4 5 ' and9 6 as shown in [9] and once all
six joint angles are known, compute the value of the
chosen functions / 1 and / 2 • With the ability to
compute these two functions for every pair (9 1 , 9 2 ) ,
an iterative method can then be programmed to fmd
the solutions of the non linear system

,e

(9p9 2 ) =o
/2(9.,92)=0.

4

/ 1

(5)
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One-dimensional method
The one dimensional method applies to robot
arms for which, knowledge of one joint variable
suffices to solve analytically for all other joint
variables. In [I 0], we show that this method applies to
general architecture 5-revolute-DOF arms while in [8]
we show it applies to all revolute 6-DOF arm robots
that have two parallel or intersecting joint axes. Once
a kinematic function f (8 1 ) has been selected from
Eq. (1), its value is computed by rewriting Eq. (I) as

solving

Eq.

(6)

analytically
for
angles
8 2 ' 8 3 ' 8 4 ' 8 5 ' and 8 6 ' and using the values of
all six angles to compute f (8 1 ) • Here again an
iterative technique can be used to compute the roots of
f (8 1 ) which may correspond to solution sets of Eq.
( 1) depending on the choice of function f.
Detailed descriptions and examples of the
one- and two- dimensional methods can be found in [8]
and [10].

Task specific kinematic functions
In almost all the available literature about the
inverse kinematics problem, methods are presented that
solve Eq. (1) for a well specified end-effector pose P.
The problem of fmding solution sets that satisfy just
parts of a given pose P or, in other words, leave
.certain parts of the end-effector pose P arbitrary, has
been ignored. Yet, many robotic applications can be
carried out with solutions obtained from a partial
specification of matrix P. For example, in the insertion
of a peg in a hole, the orientation of the end-effector
around the hole axis is not relevant as long as the peg
is aligned with the hole. In other tasks, the position of
the robot may be only partially constrained to a region
in space rather than to an exact point. For partially
specified end-effector poses, the inverse kinematics
problem can lead to a larger number of satisfactory
robot configurations than for fully specified poses. The
larger set of robot configurations then allows for better
possibilities for obstacle avoidance or for satisfaction
of some other optimality or workspace constraint.
Another advantage of partially specified end-effector
poses is reduced computation complexity in the inverse
kinematics. A major asset of the reduction methods
discussed above is their ability to provide solutions for
partially constrained end-effector poses.
The
kinematic functions used in the algorithms of the 2and !-dimensional methods described above can be
easily chosen to satisfy only the end-effector pose
constraints that are relevant to a given task. For
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example, a kinematic function associated with the
position vector p alone is given by
( 7)

where PL(8 ) is the expression obtained from the left
hand side of Eq. (I), 11 . 11 is any suitable norm and
8 is the vector of joint variables. Similarly, a
function can be defmed using any vector or any
element from the end-effector pose P. Kinematic
functions based on the Euclidean length of vector p,
and/or on the inner product of vectors p and t, p•t,
offer the advantage of low computation complexity
since two of the joint variables are not needed to
compute the functions. All other pose elements are
likewise not needed which eliminates the need to
compute the forward kinematics during the iterative
process which uses these functions.
Definition 2: A kinematic function f (8 ) is fully
constrained, or complete, if there is a one-to-one
relationship between the roots of f and the solution
sets ofEq. (1).
For complete kinematic functions, solving Eq.
(I) is then equivalent to solving the equation
/(8) = 0.
Examples of complete kinematic functions
include the 16th degree - polynomial function of 1
discussed in [7].
A measure for position and
orientation of the end-effector of a robotic arm as
described in [ 14] is given by:

/(8)

= llxell =

XI

nL · (p - P1J

x2

bL. (p- p,J

x3

x4

=

bL. (p - PL)

Xs

(t L·.b- t . bL)
(nL · t - n·t L)

x6

(bL· · n- b.nL)

.(8)

where n~ b, t , and p are the pose P vectors as
defmed earlier and the L subscript represents the
equivalent quantities from the left hand side of Eq. (I).
For use in the 2-dimensional method, the function of
Eq. (8) can be redefmed in terms of two separate
kinematic functions:

ft (8 ) = x~ +xi +xi
and

!;(8)

(9) .

=xi +x; +x~
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Another possible choice for a complete
kinematic function is based on a rotation distance
developed by Doty [2]:

ft(S)

= d(RL, R) = ~3-trace(RJ

(10)

and

/2 (9 ) = liP L for

f

use

in

Pll

ce )= h + /2

the 2-dimensional method or
if the !-dimensional method can be

used.
Although they converge to true solutions of
Eq. (1) when used in an iterative process, complete
kinematic functions are computationally expensive
since they usually require computation of the forward
kinematics at every iteration. Good results were
obtained by use of incomplete kinematic functions
based on p•t and p•p for the 2-dimensional method and
a function based on p•t proved efficient for the onedimensional technique described in [ 10] and used to
fmd all sixteen solution sets of a 6-DOF robot
described in [ 11].

Conclusion
This paper has introduced the concept of
kinematic functions and has discussed their application
in the kinematic analysis of robot manipulators. Two
methods developed earlier for the kinematics of all
revolute robot manipulators can take advantage of task
specific kinematic functions to speed up the inverse
kinematic computation and therefore can speed up the
control computation for robot manipulators. However
in tasks where the end effector pose must be fully
specified, then complete kinematic functions, also
defmed in this paper must be used to guarantee
convergence to true and complete solution sets.
Whenever incomplete functions can be used instead
however, the number of possible solutions sets
increases and the inverse kinematics algorithm
becomes less computationally expensive.
Another application of kinematic functions,
currently under study, is in fast detection of workspace
singularities. Typically, the Jacobian determinant is
used to detect singularities on a robot path. Certain
less computationally expensive expensive kinematic
functions may provide the same information.
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ABSTRACT
A new method for the investigation of manipulator
workspaces, based on task space singularity surfaces, is
proposed in this paper. The frame-velocity or twist
equation, indicates the linear relationship between the
joint-rates and the end frame twist motion. The six
dimensional twist consists of the angular velocity, w, and
the translational velocity, v. The matrix J equals the
manipulator Jacobian and is a function of configuration q
in joint space Q. The task space Jacobians, Iv and Jw
are the translational and rotational part of J. The work
envelope in configuration space can be determined from
the task space related singularity surfaces of Jv at the
end-frame. The mapping from configuration space of Jv
singularity surfaces to the Cartesian space can be done
by computing the position vector p. The locus of the end
point of p is on the work envelope if all. possible
configurations q that map to p are on the translational
velocity space related singularity surface.

1. INTRODUCTION
The determination of extreme positions of the endeffector of a manipulator and the evaluation of
manipulator workspace have been the subject of many
investigations ( 1-7]. Several investigators have explored
the workspace of manipulators. Yang and Lee[ 1]
presented an analytical investigation on the manipulator
workspace. Gupta and Routh[2] investigated certain
design considerations on the workspace, including the
effect of hand size.
Investigation of primary (or
dexterous) and secondary workspaces have been
presented in [2,3]. .t _ Kohli and Hsu[4] analyzed the
workspace of mechanical manipulators based on the
manipulator Jacobian. Spanos and Kohli[S] presented an
analysis on the workspace of manipulators having the last
three revolute joint axes intersecting orthogonally at a
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point.
They also presented a method based on
polynomial
displacement
equations
and
their
discriminants (6] to investigate the workspace of a
manipulator. Freudenstein and Primrose[?] presented an
analysis on the workspace of a three-Link, turning-pair
connected robot arm.
The present investigation is concerned with the use of
task space related singularity analysis as a tool for the
determination and analysis of manipulators' reachable
workspace. In this paper, n-DOF serial kinematic chain
manipulators. with Rank[Jv] = 3 are considered for the
determination and analysis of wo~k envelope of the
reachable workspace. Manipulator joint limits are not
considered in this paper.

The Robot Velocity Equation
The frame-velocity or twist equation
V=Jtj,
(1~1)
indicates the linear relationship between the joint-rates,
q , and the end frame twist motion, V, defmed with
respect to the robot base frame and computed at the
manipulator end frame origin.
The six dimensional twist, V:= [vt wt{', consists of
the angular velocity w and the translational velqcity v of ·
the end-frame origin.
The matrix J equals the
manipulator Jacobian and is a function of configuration,
q, in joint space Q [8].

Task Space Jacobian Iv and Jw
The task space Jacobians Iv and Jw are the translational
and rotational part of the manipulator Jacobian J. Jv
equals the first three rows of J and relates joint-rates to
translational velocity, v = J vii. Jw equals the last three
rows of J and relates joint-rates to the angular velocity,
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co =J wti .
In general, the velocity equation for a
restricted velocity vector, Vr , is constructed by deleting
the appropriate elements in V and the corresponding rows
in J from ( 1-1 ), to obtain,
Vr = Jrq
(1-2)
where Jr is the task space Jacobian .
For the task space of translational velocity' v, the
robot is in task space related singular configuration qo
when the rank of the task space Jacobian Iv(qo) drops
below three. Similarly for the task space of angular
velocity ro, the robot is in task space related singular
configuration q 1 when the rank of the task space Jacobian
Jwfq 1J drops below three. For a non-redundant serial
robot manipulator, the manipulator singularity is the
configuration q for which the Jacobian J{q) of the
manipulator does not possess full column rank.

Surfaces of Singularity
For a non-redundant serial robot manipulator, the
manipulator surface of singularity equals the set of all
points in configuration space where J does not possess
full column rank [8]. For the task space of dimension n,
the robot cannot control all the task space variables at q if
the rank of the task space Jacobian is less than n and is
called a task space related singularity ·or task space
related singular point. The manipulator assumes a task
space related singular configuration. The manifold of all
task space singular points constitutes the task space
related surface of singularity. For the task space of
translational velocity v, the surface of singularity equals
the set of all points ql in configuration space where the
rank of the task space Jacobian Iv(q 1J drops below three.
The main objective of this paper is to develop a theory to
determine the work envelope of reachable workspace of
an n-DOF serial kinematic chain manipulators with
Rank[Ivl = 3.

2. TASK SPACE ANALYSIS OF REACHABLE
WORKSPACES
The reachable workspace can be defmed as the aggregate
of all possible positions of a point p attached to the end
effector of the manipulator. The reachable workspace of
point p is then the aggregate of all points (in a fixed
frame) which p occupies as the joint axes are rotated and
translated through thcdr ~omplete ranges [2]. The work
envelope of a manipulator can then be defined as the
boundary of this reachable workspace.
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Singularity on Work Envelope
Consider an infmitesimal neighborhood e on the work
envelope, separating the reachable and unreachable
regions. On the work envelope, the end effector's linear
motions are restricted: the end effector will not be able to
move from the reachable region of the manipulator
towards the unreachable region of the manipulator. The
displacement v1 ot(where, v1 , the translational velocity
and ot, the incremental time) to move from reachable
region of the manipulator towards the unreachable region
of the manipulator is not possible. Hence vt cannot be in
the range space of Iv{q) . From the above discussion it is
clear that when the end effector p{q) is ori the work
envelope, the manipulator is at a singular configuration
related to the task space of translational velocity v. In this
configuration q, Rank[Jv(q)] < 3. This proves

Theorem 1
When the end effector p(q) is on the work
envelope, the manipulator is at a singular
configuration related to the task space of
translational velocity v, i.e., rank of the task
space Jacobian Iv(q) is less than three.

Calculating the Task Space Surfaces of Singularity
A method for calculating the task space related surfaces
of singularity in configuration space for the task space
whose dimensions equal the number of actuated joints of
a non-redundant manipulator is given in [8]. For task
spaces of dimension m less than the number of actuated
joints n, one could directly calculate the determinant of
each m x m sub matrix Irk of the task space Jacobian Jr
in order to compute the task space related surface of
singularity.
The manual computations of the
determinants of J7 k for k = 1,2, ...N = (:) is tedious and
error prone. However, extending the results given in [8]
lead to the development of a technique to fmd all the nonzero determinants simultarieously and symbolically.
For a scaling matrix S = diag (~ 1 .~ 2 ._ ~nJ , where

~;

{1

meter if the joint i is prismatic
. }·
1
if the joint i is revolute (unitless)

The
2

Rank[J,.] =Rank[J rS J: ) .
Thus, det[JrS 2 J:] = 0 for exactly those configurations
in which the task space Jacobian J,. is singular. This
proves a variation of a theorem by Doty [8],
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Theorem2

The task space related surfaces of singularity
may be calculated by det{JrS 2J;1 = 0.
Apply the Binet-Cauchy[ 12] theorem to compute

Jv~

Mapping of the Work Envelope related Singularity
Surfaces in Cartesian Space

det{J 7 S 2J;J = det{( J 7 S )(IrS )-r: 1.
N
2
= "i..det{ Jrk1 frk(XJ,X2•····x,),
k=l

(2-1)

;f

where xi=
and frkfx J.X2, ...x,J, is called an x factor.
The x factor equals the product of all x;'s except those
with the same indices as the columns deleted from J, to
produce J,Jc · BecausefrkfxJ,X2,. .. x.,) > 0, det{J S 2J;J
7

= 0 if and only if, det [ J rk 1 2 = 0 for all k. The latter
implies det { J rk 1 = 0 for all k, the same condition
established for singular configurations of J r .
Simplification of the Determination of Task Space
related Singularity Surface for Iv
Determination of task space related singularity surfaces
for the task space Jacobian nJv (Jv at the end-frame
origin expressed in the end frame) is computationally
involved. Instead of finding task space related singularity
surfaces for the task space Jacobian nJv, one can fmd the
task space related singularity surfaces for the task space
Jacobian Jv' (Jv at the end-frame origin expressed in the
mid frame),
(2-2)
.lv '= m.1.,v + mBn,m mJW'
where mJv is the Iv at the mid-frame, mBn,m is the skew
symmetric matrix constructed from the position vector
mPn,m and mJw is the Iw at the mid-frame. The position
vector mPn,m is the vector from th: :nd-frame (fr~e n)
origin to mid-frame (frame m) ongm expressed m the
mid-frame.
The following proof will show that the task space
related singularity surfaces are the same for the task space
Jacobian nJv and Iv~
Proof:
.
Given·· n.lv = nRm m.lv + nRm mBn,m mJw
nJv = nRm f"'Jv + mBn,m mJw1
nJv = nRm fJv'J, where
fJv'J= f"'Jv + mBn,m mJw1
Since nRm is a rigid body rotation from mid-frame
to the end-frarlte and all the rotation matrices have
full rank, Rank[nJv] = Rank[Jv 1.
It is also true that, for all k,
detf"..vk1

Thus the translational velocity space related singularity
surfaces can be calculated from the task space Jacobian

= detf"RmJ~k1= det{ J~k]
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The work envelope consists of the surfaces that encloses
reachable regions, .voids and holes. Hence those surfaces
are the closed surfaces in Cartesian space. Thus the work
envelope n = no U n 1 u n 2 U . . n,, where n; is a
closed surface in Cartesian space. Jv singularity surfaces,
Sq ={q I Rank[Jv(q)]< 3} that map to a manifold \jJ
in Cartesian space, will be considered in the
determination of the work envelope.
A mapping from the Jv singularity surfaces Sq to
manifold 'V in Cartesian space can be obtained by
fonnulating forward kinematic equations for the end
effector point p = fPx Py_ Pz]'t in the base frame. The
vector p = H(q) u, where H(q) is the homogenous matrix
representation of the forward kinematics and

u

= {0

0 0 11t . Call this mapping

r : sq ~ \jJ,

where 'V = { p

I

p = H ( q) u, q

(2-3)

E sq} .

Necessary
and
Sufficient
Conditions
Determination of the Work Envelope

for

If p e 'V and there does not exist a q ~ Sq such that
p = H ( q) u, then p is on the work envelope n. When p
is on the work envelope n, the dimension of Range[Jvl is
less than or equal two (Rank[Jvl ::;; 2). The possible
translational velocities, jJ( q), at any point on ni is in a
plane or in a line tangential to n;. This implies ·that the
end effector will not be able to move across the surface
n;. The closed surface whose interior consists of the
reachable point will be called no. Since the manipulator
will not be able to move across the surface n(), there
exists only one such surface and it must be the outermost
surface of the work envelope. This surface, therefore, is
unique and the reachable workspace is. connected. Since
no is the only surface with interior reachable points, all
other surfaces n;, i :;: 0, must enclose unreachable
regions (voids or holes [ 1]) and must be inside no. This
proves
Theorem3

If a surface n; is part of the work envelope then
the surface n; c \V, and can be determined
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from \jl by 0.; = { p I p e \jl, and there does
not exists a q E Sq such that p = H(q) u}.

Finding Work Envelope from 'V
The manifold 'V from (2-3) consists of a number of
surfaces
computed
directly
from
the
Sq,
\jl = \j/JU\ji]U ... \jlm· We have 'V; = O.j for somej.

*

It is easy to show that some of the surfaces 'V 1
n0 ,
have reachable points inside the region enclosed by 'V 1•
Such 'V; must be interior singularities and cannot be part
of the work envelope. This follows from the fact that the
surfaces 'V;, other than the outermost surface of the work
envelope, have to enclose unreachable regions to form a
part of the work envelope.

The midframe Jacobian 3J 6 of this manipulator equals
0

0

d4 c4

0

0

0

0

d4S4
0

S23
0

-a2 c3
0
1

0
1

0
0

-C23

0

0

1

C23 d3
-a2 c2

a2S3
0

d3 S23

- d 4 S 4 Ss
d 4 C4 s 5
0

C.t Ss

s4
-C4
0

s4ss
-Cs

(2-4)
This and other Jacobian (2-16) can be obtained by
applying the tables in [11]. The vector from the endframe (frame 6) origin to mid-frame (frame 3) origin
expressed in the mid-frame, 3p 6 •3 of this manipulator
equals

Determination of Work Envelope
The following procedure will summarize the
computational process for fmding the work envelope for a
manipulator.

(1) Detennine the singularity surfaces Sq related to task
space Jacobian Iv'·
(2) Find the manifold 'V such that r: Sq ~'V.
(3) Select the surfaces 'V; = n 1 from (2) that are part of
the work envelope.
(4) The outennost surface n 0 encloses the reachable
region.
(5) Regions that are enclosed by other surfaces n1 are
holes or voids. .
The examples below will illustrate the computational
process for fmding the work envelope for a manipulator.

Example 1

Table 1: Kinematic Parameters for PUMA
ij
Joint
d
a
1 r
0
0
I
2 r
0
a2
a2
3 r
0
d3
a3
4 r
0
d4
a4

a

0
0

[

-a2

c2

C23 d3
-d4 s23

d4 +a2 s3
0

d4 0 0
0 0 0

d3 S23

-a2 c3

0 0 0

n
(2-6)

2
det[J vS J:}

=

aff

C2 + d 4 S 23 ) 2 xf xff xf

d: Cj (a

2

(2-7)

The coefficients of xf xi xf equal the square of the
detenninant of the ftrst three columns of Jv' and must be
Since
zero in order for Jv' to loose rank.
a2
0, and, d 4
0, these conditions imply,
(2-8)
(1) SqJ(Cj) = 0,

*

*

(2) Sq2(( a 2 C2 + d 4 S 23 ) 2)
_ are the surfaces of singularity.

For the PUMA

Table 1 presents the DB-parameters for the PUMA

5 r
6 r

Hence Jv' of this manipulator equals from (2-2)

= 0, ·

(2-9)

The vector from the base-frame origin to end-frame
origin expressed in the base-frame, 0Po. 6 , compute to

a
900

00

, .a5

0

900
900
900

a6

0

00

oPo. =
6

Pxl [C1
[Pz
Py

=

S1]

(a2 C2 + d4 S23) + d3
SJ _(a2C2+d4S23)-d3C1

a2 S2 - C23 d4
(2-10)

p2 = p; + p; + p;
p2 = aff +dj +dj +

2 a2 d 4 S3

(2-lla)

For a spherical surface, of radius r located at the
origin:
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r

if = ,.2 exists only for IS31 = 1 ( c3 = 0 ), then all
the points on the sphere can only be reached in a
configuration for which Iv' is singular. Hence, the
surface is a part of the work envelope.

r

= ,.2 exists for IS31 < 1' then some
Similarly' if
points on the sphere can be reached in a configuratio~ for
which Iv' is non singular and hence, the surface IS an
internal singularity.
(2-11 b)

Analysis of the singularity surface,
sa2 ((a1 C2 + d4 S23 lJ = o
The mapping f: Sq---+- 'I'
The vector 0p 0 ,6
(2-10) at the surface of
singularity Sq2 (i.e., when ( a2 C2 + d 4 S13) = 0)
equals

Analysis ofthe singu/Juity surface, SqJ(Cf) = 0

o

P'x

p'

P'o,6 = [

The mapping f: Sq---+- 'I'
The vector 0Po. 6
(2-1 0) at the surface of
singularity Sq 1 (i.e., when C3 = 0) equals

p~

J = [d3-d3S1Cl
S2 a2 - C23

d4

l

p'/ +p'/ = df

(2-13)

(2-14)

p'/ = p'/+ (a2 C2 + d4 S21l

= ai +di +

2 a1 d 4 S3

This implies that (a] - d4J2 ~ p'z ~ (a2 + d4J 2 .
Since a2 = d4 in the PUMA, IP'z I~ (a2 + d4J.
2

Let r/ = aJ +df +d: + 2 a 1 d 4
= df +(a1

+ d4

/,

r]=aJ+df.+d}- 2a1 d 4 =df+(a2- d.~/.
2

2

2

Hencer2= P'x +p'1 +p'r. =r/ fori= 1,2.
Thus 'I' i is a sphere of radius r i about the origin for i
= 1, 2. We now must show that 'I' 1 and 'V 2 can only be
reached in a configuration for which Iv' is singular.
For 'I' b
r2=aJ+df+d}+ 2a1d4

p2 = aj +df +d} + 2 a 1 d 4 S 3
p2 =~implies S3 = 1.

from (2-11)

Hence 'I' 1 can only be reached in a configuration
for which Iv' is singular.
Similarly for 'I' 2'
r2=aJ+df+dJ- 2a1 d 4
p2 = aj +df +d} + 2 a 1 d 4 S 3 from (2~11)
'
= ~ impliesS3 = -1.
Hence 'I' 2 can only be reached in a configuration
for which Iv' is singular.

r

Since \V 1 and 'I' 2 can only be reached in a
configuration for which Iv' is singular, those two
concentric spheres determine part of the work envelope
for this manipulator.
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The surface 'I' 3 is a right circular cylinder of radius
d 3 extending in the z direction from -(a2 + d4J to +(a2 +
d~. We now must show that 'I' 3 can only be reached in
a configuration for which Iv' is singular.
•
For any pomt
on 'I' 3 , p ,x 2 +P ,y 1--

d1
1

From(2-10), Px 2 +·. Py 2 = (a2 C2 + d 4 s23 )2 + d23
(2-15)
So for the manipulator to be on 'I' 3,
Px 2 + p y 2 = p'x 1 +p'y 1

(a1 c1 + d4 813)1 +df = df
This implies that ( a 2 C2 + d 4 8 13 ) = 0. Hence
\jl 3 can only be reached in a configuration for
which Jv' is singular.
Since \jl 3 can only be reached in a configuration for
which Iv' is singular, this surface also determines part of
the work envelope.

Determination of Work Envelope
From the analysis of the singularity surfaces, it is clear
that the .work envelope for this manipulator is given by
two concentric spheres ('I' 1 and 'I' 2) and a cylinder ('I' 3), .
shown in Fig. 1. Since 'I' 1 = n 0 is the outermost surface
of the work envelope, 'I' 1 encloses the reachable regions.
The surface 'I' 1 is the sphere of radius r 1 =

~(a2 +d4 /

+df
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In the PUMA since a2 = d4, the surface 'V 2 is a
sphere of radius d3. The surface 'V 3 encloses a hole ('V 3
cuts through the reachable region). Since 'V 3 is a
cylinder with radius d3, this surface ( 'V 3) encloses 'V 2 •

(2-17)
Hence Jv' of this manipulator equals from (2-2)

Hole
[

s4

-a 4 C11 S4
a 1 C 1 +C1J(aJ+a4 C 4 )

a 1 SJ

0

-a4

0

0

a4 c4

00

00

a 4 SZJ S 4

aJ +az CJ +a4 C 4

aJ +a4 c4

0

0

0

l

(2-18)

detfJvS 2 J;]

=

a; (a 3+a4 C4 /

(a 1 C1 + C13 (a 3 +a 4 C4 ) / Sf xf x; xf +

a; (a 3 +a2 C3 /

(a 2 C2 + C23 (a 3 +a4 C4 ) /

a: (aJ +a4

c4l

(a]

c] +

aJ

c]J /

s; xf x; xi +

s; xf xi xi +
Sff X~ xi x:
(2-19)

The coefficients of xf xj xz equal the square of the
four non-zero 3x3 determinants of Jv' and must
simultaneously be zero in order for Jv' to loose rank.
Since a 3 > a 4 , a3 +a4 C4 > 0
a 1 :~:0, a 4 :~:0,
these conditions imply,
9

Fig. 1. Reachable Workspace of PUMA

Example 2

(1) SqJ(Sj + S~) = 0,

For the Manipulator given in [9]

Table 2 presents the DB-parameters for the Manipulator
given in [9]
Table 2: Kinematic Parameters for the Manipulator
given in [9]
t1
a.
Joint
d
a
1 r
0
0
900
ei
2 r
0
4
00
3 r
0
1
270°
93
0.8
4 r
0
00
94
5 r
0
0
900
6 r
0
0
00
e6

a2

as

The midframe Jacobian 3J 6 of this manipulator equals
0
a2 c2 +a3 c23
0
S23
0

0
0

-1

-a4 C4
0
0
0

0

1

1

a3
0

-1
0

c23
·~

.

a-~s-~

0
0
0
0
0

a2S3
0
a 3 +a2 C3
0

0
0
-a4 C5
s<~s
-Co~s

0

(2-16)

(2) Sq2(S} + Cj) = 0,
(3) Sq3(c:_____+ ( a 1 C2 + a 3 C23 ) 1)
are the surfaces of singularity.

=0

(2-20)

--

The vector from the base-frame origin to end-frame
. origin expressed in the base-frame 0 Po, 6

0
Po,6

=

[Px]
Py

Pz

p2 =

=

compute to

[C1 (a2 C2 + C23 (a3 + a4 C 4 )) - a 4 S 1 S 4 )
S1 (a2 C2 + C23 (a3 + a 4 C4 )) + a 4 C1 S4
a2 S2 + S 23 (a 3 + a 4 C 4 )

p; + p; + p;

(2-21)

p2 = ai +aj +a~ +2

(a 3 a 4 C4 +a2 C3 (a 3 +a4 C4 ))
(2-22a)
For a spherical surface, of radius r located at the
origin:
if p2 = ,.2 exists only for IC3I = 1 and IC4I = 1
( S3 = 0 and S4 = 0 ), then all the points on the sphere
can only be reached in a configuration for which Jv' is
singular. Hence, the surface is a part of the work
envelope.
Similarly if p2 = ,.2 exists for IC3I < 1 or IC4I < 1,
then some points on the sphere can be reached in a
configuration for which Jv' is non singular and hence, the
surface is an internal singularity.
(2-22b)

The vector from the end-frame (frame 6) origin to
mid-frame (frame 3) origin expressed in the mid-frame,
3
P6 •3 of this manipulator equals
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Analysis ofthe singularity surface, SQJ(Sj + S~)
The mapping r : Sq

=0

~ 'V:

The vector 0Po,6
(2-21) at the surface of
singularity SqJ (i.e., when S3 = 0, and S4 = 0)
equals
oP'o6

'

=

P'x] [C/
[p'z Sl
P'y

=

C2 (a2 + C3 (a3 + a4 C4))]
C2 (a2 + C3 (a3 + a4 C4))
S2 (a2 + C3 (a3 + a 4 C 4 ))

Letr1 =a2 + a3 + a4
'2 = a2 + a3- a4
'3 = a2- a3 + a4
r4=a2-a3-a4
thenforS3=0,C3=+1 or-1 andS4=0,C4=+1

l l

or -1, the vector 0 p'0 ,6 is given by

~p'0,6

=

P'x
P'y
[
P'z

=

[CJSI C2C2 r;
r;

S2 r;

c z'-1234
Hence ,-7_
- p ,2+
x
p ,1+
Y
p ,1_
: - r;2 10r
- , , , •
Thus 'Vi is a sphere of radius r i about the origin for i = 1,
2, 3, 4. However we now will show that 'V 2 and 'VJ can
be reached in a configuration for which Iv' is non
singular.
Solve for C4 and substitute {a2, a3, a4} = {4, 1, 0.8}
in (2-22)

p 2 -17.64-8

c3

(2-23)
1.6 + 6.4
A solution· exists provided,
jp2 -17.64-8 C3l s 11.6 + 6.4 C3l
fp2 -17.64-8 C3]2- [1.6 + 6.4 C3]2 sO
(r_pl -17.64-8 C3] + [1.6 + 6.4 C3]) (fpl -17.64-8
C3]- [1.6 + 6.4 C3]) so
(C3- A3) (C3- B3) S 0,
this implies that the solution for C4 exists, if
(1) B3 s C3 S A3, or
(2-24)
(2) A3 s C3 s B3,
(2-25)
(3) and IC3l S 1, where

c3

A3

r

r)Z-

= o.o21701389 <-261.76 + 16 + ((261.76-16
92.16 (308.6096 _ 35.28
+ p4))112)
(2-26)

r

·'- ··

Let's analyze the surfaces 'Vi fori= 1, 2, 3, 4 using (2-26)
and (2-27) to calculate A3 and B3.
(1) For \jl b 'J =a2 + a3 + a4, A3 = 1, B3 = 11,
implying that 1 S C3 S 11 (2-25). Since IC3! s 1,
C3 = 1 is the only valid solution. For C3 = 1, C4
= 1 (2-23) is the only configuration that maps to
'V 1· Hence 'V 1 can only be reached in a
configuration for which Jv' is singular.
(2) For 'V 2, '2 = a2 + a3- a4, A3 = 1 , B3 =0.1111, implying that -0.1111 s C3 s 1 (2-24).
For C3 = -0.1111, C4 = 1 (2-23) is a
configuration that maps to 'V 2· Hence 'V 2 can
be reached in a configuration for which Jv' is
non singular.
(3) For \!13, '3 = a2- a3 + a4, A3 = -0.3333, B3
= -1, implying that -1 s C3 s -0.3333 (2-24).
For C3 = -0.3333, C4 = 1 (2-23) is a
configuration that maps to 'V 3. Hence 'V 3 can
be reached in a configuration for which Iv' is
non singular.
(4) For 'V4, r4 = a2- a3- a4, A3 = -1, B3 = -7,
implying that -7 s C3 s -1 (2-24).Since IC3I s I,
C3 = -1 is the only valid solution. For C3 = -1,
C4 = 1 (2-23) is the only configuration that maps
to 'V 4·· Hence 'V 4 can only be reached in a
configuration for which Iv' is singular.
Since 'V 2 and 'V 3 can be reached in a configuration
for which Iv' is non singular those two surfaces cannot be
part of the work envelope. The surfaces 'V 1 and 'V 4 (two
concentric spheres with radius r 1 and r 4) can only be
reached in a configuration for which Iv' is singular.
Thus, those two surfaces 'V 1 and 'V 4 determine part of
the work envelope for this manipulator.

Analysis ofthe singularity surface, Sq2(Sj + Cj)
The mapping r

=0

: Sq ~ 'V:

The vector 0Po,6 (2-21) at the surface of singularity Sq2
(i.e., when S3 = 0, and C2 = 0) equals
(2-28)

r r-

a3 = o.021701389 <-26l.76 + 16
((261.76-16 r)292.16 (30~..6096 _ 35.28
+ p4))1/2)
(2-27)
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where, {Sn1, Syu} = {S2, C3} = {Sign(S2),
Sign(C3)} and also Sign(x) = + 1 or -1.

P':/ + P'1 + ( P': -Snl ( a2 + Sn2 a3 )) =a~
2

2

ForS4 = 0 and C4 = 1.
(a 2 C2 + C13 (a 3 + a 4 C4 ))
(a2 c2 + c2J (aJ +a4)) = 0

p,/ = (a1 S 2 +S23 (a 3 +a4 C4 )/ from (2-21)

This implies that for Sn 1, Sn2 = + 1 or -1, the surfaces
'Vi for i = 5, 6, 7, 8 forms four spheres with radius a4
located at {0, 0, Snda2 + Sn2 a3)}.

atC4=1and(a2 C 2 + C23 (a 3 +a4 )) = 0.

p,/ = (a 2 S 2 + S 23

(a 3 + a 4

)/

+

(a 2 C2 + C23 (a 3 +a4 ) /

=~+~+~+2~~+2~~+~)~
ThIS t.m.p lies thatw1"th Px ] + Py ] = 0

Analysis ofthe singukuity surface, Sq3(c; +
(a2 C2 + a 3 C23 ) 2) =0

o

•

1

The mapping r

(a2-a3-a4) S P:.

: Sq ~ \V:

reached for

The vector 0Po.6
(2-21) at the surface of
singularity Sq3 (i.e., when C4 = 0, and
( a2 C2 + a3 C:13 ) = 0) equals

0, -[~::] [~:~~~:4
=

a1 S1 + a3 S13

Po,6- P'z

,.2 = P':/ + p'1 2 =a~

l

SJ =a~

S p':.

2

S ( a 2 + a3 )

1

can be

1.

Since 'V b for i = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 have reachable interior
points, it cannot be part of the work envelope.

From the analysis of the singularity surfaces, it is clear
that the work envelope for this manipulator is given by
Fig. 2, two concentric spheres of radius (a2 + a3 + a4)
and (a2- a3- a4). Since (a2 + a3 + a4) > (a2- a3- a4),
the sphere ( 'V 1) of radius (a2 + a3 + a4) encloses
reachable regions and is the outermost surface n 0 of the
work envelope. The sphere ('V 2) of radius (a2- a3- a4)
enclose a void.

= ai +af +2 a1 a 3 C 3
/

j

S (a 2 +a3 +a 4 )

Determination of Work Envelope

P,: 2 -_ P,: 2 + ra 2 c·2 + a 3 c23 J2

this implies that ( a 2 - a 3

jc3 s

2

2

The surface 'V 9 is a right circular cylinder of radius
a4, extending in the z direction from - ( a2 + a 3 ) to
- (a 2 - a 3 ) and from +{a2 - a 3 ) to +{a2 + a 3 ).

Analysis of the surfaces 'Vi for i = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
The surfaces 'Vi for i = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 enClo~es the z axis
from - (a 2 + a 3 + a 4 ) to - (a 2 - a 3 - a 4 ) and from
(a 2 - a 3 -a4 )
to (a 2 + a 3 +a4 ).
Hence if
2
2
(a2 -a3- a 4 ) S
S (a 2 +a3 +a4 ) ,
can be

p/

2

p2

reached with p x + Y = 0 , then the surfaces 'Vi for i =
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 cannot be part of the work envelope.
The following proof will show that

p/
2

S ( a 2 +a3 +a4 /,

can

be

( a 2 -a3 - a 4 ) 2 S
reached

Fig. 2. Reachable Workspace (Example 2)

with

2

Px + Py = 0
For Px 2 + p1 2·-= 0 from (2-21 )

3. CONCLUSION

(a 2 C2 + C23 (a 3 + a 4 C 4 )) + a~ sJ = 0
This implies that s4 = 0 and ( al c2 + clJ
(a 3 + a4 C.1 }) = 0

The authors have formulated an effective algorithm to
determine the work envelope of manipulators with
Rank[Jv] = 3. The work envelope can be determined

2
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from task space singularity surfaces of the task space
Jacobian Jv at the end-frame. If the singularity surfaces
S q is mapped in Cartesian space, such that r : S q ~ \jJ,
then the surface of the work envelope n; c 'V . The
surface n; and can be determined from \jJ by
n; = { p 1p e \jJ, and there does not exists a q E Sq
such that p = H(q) u}. The outermost surface n 0 of the
work envelope encloses the reachable region of the
manipulator.
The surfaces !l;, i :1:0, encloses
unreachable regions (voids
holes [ 1]) and must be
inside no .

[6]

[7]

or

[8]
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Abstract
Two test are given to determine if the twist and wrench
spaces of a manipulator are uniquely decomposable
(decoupled) in a given frame. One test involves checking the physical consistency of the pseudo-inverse of
the Jacobian. The other test checks on the orthogonality of the linear velocities of freedom with the forces
of constraint and the angular velocities of freedom with
the moments of constraint. The manifolds of manipulators in non-decoupled frames are also discussed. Manipulators such as the SCARA and the planar RRR
manipulator have the special characteristic of decoupling .in every frame. Analysis of other manipulators
is performed to demonstrate that manipulators may
have no decouple points or alimited number of decouple points.

1

Introduction

The hybrid control algorithms introduced by Mason
[18, 19] and Raibert [22) have been shown to have various problems by several authors (6, 8, 12, 13, 16). The
hybrid control solution is often dependent on the frame
of expression and units of measure. Duffy [8) discusses
the fallacy in the original definition of orthogonality
applied to rigid bodies. Lipkin and Duffy [16] formulate rules for simultaneous twist and wrench control
of rigid bodies invariant to coordinate transformations
and scaling, demonstrate the noninvariance of the previous method, and propose a decomposition of twist
and wrench spaces. Doty (6] shows how the equivalent
projection operators for hybrid control give inconsistent results, depe~uling on choices of frame origin and
scale. Doty also presents a theory of generalized inverses applied to robotics. Griffis [11, 13] and Griffis
and Duffy [12] introduces a theory of kinestatic control
for simultaneously regulating force and displacement
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that does not depend on the existence of a center-ofcompliance as hybrid control does.

2

Twist and 'Wrench Spaces

The joint-rate vector
equation

q is related to the twist V
V=Jq,

by the
(1)

Where V = [VT, WTr, V iS the linear Velocity, W is the
angular velocity, and J is the manipulator Jacobian.
The matrix ivp,k represents the twist of a point p
fixed to frame k expressed in frame i coordinates with
respect to a fixed frame. Since the Jacobian iJp,k has
columns which are twists, the superscript i and the
subscripts p and k have the same interpretations as in
iVp,k. When the subscripts are omitted in iV and iJ,
it is understood that k is the end-effector frame n of
an n-jointed manipulator and point p is at the origin
of frame i, the frame of expression (iV illi ,n)·
To transform twists or J acobians to representations
in different frames, the twist coordinate transformation matrix G is used,

=

=

where iR; is a rotation transformation, iBp,q
[iPp,q x] is a skew symmetric matrix that represents
translation from point p to q expressed in frame j,
and 03 is a 3 x 3 matrix of zeros. Twists and J acobians transform as follows:

(3)

(4)
The shorthand notation i(]i is used when the transformation has no translation and the notation i(Jp.q is
used when the transformation has no rotation.
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=

In solving for the necessary joint rates q to realize
a desired twist, the pseudo-inverse Jf is often utilized
[5, 9, 14, 17, 20, 21], where q. J: Jf V,

1t
1t

= JT(J JT)- 1 , J full row rank, and (5)
= (Jr J)-1Jr , J full column rank. (6)

Several authors [6, 7, 15, 23, 24] have discussed the
inappropriateness of using the pseudo-inverse in this
problem since this inverse utilizes the Euclidean norms
of both the joint rate vector and the twist vector. But
the twist is not a Euclidean space (and neither is the
joint rate when the manipulator is composed of both
revolute and prismatic joints). This problem has been
addressed in these above papers and extensively in [6]
by using the (weighted) generalized inverse along with
metrics on both the twist (M") and joint rates (Mq ).
The generalized inverse of the Jacobian is
.]#
.]#

= M,- 1 JT(J Mi 1Jr)-1, J full row rank (7)
= (Jr M"J)- 1 JT M", J full column rank.(8)

The metrics must be positive definite and for invariance to coordinate transformations and scaling, must
transform according to the specific rules specified in

[6].
Section 3 will discuss the situations in which the
pseudo-inverse solution is physically consistent, invariant to scaling, and invariant to rigid body transformations.
The twists which a manipulator can accomplish with
joint-rate control in a given configuration are know as
the twists of freedom [2, 4, 8],

= Range[iJ]

~~

,

(9)

where i is the frame of expression.
The application of a wrench W at the end-effector of
a static serial manipulator will induce balancing joint
· torques (or forces) T that satisfy the equation

r= JTW ,

=

iRi
iBp,q iRi

v,

0

We= (V, rwc = (tY JT)Wc

= t{(JTWc) = 0

'

(13)

where the Klein product ( o) of V and \V is defined as
(14)

VoW=v0f+w0n,

and 0 represents the Euclidean inner or dot product.
Notice that the above twists are expressed in axis
coordinates and wrenches are expressed in ray coordinates [12] .
The fundamental theorem of linear algebra (25]
states that ~m =Range[A]$ Null[Ar], where m is the
number of rows of A. The symbol $ represents the direct sum and implies that Range(A] n Null[Ar] = {0}
and ~m Range(A]UNull[Ar]. Applying this theorem
to robotics by letting A be the Jacobian can be misleading. Since J has physical meaning, with terms not
all of the same units, the implication of this theorem
applied to robotics is that the total space is a combination of axis coordinate (twists) and ray coordinate
(wrenches). The subspaces Range(J] and Null(Jr] are
non-commensurate. What-does it mean to decompose
a vector (or screw) into the sum of an axis coordinate
vector and ray coordinate vector? This problem will
be addressed in section 4.

=

3

Physical Consistency of ;t

Although the pseudo-inverse of the manipulator J acob ian may be physically consistent in a given frame,
there may be other frames in which ]t is not physically
consistent.

(10)

where W
[fr, nr]r, f is the force vector, n is the
moment vector, and r are the joint torques or forces .
The matrix i Wp represent a wrench at point p
expressed in frame i. Wrenches transform via the
wrench coordinate transformation matrix A, iWp =
(iA}'') i Wq, where

iA~·'
= [
1

These wrenches will cause no joint motion when applied to a static manipulator.
The reciprocal or Klein product [2, 8] of any v, and
any We must be zero since

03 ]

iR;

·

(11)

l-

The wrenches ·~pplied at the end effector that require no joint forces for balancing are know as the
wrenches of constraint, We, and form a subspace,
(12)
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3.1

Rotations and Consistency of Jt

Theorem 1 shows that if the pseudo-inverse is physically consistent in a given frame then it will remain
physically consistent under any rigid body rotation.
Theorem 1 If the pseudo-inverse of J in frame i
( iJt) is physically consistent, then for every rigid body
rotation from frame i to frame j the pseudo-inverse of
J in frame j ( i]t) is physically consistent.

Proof
Let iV and iV be twists such that frame j is a rotation of frame i (no translation), iV = iGi iV .

123

Table 1: DB parameters for PR virtual manipulator.
a
Joint Type d a (J
p
0
dt 0 0
R
d2 0 02 0
d

Assume that the pseudo-inverse of iJ is physically
consistent. The pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian tn
frame j is

I

Block :Hole:
I

where J = FC is a full-rank factorization, F full column rank and C full row rank. The pseudo-inverse of
the Jacobian in frame i is

iJt

=

(iG/J)t

==

[(i(iiF)C]t

=
=
=

CT(CCT)- 1 (FT

Virtual PR
Manipulate

xo

(17)
F)- 1 FT

iG[ (18)
(19)
(20)

=

where (19) follows from (18) since i(i[ i{ii
16 • It is
now only necessary to prove t.hat iJt i(ii is physically
consistent.
Partition the pseudo-inverses in frames i and j into
two n x 3 matrices, W and X , and Y and Z, respectively,

== [W X]
= [Y Z] = [W R XR]

(21)

Figure 1: Peg-in-the-hole with PR virtual manipulator.

=

2
and the pseudo-inverse in this frame, 2Jt
J r, is
physically consistent.
In an arbitrarily translated frame (no rotation) the
Jacobian is tJ (tct· 2 ) 2J, where

=

•a•·• = [ ~:

(24)

and p == [p~ , Py , Pzr . The pseudo-inverse in this
arbitrarily translated frame is

(22)

where R = iR; . Since iJt operates on iy = [vr ,wrjT,
then each component in a row of W (or a row of X)
must have like units or have zero value. Since R is
dimensionless, the units of the elements in a row of Y
(or Z) are identical to the units of the elements in a row
of W (or X) and are therefore of consistent physical
dimension . Therefore iJt is physically consistent. •

3.2

I

(16)

iG[ iGi
1
CT(CCT)- (FT F)- 1 FTiGi
iJt iGi ,

iJt
iJt

I

'JI

= [ l+:t+P; l+;~+p; ~ ~ ~

l++Pi ]
r

(25)

Note the physical inconsistency in the denominator of
the terms in 'Jt . The physical inconsistency of this virtual manipulator model of the peg-in-the-hole problem
is an alternative demonstration for the non-validity of
the Mason-Raibert hybrid control techniques stated in
[6, 8, 10].

Translations and Consistency of Jt

A rigid body translation may cause a physically consistent Jf to become physically inconsistent. An example
will demonstrate this fact.
The virtual manipulator (13] associated with the
peg-in-the-hole problem [6, 16] after insertion has begun is shown in J;'igure 1. This PR manipulator has
the Denavit-Hart~nberg parameters given in Table 1.
The Jacobian in frame 2 is
2j

= [ 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]T
0

0

0

0

0

1

(23)
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3.3

Consistency of Jt in All Frames

l

The SCARA manipulator in Figure 2, with DenavitHartenberg parameters in Table 2 has a frame 2 J acobian of
2J[

a2 a1S2
+ at c2
0
0
0
1

0

a2

0
0
0
1

00
0
0
0
1

00
1
0
0
0

.

(26)

Translating the frame of expression of the manipulator by an arbitrary vector p, results in a Jacobian
'J ('G'· 2) 2J whose pseudo-inverse is

=
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Table 2: DH parameters for the SCARA manipulator.
()
a
a
Joint Type d
R
0
al
Ot 0
()2
0
R
0
a2
()3
0
0
R
0
p
d4 0 0 0

Table 3: DH parameters
Robot.
Joint Type
p
R
p

3.5

for the PRP Small Assembly
d
dt
0
dg

a

()

0
0
0

0

0

()2

7r/2

0

0

Q

Equivalent Generalized Inverses

If in a particular frame, an identity metric is assumed ,
the pseudo-inverse is equal to the generalized inverse.
But in addition, there are other metrics that also give
the same result. Using Theorem 2 proven in [6) , all
metrics which result in identical joint velocities can be
found.

Theorem 2 For J having full column rank, the following are equivalent statements {6]:

Figure 2: SCARA manipulator.

'Jt

=

1

0

-~

.. ,
.:!
.,

[

a}'r,

•t•252
~
•:~52

0

..L
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

MvJJt

-~s~

.. ,s,
0

(JJ#r·
JJ#J..fv
J#

(28)
(29)

JJtMv

(31)

(30)

If we assume (30), that the pseudo-inverse is equal
to t.he generalized inverse, then (31) may be used to
solve for all equivalent metrics,

•2JIIx+•1 c2J111+•t Pzo 5 2

.l.,s,
-ca,1 +•,sa - s;z,.:

=
=
=
=

JJ#
MvJJ#
Jt

J

(32)

(27)

Since this pseudo-inverse is physically consistent, then
the pseudo-inverse in any translated or rotated frame
(see Theorem 1) will be physicaJly consistent.
The planar RRR manipulator, with its three revolute joints identical to the first three joints of the
SCARA, also has a physically consistent pseudoinverse in any frame. These two manipulators are often
used as example manipulators to demonstrate new algorithms [1 , 26]. Perhaps this is not appropriate, given
their aforementioned special properties.

3.4

For example, the PRP Small Assembly Robot shown
in Figure 3 with Denavit-Hartenberg parameters given
in Table 3 has a pseudo-inverse in .frame 2 of

tJ

=
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1
0
0

0 0
0 0
1 0

0 0 ]
1 0
0 0

.

(33)

Any metric of the form in (34) that is also positive
definite will cause the generalized-inverse to equal the
_pseudo-inverse.

Invariance of Jt to Scaling

When the pseudo-inverse is physically inconsistent,
terms of unlike units are summed. If the parameters in
this manipulator .~ere re-scaled, perhaps from British
to SI units, the physiCally inconsistent terms will cause
the resulting pseudo-inverse to give a different result.
If the pseudo-inverse is physically consistent, a
change in scale will not effect the result.

0
0
[ 0

M.=

[ mu

g

0

0

mu

m22
ffi23

ffi23
maa
0
ffi35

0

mu

0

0

m2s
0

m16

0

0
m44
0
m46

0
m25
ffi35
0
mss
0

T]

m45
0
ms6

(34)

H a pseudo-inverse is physically consistent, then
there are a set of metrics which give identical results
when using the generalized inverse.
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zo Zt,Y2
\.. ..)02

Ya
d3

I

Yt
Y2

I
I

~2

za

I

~...--.;

dl

Yo

.._

I

I
Figure 4: Mapping of the Vc and wcz to vector subspace to ~c-

Figure 3: PRP Small Assembly Robot.

Decomposition of Spaces

4

To facilitate the discussion of the decomposition of
twist and wrench spaces, separate the twists of freedom into linear velocities of freedom and angular velocities of freedom,
(35)

and separate the wrenches of constraint into forces of
constraint and moments of constraint,

W,

= [ ~: ] .

(36)

The subspace of twists can be decomposed into at
least two parts, the twists of freedom subspace and the
"twists of constraint"' subspace, Vc, where

V,

= {V,},

V,

= [ :: ] ,

Ve
We

E Null[J;]
E Null[J!]

(37)

and
(38)

If S is a subspace, then [S]b is a matrix where the
column vectors constitute a basis for S. Ther~fore the
matrix [Vc]b is a basis set of Ve.
Multiply a basis set of Ve by a matrix Ev in order
to put it in column-reduced echelon form [25], [Vc]bEv.
This will map.the Vc screw subspace into the constraint
vector manifold, ~c, which is a linear vector subspace
of ~ 6 ,
-~ (39)

as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 5: Decomposition of the twist space in frame i
into decoupled subspaces. Conditions for this decomposition are ·given in Theorems 3 and 4.
When the wrenches of constraint are put in columnreduced echelon form, [Wc]bEw, some of the columns
may be unitless, with zeros in the force or moment positions. and thus can be mapped to the vector subspace
~c· Group these columns into [W~]bEw, the wrenches
of constraint with either zero force or zero moment.
The columns of [Wc]bEw that are not unitless cannot
be mapped into ~ 6 and are call the defect wrenches
[16]. The manifold of defect wrenches,
cannot
be a subspace of the wrenches of constraint.
The matrices [Vc]bEv and [Wc]bEw correspond to
the same vector space ~c. If all the vectors in the
column-reduced echelon form of We appear in the
column-reduced· echelon form of Vc, then the manipulator is decoupled and the twist space is uniquely
decomposed into subspaces v, and Vc, as shown m
Figure 5.

iwgm,

Theorem 3

In a given frame i, if all i/c are orthogonal to all iv1
and all ~c are orthogonal to all iw 1, then the manipulator decouples and the twist space can be uniquely
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decomposed into twists of freedom and twists of constraint subspaces.

Theorem 4
iy

=

iy EB iVe

1

~ { :fe 0 i~J =
ne 01wj

0, V ~fe, ~!

= 0, 'V 'nc, lwj

For example, the wrenches of constraint in columnreduced echelon form of the PR virtual manipulator of
Figure 1, expressed in frame 2 is

(40)

Equation (23) gives the Jacobian of this manipulator.
Since the conditions on the right hand sides of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 are met, decomposition of the
twist space into unique disjoint subspaces is valid.
The Jacobian of the PR manipulator expressed m
the translated frame t is
-pz

0

0
1

0
0

0
0

1 ]T
0
'

0
0
0
1
0
0

Theorem 5

If the conditions on the right hand side of Theorem 4 are valid then the wrench space can be uniquely
decomposed into We and w, . Therefore the theorem below states that the unique decomposition of the
twists space results in the unique decomposition of the
wrench space, and vice-versa.

Theorem 6

{41)

and the wrenches of constraint in column-reduced echelon form are
0
0
0
0
1
0

column-reduced echelon form of v, appear in the
column-reduced echelon form of w,, then the manipulator is decoupled and the wrench space is uniquely
decomposed into subspaces We and w, . This is shown
in Figure 5 when all the V and Ware interchanged and
the c subscripts are replaced by f subscripts.

,,

Z£]
~

. ( 42)

The requirement of the right hand side of Theorem 3 is
violated in the above equation. The right hand side of
Theorem 4 is also violated since there are two wrenches
in (42) that do not have either fc = 0 or ne = 0.
Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 lead to a similar unique
decomposition of the wrench space. The wrench space
can be split into two disjoint subspaces, the wrenches
of constraint and the "wrenches of freedom",
When the twists of freedom are put in columnreduced echelon form, [V1 ]bEtl, some of the columns
will be unitless, with zeros in the linear velocity or in
the angular velocity positions, and thus can be mapped
to the vector subspace ~1 . Group these columns into
[Vj]bEw, the twists of freedom with either zero linear
or zero angular velocity. The columns of [V1]bEv that
are not unitless ccinnpt be mapped into ~6 and are call
the defect twists. The manifold of defect twists, ivjm,
cannot be a subspace of the twists of freedom.
The matrices (W, ]i>Ew and [VJ ],E"' correspond to
the same vector space ~1 . If all the vectors in the

w,.
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If the twist and wrench screw spaces are uniquely decomposable, then a rotation of the frame of expression
on the two disjoint subspaces will preserve disjointediAi . But a translation of the frame of
ness since i(;i
expression ·will not preserve the decomposition of the
subspaces. In fact, only special manipulators will have
twists of constraint and wrenches of freedom that are
subspaces. Generally, the set of twists that a manipulator can not achieve is not a subspace of twists of
constraint, ~, and the set of wrenches that a manipulator can apply is not a subspace of wrenches of
freedom, Wj .
The SCARA and the RRR planar manipulator discussed earlier are special manipulators that decouple
the twist and wrench spaces into two disjoint subspaces
in all frames of expression. For the SCARA manipulator in a frame arbitrarily translated from frame 2, the
column-reduced echelon form wrenches of constraint
are

=

0

0 0 1 0 ]T

0

0

1 0

0

.

{43)

Both of the constraint wrenches have zero force so that
forces in any direction can be applied to the environment by this manipulator in any non singular configuration.
When the right hand side conditions of Theorems 3,
4, or 5 are not valid, the twist and wrench spaces cannot be uniquely decomposed by a direct sum. But, a
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Table 4: DH parameters for an RRR manipulator.
()
Q'
Joint Type d
a
0
R
0 a1 (}1
(}2
R
a2
7r/2
d2
0
0 (}3 7r/2
R

v

part of the twist or wrench spaces may be uniquely
decomposable so that
Subspace[V]
Subspace[W]

=

=

~, e~c

#v

WceW1 ;ew

(44)
(45)

where Vc can be determined from (37).
For any frame i, a wrench coordinate transformation
iAi ,t exist that will convert any single wrench of constraint with nonzero force and nonzero moment to a
wrench with a zero moment and the same force. This
particular wrench coordinate transformation consists
of a translation vector of p
(n x f)/1/1 2 and no
rotation. Note that this transformation will also generally convert other wrenches that had zero moments
to wrench with nonzero moments.
Therefore, for all manipulators with nonzero constraint wrenches, there exists a frame that makes at
least one of the constraint wrenches into an element
of W~ , and thus W~ # {0} in some frame. Similarly,
there exists a frame that makes at least one of the freedom twists into an element of Vj, and thus Vj # {0}
in some frame.
The RRR manipulator Denavit-Hartenberg parameters in Table 4 has a frame 2 Jacobian of

=

2J

=

!l

0
0
-a2
0
0
1

[ - a d2C2
l - a2C2
d2S2
52
0
- C2

( 46)

The column-reduced echelon form wrenches of constraint are
0
0
1

1/a2 0 1 0 ]
0
1 0 0
0
0 0 0

r

(47)
Since no single wrench coordinate transformation
will convert the first two columns of [~cEw]6 to a
form that satisfies the right hand side of Theorem 3,
this manipulator has no frame at which the twist and
wrench spaces decouple.
The final part of the twist space is the twists of
constraint defect 'ihanifold, v:m . This is shown in Figure 6. The defect manifold is not a subspace. Therefore, the set of all motions a body cannot have,

·vm-vuvdm
c - c c

,

(48)
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Figure 6: Decomposition of twist space in a nondecoupled frame. Ovals represent subspaces and rectangles represent manifolds.
generally do to not form a subspace (8] . These are the
manifold of constraint twists, V~ .
The total space is now seen to be composed of the
union of the twists of freedom subspace and the twists
of constraint manifold,
( 49)

Since the above equation is not a .direct sum, no unique
decomposition of a twist into a twist of freedom and
a twist of constraint is possible for most manipulators
except when expressed in special frames .
Raibert (22] defines a ;~constraint frame" as a ·frame
in which the the natural and "orthogonal" artificial
constraints can be independently specified. A constraint frame or a compliant frame (1] is a frame in
which the twist and wrench spaces decouple entirely
into subspaces, and therefore twists and wrenches may
be uniquely decomposed into constraint and freedom
components. For the SCARA and the RRR planar
manipulators, all frames are compliant frames.
The authors of this paper prefer the term decouple point to describe a point at which a frame can be
placed that will allow the twist and wrench spaces to
be uniquely decomposed. Any rotations of the frame
at this point will not affect the decoupled nature of the
spaces. This is also a point at which the pseudo-inverse
is physically consistent.

5

Conclusions

Although the theory of hybrid control has been greatly
criticized in the last several years, even by the authors
of this paper, there are some appealing aspects of the
hybrid control. Hybrid control brought out the special
characteristics of the decouple points originally called
compliance frames. These special points may not exist for some manipulators or may exist at .an infinite
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number of points. Both the twists and wrenches can
be uniquely decomposed into disjoint subspaces at the
decouple point.
Specifically, it has been shown that some manipulators, like the SCARA and the RRR manipulator,
have decouple points at every position in space. For
this reason, these special manipulators (and other decoupled manipulators) should be avoided when trying to demonstrate new algorithms. Other manipulators, like the PRP Small Assembly Robot and the PR
virtual manipulator for the peg-in-the-hole problem,
are shown to have a more limited number of decouple
points. Still other manipulators, like the RRR manipulator discussed in the paper, have no decouple points.
At points that are not decouple points, the twist
space and wrench space have been shown to contain
a subspace and a manifold that is not a subspace. In
both cases, the manifold that is not a subspace can
be decomposed into a subspace and another manifold
that is not a subspace.
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ABSTRACT
The standard control capabilities of Remotec.. Inc.'s
ANDROS Mark VA mobile robot is limited to a joystick,
a joint control panel. and a television monitor. The
ANDROS is equipped with one color pan and tilt camera
and one fixed black and white camera Using this standard configuration. an operator must always be present at
the console for the robot to carry out even routine movements/tasks. In addition, the operator's ability to judge
spacial relationships between the robot's end effector and
target objects is limited by the 2-D camera image.
Consequently. what should be a simple task such as
grabbing an object is made difficult because of problems
with depth perception and narrow field of view.
The standard ANDROS control system has been replaced
by the University of Florida with an in-house developed
virtual control system.
Tilrough the use of Deneb
Robotics' Interactive Graphical Robot Interface Program
(!GRIP) and a Silicon Graphics Crimson Elan VGXT
workstation~ a 3-D computer model has been created that
replicates the robot and its environment. In this "synthetic
environment" IGR.IP is able to quickly calculate the
movements needed by the ANDROS model~ or "virtual"
robot (andros), to reach an object and/or to carry out a
tas~ where a task is any set of coo:rrlinared movements.
Upon successful review and operator approval, the
necessary commands are automatically conveyed to the
actual ANDROS robot to execute the identical set of
movements.
The implementation of this control system required many
sub tasks involving development in the following areas:

•Development of the !GRIP control program
a) develop GUI in !GRIP (raft popups, etc.)
b) program development for single joint movement
c) program multiple joint movement
d) create tag point structure for grabbing an
object
e) targeting and movement scheme
f) encoder and position feedback
• Hardware Additions/Modifications for ANDROS
a) install an embedded computer (486SX PC)
b) design and install joint encoders
c) install sonar sensors for obstacle avoidance
d) design and install an infrared positioning
system
e) replace serial connection to ANDROS with an
Ethernet link
Because of the flexibility of the "synthetic environment,"
the University of Florida has created a system that is able
to give an ANDROS operator the ability to ''point-andshoot" the robot to carry out routine movements and tasks.
Likewise, the robot can be directed to target, move to, and
manipulate any object that is both in the real world and
our "synthetic environment" with just a touch of a button.
The control program calculates the myriad commands and
the forward and inverse kinematics to perform these tasks,
thus automating many robot operations. This development
frees the ANDROS operator from the tedium of performing repetitive tasks and lets him function in a supervisory
mode.

•Development of the 3-D model
a) model the ANDROS with IGRIP primitives
b) model the enviraunent
c) program the inverse kinematics into the model
•11Ui wOii wu aupponlld by & Omvenny PrOgriiD m RObOtica for AdViiiiild OLiiCiOi'i O:S.
DE-FG02-86NE37967
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MODELING THE ROBOT
A Brief Description of the !GRIP Software

I GRIP is a computer based software package designed for
workcell layout. simulation and offline programming.
Individual parts are created within the CAD context.
Multiple parts are attached to form devices with both
geometric and non-geometric attributes (kinematics.
dynamics, velocities, degrees of freedom, etc.).
A
workcell is composed of various devices positioned
relative to eachother forming a synthetic environment for
the virtual robot. In the context of the !GRIP workcell,
it easy to visually maneuver about an object, seeing both
external and internal detail of any part or device in the
workcell. Dimensional and/or positional analysis of
devices or between devices can be reported in a continuous mode or upon demand. Furthermore, devices in this
synthetic environment can be controlled by programming
using !GRIP's Graphical Simulation Language (GSL), a
P ASCAUC-like language.
The software has many
capabilities including: collision detection. excessive joint
acceleration/extension detection, center of gravity calculation, and the ability to comnumicate to external processeS
via sockets, files. and pipes.

Building the inverse and forward kinematics model for the
andros took planning and ingenuity. Andros is composed
of seven kinematically activated parts:
• "dummy'' is the first or base part to which all
other pans and devices are attached. It is a .1 mm
diameter disk that is not seen in the workcell. A simple
six degree of freedom (DOF) inverse kine~c map with
three translational (TIT) and three rotational (RRR) is
asigned to this part giving the operator the ability to place
the entire robot at any position/orientation in the workcell.
The torso of the andros is attached to "dummy".
• front "legs" are attached to the torso with one
rotational degree of freedom (R) allowing them to be
rotated up or down using forward kinematics.

• since independent movement of the rear legs is
required. a separate kinematic device is required for the
rear legs of andros.
• the "arm" is a four OOF (RRRR) device and is
attached_to the front of the torso.
• the gripper is composed of a set of opposing
"jaws" that have equal but opposite rotational OOF.

The ANDROS Robot and its Virtual Twin
The ANDROS Mark VA robot was designed to -remove an
adult from a burning building or subdue a criminal with its
taser or shotgun weapons systems. It has tank-like tracks
for mobility and a set of front and back appendages .
("legs") for climbing stairs or raising its torso to higher
elevations. A robotic arm with four degrees of freedom
with a powerful gripper are attached to the torso. Cameras, variable intensity light sources, speaker and microphone give the robot two-way communication back to a
command center.
The virtual robot (andros) was created in IGRIP with a set
of "identical" geometric and non-geometric features for
simulation purposes. A total of approximately 30 parts
consisting of from 1- 20 sub-parts form the ANDROS
robot in the workcell. The workcell is also appointed with
several of the more obvious features (blackbo~ tables,
desks, chairs, etc) in the Mobile Robotics for Hazardous
Environments Laboratory (1\.fR.HEL) at the Nuclear Engineering Sciences building, University of Florida. The
other objects in the MRHEL provide the opportunity for
programming the robot with path plamring, object avoidance, collision detectio~ in addition to providing some
recognizable features for simulating the views from the
cameras that are onboard ANDROS.
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• the color pan and tilt camera (RR) is attached
to the arm's shoulder joint and forward kinematics is
used for camera pointing.

All devices and joints can be moved simultaneously or
alone using forward kinematics. However~ only "dummy"
and the arm can be move using inverse kinematics.
One other "invisible" device is required so that the gripper
can be made to move directly and automatically to any
reachable x, y ~ z coordinate in any orientation in the
workcell. A device affectionately called "dummy2" is
placed at the center of rotation (about z) of the shoulder.
An array of 8100 distinct (x~ y, z, yaw, pitch, roll) "tag
points" form a plane of reachable points. This improvised
technique was necessary because the inverse kinematics
requires six parameters and the end effector of
ANDROS/andros lacks the necessary OOFs to access the
exact approach axis. However, for many manipulation
tasks~ for example, grabbing a pipe or a block off of the
floor, having a mrique approach vector is mmecessary.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE C01'41ROL PROGRAM
Philosophy Behind Virtual Robotic Control (VRC)
Maneuvering through a complex work environment can be
challenging for an operator of a mobile robot. Errors in
operator judgement may lead to equipment or system
damage. Camera perspectives often can be ambiguous,
leaving the operator confused resulting in a trial-and-error
operational mode. Distance and positional information via
sensors alone aid in robotic movement , but do not
provide quick solutions for moving around obstacles on
the way to its objective position. Path plarming algorithms
can solve the obstacle avoidance problem, but generally do
not provide quick on-the-fly movement solutions to
uncharted tasks.
The VRC system provides quick easy access to any
object from any point to any point in the workcell. The
GSL program coupled with two external C processes. can
actually place the end effector of the robot on any object
at any point on the object by simply touching the object
with the mouse pointer. both ANDROS and andros move .
simultaneously to a floor base position from which the
object is reachable with its arm; the arm then automatically moves to the object. !GRIP calculates the kinematics necessary to make the movements; the GSL program
is designed to send "small" incremental movements via
sockets to a server that acrually issues commands to
ANDROS. However, the virtual robot (andros) in its
synthetic environment must exactly coincide with the
actual robot(ANDROS)/environment~ otherwise positional
errors could be potentially catastrophic. The hardware and
software considerations to allow for accurate positioning
of the robot will be discussed later in this paper.

The first level of robot control establishes joint- by-joint
control. A basic GSL program with procedural Raft
Popups was designed to give the user the ability to ''jog"
the ANDROS/andros ~ moving one joint by a selected
_ number of degree increments ranging from l to 180. A
slightly more difficult problem to solve became apparent
when simulated leg movement for andros/A.J.10.ffiROS was
attempted. since rotating the leg downward changed the
angle of the torso and the relative angle of the other leg to
the floor. The solution involved solving the geometry
(Figure 1) below. The two angles, al and a2 are the rotat~
able leg joints of andros and can be rotated to plus or
minus 90 degrees. When angle al or angle a2 is rotated,
all other angles change along with line segment 13. Line
segments Ll and L2 are of constant length. The solution
to the geometry diagramed below is as follows:

Figure 1

ANDROS Control User htterface Program (ACUIP)

(1)
Development of the Graphical User Interface using !GRIP
is fairly routine. Basically.. there are two categories of
Popup menus available to the GSL programmer: input/output Popups and Procedural Popups. They are
actually called Raft Popups.. since the Popup "floats" on
top of all other graphics. Input Popups are used to
indicate selections from a displayed list, or for storing
values to be assigned to variables. Procedural Popups
automatically execute a user-defined set of GSL procedures upon selection of a displayed Popup button. Raft
Popups are primarily used to modify the behavior of a
running program or external processo Furthermol'ey Raft
Popups can be displayed or suppressed to allow or
disallow user interventicn All of the previously mentioned GUI features are incorporated into the ACUIP.
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(2)

a 11=a-a 1

(3)
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(4)

The joint-by-joint control method proved not to be a
substantial improvement to the standard joystick control
mode although its development provided a 3D graphical
interpretation of actual events and the basis for the next
design phase.

Three additional areas of development were required for
the robust control desired:
!.simultaneous multiple joint movement for both
the actual and virtual robots.
2. a targeting and retrieval software mechanism
3. a feedback loop to correct for cumulative
errors in movement caused by joint "slop" or
slippage. .
Simultaneous joint movement alone is not a significant
GSL programming problem. The programmer could
simply issue a command "packet" with the proper bits
turned on and multiple joints will move a selected number
of degrees. The more difficult problem was determining
which joints and the total munber of degrees for movement to the desired destination. We wanted a smooth.
coordinated move where both ANDROS/andros matched
"exactly" in positicn and orientation for each time/fractionof-degree increment of movement. The solution was an
interrupt driven routine for both the GSL and the extemal
C program that would send a command packet every
second (the standard !GRIP updates graphics at 1 ~ 30
Hz is available in its LLTI upgrade) to the ANDROS. At
this frequency of transmission, "realtime" movement could
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be simulated. Since andros' movement is actually slightly
ahead of ~1\ffiROS movement, collision and joint overextension can be prevented by continuous! y testing for and
circumventing these conditions before they actually occur.
The next challenge was to create the "sphere" of reachable
tag points (x,y,z, yaw.pitch. roll) that the andros/ANDROS
arm could reach so that simply with a mouse button
command, the arm would place its gripper at an intended
point. We wanted a fine spherical mesh of points; this
was impossible to create manually in the !GRIP program.
A separate program for placing a tag point at the end of
the gripper was written so that as the arm moved to a
reachable position. a tag point was placed permanently and
invisibly marking that point in the workcell relative to the
robot Tills process of moving and tagging was carried
out for a plane of movement directly in front of the robot.
A plane of 8100 tag points was made with a movement
resolution suitable for our purposes. However, virtually
any resolution for a tag point mesh is possible. As the
andros moves through its workcell. the plane of tags
moves with it maintaining its relative position to the center
of Z rotation of the shoulder. When the shoulder is
rotated about the Z axis to any angle, the plane of tags is
also rotated, yielding an ''infinite" number of reachable
tags located spherically around andros.
Targeting the selected object was somewhat of a trivial
geometric solution but required dividing the workcell into
quadrants to insure proper rotation of the entire robot.
When targeting an object. a determination of whether or
not the object is reachable in its present position and
orientation must be made. or if reachability can be
achieved by rotating the shoulder about its Z axis will
suffice. or finally, if the entire robot must be rotated and
tranlated to achieve reachability. Distances between points
on the andros and its robotic arm are calculate in relation
to the target; this is a standard utility feature of the !GRIP
software. By triangulating, the approach vector is determined The andros moves rotates and translates as
necessary and "grabs" the object at the selected tag point
However, before the arm can actually move to the object,
it must first determine which of the 8100 tag points is
closest (usually within 1 mm with this resolution). This
is accomplished with another external C that does a
comparison (only in the correct quadrant) or search for the
best kinematic tag and returns the tag identification
number. The GSL then commands mdros/ANDROS to
move to the tag. Tills gives the operator the ability to
move the robot/ROBOT anywhere in the their respective
environments with the "touch" of a mouse cursor.
Initially, the control system was void of a feedback loop,
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and only rough estimates of movement based on motoroperation time could be achieved Joint encoders were
installed to provide the arm joints with a feedback loop.
Three basic encoder types were considered:
a. optical
b. potentiometer
c. magnetic
Criteria for encoder type selection are as follows:
1. Availability

2. Installation
3. Accuracy
4. Cost

Optical encoders were chosen based on cost, accuracy,
reliability, ease of installation and familiarity.
The
installation scheme was modeled and visualized using
IGRIP. A major installation consideration for the coder
wheel and associated electronics was to make the encoder
system insensitive to the inherent movement oscillations
of the robotic arm ("slop"). This was accomplished by
attaching the coder wheel and optical sensor directly at the
center of rotation of the specific joint. Forward and reverse movement is detected by the Computer Dynamics
CDX-CTC/PIO counter~ard along with the associated onboard Computer Dynamics SBC-486DX imbedded PC. ·
The encoder sensing electronics produces two "identical"
waveforms that are phase-shifted by 90 degrees as shown
in Figure 2 below.
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A third encoder system was devised and implemented on
the robots' arm successfully. However~ a trade-off was
required. The initial system has accuracy within 20
minutes of arc compared to one degree accuracy of the
latter mentioned system. But, the new system had the
benefits of ease of installation and greater durability at
approximately 1/10 the cost. The coder wheels were
simply created in AutoCAD, printed on a transparency
using a LaserJet series II. cut out by hand and easily installed on ANDROS. An optical sensor with a schmidt
trigger and
amplifier was manufactured and mated to the coder wheel
without the alignment problems of the stock HP encoders.
Below is the schematic of the optical sensor.
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Due to alignment problems between the coder wheel and
the optical sensor, the installation became difficult. Several attempts at alignment proved unsuccessful. A method
was conceived for combining both components of the
encoder device into one unit with a flexible coupling
connection to the approximate center of joint rotation.
While this method was promising. two joints of the
ANDROS robot could not be fitted with this encoder
system.
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By utilizing the programmable software gating feature of
the counter card, one waveform is counted while the other
is gated. The difference between the forward and backward pulse-counts is the actual joint position.
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Additionally, this optical system can be installed on any of
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the robots various joints.

Future Hardware Additions

Figure 4 and . 5 show two pictures of the ACUIP
ANDROS control system.
In the photographs,
andros/ANDROS are seen in their respective environments.
In figure 4 (next page), both andros/ANDROS are "seen"
with their robotic arms extended near the floor. Unfortunately, the photographed screen of the Silicon Graphics
computer does not show the Raft Popups at all, or the
andros very clearly. In the second photograph, the Raft
Popups are barely seen. The arm positions have been
changed and the visual perspective of the computer image
has also been changed. In the synthetic environment,
"zooming in" , "flying around". top view, front view,
etcetera are easily done even as the robots are moving in
their environments.

Since mobile robots readily tend to slip or slide without
detection. several techniques are presently under consideration for regular orientation and position updates. One
such system currently propose for use outside is an
infrared tracking and positional updating scheme. The
system would provide several unique infrared sources that
would be attached to ANDROS' torso and end effector or
gripper area. In addition, three (or more, depending on
terrain) fixed infrared scanner towers would scan and
identify the IR sources. By triangulation, the position and
orientation of the ANDROS would be known. The
positional updates would then be transmitted via wireless
Ethernet. back to the workstation where the andros'
position and orientation would be updated for "re-targeting" the objective position.

HARDWARE ADDITIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

For position and orientation updating inside a facility,
another technique has been proposed. This system would
require reflective targets be arbitrarily placed on the
ceiling of the plant Precise photogrammetric equipment
would then be used to determine the exact reflective target
locations.
Comparison between the "seen" and the
expected target positions will then reveal the actual
ANDROS position and orientation.

The ANDROS robot is driven by an 8052 micro-controller
and is not desi~ed to perform bidirectional communication with the operator. In order to implement sensor
· feedback, we are installing a 486SX 33 MHz embedded
PC within ANDROS. The embedded PC has a 10 counter
daughter card which collects counts from the optical
encoders. This information is then be reported back to
!GRIP via the external C program. Initially the embedded
PC will be connected to the workstation by a serial link.
Because !GRIP is capable of communicating via TCP
sockets over Internet, we would like to replace the serial
link between the embedded PC and the workstation with
a wireless Ethernet connection. We are using standard
TCP sockets for our communications needs because:
1) !GRIP speaks sockets (as well as pipes)

2) TCP provides reliable information delivery by
providing built-in error detection and retrans
mission of bad packets
3) We can develop on multiple platforms: DOS,
Unix, and VMS

Furthermore, for safety purposes, a redundant obstacle
avoidance system using sonar sensor would be desirable.
If the "real" and virtual worlds did not exactly coincide,
another method for determining a safe path or system
shutdown would be essential.

SUMMARY
The University of Florida has sucessfully replaced the
teleoperated system of the Remotec ANDROS Mark VA
by a computer controlled virtual twin andros that provides
"point and shoot" type operation. This concept has been
sucessfull y demonstrated in our laboratory.Ftirther work is
proceerling to enhanse the positioning and orientation
capibilities of the system to allow for effective operation
in the virtual control mode.

This would eliminate the need to route encoder infonnaticn (hardware modifications previously discussed) through
an intermediate C engine. This will expedite communications by eliminating a relatively slow serial link and
external C process. Ins~ IGRIP could receive the data
directly. Also. ethemet provides -10 MHz of bandwidth
which is necessary when we decide to communicate vision
data between the ANDROS and the workstation.
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Figure 4: Shows andros I ANDROS in their respective environments.

Figure 5: Similar·to Figure but with a different arm position and
virtual world perspective.
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Sonar Based Obstacle Avoidance for Outdoor Autonomous Navigation
David G. Armstrong II and Carl D. Crane Ill
Center for Intelligent Machines and Robotics
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a sonar based obstacle
avoidance system which has been successfully developed
and implemented on an autonomous ground vehicle named
the Mule. The purpose was to develop an inexpensive
system capable of directing the Mule around obstacles, such
as trees, at speeds up to 3.0 mph.
The system uses sixteen environmentally protected
Polaroid ultrasonic transducers. The sensors have been
carefully positimied and scheduled to increase the detection
update rate and reduce sensor cross-talk and noise for
maximum performance. A simple procedure filters the
sensor data and determines the best steering angle and
velocity for avoiding obstacles. The described system
provides a low cost, real time solution to obstacle avoidance
for outdoor vehicles.

INTRODUCTION
Recently, a research and engineering effort entitled
Remote Excavation Vehicle Systems (REV) was initiated
under the direction of Wright Laboratories at Tyndall Air
Force Base. One of the objectives of this project was the
development of autonomous or remotely operated heavy
equipment for the location and removal of buried
unexploded ordnance. Current development is aimed at
performing both the location and removal tasks
autonomously. This autonomous operation removes the
human operator from a potentially hazardops environment
and offers quality control by insuring that 100% of the site is
efficiently searched [1].
Detecting explosive ordinance requires that an
autonomous survey vehicle tow a cesium vapor
magnetometer and a ground penetrating radar across 100%
of the area to be surveyed, locating and recording the
positions of the buried ordinance. The survey vehicle
consists of a Kawasaki Mule 500 which has been outfitted
for computer control (Figure 1).
In order for the Mule to navigate around the site, it
must be able to perceive its environment. The ability to
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Figure 1: Autonomous Survey Vehicle (Mule)
accurately and consistently detect and avoid objects
obstructing the Mule's path is a principal requirement for
suCcessful navigation. The Mule's detection system must be
capable of reacting quickly to obstacles while traveling at
speeds up to 3 mph. While a robust obstacle avoidance
system may require the application of several different types
of sensors, this paper focuses on the application of an
ultrasonic system as a low cost solution to obstade
avoidance.
A wide variety of ultrasonic or sonar systems have
been used as obstacle detection systems on both indoor and
outdoor autonomous vehicles. The reason for their popular
use is primari~y related to their low cost ($1,000 to $3,000).
Ultrasonic systems determine range data by measuring the
time of flight between transmitting an ultrasonic signal and
receiving a corresponding echo. Because the speed of sound
is known, the distance to the object creating the echo can be
calculated.
Ultrasonics often produce false readings associated
with noisy environments or cross-talk among sensors. In
addition, they are subject to specular reflection on smooth
surfaces, which is primarily due to the signal's large
wavelength. If the signal is not transmitted nearly
perpendicular to the objects surface, then it is likely to be
reflected away at an angle equal to the angle of incidence.
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Fortunately, outdoor environments tend to have objects with
rough surfaces, such as trees, which make good reflectors.
Ultrasonic systems require little computer
processing as is usually associated with vision systems or
laser range scanners. Ultrasonics can therefore determine
range data in real time without stopping the vehicle. Another
advantage, is their flexibility and ease of use. An ultrasonic
system can be readily configured to meet the particular needs
of a given vehicle.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
The ultrasonic system. implemented on the Mule
comes as part of the TRC proximity subsystem. The system
was designed to provide the TRC LABMA1E or other
mobile robots with a means of sensing their environment [2].
The system consists of a controlling board, two interface
boards, and sixteen environmentally protected Polaroid
ultrasonic transducers [3]. Each sensor operates over a
frequency range of 20 to 100 KHz, has a beam spread of 15
degrees (Figure 2), and range of 10 meters.
The embedded software provides several
commands allowing for flexibility in configuring the system
such as: sensor scheduling, naming partner sensors, and
selecting time-out-distances. The system is powered by 5
and 12 Vdc and communication is established via a standard
RS-232 serial data link operating at 9600baud.

SENSOR MOUNTING AND SCHEDULING
Sixteen transducers have been placed in a semicircle on the front of the Mule (Figure 3). This allows for
full and overlapping coverage of the front section. The Mule
presently only has a forward motion capability and therefore
the front has the highest priority for obstacle detection. The
transducers are currently placed at a height of 2.5 feet
reducing false readings created by the ground when the Mule
operates in rough terrain. In the near future the Mule will be
given a reverse capability. An additional interface board and
eight more transducers will then be added to the system to
cover the Mule's rearward section.

Figure 2: Typical Beam Pattern at 50 Khz [2]
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Figure 3: Ultrasonic Sensors
Mounted on Vehicle
The transducers have been mounted on an
aluminum frame, separated by eight degrees each. as shown
in figure 4. Each transducer is housed in a ceramic 0 -Ring
tQ insulate it from the metal 'm ounting surface. The
transducers have been positioned and scheduled in such a
way as to maximize their ability to detect obstacles at high
rates while minimizing the number of false detections [4] .
False detections may be categorized into the following three
groups:
1. Ground induced
2. Occur due to crosstalk between sensors
3. Occur as result of noise in the environment
Ground induced false detection occurs when the
transmitted signal is reflected by a rough surface on the_
ground. Each sensor has a . beam spread of 15 degrees
creating a cone in three dimensional space. Part of this cone
angles downward at 15 degrees causing interference with the
ground. To reduce false readings created by the ground,
each transducec has been angled upward by 10 degrees. The
difference of 5 degrees allows for some fall-off but maintains
better geometry for obstacle detection of smoother surfaces.
Crosstalk occurs when the transmitted signal from
one transducer is received by another transducer creating a
false detection [5]. The scanning order of the sensors is used
to reduce false detections due to crosstalk while maintaining
a fast firing rate. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the
implemented scanning order. The hardware limitations
dictate that only two transducers can be scanned
simultaneously and they must be separated by at least 60
degrees to avoid interference. The sixteen transducers have
been divided into two sets of eight. The first set on the
driver's side of the Mule and the second set on the passenger
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steering and velocity recommendations based on the
following inputs:
1.
2.
3.

Figure 4: Transducer Mounting Configuration
side. Each transducer in the frrst set was assigned a partner
in the second set, causing the two partner transducers to scan
at the exact same time. The scanning order is then staggered
by two transducers. This jump further reduces crosstalk and
also tends to increase the update rate on a given obstacle.
False detections may also occur as a result of noise
in the environment. To reduce this type of error, the system
takes advantage of the overlap in the scanned area of each
sensor by requiring that two adjacent sensors detect an object
before invoking .obstacle avoidance. Since it seldom occurs
that two adjacent sensors will have false detections at the
same time, this simple method of filtering has performed
well.
Once started, the transducers will scan continuously
until reset by the controlling program. Each time through the
loop, the controlling program reads ~e latest data from each
transducer and writes the results to a shared memory location
on the controlling computer system. There the data are
accessed by the steering algorithm to make steering and
velocity decisions. It is important to note that for every time
the data are read not all of the transducers have been
scanned. This is because the data are read at about 10 Hz and
each sensor has an update rate of only 3.8 Hz (for a time-out
distance of 6 meters). However since the sensor's scan times
are staggered, it is possible that a new obstacle could be
detected at a 10 Hz rate since adjacent sensors overlap. In
addition, if only one sensor has detected an obstacle, that
information will be read and sent to shared memory much
faster if the system does not have to wait for all the enabled
sensors to be scanned.

The current sensor data
The current direction o~ travel of the vehicle
The desired direction of travel of the vehicle

The area in front of the vehicle is broken into five sectors
which represent possible steering choices. The choices are:
hard left, soft left, forward, soft right, and hard right. The
algorithm selects the best direction as follows: frrst, the most
current data from the sensors are read and checked for two
adjacent sensor detections under the threshold distance. If an
obstacle is present, then the sensor data is used to determine
which of the five areas are blocked and which are clear so
that a steering recommendation can be made.
Once the available clear sectors have been
determined, the system next looks at the current direction of
travel and the desired direction of travel of the vehicle. The
desired direction of travel is the one which steers the vehicle
toward the goal based on the preplanned path [6]. The
algorithm then checks all of the sectors between the current
direction and the desired direction. If all of these sectors are
clear then the desired direction is selected as the
·recommended direction of travel. If there is an non-clear
sector between the current direction and the desired direction
then the system will select the closest direction possible
without passing through any non-clear sectors. If the only
clear sector requires the vehicle to tum the wheels through a
non-clear sector then the vehicle frrst stops, turns the wheels,
and then continues. .This is to avoid driving into the obstacle
during the time it takes to tum the wheels. During the 4 to 5
seconds it takes to tum the wheels from hard right to hard
left, the vehicle could travel up to 20 feet.
The velocity recommendations are based on the
closest distance to an·obstaCle. The shorter the distance the
more the velocity is reduced. A stop is commanded if the
vehicle drives within a preset minimum distance to any
obstacle.

STEERING ALGORITHM
Due to the limited range of the sensors and the
relatively high speeds of the vehicle, the system is designed
to act in a reflexive rather than planning mode. The
algorithm uses a "common sense" approach to determine
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Figure 5: Sensor Scanning Order
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
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Abstracr
The design and construction of the Articulated
Transporter(Manipulator System has continued
beyond the first aluminum prototype segment. Key
features of the robot are the ability to make ·
significant changes in elevation, successfully bridge
gaps, and jump over obstacles without requiring
intermediate support. Due to the high cost and
weight of manufacturing the ftrst segment, alternative
manufacturing techniques and materials were
investigated. This paper focuses on the cost and
weight reduction of the design using composite
materials for each segment body. .

Introduction·
Work has been undertaken to develop a
mobile robot with the capacity to bridge large gaps
and change elevation easily. This robot, called the
articulated transporter/manipulator system, or ATMS,
is comprised of articulated segments attached by
parallel actuators. The frrst prototype segment
developed is powered with hydraulic actuators and
fabricated primarily of aluminum (Ridgeway).
Performance has been evaluated and a second design
iteration has been performed. Design goals
developed from evaluation of the frrst prototype lead
to structural, material, and fabrication changes. This
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paper briefly describes the articulated mobile robot and
its applications, and then details the second design
iteration based on evaluation of the first prototype
segment.

Articulated Transporter/Manipulator System·
This mobility concept was developed with
navigation in and inspection of the environment
· expected in a nuclear power plant in mind. The
current concept consists of twelve segments connected
to each other. Each segment would have wheels to
allow mobility. in the horizontal plane. Vertical
mobility is effected by the articulated joints between
the segments.
Joint loads associated with mobility in the
vertical plane are derived from system weight,
configuration, and range of motion. Bridging a gap of
12 feet will require approximately 42,000 lb-in for a
weight per unit length of 4 lbs per inch (Ridgeway).
This is a large amount of actuation torque and for
conventional electric serial robotic drives is beyond the
present technological envelope. An actuation scheme
that utilizes two actuators connected in parallel to
generate the joint torque was developed and applied to
a prototype segment. Figure 1 illustrates the
mechanical configuration of the first prototype. It is
constructed primarily of aluminum.
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Figure 1 First Prototype

Evaluation Qf..Prototype Har<iware:
The first working prototype ATMS segment
based on a parallel actuation scheme was completed
in 1991. This segment has two coupled degrees of
freedom, one revolute and one slider. A test stand
was developed so that the segment's performance
could be evaluated un~er load. Observation during
testing lead to recommendations for improvements in
segment design. Fabrication also produced some
suggestions for modifications.
Joint torque proved to be satisfactory. The
test segment was controllable under load. The
segment could be driven out of control by specifying

excessive gains, but a gain exists that results in a
controlled mechanism under all tested loads
(Ridgeway).
The overall weight of the test segment
(including all four actuators and both slides) is shown
in table 1. The estimated segment weight, along with
the maximum segment extension of 42 inches, gives a
weight per unit length of approximately 5.6 lbs/in.
This figure is significantly higher than the goal of 4
lbs/in. The estimated maximum horizontal jump would
be approximately 10 feet, based on joint torque of
40,000 in-lbs. This is two feet shorter than desired.
Note that the joint torque deliverable in the horizontal
configuration exceeds the 40,000 in-lbs estimate due to
the kinematic advantage of the parallel actuating
mechanism.
Observation of the test segment lead to the
conclusion that the slide has a relatively flexible mode
when excited in the direction normal to the plane of
the parallel actuation. The torsional stiffness of the
assembly is also subject to some question. This
stiffness does not come into play unless the ATMS is
navigating in the horizontal plane and the vertical plane
at the same time.
The manufacturing processes used in
constructing the first prototype created some problems
with the structure. Specifically, the welding process
caused significant warping of the body and lead to
reworking the bearing. mounts for the cylinders. This
lead to a quick rework of the slide so that assembly
was effected with shoulder bolts. This joining is
partially responsible for the flexible mode the slide
exhibits. It should also be noted that the recirculating
ball bearing slides used required two rails and two sets
of bearing blocks in order to provide five full
constraints. This allowed deflections between rails to
affect slide stiffness, particularity in torsion.

Weight
each, lb

Part

Weight
total, lb

Body

39

39

Cylinder (LDT integral)

30

120

Slide Assembly

30

60

Ring (est)

10

10

Mise (encoder, hose, etc)

6

6
235

Total
Table 1
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Desiin Improvements·
These observations were considered during
the development of the design for the second
prototype segment. Two main goals developed from
the observations. One is weight reduction and the
other is increased slide stiffness. These are obvious,
but necessary goals.
With both goals in mind, material selection
was reevaluated. The frrst prototype segment is
primarily aluminum. There are fiber reinforced
plastics that possess significantly better stiffness to
weight ratios than does aluminum. The initial
concern with these types of materials is
environmental effects. A second concern is
manufacturability.
Environmental effects on composites can be
looked at in several categories. Thermal, chemical,
and radiation effects are three generally accepted
categories. The thermal environment of the ATMS
is expected to range from 0 to 100 degrees C. The
chemical environment is ·relatively unknown, but
most composites are more chemically resistant then
aluminum. The radiation environment is also
unknown, and is of the most concern. Under general
operating conditions, exposure is expected to be
minimal. However, the ATMS is supposed to handle
upset conditions, and in these cases, radiation
exposure is expected.
The literature was surveyed to investigate
radiation damage to fiber reinforced polymers. It
was found that glass does not make a good
reinforcing phase due to boron impurities (Clough).
Carbon is a favorable reinforcing phase, with respect
to its radiation hardness. For reasonable temperature
ranges, a carbon/epoxy composite retained or
increased its mechanical properties when exposed to
1xl0 10 rad (Milkovich). This exposure level is on
the order of exposure that is lethal to most hardened
electronic hardware. Carbon fiber also has a very
good stiffness to weight ratio. Aluminum's stiffness
to weight ration is approximately 1 x ·10 8 in and
carbon/epoxy's is approximately 2 x 108 in.
(Askeland).
·
Manufacturing a composite body for the
ATMS poses some difficult problems. These are
primarily associated with mechanical fasteners and
dimensional tolerances. Machining is possible, but
the composite is isotropic by nature and machining
can give rise to large stress concentrations that
induce interlaminar failure. Volumetric changes of
the matrix during processing can give rise to
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dimensional changes. With these limitations in mind, a
manufacturing process was devised that minimizes
dimensional changes and allows holes for mechanical
fasteners to be molded into the part. The process is
based on the wet layup method, utilizing either a vinyl
ester resin (a modified epoxy resin) or an epoxy resin.
It could be adapted to a preimpregnated composite if
needed. One attractive feature of the process is that it
uses a mold that can be used more than once. This
allows identical parts to be made inexpensively. The
primary cost is for the mold and can be spread out
over several parts. The material and labor in each part
is significantly less than that involved with a
conventionally manufactured aluminum part. This does
limit design modification, so care must be taken in
designing the initial mold.
The body has been changed from an internal
to an external structure. This was done to increase
torsional rigidity , increase internal component
protection, and allow redesign of the slide assembly.
The external body configuration also lends itself to
manufacturing processes available for fiber reinforced
plastic.
Composite Prototype Development·
Figure 2 illustrates two linked segments of the
ATMS 1992 design revision. Figure 3 illustrates a

Figure 2 Segment assembly.
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sectional view of one body. The slide configuration
is shown, along with actuator mounting details.
Several major parts are broken into assemblies of
smaller parts to facilitate assembly . The slide is
the most notable of these. It is separated into four
components that are assembled with threaded
fasteners . Actuator mounts have been designed and
fabricated. These are complex carbon fiber
composites with bronze bearing surface inserts and
aluminum mounting bosses.

strength of the IM7 fiber is approximately 720,000 psi.
The tensile modulus is between 38 and 42 million psi.
The strain at failure is 1.7%. The strain at failure •is of
importance because it determines impact resistance, a
weakness of carbon fiber composites. IM7's strain at
failure is relatively high when compared with other
commercially available carbon fibers. The resulting
composite fabricated has an estimated ultimate tensile
strength of 75.000 psi and an estimated tensile modulus
of 8 million psi.

draulic fluid di•tribution ..nifold

one pre••ure, one return----;::==;:::==l=;:t6::;===;--

Slide rail
rour per pa.. ha allele

Tiro beariq blooka par rail

Paui~e

dide
for pair b

-~Rotational

free-

for pair b

Body wall

!----Rotational freedaa for pair a

Figure 3 A TMS section layout.

Initial prototyping is of fiberglass/vinyl
ester. This was done to develop the manufacturing
process. The principal mechanical components of
the design revision are fabricated from a carbon fiber
- vinyl ester composite. The carbon fiber utilized is
Hercules IM7, an intermediate modulus high strength
fiber. The fiber is woven into a 5 harness satin
weave fabric by the supplier. The manufacturing
process impregnates the dry carbon fabric with
catalyzed vinyl ester resin and molds the resulting
composite to the desired shape. The ultimate tensile

Several of the parts manufactured include
metal inserts to allow mechanical fasteners to be used
for assembly and to facilitate joint motion between
components. Bearing surfaces are of bronze and are
simply inserted in the wet composite during fabrication.
Mechanical fastening bosses are aluminum and are
inserted in the wet composite during fabrication and
then pinned into the composite with shear pins. The
shear pins carry the majority of the interfacial loading
between the aluminum and the composite so that the
adhesive bond is not critical.
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The external structure of the segment is
called the body. Four of these tubes have been
fabricated from vinyl ester - carbon fiber composite.
The mounting holes for the slide bearing blocks, the
hydraulic manifolds, the actuators, and the proposed
wheels are molded into the body. The body is a 16
sided tube. Figure 4 shows the body. The moldedin holes have random E glass chopped mat placed in
the laminate to improve elastic response to stress
concentrations. This, along with carbon fibers
displaced by the hole molding procedure, result in
local increases in thicknesses near holes.
The cylinder mounts fix the hydraulic
actuators to the body. They provide a bearing

surface for the trunion of the actuator and a threaded ·
aluminum insert that allows the actuator mounts to be
fixed to the body by threaded fasteners. The actuator
mounts are illustrated in Figure 4. Incorporation of the
aluminum insert required the development of a
fabrication method that results in both an adhesive and
mechanical joint between the carbon fiber composite
and the aluminum insert. This was accomplished by
incorporating pins fixed in both the insert and the
composite oriented in such a way as to transmit a shear
load between the insert and the composite. The pin's
size is held small to reduce· fabrication difficulties with
fiber bunching.

ATMS Segment
Body Assembly

Composite body

mounts
Figure 4 Body and actuator mounts.
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The ring component only existed
conceptually in the 1991 segment. The 1991 segment
was attached to a loading beam and a test stand, not
to another segment. Substantial work has been done
in designing a rigid connection that does not interfere
with the slides or bodies it is attached to. Figure 5
illustrates the ring design for the ATMS revision. It
is constructed primarily of graphite fiber reinforced
plastic.

maximum segment length is approximately 44 in.
Table 2 lists weights for the second design's
components. This leads to a weight per unit length of
4.3 lbs/in. This allows a horizontal jump (based on
40,000 in-lbs joint torque) of 11.4 feet.
The maximum joint range of motion is
approximately 130 degrees. This maximum occurs
with the slide extended halfway, approximately 5.5
inches.

Figure S Ring/Cross.

The actuators of the second design segments
are 2 in. bore 11 in. stroke servo-hydraulic actuators
without integral linear displacement transducers
(LDTs). Linear displacement is measured via a
LDT mounted between the body and slide, as seen in
figure 3.
Expected Performance

Joint torque performance is expected to be
slightly better for the second segment design than for
the first segment design because the rod is smaller,
allowing a larger pull force to be generated. The
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Part

Weight each,
lb

Weight total,
lb

Body

24

24

Cylinder (LDT integral)

25

100

Slide Assembly

25

50

Ring (est)

10

10

Mise (encoder, hose, etc)

6

6
190

Total
Table 2
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A VISUAL-MOTION FIXATION INVARIANT

Daniel Ravivl,2 and Nissim Ozeryl
1Robotics Center and Department of Electrical Engineering,
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Abstract
This paper deals with a visual-motion fixation
invariant. We show that during fixation there is a
measurable nonlinear function of optical flow that
produces the same value for all points of a stationary
environment regardless of the 3-D shape of the
environment. During ftxated camera motion relative to a
rigid objec~ e.g. stationary environment, the projection of
the itxated point remains (by defmition) at the same
location in the image, and all other points located on the
3-D rigid object can only rotate relative to the 3-D
fuation point. This rotation rate of the points is invariant
for all points that lie on the particular environment, and it
is measurable from a sequence of images. This new
invariant is obtained from a set of monocular images, and
is expressed explicitly as a closed form solution. In this
paper we show how to extract this invariant analytically
from a sequence of images using optical flow information,
and we present results obtained from real data
experiments.

based, then I think there is new support for realism in
epistemology as well as for a new theory of perception in
psychology."
In this paper we derive an optical-flow-based
invariant that exists during the process of camera fixating
at a point located on a rigid body (e.g. a stationary
environment ). It is a new and collective representation
of 3-D points that shows that during fixation there is a
measurable nonlinear function of optical flow that
produces the same value for all points of a rigid 3-D
environment regardless of the structure of the
environment. In other words, this is a scene independent
visual motion invariant.

1: Introduction
During eye motion in a stationary environment, the
projection of objects in the eye is continuously changing,
yet we perceive the environment as stationary. Are there
properties of the image that under 1 some transformation
remain constant during relative motion between the eye
and the environment? In other words, are there visualmotion invariants [1],[2]?
Gibson [3] captured this idea as follows: "If
invariants of the energy flux at the receptors of an
organism exist and if these invariants correspond to the
permanent propenies of the environment, and if they are
the basis of the organism's perception of the environment
instead of the sensory data on which we have thought it
1This work was supported in part by a grant from the National Science
Foundation, Division of lnfcrmatioo, Robotics and Intelligent Systems,
Grant# IRI-9115939.
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came,.

F= FIXation point and
camera axis of rotation

Figure 1:
point.

A camera is moving relative to a fixation

A very basic observation led us to the derivation of
this invariant During the fixation process[4], any camera
motion can be described as camera rotation and
translation relative to the 3-D fiXation point (Figure 1).
This general motion can also be described as translation
of the camera along the camera-fixation point line, and
rotation of the stationary environment relative to the 3-D
fixation point located on the 3-D stationary environment.
In other words, points on the 3-D rigid environment
cannot translate relative to the fixation point, and can
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only rotate relative to that point This rate of rotation
(angular velocity) is the same (i.e. invariant) for all points
that lie on the 3-D stationary environment at any given
instant of tim~ and it is measurable from a sequence of
images.
We show how to extract this invariant
analytically from a sequence of images using the optical
flow information, and we also present the results obtained
from real data experiments using a theodolite.
Some of the prominent features of this invariant are:
1. It is a new collective representation of 3-D points.
2. Only one camera is needed to extract this invariant
3. Camera motion need not be known.
4. It exist during ftxation, and the fixation point can be
chosen arbitrarily.
5. It is a measurable nonlinear function of optical flow,
i.e., it is measured from visual data in camera
coordinates.
6. It produces the same value for all points of a 3-D rigid
object regardless of its 3-D shape, i.e., it is valid for
any structure in the stationary environment
7. There is no need for 3-D reconstruction.
8. The invariant is obtained from a closed form
expression, and it is measured in time units rather than
distance units.
9. Using a logarithmic retina, this invariant can be
obtained directly, i.e., wilhout many additional
computations.

on the image plane, respectively. The axis of rotation of
the object is perpendicular to the page (Figure 2). Note
that for the chosen projection the following derivation is
independent of the F*-F distance(= l ).

Figure 2: Angles extracted from projection plane.

From Figure 2, for any point on the rigid body,
(assuming ~ ~ 0, and using ~ = (3(t) and 9 = 9(t))
the following relationship holds:

~ = rcos9

2: A fixation invariant
The following assumptions are made in the
derivation of the invariant: a) The axis of rotation is
perpendicular to the line that connects the fixation point
with the pinhole of the camera. b) There is no translation
between the fixation point and the camera. c) The
angular velocity of the object is constant. d) The angles
extracted from the image are approximately equal to the
angles extracted from an orthographic projection plane.
(Practically, in order to achieve similar projection there is
a need for a narrow field of view ·camera, and the
observed object has to be placed far away from the
camera.)
Figure 1 shows a moving camera fixated on a
stationary object Without loss of generality, we chose to
derive the invariant for a stationary camera ftxated on a
point located on a rotating 3-D object (Figure 2). This
choice simplifies the derivation of the invariant, as well as
the experimental set up.
In Figure 2 Points A, B and F are points on the
object, where point F marks the 3-D fixation point Note
that points A, B and F need not be on the same horizontal
plane. Points F, A' and B' are the projections of points F,
A and B on the projection plane, respectively, and points
F*, A* and B* are the projections of points F, A' and B'
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(1)

l
Taking the derivative of both sides of Equation (1) with
respect to time, we get:
~
-r
.
(2)
- -2= - · r o ·sm9
cos ~ l
where • represents derivation with respect to time, and

ro ·= de is the angular velocity of the rigid object about
dt

the fixation point, which is unknown. Dividing Equation
(2) by Equation (1) and manipulating the results will
yield:

~

cos2 ~ · tan~

= -(J). tan9

(3)

-2 ~

(4)

Therefore,
9 = tan- 1(

rosin(2~)

)

Specifically, we can write for two visible points A and B :
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(5)

(13)

(6)

(14)

where subscript A and B corresponds to points A and B of
the rigid object at a time instant t, respectively.
Subtracting Equation (5) from Equation (4) at time

~-

instant t 1 yields:

Manipulations of Equation (11) yield the following:

9A (tl)-9s(tl) = tan-1

2~ B (tl)

tan-1

(7)

ro sin(2~ 8 (t 1 ))
and similarly at time instant t 2 :

tan

-1

Note that a 1 ,b1 ,~ and
(at -

9A (t2) .:...eB (t2) = tan-1

_2~A (t2)

rosm(2~A (t2 ))

2~s (t2)

(8)

ro sin(2~ 8 ( t 2 ))

Since (9 A (t)- 9 8 (t)) is constant at all time instants~ one
can equate Equations (7) and (8) to get:

br) ~ (~ - ~) •

variables a 1,~ ,b, and b2 are derivatives of a logarithmic
expressions, specifically:
2

~

rosin[2~-A (t2 )]

2~B{t2)
rosin[2~ 8 (t2 )]

(9)

Using the following identity
tan( a-~)= tana- tan~

1+tanatan~

=!!.{log[tan(~)]}

(17)
dt
i.e.9 these coefficients can be obtained directly from a
linear change of visual data as measured by a logarithmic
retina [6].
sm(2~)

tan-1

b2 have to be finite numbers, and

Equation (16) means that during fixation there
is a measurable nonlinear function of optical flow that
produces the same value (invariant) for all points of a
stationary environment regardless of the 3-D structure of
the environment. This invariant is ro. Note that the
solution does not distinguish between clockwise and
counter-clockwise rotations.
An interesting fact arises from the derivation of
the invariant: The expressions in Equations (12)-(15) can
be obtained linearly using a logarithmic retina, since the

.

tan-1._____
2~A,;,;,_....___
(t2)

(15)

sin[2~ 8 (t2 )]

(16)

2~A (tl)

rosin(2~A (t1))

2~s(t2)

-

3: The experiment
(10)

one can write Equation (9) as follows:

In this section we describe: (1) Simulations
used to verify the result of the derivation, and to test the
theoretical limitations of the method. (2) Real data
measurements using a theodolite to test some basic
aspects of the approach.

3.1: Simulation:
(11)

(12)

We used simulations to verify the result in
Equation (16), and to test the theoretical limitations of the
method. The location of two points on an arbitrary
rotating object were simulated, and the angular velocity of
the object was obtained using Equations (12)-(16). The
points on the object (A and B) were selected arbitrarily
with random radii (rA and r 8 ), and with random initial
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phase (9 A and 9 8 ).

During the simulated motion the

program selected four time instants (tpt 2 ,t3• and t 4 ),
where the time intervals ~ = (t2 -t1)= (t4 -t3 ) << (t3 -t2 ) . At
each one of these four time instants the program obtained
the spatial location of the points A and B, and using
simple vector analysis it calculated four angles:
PA(t1),J3s(t,),J3A(t3) and J3 8 (t3), and their approximated
derivatives:

~A (tl)

~A (t2)- ~A (tl ) .
Ill

~ B (tl) = ~ B (t2)- ~ B (tl)
llJ

A ( )-~A(t4)-~A(t3)
t-' A t3

~ B (t

3

-

)

llJ

= ~ B (t 4 ) -

~ B ( t3 )

llJ

(18)

(19)

the tip of pins that were inserted into the object as shown
in Figure 4, and the theodolite was located 1.2 meters
away from the axis of rotation.
During the experiment, the robot rotated the
object to four different orientations, creating three angles
a, •. 92,and a3, where angles at and a3 are small (3-5
degrees,) and 9 2 is about ten times larger. The beta
angles, viewed by the theodolite, were recorded at each
orientation to yield the data that is necessary for the
analysis of the angular velocity, i.e., angles

PA (tl ),p B (tl ), PA (t2 ), PB (t2 ), PA (t3 ), PB (t3 ), pA (t4 ), pB (t4 ) .
Note that there is no real time dimension in this
experiment, but if we assume for specific ID we can
calculate the ~t required for the calculation of the
derivatives (~ =~e 1(.t) .)

(20)
( 2 1)

These angles and their derivatives were substituted in
Equations (12)-(15) to obtain the final result: angular
velocity of the rotating object.
We varied some simulation factors such as:
(t3 - t2), ID.L\t, l, the ratio (rA/r8 ), the ratio (.L\tliD), and the
ratio (al/a2). Table 1 shows the effect of different values
of .L\t on the results simulation of an object with angular
velocity of 10 rad/sec. Values of .L\t varied from to-5 to
1
seconds, and as expected the e~or increases as .L\t
increases with larger .L\t. However, even for the case of
ill = 0.1 seconds, i.e., ID · Ill= 1 radian, the error in the
result is only about 4%.
These various tests verified the theoretical
results, and predicted some limitations of the method.
There are three situations that may result in a large error
in the analysis of the angular velocity:

o-1

Figure 3: The theodolite experimental setup

(a) (t3 - t 2 ) • ro = n1t, where n = ±1,±2,±3, ·· ·.
In this case points A, B appear at opposite location
relative to rotation axis, and therefore no new
information about the motion of the object is gained.
(b)

aA+ 9 B =1t + 2n1t, where n =±1,±2,±3, •••.

This causes a singularity point at Equation- (16).
(c) .L\t is not "small enough" (not infinitesimal),and that
results in an error in estimating the optical flow

ttpltit.
3.2: Theodolite measurements
In this part of the experiment a theodolite is used
to measure the ~ angles. Figure 3 shows an object held by
a robot. Points A, B and F were marked on the object by
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Figure 4: The object used in the theodolite experiment.
The real data results showed that the method is
robust: The maximum error due to measurement errors
was estimated as 4%, yet under various experimental setups the average of 24 experimen~ results shows error of
7.4% (Table 2).
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4: Conclusions and Future work
In this paper it has been shown that during the
process of camera fiXation there is a scene independent
visual motion invariant. The result is in closed form, and

can be obtained using the optical flow of only two points
in the 3-D environment at two different time instants. The
results of the described experiments (both simulated and
with real data) are highly encouraging.

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
0>=
0.01
0.00001 0.00001 0.001
0.001
At=
result= 10.0005 10.0005 10.0431 10.0387 9.9753

10.0
0.01
9.9493

10.0
10.0
0.1
0.1
10.2746 10.4344

Table 1: Shows the effect of dt on the error in the result.

Exp.# 1
Result

1.006

Exp.# 9
Result

1.103

Exp.# 17
Result

1.005

1~140

7
0.882

8
1.225

13
1.059

14
0.989

15
0.945

16
0.953

21
0.979

22

23
1.071

24
0.978

2
1.010

3
0.956

4
1.092

5
1.016

6

10
0.958

11
1.002

12
0.845

18
0.997

19
1.007

20
1.446

0.966

Table 2: Calculated values of the mvanant usmg visual data.

[3] Gibson, J.J., "New Reasons for Realism", Synthesis
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Prediction of Mirror Center Offset Using Low-Resolution Encoders in
in a Laser Tracking Measurement System
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Boca Raton, FL 33431

Abstract
Laser tracking coordinate measuring machines are
among the most accurate devices for robot and machinetool metrology if they are properly calibrated arxl
controlled. It is known that, among various error
sources, mirror center offset is one of leading factors that
affects the accuracy of a laser tracking system, especially
that of a multi-beam system. This paper reports a new
method that aims at virtually eliminating the effect of
such phenomenon on the system accuracy.
It is stated in this paper that if the mirror center offset
can be properly modeled at any target positions, one shall
be able to find ways to compensate the offset. For this, a
geometric model of the mirror center offset is derived.
The model can faithfully predicts the mirror center offset
given any gimbal angle reading Ulldez the assumption of
perfect measurements of gimbal angles. However,
gimbal angle measurements are practically not noise-free.
This paper suggests that even with moderate accuracy
angular measurements, the prediction errors of the mirror
center offset are negligible. This is very encomaging
since based on this, one is able to use off-the-shelf
angular encoders to eliminate mirror center offset errors in
a multi-beam laser tracking system; consequently, the
accuracy of the multi-beam laser tracking system can be
greatly improved.

1 Introduction
Laser tracking coordinate measuring machines are
among the most accurate devices for robot and machinetool metrology if they are properly calibrated arxl
controlled. This paper deals with one aspect of accuracy
compensation of laser tracking systems.
A laser ttacking measuring system normally consists
of a laser interferometer, a beam steering device for eoch
laser beam, a controller and some optics [1-3]. Two
types of systems can be constructed: multi-beam am
single beam systems. In a multi-beam system, usually
only distance measurements of the laser beams are used to
compute target positions. On the other hand, in a single
beam system, distance measurements of a single laser
beam, together with angular measurements of gimbal
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are used to estimate target positions.
The accuracy of a single beam laser tracking system
is mainly limited by the resolution and accuracy of
gimbal angle measurements. An ultta-accurate optical
encodec with 1 arcsecond accuracy can at most produce a
system accuracy of 10 micrometers in a 2x2x2 m3 work
volume, under the assumption that other component
errors are negligible. On the other hand, the accuracy o~ a
multi-beam system, because it does not use gimbal angle
measurements, is not limited by the accuracy of gimbal
angle readings.
In a multi-beam system, geometric errors in the beam
steering mechanism will play a leading role.
If a
gimbal-mirror mechanism is used to steer the laser beam,
potential geometric errors include mirror center offset an
gimbal axis misalignment which are the main concerns
of this paper. Error analysis revealed that if not properly
corrected, such errors can contribute many hundreds of
microns of distance measurement errors. Furthermore,
even with perfectly machined and assembled mirror
gimbals, the system performance is limited by the
repeatability of the trackers determined by the resolution
of the gimbal angle encoders and tracking errors of the
gimbals servo loops. In this ~ we concentrate on the
compensation of errors due to mirror center offsets.
The central idea of the proposed approach is as
follows. If the mirror center offset can be properly
modeled at any target positions, one is able to find ways
to compensate the offset. For this, a geometric model of
the mirror center offset is derived. The model is a
function of the gimbal angle variables. The model can
faithfully predict the mirror center offset given any
gimbal angle reading under the assumption of perfect
angular measurements and perfectly known geometry of
the gimbal-mirror mechanism. However, gimbal angle
measurements are practically not noise-free, and the exact
gimbal-mirror geometry is unknown. Now the question
is, can one uses low accuracy gimbal angle measurements
to predict mirror center offsets with satisfactory results ?
This paper attempts to answer the question.
The paper starts with such preliminary materials as
operation of a laser tracking system, error analysis sue to
mirror center offset and geometric modeling of the ~
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tracking system. It proceeds with the sensitivity analysis
using the derived geometric model. Simulation results
are also provided to show the effectiveness of the
proposed approach in the compensation of mirror center
offsets.

2

Preliminaries

2. 1 Operation of a Tracking Laser
Interferometer
A schematic diagram of a simple lasec tracking mirror
positioning servo mechanism is shown in Figure 2.1.
~ Beam Retraeflect.or
SpUtter
Tracking
Minor

order of magnitude of a fraction of a wavelength (the
wavelength for a helium-neon laser is 632.8 nm). The
beam reflected by the 50% beamsplitter is transmitted to
a four quadrant detector. which detects the deviations of
the returning beam from the center. The resulting eiilX'
signals drive the servo systems which adjust the angles of
the two degrees-of-freedom mirror gimbal. The fourquadrant detector may be replaced by a lateral effect
photodiode which produces analog signals corresponding
to the x-y coordinates of the beam center in the sensor
coordinate fnune.
If rotation angles of the two gimbal axes me
measured with sufficient accuracy along with the distance
measurement, a single-beam laser tracker is capable of
performing accurate 3D measurements, provided that the
system is properly modeled and carefully calibrated.

2. 2 Measurement Error Due to a Mirror
Center Offset

-~...
I 20 Projectioo of
f ae.m Censer

.....----Mot«

Con1roller

Figure 2.1 Schematic of a Laser Tracker
Two orthogonally polarized beams at narrowly S{Ked
frequencies, referred to as the measuring beam having a
frequency of / 1 and the reference beam having a frequency
of/2 are emitted by the laser head. The reference beam
is diverted to the receiver by a polarizing beamsplitter
located on the single beam interferomete~: The measwing
beam proceeds through the interferometer and the 50%
beamsplitter and is directed by 'the tracking mirror to a
retroreflecur located on the moving target. The returning
beam from the retroreflector goes parallel to the incoming
beam and enters the 50% beamsplitter from the opposite
direction. The beam which passes through the 50%
beamsplitter is reflected by the polarizing beamsplitter
and emerges into the receiver. If the movable retra'eflector
changes position, a Doppler frequency shift of t1f occurs,
which is then translated through interferometry to a
relative displacement reading having a resolution in the
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To estimate the order of magnitude of distance
measurement errors due to a mirror center offset, it will
suffice to carry a two-dimensional analysis, assuming
negligible gimbal axis misalignments. A reference frame
x-y is assigned to the mirror at its zero position (i.e. zero
reading for both encoders), such that the x-axis is normal
to the mirror surface. Mi"or center offset is the distance
between the mirror center and the intersection point of the
fixed in-coming beam with the mirror smface.
Referring to Figure 2.2, let b denote the distance
between the mirror center 0 and the intersection point of
the incident beam with they-axis. b is independent of
the target position. The mirror center offset and b have
the same order of magnitude. Bu. and B0111 are the
incident beam and reflected beam angles with respect to
the x axis. It is shown in [3] that the resulting distance
measurement error equals approximately

6l thus has the same order of magnitude as b,
which in an tmadjusted system may easily reach a few
millimeters. In [3] we proposed an off-line manual
adjustment method, using a four~uadrant detecUr, which
can significantly reduce b. Unfortunately, such tedious
manual procedure needs to be performed periodically
(about once a month) as part of the routine system
maintenance which also includes adjusunents of the other
system components.
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where l,. is the relative distance measured by the laser
interferometer. and l, is the distance from the reference

point to point 0. Moreover let b c
then

•

[bc.x bc,y b,,JT,
.

[bc.x bc,y bc,zlT = [coS8tCOS~ sinBt cos~ sinsi]T (2.4)

-1-=-

2b;,z - 1 2b,)J,, 1 2bc,zbc.z

B(bc) =

b

[

2bc.zbc.1

2b~1-l 2bc~ybc,z

2bc.JJc.z 2bc.,bc.z

J

l

(2.5)

2bc.z -J

is the familiar mi."or image reflection matrix [4 ,5]. Note
that b i and l,. need to be obtained by calibmtion.

Figure 2.2 A Simplified Model for Mirror Center Offset

2.3

Minimal-Order and Complete Kinematic
Model for a Single-Beam Laser Tracker

The modeling process consists of three sequential
steps. The frrst step involves the modeling of an "ideal"
trrler, namely a perfect gimbal with zero mirror center
offset This model is extended in the second step to
include mirror center offset, still under the assumption of
a perfect gimbal.
The final step involves further
extension of the model to account for gimbal
imperfections.

a. Model of an Ideal Single-Beam Tracker
A tracker consists of a gimbal and a mirror.
A
simplified geometry of a sequentially-moved mirror is
shown in Figure 2.3. The base frame {x,. y,_ zb}, the
frrst link frame {x 1, y 1' z1). and the mirror frame {x,., y,.,
z,.}, are assigned as shown in Figure 2.3. {x,. yb, zb) is
brought to {x,., y,., z,.) by the following 4x4
homogeneous ttansformation,
IIJ',.

=Rot(z,81 }Rot~,-9{1J)Rot(z,81JRot(z,9f!J)Rot(x,9(J1)
(2.2)

Denote by b i the unit direction vectors of the incident
with respect to {xb, yb, zb). The location r of the target
at any point P is computed as follows
P
rP

=- (l,. + l,. )B(b ,)b i

(2.3)
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Figwe 2.3 Ideal Geometry of a Single-Beam Laser
Tndcex

b. Modeling Mi"or Center Offset
To compute the target position in the base frame, let
us refez to Figure 2.4. Denote the reference target at the
initial position by R. The incident beam reflected to R
hits the mirror surface at point /,.. .After the target is
moved to an arbitrary position P, the incident beam hits
the mirror surface at a point denoted by I. Let r;, r;,., r,.,
andr be respectively the position vectors of /, I,, R, ad
P represented in {xb, Ybt zb}. Let b 0 and be be the mirror
surface normal and the direction of the reflected beam
when the target is at at P. Both pairs of vectors are
rqxesentedin {xbt Ybt zb}. Let the representation of the
initial point of incidence lr at the mirror frame {M} be
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"'r;,. • [cz, ey, O]T, where the z component of this vector
is zero since such a point lies on the x-y plane of (M}.
This point is transformed to (B) by the following
equation,

r;,.

=R;,. "'r;,. + t ;,.

may not lie on the mirror surface. It can be shown that
[5] the ttansfonnation
m of (2.2) is now generalized to,

br

brm =Rot(z,S1)Rot(x, rx 1 )Trans(llt,O,O)Rot(z,s,_+t1S2)
Rot(x, rx2)Trans(O, 0, e2)

(2.6)
Nominally,

s

« 1 = 9()0, llt

=0, 11~

= 900,

«2 =

(2.9)

900 and e2

= 0.
'The target position with respect to the base frame is
computed using both (2.7) and (2.8).

3 • A Sensitivity Function
To be able to study the effectiveness of using lowresolution angular encoders to compensate the target
errors due to a mirror center offset, a sensitivity function
relating variations of the mirror center offset to changes
of the gimbal angular readings needs to be derived. This
section is devoted for this objective.
The mirror center can be represented in the base fnune
by the following equation,
(3.1)
Figure 2.4 Modeling Mirror Center Offset of a SingleBeam Laser Tracker
whereR ;,. ani t ir

where r;,., l, and b; have been defined in Section 2.3.
Substituting (2.6) and (2.7) into (3.1) yields,

are respectively the rotation submatrix

(3.2)

=

and translation vector of bT,. when 81 82 = 0. It can be
shown that [5] an arbitrary target position can be
computed by

In (3.2), r,. and b c are functions of 81 and 8z
Differentiating r; with respect to rir• r,. and b c' one
obtains,

where 1,. and 1, have been defmed in conjunction with
Equation (2.3), and l,, the distance from 1,. to /, is given
by

li'; = Ndr,. + Pdbc

(3.3)

(3.4)

(2.8)
In (2.8), r,. is the coordinates of 0,. in (.xbt Yb• zb).
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) which generalize Equation
(2.3) remain valid even in the presence of gimbal axis
misalignmenL

However,

c. Modeling the Combined Mi"or Center Offset and
Gimbal Axis Misalignmellls

where

(3.5a)
(3.5b)

In this case, the two gimbal axes may not be
perpendicularly intesecting and the second gimbal axis
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=

other hand, a
60 arcseconds represents moderate
accurate measurements that can be provided by off-theshelf encoders. The norm of the deviation of the ~
mirror center from the "actual" mirror cen~ lkt'ill, was

0

~-[

- ca1 s(h sa2 s9J

+ c81 sa2c62]

CalC8JSa2S9J +S81sa2c9J

(3.6b)

sa1 sa2s82

tl

H, •

••

~

s81sazsa +cwc&sazcQ +sw c61caz)- tUs91

f:Br•a,.s, +car•lt•a:c~ +sa,•B,ca,j +arclt

[

e2 (c9J sa2 cQz - ca1 s81 sa2 sQz
e2 (s81 sa2cB2 + ca1 c81 s~ s82)

Hz=

l

I

(3.6c)

(3.6d)

[
~

sa1 sa2 s9J

Substituting (3.5) into (3.3) yields,
(3.7)

Equation (3.7) is the sensitivity function that relates
deviations of the mirror center offset to changes of the
gimbal angle readings. Given geomtric parameters of the
gimbal and nominal gimbal readings, one is able to
estimate the prediction errors of the mirror center due to
the inaccuracy of the gimbal angle readings.

used in the simulation to assess the prediction accurocy.
Table 4.2 lists some of simulation results. These results
show that the prediction errors were practically negligible
in all test cases.
To simulate an imperfect gimbal, unifonnly
disttibuted random noise with various intensity
(simulating ultra-accurate and moderate accmate gimbals)
was added to the geometric parameters of the gimbal. It
was observed that the results were insensitive to the
parameter errors.

· S. Conclusions
The concept of using rough angular measurements to
predict mirror center offsets is inttoduced in this paper.
The sensitivity matrix that relates the errors of prediction
to gimbal angle measurements is derived. Simulation is
conducted to prove the concept. It is shown that the
prediction error is essentially negligible for a practical
laser tracking system.
Future works include
implementing the idea in a real laser tracking measuring
system and test the effectiveness of the approach in 3D
coordinate measuring using the system.
Table 4.1 The Simulated Laser Tracking System
Parameters

b.

4 Simulation Results
The objective of this simulation study is to verify the
concept of using low resolution gimbal angular readings
to predict mirror center offsets.
The nominal parameters of the laser ttacking system
used in the simulation study is given in Table 4.1.
About two hundred 3D target points were randomly
generatedin a l.Sxl.Sxl.S ml work volume which were
assumed to be "tractable" by the single beam laser
ttacking system.
The following tests were conducted. It was assumed
that the noise added to the gimbal angles is zero-mean
Gaussian. The standard deviation (~ of the Gaussian
noise varies from 1 to 60 arcseconds. a= 1 an:secoods
simulates very accurate angular measurements, which can
only be provided by expensive sensing devices. On the
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'

l,

{ex c1 )
{«t ii~ ~}
{tit t2 }

Values
{0.7071067, 0.7071067, 0}*
1000.0 mm
{0, 0}
{9()0' 9()0 ' 900}
{0,0}

• b i is a unit vector, therefore its two components are
independent
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Table 4.2 Mirror Center Offset Prediction Errors vs.
Gimbal Angle Measurement Errors
Gimbal Angle Meas. Errors

a (unit: arcseconds)
1
5
10
20
35
60

Mirror Center Offset
Prediction Errors

lkr;llmean (unit:mm)

3xto-11
8x1o-1o
2.5xto- 9
Ixto-s
3xto-s
7.5xio- 8
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Abstract
A new technique to measure looming is presented in this
paper. Looming is measured quantitatively by [uating a
camera at a point on the surface of an object. The
technique is based on studying the texture and its
temporal change near the jixalion point. The surface may
be tilted relative to the optical axis. Looming can be
calculated from the relative change in texture density and
from the local orientation of the surface. The orientation
is obtained from a set of one-dimensional directional
densities of the texture primitives.
1. Introduction
Psychologists have studied looming and looming
related actions on several animals and human infants.
Visual looming effect is a function related to the
expansion of the projection of an object in the retina. This
looming effect has shown to cause defensive reaction in
subjects [1-3]. Since the perception of looming generates
a threa4 indicating a possible collision, then the same·
effect can be adopted in obstacle avoidance for mobile
robots. This work presents a practical way to measure
looming quantitatively from a sequence of images using a
camera that fixates at a point on the surface of an object.
The basic measured parameter is the density of the
texture"primitives in the unage. The camera maintains its
fixation point during motion. The relative temporal
change in the texture
density and a set of onedimensional directional densities are measured in a small
window near the fixation point The approach is simple
since it uses only a single camera and neither requires its
motion parameters nor range calculations. It does not
involve calculating optical flow. It is applicable for both
stationary and moving objec~ the camera can experience
any arbitrary ftxated motion and the surface can have any
angular orientation relative to the optical axis of the
camera. In an active perception-action loop the camera
can manipulate its point of attention to reduce the vast
visual field into small working domains, calculate
looming from the texture and use this variate to navigate
between obstacles.
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The approach follows the Active Vision paradigm
[4, 5] and instead of reconstructing the complete threedimensional scene in front of the camera it extracts only
looming, the pertinent information, which can be used to
navigate between obstacles. In this way the computational
expense is reduced considerably. Three recent works
related to the one described here are [6-8]. Tistarelli et al.
[6] use visual fixation and specially designed log-polar
retina that significantly reduces the information needed to
avoid collision. Nelson et al. [7] calculate the flow field
divergence from optical flow to navigate between
obstacles. Murphy [8] measures the change in visible
textures for precise positioning of mobile robots.

2. Looming - a review
A quantitative definition of looming can be found
in -[6]. The looming value L of an infinitesimally small
3D object is defined as the negative value of the time
derivative of the relative distance (range) R between the
observer and the center of the· object divided by the
relative distance:
... (1)
L = -(dR I dt) I R
where d/dt is the first derivative w.r.t time. The
unit of looming is [time- 1]. It has been shown [9] that
looming is independent of rotation of the camera and it
can be conveniently measured using a logarithmic retina.
Looming is related to, but different from, the so called
Aow Field Divergence [7] and Time-to-Collision [6,10].

3. Measurement of looming
3.1 Surface texture
Previously it has been shown [9] that the relative
rate of expansion of an object in the image is proportional
to the looming value. Using this simple method the
authors have implemented [11] an obstacle avoidance
algorithm. Looming can be calculated from the density
and the temporal change of texture primitives on a
surface. The current approach is based on an extension of
the texture work presented in [12].
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As the distance between a camera and a point on a
surface of homogeneous texture varies over time7 the
projected local texture density around this point changes.
Moreover, there are gradients of the texture density in the
image caused by nonfrontal views. Using these two
characteristics, analytical expressions to calculate
looming from the image itself can be obtained without
physically measuring the distance to, or orientation of, the
surface. Fuating the camera on a feature point on the
textural surface and -selecting a small neighborhood
around this point on the image, the regional and the
directional texture densities can be ascertained. The
assumption here is that the small area around the point of
fuation is locally planar and the density of texture
primitives ·(the number of texture primitives per unit area)
on the planar surface is constant in that region. ·

Considering a three dimensional point (X, Y:Z)
whose perspective projection is (x,y) and R its distance
from the pinhole point of the came~ it can be sho~ that
[12]:
... (2)

where r and k are the texture primitive densities
at position (x,y) in the image and on the surface,
respectively, and C=cos9. 1 and k have units of
[primitive/solid-angle] and [primitive/area], respectively.
It is assumed that the e:amera continuously keeps the
feature point on the textural surface fixated at the center
of its screen.
Differentiating both sides of Equation (2) with
respect to time and dividing by 2R2 yields

1
1
(dR/dt)l R =-(dyldt)l-y+-(dC/dt)IC ... (3)

3.2 Texture density, fiXation and looming

2

2

Using Equations (1) and (3)
Following the method described in [12] the textural
analysis is done in a camera centered coordinate ·system.
Let a very small patch on the textural surface have a
surface normal n, and its range vector with respect to a
fixating camera be R (Figure 1). The angle between the
optical axis of the camera and n is a. The focal length of
the camera is f. The image plane is located in front of the
pinhole point of the camera as shown in Figure 2.

L =_.!_ ( dy I dt) + _! (tanS) de
2
"(
2
dt

... (4)

which can be expressed in logarithmic form as

L =.!!__In (1.2.cos 8)
dt
"(

... (5)

In Equation (4), 'Y and d"f/dt signify the image
texture density and its time rate of change, respectively.
In Equation (5) -y0 is a constant. (dy I dt) I"( can be
measured from the image. If in addition a and da/dt are
known then the looming value of the textured surface can
be obtained using expression (4). The expression is
general and using computer simulations it has been
verified that it is valid for any rotational and translational
motion of a fixated camera.
Ftg. 1

OrfentatJon of the surface

3.3 Calculating
y

a from texture

There are several approaches available in the
literature to determine the orientation of a surface relative
to the optical axis [13, 14]. For a good approximation of a
a computationally inexpensive method is presented.
It can be shown that
__,~----~---4------~-

Pinhole Point L
of the Camera,- - - • -

Z

I

Fig. 2

cose =(Drniu I Drrm)

... (6)

where Dmin and Dmax are the minimum and
maximum 1-D projections of directional texture densities,
respectively.

The perspective projection

D .
mm
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= (dT I dl)t:J
R

= (dT I dl)~l

and D
rrm

R cos a
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(dT I dl is the 1-D density of texture primitives on
the surface7 T is the number of texture features along a
line and lis the length of the line.)
A practical
method to calculate D nun
. and D max
.
.
mvolves measunng the density of the texture primitives
along several radial lines centered at the fixation poin4
comparing their values and fmding the minimum and the
maximum. d9/dt is approximated as (9r9 1) where 9 1 and
92 are 9 pertaining to two successive positions of the
camera.
4. Results
In the experimental setup to measure looming
(Figure 3) using a Coordinate Measuring Machine
(CMM) a camera from an initial range of 1000 mm is
moved in steps of 20 mm towards the textural surface of a
flat stationary object. The camera is always kept fixated
towards a feature point on the surface. Range data is
recorded and using Equation (1) the looming value
required to be used as the ground tru~ is calculated.
Next d-y/dt is calculated by measuring the change in
texture density in a small window on the image near the
camera-fiXation point 9 is calculated using Equation (6)
and the measured texture densities along radial directions
in the image. Instead of rotating the camera the object is
slowly rotated to obtain d9/dt. These values are used in
Equation (4) to calculate the looming and the value is
compared with the ground truth. To measure the texture
density, the image inside the window is passed through a
Sobel operator; weak and spurious texture lines are
removed by a threshold, and texture primitives are
counted by detecting the gray level changes.
Figures (4 a) and (4 b) show the changes in the
texture density in an image as the camera moves towards
an object. Figure (5 a) is the texture that is used in the
subsequent experiments. Figures (5 b) through (5 d)
illustrate the results by comparing the calculated looming
values with the ground truth. The overall results are
encouraging.

5. Conclusions
A new method to calculate the visual cue called
looming is presented. This computationally inexpensive
and practical approach is based on the visible texture
density and its change due to a decreasing distance
between the camera and a surface. The camera can
undergo both translational and rotational movements
while it keeps a feature point on the surface in fixation.
The surface can assume any tilted position. It should be
no~d that as a camera moves closer to a surface, due to
fllllte resolution of the camera more texture elements may
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be visible. This causes an error. Other possible sources of
error are non-uniform texture density on the surface, large
window size in the image and inexact manual focusing of
the camera. A high resolution camera with automatic
focusing will improve the results considerably. The
approach presented can be used in real-time obstacle
avoidance in outdoor environments with almost no apriori knowledge on the environment
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Fig. 3 Experimental setup.:
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Fig. 5 (b) Looming values: non-tilted surface
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Development of An Intelliqent CAD-based Robot-Vision system
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Abstract

workcell.

This research proposes an intelligent robot
sensing system that integrates computer-aided
design (CAD), a PUMA robot, and a Cognex
vision station. The proposed system starts with
the design of products using a commercial
CAD system, such as Autocad.
The design
data is extracted from the CAD database and
organized into a standardized product model.
Interface program is then used to translate the
geometrical information in the product model
Using
into vision image representations.
various image manipulation
tools and real.object images captured with an overhead
camera,
the vision system can provide
instructions and . communicate with the robot
in real-time to deal with uncertainties.

To overcome these drawbacks, a third and
more recent approach to robot programming,
"task level programming" (Lozano-Perez 1983),
is under development.
In the task level
programming,
a task level planner
will
interpret high level robot commands, such as
"put peg 1 into hole 1", into the level of the
specific robot programming. The problem can
typical! y be decomposed into subproblems such
as part locating, grasp planning, gross path
planning, and fine motion planning.

Introduction
In the modem
industry,
robots are
introduced into the assembly process to reduce
labor intensity on the assembly line and gain
flexibility in manufacturing.
Currently, there
are two kinds of programmable
robots
available
commercially
for
industrial
applications.
The first type of robots are
programnwl
manually
with
a teaching
pendant.
This kind of robot
needs
time
to be
programmed.
considerable
Therefore, .it must be off-lined for quite a
long time and does not have flexibility to
handle real time uncertainties since its control
is open-looped.
Another kind of robots are the ones that can
be taught with special robot programming
languages, such as AL, AML, LM, and VAL.
These specific robot programming languages
need detailed instructions
concerning
the
robotic
tools,
coordinate
frames,
tool
orientation for each manipulation
task, and
detailed information about the parts and the
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Vision systems play an important role in the
robot task level programming. Coupled with a
vision system, a robot can handle the real-time
uncertainties. First, it is not ~ecessary to locate
and orient parts with expensive and specific
fixture devices. Vision systems can recognize
the parts and give the information of part
location and orientation to the robot. Secondly,
vision systems can be used to accomplish the
path-fmding task. With one or more overhead
cameras, the robot can acquire the current
situation in the work cell, then generate
collision-free path for gross motion. Thirdly,
vision systems can be used to accomplish the
fine motion task. During robot operations,
there is a possibility for real time errors of
position and orientation due to problems such
as motor backlashes. Vision systems can be .
used to acquire the real situation · and revise the
information for robots.
Many researchers
have tried to build
model-based vision systems for above tasks
(Chin and Dyer, 1986). A typical model based
vision system, so called "Train-by-showing"
method, is shown in Figure 1. It has three
modules:
model
representation,
feature
extraction, and matching. This training method
is efficient if a sample of each object to be
seen and time and equipment required to
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perform
However,
first time
purposes),
be lhown

the training process are available.
if the object is being created for the
(so no "prototype, exists for training
a very large number of objects must
to the system. Also, if the equipment
required
for training remain on-line and
separate training system is unavailable,
then
the
'train-by-showing'
method
will
be
extremely costly. In addition, in situations
where
CAD databases
already
exist,
it
aeaerally makes sense to use the geometric
models residing there to automate as much of
the manufacturing
process
as possible,
including inspection and any other sensory
driven processes (Hansen and Henderson
1989).
The objective of this research is to develop
a CAD-based robot-vision system. The system
extracts geometrical data direct! y from the
Autocad database and translates them into the
Cognex image format for model training or
feature
representation.
To facilitate
the
extraction of geometric information, a product
model was built. The product model can
accomrDodate
different , commercial
CAD
packages
and provide data to different
manufacturing application programs. Also, by
interfacing Cognex vision and PUMA robot in
·real-time,
the uncertainties
encountered
in
many manufacturing applications can possibly
be dealt with •.

Product Model
In this work, the product model was built
with the frame-slot structures (Lin 1990) in
the C programming language.
It contains all
the geometric information
extracted
from
DXF
and
MPR
files
for
AutoCAD
problem-solving
programs. The structure of
the product model is shown in Figure 2.
DXF in Autocad
stands for 'Drawing
Interchange Format'. A DXF file has header,
tables, blocks, and entities sections. Header
section lists the drawing variable settings.
Tables section lists reference symbols such as
LAYER, LTYPE, VIEW, STYLE, VPORT,
and UCS. Blocks section lists all BLOCK
definitions. Entities section lists the entities.
Since only the geometric data is needed for the
product model, we are only interested in the
entities section.
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AutoCAD release 11 features solid modeling
(Advanced Modeling Extension) capability,
which provides more information about the
objects modeled. For example, the user can use
SOLMASSP command
to print out some
properties of solids into MPR files (files with
extension
mpr). Such files contain mass,
volume, bounding box, centroid, moments of
inertia, products of inertia, radii of gyration,
and principal moments of selected solids.
The translation from DXF files to the
proposed
product
model
can be done
automatically
if the designer uses LAYER
names to indicate the part names. Figure 3 is
the flow chart for the interface program. The
interface program writes necessary information
into the structure and handles wireframe
entities automatically. As for solid modeling
entities,
the interface
program
will also
MPR file names
automatically
generate
according to the LAYER names and put them
into the C structures. The entity redisplay
module using the X window system was
developed to give the user a tool to verify the
interfacing.

Serial Communication between Host
Computer, PUMA Robot and COGNEX Vision
The PUMA Unival system has built-in
serial communication
interfaces that enable
VAL II to communicate
with external
supervisory
computer
systems.
With this
facility, an external system can completely
supervise the operation of the Unival system.
This work uses the VAL II supervisory
Network for the serial communication between
the host computer and the PUMA robot. The
VAL II supervisory network uses the Digital
Data
Communication
Message
Protocol
(DDCMP)
(DECnet
Digital ·Network
Architecture
1978) for general supervisory
applications. It enables a supervisory computer
system to issue all VAL II monitor commands,
communicate
with VAL II programs, and
perform all VAL II file 1/0.
The standard physical communication link
for VAL II supervisory communication
is an
EIA RS-232
serial port. This is fully
compatible with the more common RS-232C
which is used by the Cognex vision system.
The baud rate was set up at 9600. The
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coiDIIWDication
data is transmitted as 8-bit
bytes, with one stop bit for each byte. No
parity information
is included in the data
bytes.
Although the Unival system has the built-in
coiDIIWDication
interfaces,
the
user
is
responsible for providing suitable programs for
the host end of the communication link, i.e.,
the Cognex vision .system.
To set up the
physical link between VAL II and Cognex, the
user has to set up the communication
environment for the serial port of the Cognex
vision system to meet the requirement by VAL

n.

The procedure to set up the communication
environment in the Cognex vision system is:

Translation of an AutoCAD Drawing into the

Cognex Image Format
This approach
is used to build the
communication between AutoCAD and Cognex
vision system for more complicated objects.
Geometric information in the product model
about objects created in AutoCAD can be
translated into the Cognex vision system image
format. This was done similarly to drawing
entities in the X window system, as shown in
Figure 3. The only difference
is that the
Cognex vision system does not have as many
graphics functions as the X window system
has. Therefore, · some additional
graphics
cgr_lineQ,
routines,
such as cgr_pointQ,
cgr_ilineQ, cgr_cross, cgr_circle, had to be
developed.

(1) Open the serial line

(2) Set up the parameters
(3) Set up the 1/0 buffer
After setting up the environment,
the
Cognex system is ready to receive and transmit
data mess&ges over . the serial line. However,
because VAL II transmits and receives data
message using a specific protocol, the vision
system has to communicate with VAL ll with
the same .protocol. The protocol VAL ll uses
has two parts. First, VAL ll uses the Digital
Data
Communication
Message
Protocol
(DDCMP) to frame both the control messages
and the data messages. Each data message
transmitted by VAL II begins with at least 2
fill bytes and ends with at least 2 fill bytes.
The format of control messages is the same
except that there is no data field in control
messages. Second, it has its own protocol for
the data field it transmits or receives.

CAD-based Vision System
The purpose of CAD-based v1s1on systems is
to acquire features from CAD database instead
of the image of a real object. There are two
approaches to solve this problem: (1) compute
features such as centroid, moments, etc. for
object searching with vision systems; (2)
translate the AutoCAD drawing into Cognex
vision image format for model training. As the
first approach can
only handle primary
objects such as solids, circles, and rectangles,
second method was adopted in this research.
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to translate
AutoCAD
The interface
drawings into the Cognex image format can
handle following entities in AutoCAD: solids,
circles, rectangles, text~ points, lines, polylines.
Figure 4 shows an example of translating an
AutoCAD drawing into the Cognex vision
system image format. Please note that, in these
figures, the font in Cognex is different from
those in AutoCAD because Cognex has only
one font with 8x20 pixels.

An
Application
PUMA-COGNEX

with
the
CAD-based
Integrated System

The PUMA robot and Cognex vision
integrated system implemented in this research
adds further
flexibility
to the Flexible
Manufacturing
System (FMS) at Clarkson
University. Previously, the Clarkson's FMS
used fixtures
to locate and orient the
workpieces so that the robot can always find
them according to the positions taught with a
teaching
pedant
by issuing
the HERE
command
at the VAL II terminal.
This
example used the Cognex vision system to
acquire the part location and orientation, and
transmit
this information
to the robot
controller
via the communication
system
implemented
so that the robot can operate
accordingly.
With the implemented vision- robot
integrated system, stocks such as salt/pepper
shakers and base plates were placed within the
reach of the PUMA robot. The system extracts
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features from an AutoCAD drawing directly
and then use the Cognex blob analysis tool to
locate the object and acquire its features,
compare the features from the AutoCAD
drawing and from the real image to identify
the object. According
to the classification
result, a salt and pepper shaker assembly was
aSsembled
by the
PUMA
robot.
The
vision-robot configuration is shown in Figure
S. This configuration can only deals with 2-D
objects, as only one camera was used.

1. in the PUMA coordinate

{

DXr

=

Xr2 - Xrl

DYr

=

Yr2 - Yri

2o in the Cognex coordinate system:
{

Theoretically, the places to drop the stocks
can be located by the vision system. However,
since there is only one camera available for
this research and the range of a camera is
limited, the drop points were taught by issuing
the HERE command at the VAL II monitor.

system:

DXv

=

Xv2 -Xvl

DYv = Yv2 - Yvl

The scale from Cognex coordinates
coordinates will be

to PUMA

Coordinate Transfonnation
SCALEv2r

For real-time applications, it is important to
find out the relationship between the Cognex
coordinates and the PUMA coordinates as
shown. in Figure 6. In addition, because the
task is to use the Cognex vision system to
locate the objects and give the information to
the PUMA robot, it is important to transform
the Cognex coordinates
into the PUMA .
coordinates.

= f(DXr

X

/(DXv

X

= X11111011

X costjJ -

Y.obot

= X..w.

X

Y...,,_ x sintjJ + DX

X
X

DYr)
DYv)

Use the SCALEv2r to convert · the vision
coordinates unit into robot coordinates unit,
then
t/J

= acrcos

((DXr

X

DXr + DYr

X

DYv) /

(DX\' x DXv + DYv

The relationships
between
these
two
coordinate systems can be expressed as follows: .

X.obot

DXv + DYr
DXv + DYv

The translation

X DYv))

distances:

DX = Xrl - (Xvl x cosfj> + Yvl x sinfj>)

sintjJ + Y..u;o. x costjJ + DY
{

Once the parameters DX, DY, and <P
are determined, the coordinates in the PUMA
system can be calculated from the coordinates
in the Cognex vision system using the above
equations.

To determine the parameters in the above
we further
assume
that both
equation,
coordinates in
Cognex and PUMA
corresponding to two locations in the workcell
are known as (Xvl ,Yvl), (Xv2,Yv2), (Xrl ,Yrl),
and (Xr2,Yr2), then the distances in the X and
Y directions between these two points are:
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DY

= Yrl

- (Xvl

X sinf/> -

Yvl x cosfj>)

Several
Cognex
and VAL II programs
(initialization programs) were written to obtain
the transformation parameters. Before running
any application programs, the initialization
programs have ·to be nm to update the
transformation parameters.

Object Classification,
Orientation in Cognex
The

Cognex

vision

Location,

system

has

and

a blob
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aoalysis tool which provides centroid, area,
first and second moments, principle moments,
and the angle between the X axis and the first
.p rinciple axis, etc. The centroid can be used to
locate the object and the angle can be used as
the orientation angle. The other features can
be used to compare with the features obtained
from the AutoCAD data base to identify the
object.. In ·this application, two kinds of objects
are used, circular and rectangular objects. The
features used to identify the objects are area
and invariant moments as follows:

In this application, the altitude angle is
always set to 0 degree when handling a shaker
and 28 degree when handling a plate or an
unknown object; the tool angle is always set to
90 degree,
and the orientation
angle is
calculated with the following equation:
Ow (Orientation angle in World system) =
Oc (Orientation angle in Cognex) + ¢

Assume
area

Where,

=

blob area x SCALEvzr

8 is the principle angle
m is the normalized central moment
11 is the invariant moment.
./t

This feature vector is capable of identifying
different size circular and rectangular object.
Before carrying out the classification task~ t~e
features in the Cognex vision system have to
be converted into the unit of world system
with parameter SCALEv2r.

Geometric
Controller

Infonnation

for

the

the robot will pick up an object at

(xob, yob), then

PUMA

The PUMA Controller needs six parameters
to define a spatial point, i.e., x, y ,z, 0, A, T.
(x, y, z) is the coordinates of tool origin. 0
(Orientation Angle) is a measurement of the
angle formed between the World Y axis and a
projection of the tool Z axis onto the World
X-Y plane. This measurement indicates which
direction the hand (or tool mounting _surface)
is pointing.
A (Altitude
Angle)
is a
measurement of the angle formed between the
tool Z axis and a plane parallel to the World
X-Y plane. This measurement
indicates
whether the hand is pointing up or down. T
(Tool Angle) is a measurement of the angle
formed between the tool Y axis and a plane
parallel
to the World X-Y
plane. This
measurement indicates if the tool is upside
down, right side up, or level with the base of
the robot.
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x

= xob

- tool length x sin Ow

y

= yob

- tool length x cos Ow

Because the overhead camera ·can only see the
XeY plane, the Z coordm.tes are set before
running
the
application
programs.
For
example, different Z coordinates are set to the
points to pick up a shaker or a plate.
The procedures
follows:

for this application

1s as

- Create Objects in AutoCAD, .
- Extract design data to get the product model,
- Compute the feature vector using data from
product model,
- Teach robot the points to drop the objects
and some transient points,
Run initializing
programs
to get the
coordinate
transformation
parameters,
i.e.,
scale, translation distances, and rotating angle,
- Run the application program
The flow chart for the application program
· is shown in Figure 7. This PUMA program
asks the Cognex vision system how many parts
are in the workcell. Then, for each part, this
VAL II program asks Cognex for its location
and orientation and go to pick it up and put it
into the right place.

Conclusions
In this work, an integrated CAD-based
robot-vision system was developed. A simple
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task of assembling salt/pepper
shaker was
performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the system. To perform more complicated
tasks, the application tools provided by Cognex
such as
calibration,
auto-focus,
caliper,
training and searching, character recognition,
ICelle angle finding should be explored, in
addition to considering using multiple cameras.
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Parallel Flight and Glide Slope Tracking Tasks of Aircraft Landing Using 2-D Visual Cues*
Huseyin H. Yakalil and Daniel Raviv 1•2
I .Florida Atlantic University
Robotics Center and Department of Electrical Engineering
500 NW 20th Street
Boca Raton, FL 33431
ABSTRAcr

This paper deals with closed-loop vision-based algorithms for two tasks of aircraft landing: parallel flight and
glide-slope tracking. Only 2-D visual cues are used to calculate relevant closed-loop control signals for these tasks.
It is shown that nine relevant 2-D visual cues can be extracted from a single image of the runway, seven of which
can be used to accomplish parallel-flight and glide-slope
tracking tasks in closed-loop. Both algorithm are based on
fixating at the vanishing point of the runway, which
makes the calculation of relevant cues and the control
signals relatively simple" Glide-slope tracking of the
landing task has been implemented in real-time on a sixdegree-of-freedom flight simulator at Aorida Atlantic
University.
1. INTRODUCTION
Aircraft control is a complex real-time control task. It
consists of controlling the six-degrees-of-freedom of an
aircraft using instruments' input, audio information, and
visual data. Usually, there are four major stages during a
flight take-off, cruise, descent, and landing" The last
stage of the flight, the landing, is the act of bringing the
aircraft to the ground (usually a structured runway) safely
without damaging it, and is considered to be the most difficult task.
During landing, the pilot has to execute four specific
tasks. The first is to fly at a constant altitude and to align
the course of the aircraft above the extended centerline of
the runway. When the course of the aircraft intersects a
special path called glide-slope, the second task which is to
track the glide-slope starts. The third and fourth tasks are
to flare. (i.e., to tilt the aircraft's nose upwards to provide
more air lift at l<;>w airspeed of the aircraft) a few meters
above the runway and to touchdown, respectively. While
executing these tasks, the pilot has to control the speed
and the course of the aircraft simultaneously. There exist
audio and visual aid systems to ease the complete landing
task. However, sometimes part of this information is

2.National Institute of Standards and Technology
Robot Systems Division
Bldg. 220 Rm. B124
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
either not available because of lack of equipment (e.g., for
small runways), or not submitted (e.g., to avoid foe radar
from detecting landing related radar signals). This sug~
gests that additional means of landing assistance may be
needed. One of these is using vision, i.e., using a camera
on board for achieving (partially or completely) the task
of landing.
Currently there are several systems [1,2] that assist
the pilot during the task of landing such as the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), the Microwave Landing System
(MLS), and the Precision Approach Radar (PAR). Other
available systems are described in [3A]. Lateral and vertical control of the aircraft for landing using a radar system
have already been tested [5-7].
Achieving the task of landing using visual cues is a
challenging and interesting problem in the area called active vision. There are several advantages of using visual
information. It is "passive", i.e. it does not require active
submittance of signals from the aircraft or the runway.
Since the runway environment is highly structured, a few
relevant signals can be extracted from the image. A disadvantage of using vision is that the runway has to be (at.
least partially) visible.
Recently vision-based autonomous landing has been
achieved in a laboratory environment Dickmanns and
Graefe [9] developed a system where relevant features
from the runway are tracked over time by a single ftrStorder Kalman filter. Using this system in a six-degree-offreedom simulation, with real-time image processing,
complete autonomous landing is performed. In their approach the airspeed is the only measurement which is not
extracted by vision.
In this paper, we describe relevant visual cues for the
parallel flight and glide-slope tracking tasks of landing,
and show how to use them in a fixation-based closed-loop
con~l system. Section 2 defines the aircraft, runway,
camera coordinate system, and the vanishing point Section 3 describes geometric relations and visual cues for
landing. How to use the relevant visual cues in a closed-

*This work was supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation, Division of Information,
Robotics and Intelligent Systems, Grant# IRI-9115939
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loop control system is described in section 4. Real-time
implementation and the results of this implementation are
presented in section 5. Finally, we discuss current and
future work in section 6.

2. DEFINffiONS and ASSUMPTIONS
2.1. Aircraft
In this approach no aircraft dynamics is considered.
Hence, the aircraft in this approach is a flying massless
object that can fly in all directions. In addition, the aircraft is assumed to have no rotation about the roll axis.
2.2. Runway
In this application, the runway is assumed to be flat
and to have a rectangular shape. The physical size of the
runway is assumed to be unknown. Its middle point is
marked, and the whole runway is visible; in particular the
beginning T (the so called threshold}, the middle marker
M, and the end E (Figure 1).
2.3. Camera Coordinate System
We assume a pinhole camera model with planar image
plane. In Figure 2, (X,Y:Z) is the camera coordinate system
and the pinhole of the camera is at (X, Y,Z)=(O,O,O). Planar
(x-y) coordinate system is used for the image plane. It is
also assumed that the camera coordinate system represents
the aircraft coordinate system.
2.4. Vanishing Point of The Runway
The vanishing point of the imaged runway is a point
in the image plane, where the projections of the parallel
side lines of the runway intersect. There are several advantages for using the vanishing point. Translational motion
of the camera doesn't change the location of the vanishing
point in the image plane. Yaw and pitch rotational motions, however, cause the vanishing point to shift in the
image. When the cam~ra is translated along the Z axis, the
side lines of the nmway will move away or towards the
vanishing point (Figure 3). Effects of moving the camera
along X and Y axes are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Note that the vanishing point during these translational motions stays at the same image location. There are
techniques for extracting and using the vanishing point
[10] by using planar geometry, but some of the techniques
are not suitable for our application due to noise. We extract the vanishing point of the runway using the projection of the centerline and three markers, i.e., the threshold,
the middle marker and the end (Figure 3).
In our approach the camera is ftxated at the vanishing point by a pan-tilt mechanism. Therefore, the image
plane is always perpendicular to the extended centerline
of the runway. This simplifies the extraction of visual
cues and the calculation of the closed-loop control signals.
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3. GEOI\1ETRICAL RELATIONS and VISUAL
CUES FOR LANDING
3.1 Geometrical Relations
In this section, we discuss some of the 2-D geometric
relations that will be used later to extract the visual cues.
Refer to Figure 6. D, C, T, M, and E are points on a planar surface. Let TM and ME be equal and DC be perpendicular to the extended TE line. The angles TDM, TDE,
are denoted by
Oz. and n, respectively.
and
Since TM and ME are equal, n can be found in terms of
n 1, and~ [11].

ern

nl,

1t

n = 2- tan

-1( tanil22
1 )
tanilt

(1)

This means that if n 1 and !lz are measured angles,
then n can be computed. Later this result will be used to
find the glide slope angle.
Refer to Figure 7. AO is perpendicular to BC and A'
is the center of BC. This triangle and the circle shown in
Figure 7 have well known properties [12]. h/a and mla
can be written in terms of a. and 4» as follows [11]:

(;)=(cos~) k+~
(2)

m) (· A\)k+.Jk +1
(-=sm.,
a
2
2

where
k

(3)

=cosq>
tan (l

(4)

Using these relations the location of the camera pinhole point relative to the runway can be determined in
terms of the runway width.

3.2 Visual Cues For Landing
Based on the previous geometrical relations (Section
3.1) and assumptions, we extract nine different visual cues
from a 2-D image. Two of them are used to extract the
glideslope angle. four of them for the relative position information of the camera pinhole in units of the nmway
width, and three of them for the orientation of the camera
relative to runway. As mentioned earlier the camera is fiXated at the vanishing point (i.e., the image plane is perpendicular to the extended centerline of the runway).
Figure 8 shows an overall view of the runway, the
image plane, the pinhole of the camera, the vanishing
point and the relations between them. The runway and the
image plane are drawn with bold lines. The extension of
the sidelines of the runway is denoted by V, and the vanishing point by V'. P is the location of the camera pinhole.
CT is the extended centerline of the runway. Let the rectangle GPDC be perpendicular to CE and the rectangle
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GFEC be in the same plane as the runway. GC, QT, NM,
and FE are parallel to each other and all of them are perpendicular to the centerline of the runway. Angle GPC
and CTD are the lateral '¥ and vertical n angles, respectively. a., cp, a, 0 1, and~ angles in the Figure 8 are angles in 3-D (not image angles). Note that since the camera
is flXated at the vanishing poin~ the image plane is perpendicular to PV line and is parallel to plane GPDC.
PCT and PGQ defines two planes (also shown in Figure 9). Since the plane GPDC is parallel to the image
plane, the lateral angle '¥ and the angle a in GPDC plane
can be measured from the image plane. Figure 10 shows
the perspective projection of the runway in the image
plane as described in Figure 8. Q', T, M', and E' are the
perspective projections of Q, T, M, and E of Figure 8, respectively. By using the measured angles '¥ and a, 11/w
and mlw (Figure 8) can be computed from [11]

(:)=(cos'!') k, +~
(:)=(sin'!') k, +¥

(5)

(6)

where

k -cos 'I'
1

-

tan a

.

(7)

'¥ and a are two visual cues. ·
Using Figures 8 and 11, we show how to extract another visual cue. The pinhole of the camera and the image
plane from Figure 8 are shown in Figure 1 L F and N'
(Figure 11) are the perspective projection of F and N
(Figure 8), respectively. Note that plane PQF is parallel to
plane DTE. Since QT, NM, and FE are parallel, angles
QPN, TDM, and Q'PN' are equal and denoted by 0 1•
Similarly, the angles QPF, IDE, and Q'PF are the smne
angles and denoted by ~- The glide slope angle n can be
computed from Equation (1) using 0 1 and ~' the third
and fourth visual cues.
Note that (Figure 8) the image plane is perpendicular
to CE, as a resuit of fixation. Hence QT and its perspective projection onto the image plane are parallel. Therefore, PQ'T in Figure 12 (which shows similar geometry to
·that of Figure 11) and PQT in Figure 8 are similar triangles. Hence cp and a are identical in Figure 8 and 12. Using cp and a, Vw (Figure 8}, can be computed from:

(-wl) = (cosq, )k2+/k[+i
2

~--......,;;~-

(8)

where

_ cosq,
k2-

tana

Angles cp and

a are the fifth and sixth visual cues.

Note that mlw, h/w. and Vw are the relevant control
signals which define the position of the pinhole point of
the camera relative to the runway. Vw can also be calculated using m/w, h/w, and n. In other words, angles cp and
a are redundant measurements.
Note that three of the previously described cues ,i.e.,
mlw, 11/w, and Vw, define relative position of the pinhole
point of the camera to the runway. Vw can also be calculated using mlw, h/w, and n. In other words, angles cp and
a are redundant measurements.
All the relations derived above are based on the assumption that the cmnera is flXated at the vanishing point
and, hence, the image plane is perpendicular to PV
(Figure 8). Note that when the camera is rotated about its
optical axis, line PV', this assumption is not violated. The
roll angle can also be extracted from the image. In Figure
13 the image plane is rotated about PV'. V'QT in the image is identical to the one in Figure 12. Using the slope of
Q'T, a line that is parallel to it is drawn and denoted by
V'B'. Note that the angl~ between x-axis of the image
plane and the V'B' is the roll angle p, and it is the seventh
visual cue.
Assume that the camera can rotate relative to the
runway on a platfonn .with pan/tilt mechanism. Since the
camera is flXated at the vanishing poin~ the pan/tilt angles between the cmnera and the platform can be used to
measure pitch and yaw angles of the platform relative to
the earner~ i.e., relative to the runway. Alternatively,
these two angles can be measured from the image for non
fixating camera. In Figure 14. 0' is the optical axis of the
camera which is no longer flXated at the vanishing point
V'. V'I' and I'O' are parallel to x and y axes in the .image
plane, respectively. Angles O'PI' and I'PV' are the pitch ~
and yaw 9 angles, respectively. Note that the perspective
projection of the runway will be altered by yaw and pitch
rotations of the image plane. By using the amount of rotation the effect can be compensated allowing us to use
the previously developed relations. ~ and 9 angles are the
eighth and ninth visual cues.

4. VISION-BASED CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM FOR
AUTONOMOUS AIRCRAFf LANDING TASKS
In the preceding sections, we have shown how to extract the relevant 2-D visual cues. How use them in a
closed-loop system is described next
· The overall vision-based closed-loop aircraft control
system is described in Figure 15. The camera, which is
mounted on a pan-tilt mechanism on board the aircraft, is

(9)
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used as a feedback sensor, and the relevant information is
extracted from the images. The pan-tilt mechanism is
used for fixating the camera at the vanishing point The
relevant information is extracted by the vision system.
Controllers 1 and 2, which are for the parallel flight and
the glide-slope tracking, respectively, are used for controlling the aircraft heading vertically, enabling the aircraft to fly up or down. These two controllers are activated
at different times. Initially the flfSt controller is activated
and uses (h/w) to maintain the altitude of the aircraft. It
stays active until the aircraft reaches the glide-slope
plane. Then the second controller is activated. The second
controller uses the glideslope angle n to achieve the
glide-slope tracking. Note that Controller 3 is active during both tasks. It uses the lateral angle 'P enabling the
aircraft to fly above the extended centerline of the runway.
Controller 4 is used for fixating the camera at the vanishing point by pitch angle ~ and yaw angle

e.

S. REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION OF GLIDESLOPE TRACKING TASK AND RESULTS
This section describes a laboratory experiment for
implementing the glide-slope tracking task in real-time.
The goal of this implementation is to show that the relevant information calculated from the visual cues can be
used in closed-loop for the glide-slope tracking task.
The overall system setup includes a simulator [13], a
runway model, a camera, a 486 based personal computer
(PC), and an image processor board in the PC, as shown
in Figure 16. The images captured by the camera are digitized by an image processing card located in the PC.
Both the image processing card and the computer are used
for image processing. The computer also generates control
commands for the simulator.
The following
experiment.

assumptions are made

for this .

1. The camera is moving slowly enough relative to the
image processing such that the image of the runway
does not move more than 1 or 2 pixels (0.15) in the
image from one frame to another. In addition, the
simulator dynamics is neglected. During the experiment, the camera moves at a constant total velocity.
2. The camera is calibrated and its parameters are known.
3. The camera is ftxated at the vanishing point using visual feedback, and it is not allowed to rotate (about pan
and tilt axes) in order to maintain fixation.
4. The runway is visible.
5. The coordinates of the camera pinhole and the flying
object coincide, i.e., the camera represents the flying
object in this experiment.
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In order to demonstrate glide-slope tracking task, the
following steps are implemented in this experiment
1. Only binary images are considered,
2. The camera is moved to an arbitrary initial location,
3. The camera is fixated at the vanishing point of the
runway,
4. The lateral, vertical, and longitudinal velocities of the
camera are controlled to achieve the glide~slope
tracking task.
During the experiment, all the vehicle velocities, the
lateral, the vertical and the longitudinal, are controlled by
the computer to achieve glide-slope tracking task. The
lateral and vertical velocity commands are generated by
using only three relevant 2-D visual cues. The longitudinal velocity is also controlled by the computer to maintain
the total velocity of the camera at a desired constant
value.
A simulation result for autonomous glide slope
tracking task is given for the following scenario:
1. The initial aircraft location is (0.2,-0.245,-1.4) km in
runway Cartesian coordinate system.
2. The runway is 562 meters long and 31 meters wide.
3. Desired aircraft velocity at 110 kmlh or 30 m/s.
4. Camera field of view is 400.
This scenario is scaled down by a factor of 1000:1 to
be implemented using the six-degree-of-freedom simulator. The sampling period during this simulation was 0.1
seconds. The position and the velocity of the camera
along each aX.is are sampled and recorded every sampling
period for later evaluation.
The trajectory of the aircraft is projected on to YR=O
and XR=O planes, as shown in Figure 17. It can be seen
from the first plot tluit the aircraft approaches and follows
the extended centerline of the runway. As the aircfaft
moves closer to the runway, it begins its descent to track
the desired glide-slope path. Figure 17b shows that the
aircraft is moving towards the desired glide-slope. Note
the steady state error of the camera from the desired glideslope.

6.. CONCLUSION and FUTURE WORK
Nine visual cues have been introduced: two angles
(!l 1 and ~) for the glide slope angle n, four angles ('¥,
a, «P, a.) for three relative position information (h/w, mlw,
Vw), and three angles (pitch ~' yaw roll p) for the orientation of the camera. These cues are used to control the
camera for landing as part of a vision-based closed control
loop. The work described in this paper assumes that the
camera is fixated at the vanishing point However it can
be extended to a non fixating camera. We are also work-

e,
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ing on using additional cues which are related
(e.g., optical flow related cues).

to

motion

It is shown that the 2-D visual cues are sufficient to
achieve the parallel flight and glide-slope tracking tasks
of the landing. However, further investigation is required
to find optimal controllers for these tasks using the aircraft dynamics.
In order for a real aircraft to fly above the extended
centerline of the runway, its direction of motion (heading)
needs to be controlled. In some cases, however. changes
in the heading of the aircraft may require the aircraft to
roll because of the coupling between the axes of the aircrafL As a result, a motion command translator is required to translate aircraft heading correction commands
to set of roll, pitch, and yaw commands for the aircraft.
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Figure 14. Image plane and the image of the runway after
the pitch and yaw rotation.
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Abstract

This paper describes a new method to extract the Focus of Expansion (FOE) from a sequence of images. Using the 2-D projection of only one 3-D point over three
time-frames, we show how to analytically extract the
FOE using a recently discovered visual-motion invariant,
i.e., a measurable nonlinear function of optical. flow that
remains constant during camera translational motion. We
show how to extend the method to a long sequence, i.e.,
how to incorporate many 2-D projections of one 3-D
point Using computer simulations we verify the results,
and show the sensitivity and robustness of the method in
the presence of CCD-related rounding noise.
I. Introduction

In visual navigation tasks such as obstacle avoidance, boundary following, approaching an object without
collision, and landing, etc., a sequence of images is used
to actively control the camera motion. Generally, both the
direction and the magnitude of the instantaneous camera
velocity vector are controlled. A very basic requirement
for many such tasks is to know the instantaneous heading
vector (i.e., direction of the velocity vector) in camera
coordinates. It is well known that the heading vector can
be obtained from the Focus of Expansion (FOE) using
visual information from a sequence of images. Hence the
FOE recovery from image sequence for navigation has
been a popular research topic in the last decade, in particular using flow information. There are many different
methods that use either local or global optical flow techniques (or image flow techniques) [I] -[21]. While
techniques have been proposed which yield the right answer for noiseless data, it has been shown that perturbing
the perfect data, with only a few percent noise, results in

solutions quite different from the true one [16]. No technique is yet to produce (systematically) a reliable estimate
of the optic flow from image sequences obtained from the
affordable commonly used CCD sensors [16]. Sharma R.
and Aloimonous J. used normal flow of several image
points to obtain a region in which the FOE is located
[21]. All existing methods use at least two points to find
the location of the FOE in two or more images of the related sequence. No existing method uses the fact that
there exist inherent visual-motion invariants that can be
obtained from the images. These invariants can add to
the reliability of the computed location of the FOE as
well as reduce the number of points needed for reliably
locating the FOE.
In this paper we describe a method for extracting the
FOE from optical flow using a visual-motion-invariant. It
requires the position and the derivative (i.e., optical flow)
of only one tracked 2-D image point at two or more different time instants. In. a translational motion of a camera, the radial distance between a 3-D point and the motion axis of the camera is constant (i.e., a geometrical invariant) at any instant of time. Consequently, the optical
flow of a point follows a very specific a-priori known pattern. It is shown that the 3-D geometrical invariant can
be used to obtain a 2-D optical-flow based invariant This
quantitative invariant can be used to obtain the FOE using the projection of only one 3-D point, add to the reliability of the computed location of the FOE of other existing methods and reduce the number of points needed
for reliably locating the FOE. Existing methods, in particular more reliable ones such as those based on normal
flow [21] may be improved using such invariants, especially when this invariant is used for many points. A binary search based on the 2-D measured invariant function is being used to locate the FOE. Using this binary

* This work was supported in part by a grant to Florida Atlantic University from The National Science Foundation,
Division of Information, Robotics and Intelligent Systems, Grant# IRI-9115939.
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search it is shown that the convergence of the solution is
guaranteed. Using a set of simulation results, the robustness of the method is being examined in the presence of
CCD rounding noise.

p

1.1 Notations and assumptions
1) Camera centered coordinate system as in Figure 1.

v
Figure 2

The camera-center coordinates and

the angle between the camera motion axis and

z

the line from the camera position to the tracked visual feature

6) R is the vector originated at the point 0 and terminated at the 3-D point P. For a constant velocity vector
V, R can be expressed as:
. R(t) =(X po- V.xt)i + (Ypo- Vyt)j + (Zpo- V4 t)k

Figure 1

(2)

where, (XJH YJH ZpO) is the initial 3-D location of the
point P at t=O.

FOE (Field of Expansion) defined as

the intersection of the camen image plane and camera motion axis

{X,Y,Z} is the 3-D coordinate system where the origin of

the system, i.e .• the point 0 is located at the pinhole point
of the camera. {x,y} is the 2-D image coordinate system.
The 2-D image axes x andy are parallel to the camera 3D axes X and Y, respectively. The optical axis of the
camera coincide& with the Z axis.
2) f is the focal length of the camera. It is the Oo distance in Figure 1. Camera parameters are assumed to be
known.
3) The camera is moving in a rectilinear motion with
no rotation at a constant velocity vector V shown in Figure 1. Note that the camera velocity vector Vis a constant
vector and does not coincide with the camera optical
axis.
(1)

where, Vx, Vy, and Vz are the projections. of the camera
velocity along the X,Y and Z axes, respectively.
4) The 3-D environment within which the camera is
moving is stationary.
5) A tracked point P (see Figure 2) in 3-D whose coordinates are (XP' YP'
is visible and its image coordinates (xp,Yp) are measurable. (Note that its 3-D location
is unknown.)

;>
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7) The image coordinates of the FOE are (x1~, y10). If
the camera is moving as described previously, The relations between the 3-D coordinates of a point and its 2-D
projection in the image are:
x(t)

(3-1)
y(t)

(3-2)

The image location of the FOE (pfoe> is at:
xfoe
.

v.x f
=yt

(4-1)

(4-2)

Clearly, we can't derive the FOE from Equation set
(4) since the motion vector Vis unknown.
2. A Geometrical/nvariant

2.1 The angle between the camera motion axis and the
line from the camera position to the tracked visual
feature
Referring to Figure 2, the angle -6 belongs to the domain from 0 to 1t since it is defined as the angle between
the vectors V and R. By definition, we have
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tan(")= IV x Rl

V·R

(5)

2.2 The m1n1mum disltlnce from the given feature
position to the camera motion axis
From general geometry, the minimum distance D
between the 3-D point P and the camera motion axis is:
D=IRisin(")

(6)

Since the direction of the vector Vis unknown, we
assign a new vector V~ (as in Figure 3) whose direction
is known. V~ is chosen arbitrarily on the plane which is
obtained using the pinhole point of the camera and at
least two locations of the 2-D image projection of the 3-D
point P. In other words, .v~ , .V, and R become coplanar.
Note that in order to obtain the location of the FOE, we
are interested only in the direction of the vector V~ .

Clearly D is the radial distance of the point P from
the motion axis. During rectilinear motion with no rotation this distance is constant at all instants of time. It is a
3-D geometrical invariant that will be used next to derive a 2-D optical-flow-based invariant.
3. The Clearance Invariant
It can be shown that using the geometrical invariant
in Equation (6) [13]
d"/

IV!

sin2 1)

D

-L.!IL=(7)

The meaning of Equation (7) is that for a given point
P, the derivative of '(}with respect to time over the

any

time instant since
square of sin(") is a constant at
both lVI and Dare constants. In other words, it is an invariant that is measurable (if the FOE is known) from a
sequence of images. Further, since the derivative of '(}
with respect to time is the optical flow induced by P, this
is an optical-flow-based invariant. ·Equation (7) also
means that all points in 3-D space (except those that lie
on the motion axis) that lie on a cylindrical surface
whose axis coincide with the camera translational motion
vector share this invariant, i.e., have the same
(d, I dl) I sin 2 (,). We call this invariant the clearance
invariant.

Figure 3

The defmitions of point P~ , angle a &

P, and vector V~

We show a method that finds the angle ~ between Vp
and V. By adding the angles ~and a. (a. is the measured
angle between the vectors V~ and R), we can find t}, i.e.,
the angle between the vector V and the vector R:
t}::a+~

(9)

Note that '(} is the angle needed to find the location
of the FOE.
The image coordinates of the 2-D point p~ (i.e., the
intersection of the vector V~ with the image plane) and
p1 (i.e., the intersection of the vector V ·with the image
plane) are fixed because V~ is chosen to have a ftxed direction and the camera undergoes translational motion
only. Therefore, the angle ~ is a constant at any time instant during the motion and so (from Equation (9)):
(H

This invariant was previously discovered in [13]
along with other invariants.
The closed form solution for Equation (7) is
·"'

v(l) =cot

_1

lVI
(cot(1)0 )-Dt)

(8)

where, the initial time t0 is 0.
Note that it is impossible to obtain '(} from this solution because the motion vector V, the radius distance D,
and the initial condition '(}0 are unknown. In other words,
this solution does not provide us witb the location of the
FOE.
4. The Modified Clearance Invariant
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d,

da

dl

dl

-=-

(10)

Substituting Equations (9) and (10) into Equation (7)
yields
(11)

Equation (11) is called the modified clearance invariant Equation. Its meaning is that for a given point P,
the time derivative of a. over square of sin(a+f3) is constant at any time instant since both lVI and D are con-
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(da ~)sin2(a; +~) _cJa~)sin2(a i
2
2
sin (a; +~)sin (aj +~)

stants. We show how the angle a and its derivative with
respect to time can be calculated based on the point p~ .
Note that the angle a in Equation (11) is a measurable quantity, but~ is unknown.

+~)

Substiwting real ~ with estimated

0
(13)

P in the numera-

tor of the left hand of Equation (13) yields an error func-

5. Calculating the Angle

~

and the Coordinates of the

tion g(p ) which has to be minimized

FOE

A

g(~)

"'
dat
2
=(da-1· )sin 2 (a1 +~)-(-)sin
(a j +~)

5.1 Introduction to our approach

A

dt

dl

(14)

Let

The approach consists of two steps:

1\

1) To find the unknown angle ~. we use a binary
search based on the modified clearance invariant as in
Equation (11). For this search we use the measured angie
a and compute its first order derivative with respect to
time. ~ is assumed to be between 0 and 90 degrees.
2) Using the value of~ we calculate the location of
the FOE.

~=~-~

Conclusion 1:
For a given monotonical t, the sign of g(p ) has a
certain relation with the sign of~~.
If t l<.tJ'. 1}l·<t}j . and

· 5.2 Binary search algorithm
Assumptions are:

1) Real quantity ~ belongs to the closed search
range [Rt-lsub, t-lsup
R ] . Where R
t-lsu b' is the lower boundary, and
~sup is the upper boundary at the first iteration. In our
case, ~sub= 0, and ~sup= rtl2.
2) There exists a criterion function. (Later ~e show
later that such function exists.)

Recall that the binary search is an iterative algorithm.
At the kth iteration, let

(15) .

Using the available results [31], we can show the
following conclusions.

O~a.<a.~1t/2
I

J

are assum~ then

g(p )<0,

if~~<()

(16-1)

g(p )=0,

if~

(16-2)

g(p )>{),

if~>{)

(16-3)

It means that both g(p ) and ~~ have the same sign.
We can use the sign of g(p) to justify the sign of~~. and
determine the next search direction, i.e., increasing, de- .
creasing or holding of

p

Conclusion 2:
Denote

~~ ~:up -~!w, , where, ~sabk is
2

sub boundary, and ~supIt sup boundary at the kth iteration.
Then, substitute it into the criterion function . The criterion function value is used to determine the next step.

(17)

and
(18)

After n iterations, ~"'"approximates ~ within an error range of (~sup -~ 50 tJI2°.

Since g1 (t;,tj) has the same sign as g(p ), for a given
~~.

h(t) is a monotonical function oft.

If tl<t.
1} <.t}J. and
J'l

5.3 The criterion function
The modified clearance invariant Equation (i.e.,
Equation (11)) can be expressed as follows:

rt%)

(da~)

2
sin («Xt +~)

2
sin (a i +~)

(12)

where, subscripts i and j indicate different time instants t;
and tr
Rearranging Equation (12) yields:
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~N <a.~1t/2
..,
J

are assum~ then

h(t) monotonically decreases, if ~~<0

(19-1)

if ~~=0

(19-2)

h(t) monotonically increases, if ~~>0

(19-3)

h(t) is constant,

It means that for a given set {h(t)}, we can use its
change tendency to justify the sign of ~~, and determine
what to do at the search of ~·

5.4 The mapping from (x,y) to a
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=

From Figure 3 and the assumptions in section 4 as
well as the law of cosine, the mapping from (x,y) to a is:
a=oos

_1

(

lopl 2 +1ol'!'l 2 -tpp~r
21opllop~l

if y( n) > Yr3

(31-1)

)
(20)
(31-2)

where,

lopl=~x/ + Y/ + !

2

(21)

lop~ I= J Xfi2 + Yp2 + !2

,..

top

From Figure 3, using the law of sine, the distance
from point Pr3 to Pfoe is:
sin@)

(24)

11=;-~

(25)

Where,
and using the law of cosines
2
_ 1 1opr31 +I Pl'l'r -lopr

(

21o11pllpp~l

A 486-PC-based machine is used to perform a set of
simulation experiments. The experimental results with
noiseless data verify the theoretical approach proposed in
this paper. We also verify the results and check their robustness in the presence of CCD rounding noise. Here we
describe the simulation experiments with CCD rounding
noise. We performed two sets of experiments at presence
of noise.
1) Simulation using the three frames algorithm

where

I p~pJoel= - .--lopr3l
· .
SID('l)

~=cos

(32)

6. Simulation Experimentf
(23)

where, xp and •vp are the image coordinates of the 2-D
projection of given 3-D point Pat time l, and x 13 andy~
are the image coordinates of Pr3 .
~

(y foe- Y~)
B

(22)

lp~l= J<xP -xtJ)2 +(Yp- y~)2

5.5 The mapping from

xfoe=xtJ+

)
(26)

1\

g(~

) is used as the criterion function.

2) Simulation using the more.than three frames algorithm where h(t) is used as the criterion function.
In the simulation experiments, we assume that the
"ideal" location of the tracked feature is rounded by up to
a half CCD pixel. For example, if the feature is located at
(103.2, 46.8) pixels in the image. its CCD location is at
(103, 47).

From Equation (3), we get
dy

VyZ p0 - V: Ypo

dx

v.%zpO -VzXpO

(27)

It means that the 2-D projected trajectory of the
given 3-D point P(t) in an image sequence is a straight
line. It can be expressed as below:
y(l)=A+Bx(l)

(28)

We denote (x(k), y(k)) as image coordinates of the
trajectory of tracked feature in a camera sequence, where
k indicates frame number. To satisfy ~~<aJ~1t/2, we
choose _(x~ , y~ ) to be (x(l), y(l)). The image coordinates
of Pioe can be calculated from the following equations:

X

Figure4

IP!!Ptoel

Xfoe=xtJ-~
~1+8"'

(x,y) analog image coordinates

,...y,...; CCD image coordinates .

and (x

'

(29-1)

(29-2)
(30)

If x(n)=xl!,
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We silpulate the Panasonic GP-CD CCD color micro-camera Its sensing image area is 6.41 mm by 4. 78
mm which includes 512 by 492 pixels. From Figure 4, we
can map (x,y) continuous (ideal) image coordinates to
(Xpixel, YJ>i:ul) CCD image coordinates using following formula.
XpaeJ

=511- round((X- 3.205X 10-3 )X511/ 3.205X 10-3 )

(33-1)
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y pizel

=491- round((y-2.390x 10-3 ) x491/2.390x 10-3 )

(33-2)

In the following simulation experiments, we used 31
frames. It was ~sumed that the time interval between
two consecutive images is the same. The image locations
of the tracked point on the CCD (after rounding) at each
frame are given in Table 1.
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Table 1

Image locations of the tracked point on CCD (in pixels)

The camera motion parameters, the focal length and
the ground truth for the location of the FOE are given in
Table 2 (Note that the units of the velocity components
are not relevant).
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Table 3

From Table 3, the estimated FOE using frames 5, 7
and 9 has an unacceptable error. If we delete this value,
the average values of estimate FOE is (509.3, 490), and
its average error is (14.3, 13). Next, we use the "more
than 3 frames" algorithm to improve the estimated FOE.
6.2 Simulation experiments using the more than ~hree
frames algorithm
In this case, h(t) is used as the criterion function,
Equation (19) is used to calculate. The (x,y) image coor1200
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Camera and motion parameters and real FOE
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6.1 Simulation experiments using the three frames
algorithm

In this case, g(~) · is used as the criterion function,
Equation (16) is used to calculate.
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Figure 6-1

The Table 3, are the (x, y) image coordinates of the
estimated FOE using a variety of 3 frames of images that
have the same time interval.
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Mapping between orthogonal and sphere systems

The error of e foe and

c1> foe

are defined as below.

1\

~a foe =9foe-9foe

(35-1)
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The relative errors of 9 foe and
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Figure 6-4
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and

are defmed as

c1> foe
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over
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using the "more than 3 frames" algorithm with 5 frames

dinates of the estimated FOE using a variety of 4 and 5
frames of images are plotted in Figure 6-1 to Figure 6-4.
It is worth noting that estimated FOE using 3,5,7
and 9 frames (4 frames) is (1008, 971), and using 1,3,5, 7
and 9 frames (5 frames) is (488, 469). Clearly, using the
more than three frames ~gorithm has batter estimated
FOE than using the three frames algorithm.
6.3 E"or analysis

It is more convenient to perform the error analysis in a spherical coordinate system since the analysis
can be independent of the choice of the simulated
camera.

First we transform the orthogonal coordinates
(X,Y,Z) to spherical coordinates (E> . ,q, ,r ). The
mapping from (X,Y,Z) to (9 ,q, ,r ) is given as below
(see Figure 5).
9=tan-1(Jx2+r2 + z2)

z
«!»:a tan- 1(Y I X)

r=Jx

2

2

+Y +Z

Table 4 is the relative errors (%) of tiE>/E> and fiq,fq,
for the experiment presented in section 6.1 using the
three frames algorithm.
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6.4 Experimental errors using the three frames
algorithm

Table4

The relative errors using the three frames algorithm

where, (x,y)=(X,Y).

6.5 Experimental errors using the "more than three
frames" algorithm
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Figures 6-5 to 6-8 are the plots of the relative errors
120

Note that llE>/E> is 236.80 % using the three frames
algorithm for 5, 7, and 9 frames.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have shown a method to extract the
FOE from optical flow using a visual-motion-invariant.
The idea of visual motion invariants is certainly not new
[22] [23] [24]. However, finding the invariants and using
them to simplify the analysis of a sequence of images is
relatively new [23]. The approach described here is based
on an invariant which ·was discovered and discussed recently [25] [26] [27]. It is one out of several other invariants [13] [28] that seem to be quite powerful if appropriately used [29].
The method described in this paper requires the image location and the derivative (i.e., optical flow) of only
one tracked 2-D image point at two or more different
time instants. This is due to the fact that during the motion the optical flow of a point follows a very specific apriori known pattern. Using this method, the FOE can be
located outside the image plane, allowing the .use of a ·
narrow field-of-view camera for better tracking of the
point.
This quantitative invariant can be used to obtain the
FOE using the projection of more than one 3-D point,
adding to the reliability of the computed location of the
FOE for this approach as well as other existing methods
and reduce.the number of points needed to reliably locate
the FOE.
The main problem with this approach lies in the fact
that it is difficult to reliably track 2-D projections of a 3D point. It is thus recommended that a feature rather
than a single point will be tracked [30]. In addition, since
a CCD camera is usually used in visual navigation, related optical flow calculations are usually noisy.
Currently we are exploring the integration of many
2-D points as well as extending the method to a ftxated
motion using real data. Other visual motion invariants
are explored as well.
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(%) of ll9/9 and ll<l>/<l> for the experiment presented in

section 6.2 using the "more than three frames" algorithm.
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Variations of Texture Coarseness with Depth: Preliminary Results*
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Abstract

This paper deals with the variation of spatial textural properties with changes in range between an observer and a textured surface. The underlying motivation
for the research is tha~ the temporal variations in perceptual features of the image carry very useful information
about the observer's motion in the environment. We observed that one such feature of visible texture in the environmen~ namely coarseness, varies considerably with
the range between the observer and the surface. The
variations in texture coarseness can be used to compute
relevant visual information about the time to contac~
looming etc. We e~ploy an efficient method based . on
dissimilarity measures, to extract this perceptual f~1.ture
from a sequence of images. With this approach a global
measure for texture coarseness can be obtained for each
image. Several advantages of using variations· in coarse- ·
ness as a relative depth cue are (a) it can be extracted
from a monocuL1.r sequence of images, (b) it does not
need any 3D reconsUllction, (c) it is suitable for parallel
architectures, etc. In this paper we present preliminary
results of variations in texture coarseness with range for
various miniature environments under different illumination conditions (stationary and moving). Miniature
environments used in these experiments include treesy
mountain~ textured flat surfaces etc. Experimental results suggest ·an exponential trend in the variations in
texture coarseness with varying depth.
7

Introduction
Our daily life involves many activities which need
information about the positiony orientation and movement of the body as a whole or part of the body relative to
the environmen~ i.e., exproprioceptive information.
Let's take for example the task of driving. The driver of
an automobile needs to know his/her relative position in
the environment The driver must also sense the frontal
and radial clearance on the road to generate control

commands to the vehicle. In situations like these and
many other situations vision serves as a very important
source of exproprioceptive information and hence plays
an important role in the control of motion behavior in the
environment [2-4]. Several animal species also demonstrate the importance of vision in identifying and locating
objec~ avoiding obstaclesy planning the motion in cluttered and complicated environments [1, 31]. To locally .
preprogrrun ·our motion in an environmen~ we have to
identify the obstacles in the path and also sense the clearance in the environmen~ etc. ·In order to do this with
precision we need to measure the distance of the obstacle,
or the clearance etc. Human being-s and several animal .
species seem to be performing such kind of operations
with relative ease with the help of vision.
Usually the process of driving or flying in the environment involves a human operator. This operator is a
part of the feedback control loop in the navigation system. He/she senses the frontal clearance and generates
appropriate breaking commands to the vehicle so as to
maintain a desired frontal clearance, i.e., the operator
tries to slow down the vehicle if the vehicle in front of
him slows down. Apart from maintaining the frontal
clearance, the navigator also senses the radial clearance
and generates appropriate steering commands to keep the
vehicle in the desired path. Basically a driver in the
feedback control loop of a navigation system generates
appropriate commands to the vehicle, so tbat it remains
on the desired trajectory and also avoids obstacles in its
way. It becomes an extremely difficult problem to replace the human operator from the feedback control loop
by a camera-based system to achieve a similar kind of
performance. When a human operator is replaced by a
vision based system to achieve safe navigation, the following questions arise.

a. What is the relevant visual information in a sequence of images for accomplishing tbe desired operation?

*This work was supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation, Division of Information,
Robotics and Intelligent Systems, Grant# IR.I-9115939
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b. How to extract it from a sequence of images?
c. How to use this information as a part of the feedback control loop?
The problem of automating vision based navigation is a very challenging problem and has drawn the attention of several researchers (see for example [14-16]).
One of the main goals of the autonomous vision-based
navigation systems is to identify several potential depth
cues and investigate the procedures to extract and use
them as a part of the feedback control loop. Image variables such as intensity, optical flow, size, shape, texture,
shading, blur etc. and functions of image variables like
looming [50~1,54], time-to-contact [41,42,49,53], etc.
serve as potential sow-ces of relative depth information.
Lee [24] suggests that the optical flow field is the st.:1rting
point to discover the physiological working of any visual
system. Over the past few decades topics in optical flow
and its variants have been very well addressed in the literature (see for example [12,13,25,26]). Though optical
flow based methods provide better insight into tile problem, tilere are some basic problems associated with the
approach. These methods are effective for small image
motion and are very sensitive to noise. To overcome tile
problems associated with the flow based approaches researchers are investigating other approaches to obtain
relative depth information visually (see for example[2730]). Other approaches of obtaining visual information
about the relative depth are gradients of size, shape, blur,
shading, texture, etc. In this paper we investigate tile
gradients ·of coarseness of perceived texture in indoor
miniature environments.
When there is a relative motion between the observer and the environment, the light intensity pattern on
the observer's retina changes. It is very well established
in ~e literature that the variations in the intensity patterns on the observers retina is the primary source of information for controlling body movements in the environment (see for example [5 •.6, 24]). These variations depend upon a number of factors like the motion. of tile observer, the structure of the environment, the texture in
the environment and also the illumination conditions in
the environment. Several researchers have addressed the
problem of variation in intensity patterns in machine vision systems. to use it as an integral part of the visionbased autonomous systems [12-19].
Local gray tone variations in an image give rise to
a visual pattern in the image. This visual pattern in the
image is known as the texture and is an imporL:'lilt characteristic of the scene. It facilitates the discrimination of
one surface from another. It has drawn the attention of
researchers in the areas of computer vision and psychology to infer certain properties of the scene to which it
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belongs to (see for example [7-9, 40, 46, 47, 55, 56]).
Obtaining information about the shape of an object based
on its surface texture is one of the earliest areas of interest in texture analysis [22, 23]. Texture also plays an
important role in the areas of remote sensing [36, 38,
39], meteorology [33], and also in several industrial applications [34, 35, 37, 47, 48].
Texture in the environment can be described by
several perceptual features. Some of the prominent texture attributes that facilitate the discrimination of one
texture from another are coarseness, contrast, regularity,
roughness and so on [20, 21, 32, 44, 45, 52]. In structured environments texture attributes of the environment
can also be described by several geometrical properties of
the objects in the environment, like area, shape etc.
Gibson [6] suggests that relative depth and orientation information can be obtained from texture gradients. The relative depth information can be reliably obt.c'lined by choosing an image variable that ·varies exclusively with depth and relative orientation can be reliably
obt.c'lined from an image variable that varies exclusively
with orientation [10, 11]. The variations in perceived
textural properties or texture gradients result primarily
due to the variations in any (one or more than one) of the
following.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Physical texture
Range between the observer and the surface
Orientation of the observer relative to the surface
Illumination conditions in the environment
Camera parameters like focus, zoom, resolution etc.
In structured environments, variations in textural
properties provide infonnation about the relative motion
in the environment. Usually this kind of approach requires some a~priori knowledge about the environment
and the type of motion. For example, let's consider a flat
surface with circles on it arranged in some regular format
as shown in Figure I. Depending on the relative motion
the perceived texture of the circles in the flat surface
varies. If the observer moves towards the surface such
that the his optical axis is parallel to the surface normal,
then the area of circles varies, the distance between the
centers of the circles varies, the density of the circles also
varies. For a more generic type of motion the circles
won't be perceived as circles any more and relative depth
information can still be obtained from the deformation of
the shape. But this is a relatively difficult problem compared to straight line motion. In unstructured environments it is relatively difficult to describe the properties of
entities in the environment geometrically. There is no
fixed relationship between one element and its neighbor.
In these kinds. of environments it is more difficult to extract texture gradients.
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Figure 1 Flat Surface with Uniformly spaced Circles
We observed that the coarseness of the texture in
the environment varies significantly with depth. Usually
a textured surface~ e.g.~ tree7 mountain, etc., when viewed
from a greater distan~ is perceived to be smoother than
when it is viewed from a relatively shorter distance, i.e.,
a textured surface appears coarser and coarser as one approaches the surface closer and closer. In spatial frequency domain this means that a surface at a greater dis- ·
tance is rich in high spatial frequency content eompared
to the same surface at a relatively shorter distance. In the
following sections we describe the procedure used to extract it from an image. We employ this procedure to
study the variations of coarseness with varying depth in
indoor environments, under various lighting conditions.
The advantages of using variations in coarseness of texture (computed by the procedure described in the following section), as a relative depth cue are summarized as
follows.

1. Is a global measure of an image
2. Varies significantly with range
3. Almost independent of relative orientation between
the observer and surface
4. Can be evaluated from a sequence of monocular
images
5. Needs almost no calibration of the camera
6. Needs no reconstruction of the 3-D world
7. Can be used for many environments
8. Needs no information about optical flow which is
highly noisy
9. Does not require any preprocessing of the images
IO.Computationally inexpensive
12.Suitable for parallel architectures

gorithms for computing the measure of coarseness from
images. We adopt a very efficient algorithm presented in
Wu et al (57] to extract this perceptual feature from the
image. This approach is relatively simple and has many
advantages over the other approaches [57]. This algorithm is based on a Statistical Feature Matrix (SFM), that
measures the statistical properties of pixel pairs at several
distances. In the following paragraphs we summarize
the SFM described in [57].
The image plane is divided into a rectangular grid.
Each cell in the grid is called a pixel. Let (x,y) be the
spatial coordinates of an arbitrary pixel in the image,
where x and y are integers and I(x,y) be the intensity at
(x,y). The inter pixel distance is denoted by o and is defmed as follows

0 = (Llx, Lly)
Where

Llx = Difference between the corresponding x coordinate values of two pixels

Lly = Difference between the corresponding y coordinate
· values of two pixels
The dissimilarity between the image intensities of
pixels separated by the inter pixel distance defmed in
Equation (1) is characterized by the measure o-dissimilarity, which is defined as follows.
o-dissirnilarity =E{II(x,y)- I(x+ ilx, y+Lly)l}

(2)

Where
l(x,y)

= Intensity at pixel (x,y)

I(x+ Llx, y+Liy)

= Intensity at pixel (x+ Llx,

y+Lly)

Several other dissimilarity measures may be used
instead of the one used in Equation (2) and a detailed description of these dissimilarity measures is presented in

[58].
Each pixel in an image is characterized by a matrix known as Statistical Feature Matrix (SFM). SFM is
basically a matrix of numbers that characterizes the
properties in the neighborhood of that particular pixel.
These properties can be any image characteristic~ for example contrast, covariance, dissimilarity etc. SFM is an
(Lr+l)x(2Lc+1) matrix. where Lr and U: are constants.
The element (i,j) of SFM is the o-dissimilarity as defmed
in Equation in (2). Where the inter-pixel distance defmed in Equation (1) is given as below

Coarseness Operator
In order to measure the temporal gradient of the
coarseness of texture, we need to have a procedure to extract it from a sequence of images. There are several al-

(1)

d

= G-U:, i)

(3)

Where

i = O,l, ... ,Lr
j = 0,1, ...,2Lc
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486 based Personal Computer is used to control the motion of the robot

Coarseness is defmed as follows [57]

c

~n=-mcn

(4)

Where
cis a normalizing factor and

1

men

Lx

~

=--LLSFM(k,l)

LxLy

.t=1 t=1

(5)

Where

Lx is the width of the image
Ly is the height of the image and
SFM(k,l) is the mean of the SFM associated with
pixel (k,l)

Implementation and Experimental Results
Several experiments were performed in the Robotics laboratory at FAU, to study the variations in texture
coarseness with depth. Details of these experiments are
· presented in this section.

The miniature Panasonic CCD video camera attached to the end effector of the robot obtains the images
of the miniature environment. These images are then
digitized by the image processor called PCVISION plus.
These digitized images are then processed by a 486 based
PC to extract the coarseness of the texture.
A miniature environment is setup in the workspace of the robot, on the platform. The maximum distance between the camera and the surface is about 160
em. and the minimum being 10 em. Several miniature
textured environments used in the experiments are as
follows:
I. Flat surfaces with texture on them resembling
granite.
2. Miniature mountains of different sizes and textures
on them.
3. Miniature pine trees.

Experimental Setup
The system used for the study of variations in texture coarseness includes a robot, a miniature CCD video
camera. a 486 based Personal Computer (PC), PCVISION
plus image processing system several miniature environments and a platform on which the environment is setup.
The experimental setup is as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 Flat Surface 1

Figure 2 Experimental Setup -

Experimental Procedure
A miniature environment is setup on the platform
of the robot. The miniature CCD video camera is attached to the end effector of the robot The end effector
of the robot is capable of performing a six- degree-offreedom motion in the workspace on the platform. The
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Figure 4 Flat Surface 2
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Figure 5 Mountain l(Camera and Moving Light Source
are also seen)

Figure 8 Pine trees
Two different types of light sources are used for ·
the illumination of the surface . One light source is stationary and is mounted on the platform. The position
and orientation of the stationary light source in the environment can be altered. The other light source is
mounted on the end effector of the robot and hence can
move along with the robot The intensity of both light
sources is controlled by using voltage dimmers.
For the previously described miniature environments, the following parameters are flXed before the start
of the ·experiment

l. Position and orientation of the stationary light
source
2. Intensity of the stationary light source
3. Intensity of the moving light source
Figure 6 Mountain 2
Experimental Results

Figure 7 Mountain 3
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The camera is moved towards the surface at a uniform velocity. The coarseness of texture in the image is
extracted using Equation (5). The coarseness for a given
surface is plotted as a function of the distance of the surface from the camera. The x-axis of the graph corresponds to the relative distance between the camera and
the surface, and the y-axis corresponds to the relative
coarseness. Let's take for example Figure 9. This
coarseness corresponds to the flat surface shown in Figure 3, in the presence of stationary light source only.
The x-axis ranges from 0 to 350, i.e., the coarseness of
the surface texture is evaluated 350 times as the distance
between the camera and the surface is reduced from 160
em. to 10cm. The y-axis corresponds to the relative
coarseness, i.e., the coarseness of the texture when the
distance between the surface and the camera is 160cm, is
about 20 percent of it's corresponding value when the
range is about lOcm. On the x-axis 'far' corresponds to
about 160 em. and near corresponds to about 10 em.
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These experimental results and the corresponding
coarseness plots suggeSt an exponential trend in the variations of coarseness with varying depth
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a. Develop an analytical expression that relates the

..,

variations in texture coarseness to the information
about the time-to-contact, looming etc..
b. Employ the above mentioned analytical expression
on the coarseness curves to extract the
relative information about time-to-contact, looming
etc.
c. Perform similar experiments on out door environments.
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Abstract

This paper describes a pixel-based adaptive algorithm
to track image features, both spatially and temporally,
over a sequence of monocular images. The algorithm
assumes no a priori knowledge about the motion or
the environment. The features to be tracked are selected by the algorithm and these correspond to the
peaks of a 'matching surface' Constructed from the
first image of the sequence to be analyzed. Any kind of
3-D· motion can be tolerated keeping in mind the pixels-per-frame motion limitations.In our experiments,
we have used the algorithm for tracking upto 3 pixels
motion between frames with absolutely no subpixel
calculations being necessary. Taking into account
constraints of temporal continuity, the algorithm uses
simple and efficient predictive tracking over multiple
frames. The algorithm accepts a slow, continuous
change of brightness D.C. level in the pixels of the
feature. Trajectories of features on multiple objects
can be computed. As an application of the algorithm
we show how the algorithm can be used to find the
Focus of Expansion (FOE) using a sequence of real
images.

processing of the image before optical flow techniques
can be applied. A good reference for motion analysis
using optical flow techniques can be found in [17].
A number of researchers have developed 2D feature tracking algorithms for the analysis of
motion. Until recently, many of these were based on
the assumption that a priori . knowledge about the
camera motion and/or, the 3-D environment or its 2-D
projection, was available. Methods which do not need
·prior knowledge about the motion have the advantage
of applicability to a variety of situations.
This paper describes a feature tracking algorithm that needs no a priori knowledge about either
the camera motion or the objects in the 3-D scene or
their 2-D projection in the image.
1.1 PREVIOUS WORK.

In this section, we briefly examine some of
the methods for feature tracking and the extraction of
the Focus of Expansion found in the literature. A
detailed literature survey can be found in [33].
Various approaches to motion analysis devel~
oped till1989 can be found in [28].
1.1.1 Feature Tracking Methods - An Overview

Index Terms- Matching, feature tracking, visual
motion.
1.INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a significant amount of
useful information can be obtained about 3-D motion
and structure using the projected 2-D image motion
sequence resulting from the movement of a camera
and/or that of 3-D objects. Optical flow techniques are
extremely useful in the analysis of motion by a monocular observer. However, they are in general noisy
aild inaccurate. Moreover, most methods need pre-

Tracking of feature~ as shown in Figure 1, is
a common approach to motion analysis ( [2], [3], [6],
[11], [16], "[19], [22], [24], [27], [29], [30], [31] ).
This may be because of the availability of featuress
like lines in most images. In situations where the 3-D
model is available predictive tracking is done using
Kalman Filtering or its variations, [8], [9].Tracking of
point features ( [7], [10], [14], [25], [29], [32] ) is not
a very practical possibility. Just as in the computation
of motion using the optical flow approach, the fact remains that tracking points is difficult in practice because of greater possibilities of errors due to noise and
mismatches inasmuch as there are not too many dis-

* This work was supported in part by a grant to Florida Atlantic University from the National Science Foundation,
Division of Information, Robotics and Intelligent Systems, Grant# IRI-9115939
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tinguishing qualities, that can be found between
points.

Featu-e Tracldng Methods

/
Featt.n-bued

- I ""'
1·

PllCIB~based

Others

Poinl features

Blocks Corners
Trajectories

Figure 1 :A diagram giving a classification of feature
tracking methods.
The ·tracking process can be made faster via
appropriate hardware [1], [4]. Other algorithms which
have been developed commercially such as Econolite
Control Products, Inc., 'Autoscope vehicle detection
system' have not been published yet This has been
used for real-time road intersection detection and control.
The algorithm presented in this paper selects
a priori unknown features to be tracked over a sequence of images. However, changes in the brightness
D.C. level in the pixels of the feature can be accommodated. Another important feature of the ·algorithm
is the use of an adaptive feature matching threshold
and the capability of detecting multi-pixel motion
between frames. Further, any kind of motion can be
tracked within the limits of nwnber-of-pixels-movedby-the-feature per frame. No subpixel computations
are required. The method may be used as an
alternative to optical flow for the analysis of motion.
We also show how we used the feature tracking
algorithm to extract the Focus of Expansfon, using
real image sequences.
1.1.2 Focus of Expansion(FOE)-An overview
Focus of Expansion, FOE, plays a vital role
in the extraction of information about relative motion
between the observer and 3-D objects. It is defined as
the intersection of the imaging plane and the direction
of motion [5], [12] . Most of the approaches available
in the literature for FOE computation are optical-flow
based. The results however, become extremely inaccu-
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rate in the presence of noisy data. Our approach, on
the contrary, is based on feature tracking.
Until recently, FOE had been considered only
in the context of the translatory motion. The idea of
either canceling the rotation or defming the FOE
independent of tlle rotation has been suggested in
[15], [23].
The uncertainty in determining the precise
location of the FOE is tackled in [26]. In (21], a
method for locating FOE is presente~ based on
computations in selected circular patches each of
which is around an estimated FOE. The direction
from the estimated to the true FOE is determined
thereof. The intersection of these so-called FOE
constraint lines for each patch gives the location of
the FOE.
The method discussed in [12] does not need
correspondences of features between frames. Feature
points however, need to be isolated. In section 3, we
show how the feature tracking algorithm discussed in
this paper can ben used to determine the FOE.
2. THE FEATURE TRACKING ALGORITHM
We present he~ an algorithm which tracks
2-D image features over several frames. The method
needs no a priori knowledge about the motion o~ the
scene being viewed. As far as selecting the features to
. be tracked is concerne~ we do not use any predefined notion as to what constitutes a feature. In our
algorithm, any n x n brightness pattern distinct from
its neighbors, detected by the algorithm, can· be used
as a candidate feature.
The primary assumptions made in the development of the algorithm are:
1. Small inter-frame 2-D feature displacements, i.e., .
features in the image do not move more than a
few pixels per frame. In our implementation we
allow up to 3 pixels per frame.
2. Sufficient texture in the image, i.e., the image is
rich enough in features. This assumption is made
to ensure that features, as we defme later on,
exist
3. The features remain in the Field-of-View (FOV) of
the observer.
4. Slow brightness changes are allowed in the feature
pixels.
5. Temporal continuity of the features, i.e., the
features exist in successive frames, within the
limitations of assumption 4.
There are two stages in the algorithm. They

are,
1. Feature selection.
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2. Tracking of selected features.
2.1 FEATURE SELECTION
There are many algorithms for tracking point
features.
But· tracking
point
features
is
disadvantageous because of practical difficulties like
noise as well as greater possibilities of mismatches.
Our algorithm tracks features which are chosen by the
algorithm itself or in other words, which are tradeable
to the algorithm.
There are other methods to detect features
like the Moravec interest operator, [18]. A feature
was said to exist wherever· the interest operator had
local maxima.
We define a feature to be an a priori unknown n x n brightness pattern which is distinct
enough to be tracked. By 'distinct enough', we mean
that if the n x n feature candidate location were to be
shifted as shown in Figure 2, in its immediate neighborn~ it would have very little correlation between
itself and the new n x n neighboring brightness patterns . (By feature location we refer to the top-left
comer pixel of the feature). In other words, a feature
can be defined as a sharp peak on a matching surface
which is constructed using neighboring n x n patterns
and the feature itself.
The following procedure is implemented to
select a feature:
Starting at any pixel located at (~b) in the
IU'St image of the sequence to be analyzed, we scan
the image for a feature candidate our doing the local
search as described below.
1) Pixel (a,b) is assumed to be the tOp-left pixel of the
feature. Keeping (a,b) as the starting point we
construct an n x n feature matrix, say a 5 x 5 matrix,
of pixel intensities. We call this matrix our feature
template moJrix 'ms' (Figure 3).Thi'sfeature template
moJrix contains image intensities at that location.
2) We construct an m x m local search matrix, (3 x 3)
with (a,b) being the center of this matrix (see Figure
3).
3) The feature template matrix is translated up, down
left, right and across both the diagonals of the search
matrix, i.e., mJ. -1 locations. At each such location
we compute the matching coefficient as given below.
The associated parameters are designated as follows:
ms
ms[i][j]

1m
net

ave

n2
d
c1

c2

c
cf

the average D.C. brightness level per
pixel,
the variance of the difference between
ms and im taking into account D.C.
brightness leve4
the sum of squared differences
between the pixel values of ms and im,
the normalizing factor,
the mismatch coefficient contribution
without change of brightness D.C.
level,
the mismatch coefficient contribution
with change of brightness D.C. level,
the net mismatch coefficient,
the matching coefficient

m

Figure 2 : Each m x m square represents the search
matrix. The shaded portion represents the location of
the top-left corner of the feature candidate.

(a.bl

s._ ......

a feature template of size n x n,
an element ~f ms,
a sub-image of size n x n,
the sum of differences between ms and
lm,

Figure 3 : A representation of the Search Matrix and
the Feature Template Matrix.
Then,
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"
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)

"
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2
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n

d

"

(5)

i=l j=l

c1

=(n1 I d) 2

c2 = (n2 1 d)

(6)

2

(7)

c = c1 * k1 + c2 * k2
where k2 = 1- k 1 and ~1~1, ~2~1;
cf= (1- c)
K 1 and K2

(8)

(9)

are used so that we do not totally

ignore the e.ontribution of the self.brighUless changes.
Using these matching coefficients, an m x m
matching surface is constructed keeping (a,b) as the
center · location of this surface. An n x n pattern is
called a feature if all the gradients be~een the peak
on -the matching surface and its neighbors are greater
than· a threshold value, that we specify a priori. In
other words (a,b) is a peak on the matching surface
and is our feature location. The matching coefficient
computed at our feature location (a,b) then becomes
our matching threshold for the second frame of the sequence.
Once a feature is found we may continue to
search for the next feature. We make sure that the
pixel location (a,b) is not located at the edges of the
picture because that would prevent the search as
described.
This whole procedure of feature selection
needs to be done only once, in the ftrSt frame in the
sequence of frames to be analyzed.
2.2 SUBSEQUENT TRACKING
Once the features to be tracked have been
selected in the ftrSt frame k=l, subsequent tracking is
done as given below.
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2.2.1 Tracking in the second frame of the sequence
During the second frame. frame number k =
2, we center the search matrix of size p x p, p ~ m,
(as in Figure 3), around the location of our feature,
the idea being that using a larger search matrix would
help to establish the initial motion pattern. Once a
pattern bas been established, the search matrix can be
changed accordingly.
The algorithm performs a local search to lock
on to the feature. The location of the maximum
matching coefficient gives .the new location of the
feature in the second frame. The equations given in
section 2.1 are used in computing the matching
coefficient
2.2.2 Subsequent Frames
For k ~ 3, there are 2 stages involved in the
tracking:
1) Local spatial search
2) Check for directional temporal continuity
The algorithm centers the search matrix, this
time of a size smaller than or equal to that used in the
second frame of the sequence, around the location of
the feature in the previous frame.
Once this local search has been done, all
matching coefficients above an a priori specified
threshold, are further examined in the following manner.
The idea is to check if the direction of motion of the
feature from frame k-2 to k-_1 is similar to that ·
between frame k-1 and the current frame k. Refer to
Figure 4.
For each candidate location obtained using the spatial
search, the best match is the one that minimizes· the
constraint 'W given in equation (11).

· a.b

cos e = - lallbl
where
~=

(10)

a and b are vectors as shown in Figure 4.

1- cosa

(11)

2.3 FEATURE AND THRESHOLD
ADAPTATION
If the feature located is a very good match to
the feature in the earlier frame, the pixel intensities in
the n x n feature are updated to that of the new location. The matching threshold is also updated under
such circumstances. This will ensure that the original
2-D feature can still be detected even if it undergoes
changes. This will avoid the constraint that the same
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set of feature points have to be present in successive
frames, as is necessary in [25]. There are many possibilities as to how the threshold can be adapted. Given
below is the manner in which we have implemented
the threshold adaptation step.
In the threshold adaptation process, we try to
take into account the fact that brightness changes in
the feature may also mean brightness changes in its
neighbors. This should add to the robustness of the
tracking.

Feature

a
b

Feature

is the motioo vector between frames k-2 and k-1
is the motioo vector between frames k-1 and k

o represents fearure location as pixel coordinates

Figure 4 : Representation of the check for motion
vector continuity.
Figure 5 shows the matching coefficients
used to determine the threshold.
There are two cases to be considered:
1. A not-very-distinct feature:
By 'a not-very-distinct feature' we refer to a low peak
on the correlation surface. In other

words, the feature is not as distinct from its neighbors
as it was at the beginning of the image sequence. The
idea in this case is that if a feature is not very distinct
from its neighbors, it is easier to track it taking into
account the presence of its neighbors. In this case, we
take the mean of a2, a4, a6, a8 and a5 (Figure 5).
Threshold= (a2+a4+a6+a8+a5)15
(12)
2. A very distinct feature:
By 'a very distinct feature' we mean a sharp
peak on the matching surface.
In this case, the matching coefficient is used
as the threshold.
(13)
Threshold = a5
A threshold to determine the sharpness of the peak is
specified a priori.A limited tolerance of matching
threshold i~ allowed while determining possible
matches during the tracking.
Note : Once the threshold has been adapted in a particular frame, the matching coefficient in the next
frame is computed as follows.
cf = (a2+a4+a6+a8+a5)15

(14)

where the coefficients are arranged as in Figure3.
Else,
cf= a5
(15)
This is done to ensure that both the matching coefficient and the thr~shold can be compared, by ·computing them in similar fashion.

3. FOCUS OF EXPANSION
Once the feature trajectories have been
obtained, a least squares approximation is applied to
the trajectories to cancel out any effects of noisy data
acquired in the tracking. These trajectories are then
extended until they intersect and the point of
intersection of these extended trajectories in the image
plane gives us the location of the FOE.

al

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

4. EXPERIMENTS

a7

a8

a9

Through our experiments, we aimed . at
obtaining two types of results.
a) Results of the tracking for both translational and rotational motion.
b) Results of using the feature tracking algorithm to extract the FOE.
Experimental Set-up - Experiments were performed
with the unstructured environment shown in Figure
6a. The implementation was done using a camera
mounted on a six-degree-of-freedom roboL To
determine the real FOE, a'+' was marked on the 1V

Figure 5 : Grid of coefficients used to determine the
Feature Matching Threshold. a1 ..a9 are the matching
coefficients obtained using the equations given in
Section 2.1.
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monitor at some location. A similar '+' was also
placed in the 3-D environment within the FOV of the
camera. The camera was translated such that the '+'
marked on the TV monitor and the '+' in the 3-D
environment as seen by the camera coincided at each
camera locatio~ during the translation. The location
of the'+' thus gave us the location of the real FOE.
Experiments- In our experiments, the Focus of Expansion was the intersection of the image plane and
the direction of motion.
A series of 120 frames were acquired in succession using a frame grabber. The algorithm tracked
the feawres selec~ in each frame of the sequence.
The feature points selected were all at different distances from the camera. In our experiments, the size
of the features used were 5 x 5 while the search
regions used were 3x 3 and 5 x 5. The tolerance used
in the threshold value for determining feature
updating was 3% of the threshold. The tolerance in
the threshold used to determine matches during
tracking was 10%. Occlusion thresholds used were
50% of the threshold value. K 1 and K2 used in the
computation of the matching coefficient were 0.8 and
0.2, respectively.
The trajectorie~ of the feawres were plotted
over a sequence of frames. Then using a least squares
approximation a function was plotted to obtain each
feature's smoothened trajectory in the image se~
quence. The lines thus plotted for each of the features
were extended to find their point of intersection. This
gave us the location of the FOE.
. Results - Experimental results are presented in Figure
6a - 61. Results for various kinds of motion are presented. The error in the location of the FOE obtained
experimentally was found to be in the vicinity of 3
pixels.
5. DISCUSSION
Presented here is a simple feature tracking
algorithm, which has been used to extract the Focus of
Expansion in a real image sequence. The definition of
FOE that we have used is similar to the defmition
found in [5], i.e., we define the FOE to be the point of
intersection of the image plane and the direction of
motion. The method was found to be quite robust even
under noisy conditions. The location of the FOE extracted using the tracking algorithm can be made
more precise by using a larger number of features.
It may be possible to build hardware to implement the algorithm in future. We are also working
on implementing the algorithm for obstacle
avoidance.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the modeling and properties of a class of
nonlinear discrete systems which exhibits chaotic
behaviors using neural networks architectures are
presented. This class of dynamic systems can be realized
by a group of
discrete one or higher dimensional
transfonnations using polynomial functions . For our
modeling task a fixed structure multilayer perceptron
neural network with four neurons at the input layer, two
hidden layers with ten neurons in each layer and a
single output is proposed.Fast back propagation
algorithm for the learning phase is utilized. The
simulation results have shown the effectiveness of the
proposed modeling in the present of chaotic phenomenon
for this class of nonlinear-discrete systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
Studying the chaotic behavior of nonlinear dynamic
systems has received a great deal of attention over the
last decade. This attention is due to the fact that chaos
has been reported from virtually every scientific
discipline including· engineering[l]-(3].It is well known
that for a great numbers of nonlinear systems, there exist
a wide range of parameters where the steady-state
response of the system is bounded, but not
periodic.Moreover, the response of a system can be so
sensitive to initials conditions that no long-term
prediction of the precise solution is possible.Such
extreme sensitivity in steady state response of a system
is but one ,among many, telltale manifestation of chaos
which has been widely observed in numerous continuous
and discrete nonlinear dynamic systems[lO].
On the other hand, the emergence of the neural network
as a powerful tool for learning complex mappings from
a set of samples has generated a great deal of excitement
in using neural network for various identification and
control tasks. Due to their approximation capabilities as
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well as their inherent adaptivity features,artificial
neural network present a potential appealing for
modeling and control of nonlinear systems[8] .
Furthermore, from a practical perspective,the massive
parallelism of NN provides more incentives for
investigating the
the chaotic . phenomenon of
dynamic systems with unknown nonlinearities.
In this paper, the chaotic phenomenon of a class of
discrete nonlinear mappings with a set of polynomial
functions are investigated. In sequel, an efficient
approach for simulation of this class of systems using
neural networks is presented.

II. DISCRETE MAPPING AND
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a closed interval l=[m,n] and a nonlinear
function f(.)which maps any point x of I into some
point y in the same interval.Consider an arbitrary initial
point xo in I and iterate it by the following algorithm:

n=O,l,2,3,4, ...

(1)

wheze Xn denotes the present state and Xn+ 1 is the next
state of the system. This· is a scaler discrete mapping of
the interval I which can be generalized into mdimensional mapping using the vector notation. In
spite of it's simplicity, the dynamic of many nonlinear
discrete maps in form of (1) can be extremely
complicated. They can possess all kinds of steady state
behaviors from the simplest kind(i.e. equilibrium points)
to the most complicated fonn(Chaotic )via their
parameters variations.Most of these behaviors can be
observed in a parameter-dependent family of the maps
over various non-empty parameter range[lO].
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As an example of one dimensional map, lefs consider
the logistic map:

Xn+l=f(Xn ,w)=4wxn( 1-Xn)

(2)

Where 1=[0, 1] and w is a parameter which varies from 0
to 1. The logic map is an example of a one-parameter
family of discrete maps which transforms(or maps) the
internal I into itselfJt has been shown in [4] that as we
increase w above .75, a critical point is reached beyond
which there are an infmite number of distinct cycle,as
well as unconttollable number of initial points that give
bounded but totally aperiodic trajectories,generally
referred to as chaoS.
In general,observing the chaotic region for the above
logistic map is a difficult experimental task.
Furthermore the above chaotic phenomenon hold for
broad class of one-dimensional maps. Specifically, for
those maps where the function f(.) in (1) is a
differentiable unimodal function, the same qualitative
behavior as the logistic map is essentially observed.In
another word, the quantitative behavior is essentially
independent of the actual form of f(.); it only depends on
the value of the parameter: This property is sometimes
called "structural universality."
In contrast to one-dimensional maps, higher
dimensional discrete maps can be either conservative
(volume-preserving) or dissipative(yolumecontracting),invertible or non-invertible.Although some
results on one-dimensional mappings can be generalized
to mappings in RN [11], two or higher dimensional .
mappings are usually much richer in their dynamic
behavior than the one dimension functions. For instance,
consider the well-known two-dimensional Henon
map[3],described by the following equations:

Xn+l=l- Ax~+ Yn

(3-a)
(3-b)

This map reveals interesting phenomena quite typical
for multidimensional discrete mappings. First, the
asymptotic behavior of the system depends on the initial
point; i.e., different initial points could give rise to
different periodic or aperiodic orbits.. This behavior
cannot occur in one dimensional unimodal maps such as
(2), where at most one stable periodic orbit can exisL
Second, for certain parameters and initial points, the
system converges to an attractor with a self-similar
internal sttucture[4]. Thirdjt has been proven that there
exist intersections between the stable and unstable
manifolds of the Henon map. The intersections called
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homoclinic points,give rise to extremely complicated
including chaos[lO].
One of the basic approach for synthesis of an arbitrary
nonlinear system in form (1) is to approximate it in
term of some basic functions such as
piece-wise
polynomial functions:
dynamic~

m

Xa+l

=L a.(xiJ +yn

(4-a)

i=l

(4-b)

YD+t=Bxa

It is obvious that (4) can be adapted for one
dimensional as well as multidimensional discrete
mappings. For example by selection of the following
parameters in eq.(4)
at=O,

Cl2=4W,

aJ=-4w,

the logistic map (2)
respectively.

ar=() ( i ~4),

B=O

(5)

and Henon map(3) are obtained

III. MODELING WITH NEURAL
NETWORKS
In this section, the modeling procedure of various
discrete array using neural networks is described. One of
the basic requirements in using a neural network to
represent eqs.(1) or (4) is the capability of these
architectures to accurately model the behavior of a
nonlinear dynamic system specially in chaos mode. This
lead to question of whether a given neural network
configuration is able to approximate,in an appropriate
sense,the input-ouput response of a chaotic system.
In this work, the feasibility and the implementation of
the multilayer NN to represent the nonlinear discrete
systems with chaotic behaviors are investigated. we have
used a fiXed structure neural network with two hidden
layers in our modeling problem. This network has four
neuron in its input layer, ten neurons in each of its
hidden layers and a single neuron in its output layer. The
NN architecture is shown in figure (l).The nonlinear
transformation function of every neuron in the network
is sigmoid function with fast back propagation
procedure[5]-[7].Soch task is achieved by propagating the
output layer error via the connections of the last layer: In
fact. this procedure is repeated until reaching the input
la}U
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10,.._.

Figure(!): Neural network structure

IV. - SIMULATION RESULTS
In figures 2 the simulation results for Force Van Der Pol
Equation(12] for periodic as wellas Quasi-peroiodic
modes are shown. In Figure(3), the effects of initial
conditions for a Double Scroll atttactor [13],[14] are
presented. It is clear that by small variation on some of
initial conditions the chaotic behavior might result for
these types of nonlinear systems as shown in the
provided figures. Finally in figures (4) the results for the
logistic map for various initial conditions are shown. In .
each figure the response labeled as "1" shows the
original response where the plot labeled u2" is the
provided output of the Neural Network after the learning
phase. The following problems were encounter in the
learning and prediction phases of the simulation
· experiments:
(i) In the learning phase, the network often requires a
great numbers of sampling inputs depends on the
chosen transformation and steady state behavior of the
system. In fact~ chaotic system needs more sample
inputs for its learning procedure than a linear (or a
simple nonlinear) system.In our experiment riear one
hundred thousands sampling inputs were used in the
learning phase.
(i i) After considerable number of iterations, the error
between the desired and actual responses of the system
can become very small ( (e.g. 40 thousands iterations
for logic mapping in our experience ). Therefore, one
might conclude that the network has learned the desired
model. However, by inaeasing the number of Iterations
, the error could again inaease due to the nature of the
chaotic system.
(i i i) Due to the large number of required iterations in
the learning process,it is reasonable to store the data
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that are only critical for the modeling task.However,
one has to select the sampling inputs such that the
fidelity of the Chaotic system is preserved.
(v i) It is well known that proper selections of the
initial conditions of a discrete system and initial
weighting values are essential for the convergence of the
proposed scheme. In our simulation experiments initial
weights of .01 were selected for the learning phase with
satisfactory results. Moreover, In order to increase the
convergence rate of the learning processes, a momentum
term as well as an error from the previous layer were
included.
(v) To prevent overflow error, for a sigmoid function:(
), ~~~11 were considered as
upper and lower limits for compound inputs of every
process.

f(z)={l+exp(-z)]- 1

V. CONCLUSIONS
The modeling of a class of nonlinear discrete systems
which exhibits chaotic behaviors is presented.This class
of dynamic systems can be realized by a group of
discrete multidimensional transformations using
polynomial functions . For our modeling task a fixed
structure multilayer perceptron neural network with four
neurons at the input layer, two hidden layers with ten
neurons in each layer and a single output is
proposed.Fast back propagation algorithm for the
learning phase is utilized.The simulation results for for
the proposed algorithms for the logistic discrete mapping
have been presented.
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Force and Position Control of Robot Manipulators
with Learning Algorithm
Doyoung Jeon
Depanment of ~techanical Engineering
University of Miami
Coral Gables, FL 33124

ABSTRACT
H'hen a robot performs the same task repeatedly.
a learning controller can enhance the performance of
the system .significantly. The function of the learning
controller is to update the feedforward compensator
.which cancels the dynamics of robot manipulators and
friction of each joints. The feedforward compensator
especially plays an important role in the contact forcE
·control of robot manipulators with rigid workpiece
.smce it allows more compliance in the force control
direction as the force feedback gain is reduced. In this
paper. the learning algorithm which guarantees the
asymptotic stability is studied and applied to refine the
feedforward compensator. Experiments with two degrEE
of freedom direct drive robot confirms the effectiveness
of the algorithm.
1. Introduction

For the position control of robot manipulators , there
have been numerous researchs and many control
algorithms have been developed. Independent PD
joint control is the simplest and most common
form . To compensate for the nonlinear dynamics and
improve the tracking performance , the model based
control or computed torque method was developed.
The method. however . requires intensive · calculations
in real time and could deteriorate the performance
because of long sampling time. To overcome the
problem. the feedforward control was introduced so
that the terms which depend on the real position.
velocity and acceleration are replaced by the desired
values . The performance of the feedforward control
was shown experimentally to be close to that of
computed torque method[l].
When a robot task is periodic, the learning or
repetitive controller can enhance the performance of
the system significantly[3~ 6]. The internal-modelbased discrete-time repetitive controller was applied
to the joint position control of robot manipulators
by Tsai et al.[16) and also to the end point position
control of a two degree of freedom robot manipulator
in the Cartesian coordinates by Aqui et al.[2]. Sadegh
et al.[13) and Horowitz et al.[6, 11) developed a
learning control scheme for the position control of
robot manipulators. The control scheme consists of
the feedback controller and the feedforward compensator which is updated from the error in the previous
periods; .
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\Vhen the operation finishes after one or a few
trials . the learning scheme may not improve the performance significantly since it needs several periods
to converge. This fact may be considered as the limit
of application of the learning schemes . Even in this
case. however , the learning control scheme can be
used to refin~ the feedforward compensator .
In mechanical systems including robot manipulators. it is difficult and usually impossible to model the
friction. stiction and actuator and sensor dynamics .
l. nder these circumstances. the design of feedforward
compensators may be time consunling or impossible . The learning algorithm can be very helpful in
designing the feedforward compensator .
Raibert and Craig[12) developed a hybrid force
and position control scheme in which the constraint
frame or the task frame is decomposed into force
control and position control directions . In each direction. the appropriate controllers . ·such as a PD
feedback controller , are designed and the controller
outputs are transformed to the joint torques by
.Jacobian transpose·. Slotine and Li[l.5] developed a
hybrid . adaptive force/position control scheme where
the force and position control subspaces are defined ·
in the constraint coordinates . The . contacts are assumed to be between two rigid bodies so that the
force error does not affect the position error. but the
force error is affected by the position error . In the
force control subspace ~ a PD type controller is used .
In the position control subspace , the adaptive control
which guarantees stability. is implemented to cope
with parameter uncertainties.
In this paper , the hybrid force and positiOn
control of robot manipulators with a feedforward
compensator is considered .

2. Equations of Motion of Robot Manipulators
in Constraint Coordinates
When a robot end effector makes contact to a constraint surface ~ the force control is usually applied in
the direction normal to the surface. and the position
control is applied in the orthogonal direction(12]. In
other words , the force control subspace is normal
to the constraint surface and the position control
subspace is tangential to it. The constraint frame is
set up as a product of the force control subspace and
position control subspace[10, 12).
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The end effector position in the constraint coordinates is assumed to be represented as a function of its
position in the reference coordinates:
.rc

= E(.r),

( 1)

where .r , = (.rc1 , .rc2 , · · · . .r cn)T , (n :S: 6 ) is the end
pffector position in the constraint coordinates and
.r
(.r 1 . .r2.··· ..rn)T is its position in the reference
coordinates .
Let the dynamic equation of robot manipulators in
the constraint coordinates be represented as

=

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of hybrid force and position
control with feedforward compensator

(2)

where A.: (x) E Rnxn is the inertia matrix. f-lc(x , x)xc
is the centrifugal and Corio lis force , gc( :r ) is the gravitational force , uc(t) is the control input force and
f c is the contact force. For a nonredundant robot .
Ac(X)- 2f.1.c(X , x) is shown to be skew-symmetric(15] .
The controller is designed in the constraint coordinates and its control output can be transformed to
t~1 e t_orque m the joint coordinates. The transformanon IS
where .lc(x) is the Jacobian transformation from the
joint coordinates to the constraint coordinates .
In the constraint coordinates , the force error and
position error a~e defined. fdl E R 1 is the desired
force in xc1 direction and Xc 2 d E R"- 1 is the desired
position in other directions . From the assumption
that the stiffness. ke , is known , ep was defined for the
stability analysis a.s

where [{ = (

~ ~) . f<~

E R 1 is the force compo-

nent of f c in the x c1 direction. The force components
in other directions act as disturbances in position
control. X otice that eJ is measured by a force sensor
which can not be replaced by position measurement .
This is the difference between the position control
and force control though they look similar. If the
estimate of the stiffness is different from the actual , it results in affecting the gains of the feedback
controller .

3. Hybrid Force and Position Control with
a Desired Feedforward Compensator
When a feedforward compensator is calculated from
the terms which · depend on measurements in real
time , the control performance may be degraded as
the sampling time in the digital control becomes
large. To remedy this problem, one possibility is
to replace the actual force , position , velocity and
acceleration in the feedforward compensator by the
desired force , position , velocity and acceleration ,
respectively. A nonlinear term is added to guarantee
the asymptotic stability of the system[13].
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The schematic drawing of the hybrid force and
position control with the desired feedforward compensator is shown in Fig . 1.
.
The hybrid force and position controller with the
desired feedforward compensator becomes

= ~Vd(t) + fd(t) + Ft cv (t) + Fpcp (t) + qn( cu, cp)
( .) )
~vd(t ) = A c( .r d).i;cd + f.1. c( :c d, i: d )i: cd + g c ( :c d)
( 6)

Uc(t)

whe~e ev(t) = ep(i) + (}cp(t) is the reference velocity
error vector and qn( et,, cp) = (J'n iep i2 ev , ( Q , (J'n > 0) .
The PD controller gains Ft, and Fp are designed as
positive definite matrices for stability. The magn_itude
of the controller gains . however , should be designed
in the force control subspace and the position control subspace in consideration of the impedance. In
the force control subspace . -low impedance may be
desirable and in the position control subspace. high
impedance may be desirable.
.
When the . control law. Eq. (5), is applied to
the robot in Eq. (2). the error dynamic equation
becomes:

A c(x)e v

= -f.J. c(.r ..i')cr -

( fd- f c)- Ft ev - Fpep

+ ~~V (e t· · tp)

qn(e v, ep)

-

(7)

where ~W(e v,ep) = W"(t)- Wd(t).
Theorem 1
For the error s.Ystem governed by Eq . (7) , the
closed loop error system is globally exponential
stable, i.e. , both ev and ep converge to zero exponentially from a given initial condition unde_r the
condition that F v. Fp and (J'n are chosen suffic1ently
large.
·
[proof]
Define a Lyapunov function candidate , P( t , ep , ev) ,
by

P(t , ep,ev)

-2 T
1 T 1\ep
":'·
= 21 [euT Ac(x)ev +O"pep
ep ] + 2eP
,

0

0
0

0

0

ke

where

.

f{

= :
(

( )

8

!)
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Then. there exist constant
; > 0 such that

if u

> 0. n > 0,

a-;

> 0 and

Therefore. c t · ( t) and eP ( t) converge to zero exponentially. For details see [7) .
In reality. the parameters in Eq . ( 6) may deviate
from the nonunal values . The control law in Eqs. ( 5)
and ( 6) need to be replaced by

= ~t.~d(t) + fd + Fuf v + Fpep + Qn(ev , ep)
~t'd(t) = Ac(xd)Xcd + J.lc(Xd, Xd)Xcd + gc(Xd)

Uc(t)

(10)
(11)

where a denotes the estimate of a.
Here notice that the estimation errors of Ac( Xd) and
iL-:(xd, .i:d) include the parameter errors associated
with the robot inertia and links as well as the stiffness
of the contact mechanism and constraint surface. The
error dynanlic equation becomes

_\c(.r)ev

= -J.tc(x , .i:)ev- (fd- f c) ~ Fuev- Fpep
+ ~W(ev,ep)- Qn(ev,ep) + W(xd,Xd,Xd)

(12)
where ~Hl(ev , ep)
W- ~·lld and W
~Vd- Wd .
\Vith the same Lyapunov function .candidate m
Eq. ( 8). the stability analysis shows that

=

=

Thus the perturbed system is Lp input/output stable
with respect to the perturbation input for all p E
[1. x }[7) . This implies that the norm of the resulting
errors of e P and ev will be proportional to the
parameter error norm.
4 . Learning Hybrid Force and Position Control
of Robot Manipulators
\Vhen a robot is doing a periodic task with known
period. T , the desired trajectory becomes periodic:

+ T) = !d(t), xd(t + T) = xd(t),
and xd(t + T) = xd(t), xd(t + T) = id(t).

!d(t

(14)

Consequently, the feedforward compensator Wd(t) in
Eq. (11) becomes periodic ,

Wd(t

+ T) = Wd(t).

(15)

The hybrid force and position control law with the
estimated feedforward compensator can be rewritten
as :

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the learning hybrid
force and position control

The parametric estimation error . in the feedforward
compensator is:

Wr (t)

= vVr (t) '- ~i t)
= Ac(xd).r cd + fl c(Xd , Xd )Xed+ gc(.rd)
.r (

- Ac(xd)Xcd- ft c(Xd , Xd)X cd- flc(xd) .
vVhen the control law in Eq. ( 16) is used for the robot
system in Eq . ( 2) , the error dynamic equation of the
system becomes

Ac(x)e v

= -pc(x , x)c v -

+ ~~~r ·
(19)

When the error becomes repetitive in the periodic
task , the feedforward compensator can be updated
based on the error in the previous cycle as shown in
Fig . 2. One possible update law is :
f{L

> 0.

(20)

where f{L is the learning gain matrix. Notice that the
feedforward compensator is adjusted according to the
reference velocity error vector , ev ( t) .
Theorem 2
Assuming that the signal vVr ( t) is both periodic
and bounded, with known period T , the learning
algorithm given by Eq . (20) ensures the stability of
the error dynamics in Eq . (19). "Vith a projection
algorithm , ep and ev converge to zero asymptotically.
[proof) see [7] .
With ayrojection algorithm , {i·~r(t) is

Wr(t)
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(fd- ! c)- Fuet: - Fpep

+~Hl (e u , Ep) -qn(e ~. Ep)

W; (t) = ~-t~r(t -
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(18)

T) +!{Lev (t)

= ir(vtrr*(t))

(21)
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where iT (· ) is defined as

7i(IV;(t))

={

w r (t)
v!'r(t)

vV;(t)

if
if
if

vv; (t)
Wr*(t)

< HTr (t ) + b
> vVr(t)- 6

otheru·ise

and 6 > 0 is a small arbitrary constant. l.Lr (t) and
~t·r(t) are . respectively, the lower and upper bound of
lirr(t) and are specified by the .designer . Then .eP and
Er converge to zero asymptotically. For detatls. see
[1:3] .
.
.
In repetitive control , a modificatiOn has ~~en
suggested to reduce the loop gain of the repetttlve
compensator at the high freque~cies . for. enh~nced
stability robustness(4 , .5]. The modification IS to mtroduce a filter . Q(s), with IQ(jw)i::; 1 for all w. to the
update law. In the disc ret~ time domain ~ Q( =. =- 1 }filter with zero phase shtft has been suggested[4].
Following this idea. the update law in Eq . (20) can be
modified as:

= Q(D)Wr{t- T) + KLQ(D)e v (t) .
= f and Q(D) is a low pass filter .

~Vr(t)

(22)

where D
While a bet~er robustness property can be obtained
with this modified update law, the tracking errors can
not be completely eliminated[9].
5. Experimental Results and discussion
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. :3 and
Fig . 4. The hand deburring machine which had a
deburring tool was mounted on the wrist force
sensor which was able to measure force and moment
in :r. . y ; = directions in the end effector coordinates.
As the constraint surface. a
thick aluminum plate
(6" x 10") was held by a vice which was clamped on
a table. The stiffness identification algorithm[8] was
run and estimated as 13 ,700 Njm. The compliance
mainlv came from the motor axis. the force sensor .
the pvlastic deburring machine body case and the
constraint· surface.
The overall control scheme is based on the learning
hybrid force and position control in Eqs. ( 16) and
( 22) , which was discretized as shown below for
implementation .

f'

f'

vVr(k) =Q(z , z- 1 )Wr(k- T)

+ KLQ(z, z- 1 )ev(k- T + 1VI) : (24)
The zero phase discrete low pass filter , Q(z ,z used in the experiment was:.

Q(z ,.:- 1 )

1 ),

= (1z- 5 + 2z- 4 + 4z- 3 + 8z- 2 + 10z- 1

+ 10 + 10z 1 + 8z 2 + 4z 3 + 2z 4 + 1.: 5 )/60.
(25)
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Throughout experiments . the sampling time was 4
msec and the period of operation. T. was 4 seconds .
In the experiment . the tool was controlled to follow
the flat constraint surface with the desired contact
force of 10 N and the desired tangential velocity
shown in Fig. 5. The constraint surface was set
parallel to theY axis as shown in Fig . 6.
Fig. 7 shows the contact force error for th e
first 20 periods . The loss of contact \vas observed
for the first 4 periods. The force and positiOn
errors at the initial periods are mainly attributed
to the uncon1pensated dynamics . the friction and
stiction in each joints . It is difficult to compensate
for the friction and stiction exactly in experiments
since it is difficult. to estimate them accurately.
.After the learning algorithm updated th~ ~eedforwa~d
compensator based on the force. and pos1t10n error m
the previous periods. the magmtude of the error was
bounded within 5 X at the steady state . The rootmean-square force error in the 20th period was 2.1
N . Because of non-periodic motor vibration , the force
sensor without anv contact read the measured force
with magnitude up to 1.5 N at the s~eady state . T~1is
non-periodic disturbance was a maJ?r .fact_or which
set a performance limitation for the ehrmnation of the
force and position errors.
.
.
.
.
The position tracking error m Y directiOn IS shown
in Fig . 8. Without the learning c<?ntrol , the er~or
at the both ends \Vas ;3 mm. vV Ith the learnmg
control. it reduced to 0.2 mm. The experimental
results showed the improvement clearly.
The feedforward compensator of learning control
was saved from the last period. This was used as
the fixed feedforward compensator. Fig. 9 shows the
contact force error for the 20 periods. Notice that
the contact force errors are bounded from · the first
period. The performance improved significantly compared to the contact force error in Fig . 7. Fig . 10
and Fig. 11 show the inital values of the ~eedforward
compensator in X and Y direct1~n respect.Ively: These
were calculated from the normnal specificatiqns of
robot manipulator without considering the fricti~m.
stiction. actuator dynamics and sensor dynarmcs.
Fig. 12 and Fig. 1:3 show the feedforwa~d compensator in the X and Y direction. respect1velyt saved
from the learning algorithm. The change of the shape
of the feedforward compensator is very significant . It
implies that the magnitude of sticti<?n and . friction
was significant though the robot was direct dnve.
6. Conclusion
Experiments were conducted to test the . learning
hybrid force and position control scheme With a two
degree of freedom SCARA type d~rect drive robot.
Under learning control, the deburrmg tool mounted
on the upper link of the robot arm could follow
the flat plate with a clear improvement of force
regulation.
.
.
As an applicatiOn of the learnmg control , the feedforward compensator saved from. t~e last perio~. of
the learning control was used to s1mllar nonrepetitive
operation. This can save time and reduce difficulty
in designing a feedforward compensat~r un~~r uncertainties of system parameters and nonhneant1es.
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Fig. 3 schematic drawing of the robot system
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Off-line Path Planning Using an A* Search Algorithm
Arturo L. Rankin and Carl D. Crane III
Center for Intelligent Machines and Robotics
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611

Ahmact
FJ'ficient navigation of an autonormus mobile
robot through a well-defined environment requires the
ability of the robot to plan patm. An efficient and
reliable planar otT-line path planner has been developed
that is based on the A* search method Using this
method, two types of planning are accomplished. The
tim uses a map of all lmown obstacles to detennine the
shortest-distance' path from a start to goal configwation.
'The second detennines the shortest path along a network
of predeimed roads.
For the most complicated enviro~nt of
obstacles and roads, a neal'ooptimal piecewise-linear path
is found within a few seconds. The planner can genemte
~ for robots capable of rotation about a point as well
as Cal'olike robots that have a mininmm turning radius.
For cal'-like robots, the planner can generate forwanl and
reverse patm.
· 1bis software is currendy implemented on a
computer controlled Kawag~Q Mule 500 all-tenain
vehicle and a computer controlled John Deere -excavator.

Introduction
The purpose of a path planner is to obtain a
sequence of recommended moves that will diiect a robot
from a specified initial configuration to a specified goal
configuration in a manner, so as, to avoid contact with all
known obstacles. The sequence of moves recommended
by a path planner defines a path guaranteed to exist in
free-space.
If the environment is largely static and well
defined, and the only constraint on the vehicle is that it
does not collide with obstacles, the motion planning
problem can be divided into two phases: finding a
collision-free path and executing the collision-free path.
The initial phase is often called off-line path planning.
The literature is replete of off-line path planning
algorithms, the majority of which search for shortest
euclidean-distance paths for robots free of nonholonomic
constraints. For a broad overview of path planning for
robots. see [11]. Deo and Pang [3] classify 79 shortest-
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path algorithms according to problem type, input type,
and the technique used to solve the problem. The most
popular shortest-path algorithms used for off-line path
planning are the classic graph searching methods, such as,
Dijkstra's algorithm [4] and the A* search method [7,14] .
These methods usually involve the searching of a
visibility graph [8,13] or a tangent graph [12].
Some algorithms [2,5] search a set of curves that
are, in general, equidistant from obstacles. Others ·divide
the work space into grid cells [6,9' 16] and search for the
shortest cell-to-cell path. Nonholonomic path planning
methods [ 1, 15] search for paths for car-like robot vehicles.
A few methods [ 10, 17] use artificial potential fields for
off-line. path planning.
This paper describes the implementation of atr A*
search algorithm used for two types of path planning for
autonomous mobile robots. The first uses a map of all
known obstacles to determine the shortest collision-free
path from a start configuration to goal configuration. The
second determines the shortest path along a network of
predefined roads. The planner can generate paths for
nonholonomic (steered-wheeled) vehicles and vehicles
capable of rotation about a point (differential-drive and
omnidirectional). For nonholonomic robots, the planner
can· generate forward and reverse paths.
The output of the A* search is a set of via-points
that define the shortest path when they are connected by
line segments. The planner can be divided into four parts:
defining a map of the environment, the creation of
configuration space, the creation of pseudo-obstacles, and
the search algorithm.

Defining the Environment
The site of operation is assumed to contain some
regions where the robot vehicle is prohibited from
operating. Obstacles are represented as polygons for
which the position of each vertex is known. An obstacle
is any region of space that we require the vehicle to
avoid. Notice that obstacles can be subterranean or subplanar, such as, craters, ditches, and valleys, or above
surface, such as, debris, other vehicles, buildings, trees,
telephone poles, and equipment.
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A map of the environment, stored in a data file,
contains known obstacle data, work-space boundary
points, the vehicle's dimensions and minimum turning
radius, and points that define the center of each road.
Circular obstacles are represented by N-sided polygons.
The boundary polygon and the obstacle polygons can be
either convex or concave. As a preprocessing step, this
data is read by the planner, and a map of the environment
is stored in memory.

Creation of Configurntion Soace
An A* search requires the reduction of the
environment to a graph of nodes. This is accomplished
by generating a configuration space [ 13]. Configuration
space is the space in which the robot is represented as a
point. The obstacles are mapped into this space by
"growing" or expanding their boundaries, and the workspace boundary is mapped into this space by dilating its
sides. The robot vehicle is symbolically shrunk down to
a reference point by · expanding all the obstacles and
dilating the work-space boundary by a scaling width, r5 ,
that accounts for the physical extent of the robot vehicle.
The task is then to find a safe path for a point rather than
a polygon.

----T-- -

.

~
1

Table 1. Detennining worst-case comer clearances (ft).
vwidth

scale width, rs

4.0
4.0
4.0

6.0
7.0
7.7

~VWidth

Figure 1. Corner clearance on worst-case tum.
The ability of the robot to get around the side of
a known obstacle depends to a large extent on the scaling
width. For a differential-drive vehicle, a rule of thumb is
to choose r 5 to be greater than one-half the diameter of the
robot vehicle. A one-half diameter expansion would
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omrc

lane

· clearance

12.0
14.0
15.4

1.31
2.72
2.93

---

omroc

cc

~

allow comer points to barely touch the vehicle upon
planning a path. The addition of a constant provides a
safety factor.
The selection of r5 for a steered-wheeled vehicle
is somewhat more complex. The scaling width is chosen
based on the worst-case comer clearance (cc ). It is
recognized that this high-speed real-world system contains
control parameters that are difficult to fine tune. The path
found by the search algorithm is actually a lane of the
width two times the scaling width. By including a safety
margin in the scaling width, a certain amount of tracking
and positioning error in path following is explicitly
allowed for.
The inner angle at each convex vertex of the
polygonal obstacles is required to be 90° or more. Under
the assumption that the turns from one lane to another can
be approximated by a circular arc, the comer clearance
can be calculated as:
cc = omroc - (omroc - rs)/sin e - vwidth/2.0,
where omroc is the operational minimum radius of
curvature, vwidth is the vehicle width, and e is half of
the inner angle at the vertex in question (Figure 1).
The worst-case comer clearance occurs when the
vehicle straddles one side of an obstacle and makes a 90°
tum onto a lane· straddling another side of the same
obstacle. Table, 1 illustrates the worst-case comer
clearance for several different values of the scaling width,
rs.

12.5
12.5
12.5

The first row of Table 1 shows that if r5 is chosen
to be 1.5 times the vehicle width, there will exist a lane
havin·g at least a width of 12 feet from the start position
to the goal position, centered on the path that is produced
by the search algorithm, and guaranteed to be in free
space. Figure 2 illustrates that the width of the lane about
the path found by the planner will be, at minimum, two
times the scaling width.
An additional restriction is made when planning
paths for steered-wheeled vehicles. The length of each
polygon side must be greater than or equal to "minlen",
given by the equation:
minlen = (omroc- r5 ) [esc a 1 +esc~],
where the angles a 1 and a:z are one-half the inner angles
for the vertices on the ends of the side in question. This
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protects against planning paths that contain u-turn type
turns that do not respect the vehicle's minimum radius of
curvature constraint.

g
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/

/

lane
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i g i na I

obstacle

-

expanded

obstacle

-

or

Figure 2. Minimum hine width.

be feasible. Pseudo-obstacles eliminate the need for such
an exorbitant scaling width.
Figure 3 illustrates a pseudo-obstacle placed at
the start position A. The start pseudo-obstacle is oriented
so that the line segments AD coincides with the start
orientation of the vehicle. Line segment AD is checked
to see if it lies in free space. If so, then D, the pseudostart position, becomes the point at which the search
algorithm begins its search. The rectangular region
bounded by EFGH is treated as forbidden space. The
pseudo-start point is placed an infinitesimal distance
outside the rectangular region EFGH.

E

0

H

Creation of Pseudo-Obstacles
A

· Greater care is necessary for determining an
optimal path for a steered-wheeled vehicle ·than a
differential-drive vehicle. A piecewise-linear path would
suffice as a feasible path for a differential-drive vehicle.
A steered-wheeled vehicle, however, requires lanes wide
enough to ensure that turning onto other lanes can be
accomplished without invading forbidden· space.
The same search algorithm is used to determine
the optimal path for the different types of robot vehicles.
There is one difference, however, in the way the
environment is set up for a steered~ wheeled robot than for
a differential-drive robot. When a search is going to be
made for a steered-wheeled robot, pseudo-obstacles are
defined around _the start and goal positions.
Pseudo-obstacles are fictitious obstacles
introduced in a region to ensure that kinematic constraints
are not violated in that region by the search algorithm in
determining an optir~tal path. As an example, consider
two points, A and B, that are separated by 50 feet and lie
in an obstacle-free environment. The goal position B is
due east of the start position A. The vehicle is positioned
at A, but is oriented due north. The path planner is asked
to find the shortest path for the vehicle from A to B. A
straight-line path would suffice for a differential-drive
vehicle, as the vehicle would need only to rotate about A
until oriented eastward and then execute the path. For a
steered-wheeled robot, however, the width of the lane
would have to be at least two times the vehicle's
minimum radius of curvature for the straight-line path to
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F

Figure 3.

G

A pseudo-obstacle placed at start

position A.
By using pseudo-obstacles at the start position
and the goal position, the path found is guaranteed not to
contain any turns less than 90°, where a path angle is the
inner angle between two path segments. The line segment
EH is four times the vehicle's minimum turning radius.
and the line ~egment HG is two times the vehicle's
minimum turning radius. ADHG and ADEF are both
feasible paths.
The goal pseudo-obstacle acts as a one-car garage
in that it ensures that the vehicle arrives at the goal
position at the desired orientation. Further, the pseudoobstacles ensure that the initial and final turns in the
planned path respect the minimum turning radius
associated with the vehicle. In planning a forward path,
the start pseudo-obstacle orientation coincides with the
vehicle's initial heading and, the goal pseudo-obstacle
orientation is rotated 180° from the vehicle's goal heading.
A reverse path for a steered-wheeled robot can be planned
by simply rotating these fictitious obstacles 180°.
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Description of an A* Search Algorithm

Implementation of the A* Search

The search algorithm is required to produce the
shortest-distance path (SDP) from the start configuration
to the goal configuration. The problem of determining the
SDP can be reduced to finding the shortest path through
an undirected graph. The most common graph used is a
visibility (or adjacency) graph. A visibility graph can be
viewed as a symmetric matrix A, where the element A[i,j]
contains the cost of traveling from node i to node j. This
cost is usually a distance but it can include other factors,
such as, a terrain weight.
These problems have traditionally been
approached using either the "mathematical approach" or
the "heuristic approach" . The mathematical approach is
most concerned with determining an exact solution.
Typically, these algorithms will examine each node of a
graph in an ordered fashion. The heuristic approach uses
known information about the problem's domain to develop
algorithms that are computationally efficient. An exact
solution, however, is not guaranteed by a heuristic search.
An A* search algorithm is a conglomerate of the
two · approaches described above. Information from the
problem's domain is strategically incorporated into a
formal mathematical approach to reduce the computation
time, while yet guaranteeing to find the minimum cost
path, if a path exists. Thus, although an A* search uses
a heuristic, it is said to be algorithmic.
An A* search algorithm is optimal in the sense
that it requires the examination of the smallest number of
nodes in determining the minimum cost path. The output
of an A* search is a set of via-points. The SDP is
obtained by connecting the via-points with line segments.
The algorithm A* is considered a family of
algorithms. The choice of the ·heuristic h determines the
family to which the algorithm belongs. At any given
·intermediate point during a search, several incomplete
paths may exist. The incomplete path chosen to expand
upon is the one with the lowest current estimate of the
total path length, where the total path length is the sum of
the distance already traveled (backward cost) and an
estimate h of the distance remaining (forward cost) to the
goal.
The heuristic h can range from zero to the
straight-line distance for a SDP problem. The more
accurate the estimate of remaining distance, the faster the
algorithm will find the shortest-distance path. As long as
the heuristic does not over-estimate remaining distance,
the optimal path is guaranteed to be found.

All nodes in the graph are numbered sequentially,
starting with the start position. All obstacles, including
pseudo-obstacles, are numbered in a clockwise fashion.
If the path is required to remain within a specified workspace boundary, the boundary vertices are numbered as
well. The last node N to be numbered is the goal node.
The task is to find the SDP from node 0 to node N.
Two linked-lists are maintained during the
search: an open list (0) and a closed list (C). The
elements placed in each list contain information, such as,
the previous node i, the current node j, the backward cost
(BC) from node 0 to node j, and an estimate of the total
cost (TC) from node 0 to node N. This estimate is the
sum of the backward cost and the heuristic estimate of the
forward cost from node j to node N. Node i indicates
how· node j was reached.
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Figure 4. An A* search example.
The closed list is an ordered list, arranged on the
basis of the total cost in each element in the list. The
closed list is sorted from smallest to largest total cost.
For each node investigated during the search, an element
is placed in the closed list. Elements are sequentially
removed from the top of the closed list and placed at the
bottom of the open list until an element is found in which
j=N, i.e., the current node is the goal node. The SDP can
then be constructed from the open list.
Consider the example in Figure 4. Begin at node
0 and find all visible nodes from node 0. Nodes 1, 2, and
4 are visible from node 0. Elements for each of these
nodes are placed in the closed list except for node 1, since
node 1 does not represent a tangent point (Figure 5). The
first element in the closed list says that in moving from
node 0 to node 2, the distance thus far traveled is 4.47.
It is estimated that 8.59 is the total distance that needs to
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be traveled along this route to reach the goal node. The
results of expansion #1 suggests that it will be shorter to
take a route through node 2 than through node 4.
Next, the top element in the closed list is placed
at the bottom of the open list. The search is to continue
from node 2. The visible nodes from node 2 are 0, I, 3,
and 5. Node 0 is not considered since it has already been
visited. Node 1 could be considered. It is not considered
here since it would recommend moving in a direction
opposite of the goal.
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are defined by a set of two center points each, (1,2) and
(3,4). Each node in the graph is represented by an
element in the horizontal (major) linked-list. It is then
determined that the two roads intersect at the point labeled
node 5. The minor elements under a major element
indicates which nodes can be reached from the node
represented by the major element. Nodes 2 and 5 can be
reached from node 1.
For the obstacle planner, visibility is determined
when needed. The line segment from the current node to
each candidate node must be checked for intersection with
the sides of all obstacles and the work-space boundary
until an intersection is found, or until all sides have been
considered. If j is visible from i, then A[i,j] is the
euclidean distance between the two nodes. Otherwise,
A[i,j] is assigned an extremely large number that
symbolizes infinity.
The best way to increase the efficiency of an A*
search where visibility is determined as needed is to
reduce the number of nodes that have to be checked for
visibility during a search. The author has taken several
steps that improve the effi~iency of this type of A*
search:

Figure 5. Lists for the A* search example.
In expansion #2, elements for nodes 3 and 5 are
added to the closed list. The top element of the closed
list is again transferred to the bottom of the open list.
Since node j of this element is the goal node, the search
is ended. The shortest path specified by the open list is
0-2-5.

/ r o a d 12

a

road 11

Figure 7. Tangent points and critical angle.

Figure 6. Example adjacency list.
The most expensive part of the search procedure
is determining the visible nodes from a specific node. For
the roaqs planner, a visibility or adjacency list is
generated as a preprocessing step. In Figure 6 two roads
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a.
If the user has specified that the path to
be planned must remain inside the user-defined
work-space boundary, then all convex boundary
vertices are tagged as a preprocessing step to
indicate they are not candidate move-to nodes
during a search. Node h in Figure 7 is a convex
boundary vertex. The shortest path will never
require you to go into one of these comers. along
the way.
b.
All concave obstacle vertices are tagged
as a preprocessing step to indicate they are not
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candidate move-to nodes during a search. Node

f in Figure 7 is a concave obstacle vertex. The

A search is complete when either the goal node has been
reached, (j=N) or the closed list is empty.

shortest path will never require you to go into a
"nook" along the way.
This step allows
obstacles to contain convex and concave vertices.
c.
An array containing all the nodes keeps
track of which nodes have been expanded on. It
would be wasteful to expand on the same node
more than once.
d.
All nonpseudo-obstacle and boundary
nodes in the graph are tagged as a preprocessing
step to indicate whether they are in free space or
in forbidden space.
Pseudo-obstacles are
expanded and their nodes are tagged as the first
step during each search. Then, all other nodes
are checked to see if any lie within the pseudoobstacles. This allows obstacles to intersect. All
nodes tagged as in forbidden space are not used.
within a search. If the specified start or goal
position is not in free space, an appropriate error
message is returned.
e.
The algorithm may or may not consider
backwarq moves (see Figure 7). In environments
that are not obstacle dense, backward moves may
be ignored. When the angle e between the
vector from the current node a to the goal node
g - ~nd the vector from the current node to a
candidate node b exceeds some critical angle, the
candidate node is not considered_
When
backward moves are ignored, however, the path
found is not guaranteed to be the SDP.
f.
If a node on an expanded obstacle is not
a tangent node with respect to the current node, ·
it is not considered. · In Figure 7, nodes d and e
are tangent nodes with respect to node a, but
node c is not.
g.
During a search, the visibility of a
candidate point is checked against an obstacle
only if the vector from the candidate node to the
current node is bounded by the vectors from the
candidate node to the tangent nodes on the
obstacle. In Figure 8, vector a is not bounded by
the tangent vectors to the obstacle A (b and c).
It is not necessary, therefore, to check to see if
each line segment of obstacle A intersects the
line segment from the current node to the
candidate node.
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node

current

node

Figure 8. Determining visibility.
Results and Conclusions
An off-line path planner based on the A* search
method was developed on a Silicon Graphics workstation
using the C programming language and is currently
implemented on a computer controlled Kawasaki Mule
all-terrain vehicle (Figure 9) and a computer controlled
John Deere excavator (Figure 10). Two types of path
planning can be accomplished using this algorithm: the
planning of shortest routes along a network of predefined
roads and the planning of shortest-distance collision-free
paths in an environment where the locations of obstacles
are known. On the vehicles, the path planner runs on a
VME computer, operating under the VxWorks operating
system.

Figure 9. Computer controlled Kawasaki Mule
all-terrain vehicle.
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The obstacle-avoiding path planner returns a
status that indicates the SDP was found or the reason why
a path was not found. The error-related status messages
are:
1. The start position is not in free space.
2. The goal position is not in free space.
3. A path could not be found.
4. The start heading is blocked by an obstacle or
the boundary.
5. The goal heading can not be achieved.

Figure 10.

Computer controlled John Deere

excavator.
The use of pseudo-obstacles at the start and goal
position enables the planning of forward and reverse paths
for steered-wheeled vehicles which contrun a minimum
turning radius. Pseudo-obstacles ensure that the initial
and final turns in a path are feasible, and that the last leg
of a path coincides with the goal heading.
For
differential-drive or omnidirectional vehicles, pseudoobstacles are not required.
·
For an environment that contains 90 center-line
road points and 170 obstacle and work-space boundary
points, the entire preprocessing stage takes less than 5
seconds. The preprocessing stage includes determining
the intersection points for the set of roads and establishing
an adjacency list for road points, expanding all obstacle
polygons and dilating the boundary polygon by a scaling
width and numbering each new vertex, and determining
which vertices can be used in a search. The nodes that
ca.n not be used in a search are nodes that lie outside the
work-space boundary, nodes that lie inside one or more
expanded obstacles, concave nodes on expanded obstacles,
and convex nodes on the dilated work-space boundary.
Planning road paths is virtually instantaneous.
Road paths can be planned from and to points that do not
lie on roads. Start and goal points are forced to be
connected with the closest road by weighting all off-road
distances by a scaling factor. The scaling factor times the
euclidean distance of an off-road path segment yields the
cost of traveling on the off-road path segment. ·
The obstacle-avoiding planner takes less than 7
seconds to plan a path in the same environment. The
difference in time is accounted for by the fact that this
planner determines visibility as needed. Determining
visibility as needed eliminates the need for N2 memory
locations, where N is the number of obstacle and
boundary nodes in the graph.
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Errors concerning the start and goal heading
apply to only steered-wheeled vehicles. A start or goal
position is reponed to be in forbidden space if it lies
outside the work-space boundary or inside an expanded
obstacle. A path can not be found when an obstacle, or
a set of intersecting obstacles, divide the work space into
two regions, one containing the start position and the
other containing the goal position. An option exists to
allow the planning of paths out of obstacles but never into
one.
The planner has proven to be robust and efficient
in environments where obstacles are not clustered or
exorbitant. The execution time for a search increases
exponentially with each additional node to the graph. In
obstacle dense environments, overestimating the size of
obstacles can lead to . significantly longer paths than
required or no acceptable path at all. Overestimating the
size of obstacles by adding a highly subjective ·safety
factor to the scaling width (as well as modeling circular
obstacles as polygons) can close off passage-ways that
may have been acceptable.
In the future , the roads path planner and the
obstacle-avoiding path planner will be merged into one
planner. This will eliminate the scenario where the
planned path has segments that run nearly parallel to a
nearby road.
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Abstract
If robots could learn to do complex tasks,
they would greatly reduce the burden on humans of programming them. Such adaptive
robots would also b.e able to operate in partially known or changing task environments .
Recently, a new approach to robot learning called reinforcement learning has become
very popular. In this approach a robot learns
by trial and error to select actions that maximize a numeric task reward function . In
this paper we summarize our results from two
specific research projects on using reinforcement learning to program robots. \Ve also
discuss limitations of reinforcement learning ,
and some directions for ·overcoming them.

1

Introduction

As robots perform more complex tasks. programming them becomes more challenging. For example designing a terrestrial household robot for automating cleanup chores is very challenging because
no two households are completely alike , and any given
household environment varies unpredictably oyer time.
Robots that learn to do household chores , say by
observing a human, would not require arduous programming to handle every conceivable task situation.
Learning allows such robots ·to adapt to variations
in dynamic partially known environments like households .
The robot learning problem is to induce a control program that determines the robot's actions for ;:tny given
perceived task situation, from examples supplied either by a human teacher or by the robot 's own trialand-error effort. There has been a surge of recent
research in robot learning (8] . One of the most sue- ..
cessful recent systems is a neural-net based program
called ALVINN learned to drive a real Ford pickup
truck at highway speeds (30] . ALVINN learns a conJ994 tJ:Ql funct.ioq. for driviwr from examples.of..xQad.scenes
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and steering commands recorded while a human .was
driving the truck.
Most previous work on robot learning studied supervised learning, where the robot is given input/ output
values of the desired control system . However , it is
often difficult for a human teacher ~ o obtain a large
enough set of training examples. For example, although we can try to simulate the Martian terrain on
Earth , the range and quality of training data available
to a robot on Mars is certainly much greater. Thus ,
it is vital that a robot be capable of learning from
examples generated on its own.
· There has been much recent research on systems t hat
learn tasks by selecting actions that maximize a numeric reward input . This approach is generally known
as reinforcement learning [35] . One benefit of this approach is that the learner can generate its own training sequences. The most notable empirical success
in reinforcement learning is Tesauro 's work (36] , in
which he trained a neural net to play backgammon
at a grandmaster level. However , Tesauro 's work in
particular, and reinforcement learning in general requires long training times , especially when rewards
are delayed , say until the task is completed successfully. Long training times are infeasible on a real
robot. In our previous work [22, 21] , we showed that
much faster learning could be achieved by exploiting
task specific knowledge. In particular , we developed a
real robot shown in Figure 1 that learned a non-trivial
box-pushing task in a few thousand st~ps by decomposing the overall task into simpler subtasks using a
behavior-based reactive architecture [3 , 6], and learning each behavior separately. Each behavior solves a
different subtask of the overall task and implements a
distinct control path from sensors to actuators.
We are currently investigating learning methods for a
task architecture comprised of a symbolic planner and
a behavior-based reactive controller. Such hybrid architectures promise to greatly simplify task learning.
By relegating detailed tactical control to the reactive
layer , task learning can be abstracted to acquiring two
226

a number of limitations . One, it is slow to converge ,
requiring several thousand instances . Two , it is difficult to ;'prime:' the learner with domain knowledge
that happens to be available . except by engineering
the representation of states.

2.1

Figure 1: The OBELIX robot examining a box

types of strategic knowledge: whic~ subset of beh~v
iors to activate. and what parametnc values to provide
as input.

2

Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning studies the problem of inducing by trial and error a policy from states to actions
t hat maximizes a fixed performance measure (or reward) (2 , 16 , 34, 35] . It is similar to models used in
some psychological studies of behavior learning in animals and humans. However, it differs in several important respects from the more traditional work on
concept learning (24]. One, it is unsupervised learning
meaning that examples are not carefully .selected by
a teacher. Instead , the distribution of examples is influenced by the learner 's actions , since the states and
rewards experienced by the learner depends on the act ions it takes . Two , ·the learning has as a single goal
choosing actions that maximize the cumulative reward
over time . In contrast , other types of learners have different goals , such as minimizing description length or
reformulating a concept definition . Finally, the learner
is faced with a difficult credit assignment problem of
evaluating the goodness of states and actions from a
scalar reinforcement signal , not a very helpful explanation!
Reinforcement learning has several nice properties. It
does not require supplying the robot with a theory of
its domain , as is required by explanation-based learning (12, 25], which would be a substantial undertaking
in any real world robotics task. Second , reinforcement
learning is incremental, as opposed to some types of inductive learning, thus the robot is continually improving its performance as it learns. Third , supplying the
robot with suitable reward functions turns out to be
relatively straightforward, especially for the kinds of
tasks that subsumption architectures have been used
for .
O:o the other hand reinforcement learning suffers from
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Q Learning

Reinforcement learning algorithms can be viewed as
stochastic approximations of classical algorithms fr~m
dynamic programming. One of the most popular reinforcement learning methods is called Q learning (37] .
Here , the control function from states to actions is
represented by "action val~es ': or Q values of the forr_n
Q(x , a) across states (x ) and actions (a ). Q(x , a) ~s
the utility of doing an action a in a state x , and IS
defined as the expected value of the sum of the immediate payoff or reward r plus the utility of the state
resulting from the action discounted by a parameter 1
between 0 and 1 [34] . That is.

Q(x , a) = E(r

+ 1e(y)ix , a )

where "E" denotes an expected value conditionalized
upon being in state x and performing action a .. The
utility of a state, in turn , is defined as the maximum
of the utilities of doing different actions in that state.
That is , e ( x)
maximum Q ( x , a) over all actions a.
During learning , the above equality is not true becau~e
the stored utility values have not yet converged to their
final value. ·Thus , the difference between the left hand
side and right hand side of the above equality gives
the error in the current stored value. In particular , Q
learning uses the following rule to update stored utility
values.

=

Q(x , a)+-. Q( x, a ) + f3( r

+ 1e(y) ~ Q(x , a ))

Thus, the new Q value is the sum of the old one and
the error term multiplied by a parameter 3. between 0
and 1. The parameter f3 controls the rate at which the
error in the current utility value is corrected . Setting
f3 to 1 results in one-shot learning.
Watkins proved that Q learning will converge to the
optimal policy for any finite Markov de~ision pr.oble~ ,
provided the learner tries out all poss1~le ~ctwns m
all possible states infinitely often. Herem hes on~ of
the fundamental problems in reinforcement learnmg ,
termed the exploration-exploitation tradeoff (35] . The
learner needs to explore the environment in order to
ensure that the convergence conditions are met . This
can be achieved as follows. Initially, all the Q( x , a)
values are set to 0. At each step , the robot chooses
the action a with the maximum Q( x , a) value. However, occasionally the robot will need to carry out suboptimal actions to ensure that it does not .get stuck
in a local minimum. One simple exploratiOn strategy is to have the robot do a random action 10% of
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Unwedger

Priority
Ordering

sensors

Figure 2: A box-pushing task is learned much
more quickly if it is decomposed into simpler subtasks of learning to find boxes , pushing them~
and unwedging from stalled situations. The robot
knows the applicability condition for each behavior (shown inside each circle), and that higher behaviors override lower ones. It learns the action
selection functions marked "?" .'
t he time. More sophisticated exploration strategies
are possible such as choosing actions probabilistically
using a Boltzmann distribution [34] , or to estimate
. confidence intervals on the probability of receiving a
reward for doing a certain action [16].
Another problem in reinforcement learning is called .
the structural generalization problem (which is also referred to in dynamic programming as the "curse of dimensionality" ). In most realistic problems , the number of states is so large that an exhaustive table of
Q( x , a ) values cannot be kept. Instead , some funct ion approximation method is required to compactly
store the table. One well known function approximation method is to use a neural net [19]. In our work ,
we used statistical clustering to merge states that yield
similar Q( x , a) values for a given action.

3

Learning Behaviors Using
Reinforcement Learning

Using reinforcement learning (35] to train robots is attractive because it allows a robot to generate its own
training sequences. Kaelbling (16] developed one of
the earliest reinforcement learning systems in which
a robot was trained to approach a light source. This
system was limited in that the state space was fairly
small ( 4 bits). Maes and Brooks (20] showed how reinforcement learning could be used to infer a tripod
walking gait for an insect-like robot called GENGHIS.
Her.e the learning task was simplified by the availability of continuous reward feedback.
Reinforcement learning becomes more difficult when
r.swards
..are delaved...~ sav until Gompletion...of th~ task .
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Although reinforcement learning techniques , such as Q
learning (37] and TD( ,\) [33]. can solve delayed reward
problems , they may require hundreds of thousands of
steps to converge . Such long training times are impractical on a real robot.
In our previous work (22] ''e showed that delayed reward reinforcement learning can be speeded up by decomposing the overall control program into a set of
simpler ones , and learning each simpler one separately.
We showed how to accomplish this decomposition by
using a behavior-based reactive controller [3 , 6] , as
shown in Figure 2. Here the control program is represented as a collection of behaviors, such as ';find a
box" or "unwedge from a stalled state:' . Each behavior implements a complete control path from sensors
to motor commands. Higher behaviors override lower
ones when they are applicable.
3.1

Empirical Results

We tested our approach using the real robot vehicle
shown in Figure 1. The example task involved locating
cardboard cartons and pushing them to the corners of
a room . Each behavior was learned separately by combining Q learning [37] and a function approximation
method based on statistical clustering. Table 1 shows
the performance at the box-pushing task obtained on
the real robot . The table compares ·Q learning with a
.handcoded program and a random program.
Technique
Handcoded
· Q Learn/ Clust .
Random

Finder
31 tJr

29tJr.
8%

Pusher
57%
60%
30%

I Unwedger
I 73%

I
I

72%
68%

Table 1: Average performance at end of learning run
on real robot
·
The table indicates that the learning algorithm was
comparable to the handcoded program at finding and
pushing boxes , and unwedging from stalled states- the
performance is very close to or better than the performance of the handcoded agent. All the algorithms are
clearly less successful at finding boxes. This is what we
expected , given the difficulty of distinguishing boxes
from obstacles using sonar. The random program does
well only at unwedging, which is not surprising given
that random actions will quickly get the robot out of
a stalled situation!

4

Learning Action Models

One generic problem with reinforcement learning is
that the learning typically does not transfer across
tasks. In particular, the RL technique we used to
train our robot , namely Q learning [37), creates learned
knowledge that is task-specific . In Q learning, an agent
incrementally updates the utility Q(x, a ) of performing
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an action a in a state x by a fraction of the estimated
error in the current value . The best action in any given
state is obviously the one with the best Q(x , a) value.
However ~ the problem with this approach is that the
Q(x , a) values are task-specific. A table of Q(x, a) values for one task may be wholly inappropriate for another. For example, in Sutton 's navigation example
[34), the Q( x, a) value associated with the best action
generally points in the direction of. the goal location.
Given a new goal location, the old Q( x , a) values are
worthless.
Modularization of an agent 's architecture is itself a
mixed blessing. A new task may require a very different subsumption architecture, with little sharing of
constituent modules. Finally, since different modules
do not share learned information , transfer of learning
within a task is also impeded, thus requiring unnecessary duplication of effort .
In an attempt to overcome both these problems. we
studied an alternative method of programming autonomous intelligent agents [2~). This approach is
based on inferring an action model from the states
and actions generated by an agent exploring the task
environment : An action model is simply a representation of a "next-state" function, mapping states and actions to resulting states. An action model is not taskspecific because it applies to all tasks that employ the
same sensors and effectors. Furthermore, there is rapid
transfer of learned knowledge across different modules
of the agent because they share the same action model.
We assume that ·task-specific knowledge is encoded in
a set of reward functions, one for each of the sub-tasks
of the overall task . Furthermore, the agent can invoke
t hese reward functions on states it predicts will result
from doing a certain action. In other words , unlike
the usual situation in reinforcement learning where an
agent passively receives a reward upon executing an
action , in our case the agent can actively use the reward function to discriminate between predicted future states. In particular, the agent can look ahead
multiple number of steps to choose the most promising action.
In the box-pushing work described in the previous section , we used a state representation of 18 bits extracted
from sonar data. Obviously, this limited input is too
impoverished to learn rich action models. Thus, for
learning action models we used a state representation
using an N x N array of cells generated by a scrolling
certainty grid sensor [28]. Certainty grids are a gen. eral representation of sensory information that can be
computed from several types of robot sensors, such as
sonar , infra-red scanners, and vision. Associated with
each cell is a "cell occupancy" probability. A scrolling
certainty grid is configured such that the position of
the robot is slightly below the middle of the grid and
facing "upwards". Thus , a scrolling certainty grid is
a reJ?resentation of the local environment surrounding
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LEFTLEFT

13

F?
B?

Figure 3: An action model learned by a simulated
robot. The array on the left is a scrolling certainty
grid representation of the state before the action is
taken. The array on the right describes the resulting
state. F? means that the robot has detected an object
in front of it. B? means the robot is bumped against
some object. The action LEFTLEFT means turning
left by 90 degrees.

the robot at any given time , which ess_entially "moves"
with the robot (unlike the global certainty grid maps
desc.ribed in [29) in which the robot moves relative to
the map) .
We developed a technique for forming action models
using statistical clustering. Action -models are formed
by merging into clusters the states prior to and succeeding an action. Thus , an action model can be
viewed as a description of the preconditions and postconditions of an action. An action may have several
action models which specify the consequences of doing an action in differing initial states. This version
of the clustering algorithm differs from the one used
in our box-pushing work (described in the previous
section). The new version can deal with real-valued
state descriptions, not just binary descriptions . This
is vital because a 144 real-valued state description is
a sufficiently rich input. to learn good action models ,
whereas the 18 bit description we used in our previous work is not. Furthermore , the new algorithm uses
a simple distance-based probability metric for matching states and clusters. whereas the previous one used
a Bayesian probability metric. Finally, the clusters
contain no task specific information in the form of Q
values.
Figure 3 illustrates an action model learned by a simulated robot . The probability information in a cluster
description is depicted graphically, with the darker regions representing higher occupancy probabilities, and
the lighter regions representing lower occupancy probabilities. This action model can be interpreted as follows. If the robot is currently in a state that matches
the cluster on the left-hand side, then taking the action
LEFTLEFT (turning left by 90 degrees ) will result in
a state matching the cluster on the right-hand side.
This action model has been formed from 13 instances .
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The spatial pattern generated by the scrolling certainty grid sensor makes it easy to interpret the action modeL In particular, the solid black stripe above
the robot in the left-hand cluster represents an object ,
such as a wall . The action model can be interpreted
as saying that if there is some object to the front of
the robot , and the robot is bumped against it , then
turning left by 90 degrees will result in the object appearing to the right of the robot in the resulting state.
This model is useful when the robot is learning to avoid
obstacles ~ or follow walls.

4.1

Empirical Results

One important dimension on which to evaluate the
action models technique is transfer across tasks. Figure 4 shows the performance of a simulated rohot at
the box pushing task over a run of 2000 steps after
it was trained on a different wall following task. No
additional learning was allowed to take place. The
curves in Figure 4 show some variation because the
robot is still taking a random action 10% of the time.
Notice that the curves directly start to go above zero ,
indicating that the robot is clearly transferring a lot
of information from the wall following task to the box
pushing task.
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Figure 4: Performance at box pushing on a simulator after training on wall following with no additional
learning.

5

Learning in Hybrid Architectures

While the above results are encouraging, and more
work continues to be done in other directions (for example , Gullapalli [15] and Salganicoff (31] show that
reinforcement learning can be used to train robot
arms), the tasks studied so far using real robots are
typically single goal Markovian problems requiring no
state history information. Although many improved
methods have been proposed recently, for training
faster (26], encoding state history (5, 19], dealing with
multiple goals (32], and exploiting hierarchical abstractions (10 , 17, 19 , 32), none of these describe results using real robots. Rather , simulated robot tasks , such as
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grid-world navigation. are used together with assumptions (such as deterministic environments (1 9] , or existence of distin ct goal states [17]) that fail to ~old for
most real robot tasks .
We are currently studying ways of extending our previous work on learning methods that converge in a reasonable time on a real robot . Our earlier work relied on
a behavior-based architecture to decompose the overall
task into simpler subta.sks. However . many researchers
have found a pure beha,ior-based approach unsatisfactory from the po int of view of ease of programming and
encoding global state information [7 , 13, 14] . For example, behaviors often interact in unanticipated ways
making it hard to resoh·e conflicts among a large group
of them using a fixed priority ordering . One solution
has been to partition them into much smaller groups,
which can be selectively invoked to accomplish differ.. ent goals [9] .
To overcome su ch problems with behavior-based architectures , a number of researchers have studied combining them with a high level symbolic planner. Recent
examples of su ch hybrid architectures include SSS [7]
and ATLANTIS [14L but this idea dates back even
earlier to systems like A CRA [1] and RAPS [13]. Previous work on hybrid architectures focused on integrating long term go al-directed planning with real-time responsiveness . In contrast. this project will investigate
how hybrid architectures can simplify task learning .
The key idea is that the overall design of a hybrid
architecture greatly simplifies the problem of writing
plans; and consequently also makes it easier to learn
them. Writing symbolic plans in a hybrid architecture
generally requires making two choices: which set of behaviors to invoke. and what parameter values to pass
to them . The plans are often short because they ignore tactical details like how to avoid obstacles (which
are left to the reactive layer) , and because behaviors
last for an extended duration and do not need to be
changed very fr equently. Also. the plans are less frequently wrong because they abstract from much of the
run time detail (and consequently the plans work even
when these details change) .
An example will help illustrate the potential of hybrid architectures in simplifying learning tasks. Consider teaching a robot to get out of an office into the
hallway. The traditional reinforcement learning approach would be to infer which discrete action to do
(say, turn right or left or move forward) for each of a
large set of sensory configurations. The rob_ot only gets
rewarded when it leaves the office. Learning is slow because the state space is large, and many actions may
be necessary before getting a reward. Although the
robot will also learn many useful subtasks, like wandering around , this learned knowledge transfers poorly
to other tasks because it is encoded implicitly as a state
action table of utilities. Using the framework of hybrid
architectures, the robot can acquire the same office ex230

iting task much more effectively since it only needs to
learn which subset of behaviors to activate (for example, :'avoid obstacles" and " move forward" ) and some
parameter values for them (for example. "travel 100
inches" ). The hybrid architecture approach explicitly
assumes that tactical subtasks, such as avoiding obstacles , are solvable by invoking primitive behaviors
at the reactive controller.

-Figure 5: A simplified map of a portion of the 3rd
floor of the USF CS department . The robot 's task
is to fetch and deliver objects between locations
on this map . Shaded objects are ·obstacles.
Hybrid architectures can greatly speed up learning of
multiple goal tasks that depend on state history. Such
t ask~ occur even in routine everyday chores . vVe plan
to study fetch and carry tasks in an actual office environment showri in Figure 5, such as' ';deliver letter
t o secretary in Room 342" or "fetch printout from
printer Odie". Solving such tasks using only reinforcement learning is difficult because they ~re nonMarkovian and require a global map representing the
spatial structure of the environment. In contrast , a
hybrid architecture approach to this problem can once
again be framed in terms of learning what behaviors
to turn on (for example , when going down a corridor , turn on "Maintain Average Heading'' and "Keep
Parallel to Walls") , and parametric information (for
example, "move 170 inches" to get from outside my
office to Kevin 's corridor). The robot builds a topological map while learning to explore the environment
by associating subsets of behaviors · with landmarks ,
such as corridors and intersections. Parametric information is obtained by adding distance information to
topological maps using onboard odometry. Odometric
noise is reduced by averaging over multiple runs, and
by assuming that corridors run in parallel lines and
meet at right angles (7]. Finally, plans to solve fetch
and carry tasks are derived from the learned maps by
a graph search algorithm.
5.1

Symbolic Plans in Hybrid Architectures

We can write symbolic plans for solving fetch and carry
'tasks in our office environment. The goal of our current work is to be able to learn such plans. Such plans
generally require two sources of knowledge: which behaviors to invoke , and what parameter values to pass
1994 Florida Conference on Recent Advances in Robotics
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to them. Furthermore, short plans can solve fairly sophisticated tasks.
Consider the specific task of moving the robot from
my office (s~e Figure 5) through a rectangular loop
around Kevin 's and Larry 's office , and returning to my
office via the secretary 's office (let us ignore for now
the details of picking up or delivering objects at these
destinations). \Ve obtained the below plan by pacing
the relevant corridors to get distance information , and
then fine tuning the plan. The rectangular loop is
broken into five contiguous segments. Actions of the
form (N", H 0 ) are travel/turn commands. Negative
angles are for turning right, and positive for turning
left.
1. Turn on behaviors Sonar-avoid and Goto , and
do -the action ( 100" _goo) (to get out of my office
and turn right into the corridor).
2. Turn on behaviors IR-parallel and Cling (to
start follmvin g the corridors) .
3. Do the action sequence: ( 170" goo) (624" go o)
(1054" goo) (630" goo) (8gO" _goo) (to traverse
the rectangular loop , and turn into my office) .
4. D~ the action ( 100" 0°) and turn off all behaviors
(to move back into my office and stop) .
vVe have tested the above plan several times on the
real robot , and it works fairly welL However , it is not
foolproof and has failed on occasions when the robot
had to thread its way through many obstacles, such as
a large group of students. In such situations, the recommended travel distance in the plan for some path
segment will prove insufficient , and the robot may eit her turn at the wrong intersection , or just come to
a stop. Also , the procedure for exiting my office does
not work from all starting locations. The key benefit of learning is that it allows more reliable plans to
be learned. We discuss in the following sections some
techniques for learning such plans.
5.2

Learning to Select Behaviors

Learning symbolic plans requires inferring which subset of behaviors to activate , and what parameter values
to pass to them. Our approach to behavior selection
exploits the spatial and temporal abstraction provided
in a hybrid architecture. In particular, the symbolic
layer abstracts sensory states into high level situations,
such as the appearance of an opening (indicated by
the left or right long IR sensor) , or a dead-end state,
where the robot has made no progress (measured using
onboard odometry ). We restrict the robot to adding
a currently inactive behavior or deleting a currently
active behavior at these abstract situations. This approach overcomes the problem of overfrequent switching (1 g). However. the downside is that the resulting
problem may no longer be Markovian since some sen- sory information (such as sonar values) necessary to
231

activate or deactivate a behavior may have been abstracted away. For this reason , most of the previous
work on hierarchical reinforcement learning [32 , 17, 19]
has avoided abstracting states.
To overc-ome the problem of abstract states being non.\ Iarkovian , we use a variable resolution function approximator to adaptively partition the state space into
finer and coarser regions. Although variable resolution
methods have not been applied to the behavior select ion problem. they have been well studied in learning primitive behaviors [4, 27, 31]. Different strategies
can be used to decide whether further partitioning is
necessary. For example, Chapman and Kaelbling (4]
used a T-test to decide whether to split on a particular boolean sensory bit , whereas Salganicoff [31] splits
real-valued variables with the maximum variance.
5.3

Learning To Explore by Switching
Behaviors

To solve fetch and carry tasks in an office environment ,
the robot will need to know its spatial structure. One
well-studied representation of space is a graph-based
map , where nodes denote landmarks , and edges denote
the spatial distribution of landmarks. In our office environment , landmarks include openings along a corridor (such as offices and labs with their doors open) ,
and intersections where corridors m·eet . To learn maps ,
t he robot needs to explore the environment, and record
the spatial distribution of landmarks, while tracking
its own ··p osition on the map._ Many different algorithms for learning maps have been studied by previous researchers. Mataric (23] showed how exploratory
behavior, and subsequently map learning, can emerge
out of a combination of different reactive behaviors like
· .:Stroll" and "Avoid" . There are two significant differences between our approach and Mataric ·s· system.
vVe use a symbolic representation of maps , instead of a
distributed representation . Secondly, in Mataric 's system , the set of primitive behaviors for exploring the
environment was fixed . In contrast , we want the robot
to learn to switch between different subsets of behaviors that will allow it to explore different parts of its
environment.
To simplify the map learning problem , we assume
that corridors in an office environment typically run
in straight lines, and intersect at right angles. There
is some recent theoretical evidence (11] that such assumptions make it easier to reliably learn maps in the
presence of noise. This heuristic was originally used in
the SSS architecture (7].
5.4

Learning Parametric Information From
. Odometry

The second type of knowledge used in symbolic plans
is parameter values to the underlying reactive behaviors. This parametric information can be derived bv
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adding distance and heading information to a topological map , which can greatly improve the reliability
of maps in distinguishing between landmarks [23 , 18] .
\Ve will use the odometry onboard the robot to infer the parametric information . The basic idea is to
keep track of how far the robot has moved , and also
its average heading , at each landmark encountered by
the robot . The robot rarely travels the same distance
between two landmarks on any two consecutive runs ,
or k~eps the same heading. Thus , in order to obtain
consistent values . we average the values obtained over
several runs.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we have described a new approach to
building learning robots based on reinforcement learning. vVe described two specific research pr~jects from
our previous work : using reinforcement learning to
acquire control behaviors in a subsumption architecture , and using reinforcement learning to acquire action models. We also discussed some ideas for speeding up reinforcement learning by using a hybrid robo t
archi teet ure.
·
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in Enclosed Environments
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ABSTRACT
Landmarlc n.avigcuio11 rl!quirl!s that destinations be
describui as SOTM {t!tllliTl! of a known landmaric and that
paths consists of a Sl!~nce of landmtuic-to-landnu:ulc
travusais. In this rl!sl!arch WI! invl!nigatl! t~ feasibility
of landmarlc 11Ulf1 co1UtTUCti.on and landmaric navigation
in imerior envirOIIIIWIIU conlllD&ing polygonal objects
utiiizin~ a mobilt! robot l!quippeti with inaccurate
odo11U!rrtc and shon-range proximity sensing. The robot
possessu the ability to pid-tlllli-plaa a ponabk marur.
to r.Uuct objects. and to ma:m~re quarter wheel turns.
These capabilitiu pt!rmit the robot to characterize and
recognize differem polygt11Uli objects. to install them
into a imuimtuic-~ti map. and to navigate with StliM.
The imprecise tii.stance IMIUIITI!I'IWIIU assist in locarion
disambiguation for objects having syliii'Mtric geometric
prop~s. Expuinw11tai vuificatioll of t~ requlsile.
· basic. robotic sldlls utilizing a simple autonomous
vehicle buill with LEGO-Technic pans indicate the
practicai feasibiliry of tM sc~JDM.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots in several research laboratories have
demoomated excellent capabilities, from performing selfprotecting behaviors to navigation to designated
locations in the environmeat {43.5.13.15,17].
While the possibility of carrying out useful tasks
without any kind of intemal representation has been
demonstrated {61. flexible. goal-oriented navigation calls
for some son of intemai representation of the
environment {4,13.15]. A map can assume different
forms according to tbe retatjmships it establishes amcmg
locations. nmgjng from detailed geometry to absaact
grapbs (10]. Funhermole. tbeaepreamrarion can be either
extemally-supplial Cll" 11"ADnoasly developed by the
agent itself.
Autonomous execmioD of complex tasks always
involves external. sensing devices. Sensing is a
mandal.ory canplJMt"'l fer• 8Dd largely coDiributes to. the
degree of autoDDIDy aod effic:it:ncy of a robotic agem.

Howewr. more .,;ng does DOt always imply increased
effteiency or reliability. (11.12]. For witty. amusing
perspeai ves on •seasor abase• see {14,16].
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The goal of our work is to explore the feasibility and
effectiveness of landmark mapping and navigation at the
lower end of the robot complexity spectrum. namely
with a behavior-based mobile robot equipped with
limited and local perceptual abilities. To carry out the
navigation taSk the robot first develops an internal
representation of the environment based on the directly
perceived features of objects. \Vhile limitations in
navigational performance are to be expected. the
achievements of the robotic agent are to be contrasted
against its very low cost and int:r'imic "near-sightedness".

2. LANDMARK NAVIGATION
Tile universe of a robot derives from what it can perceive
with its internal (proprioceptive) and external
(h4tl!roceptive) sensing. \Ve assume that the robot can
only perceive a ponion of its universe at any location

and point-in-time and that its perception possesses
limited range and precision. For navigation. the robot
must move within its environment without becoming
disabled and answer
1) Wheze am I?
2) Where do I go from here'?
3) How can I get there from here!
Except for the case where the robot possesses an exact .
coordinate map and can perionn exact measurements, ail
these questions imply object recognition capabilities.
Object recognition. in turn. implies some form of
inu:mal representation of the object (location. landmark.
or feature). either in software or in hardware.

Our approach to mapping and navigation emphasizes
finding and itkntifying obstacie-larui.marics. All target
loauions must be a perceived feature of a Jcnown
obstDCk-landmarlc. This emphasis on iandnuuics as
pillus couuasts sharply to the use of landmarks in (7] as
place resolntion or position correction data.
1be robot cannot locate an open area target using the
landmartc paradigm. The command, "Go to a place in an
empty regioa of the room." has no meaning to the robot
becanse abe empty region is not an obstacle landmark..
The landmark navigation approach possess great
robustness and simplicity. Further. autonomous
cwsauctim of landmarlc maps appears to be much easier
to develop and places less demands on the sensor suite of
the robot.
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In the following sections we take a robot designed for
other purposes (8.9] and demonstrate how it can be
employed to construct a landmark map of its
environment and navigate to known objects..

3. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTTON OF THE
VEHICLE
The small mobile robot employed in this paper (Figure
1), named Gator [9], is consuucted from LEGO'""
building blocks. Gator measures 27 em long, 12 em
wide. and 20 em tall. It is powered by six AA NiCd
batteries and can run for approximately 45 minutes on a
charge. Gator is controlled by one MC68HC11
microconttoller and uses less than 2 KbyteS of code to
accomplish its tasks. Two bi-directional DC motors
drive, respectively, the left and right tracks of the robo~
which travels about 105 mmls at top speed. Gator also
possess a 2-DOF arm capable of grasping small objects
and lifting them 7 em above the ground. An IR detector
in Gator's gripper detects the presence or absence of a
marker. Actuator stop switches prevent overdriving the
. joints. This 2-DOF manipulator permits Gator to pickand-place a ponable marker to assist in landmark map
construction.
Gator possesses a variety of sensors. Tabl~ 1 itemizes
the sensor suite available. The left and right sides of
Gator support two IR proximity detectors which provide
the requisite information for following a wall on either
the left or the right of the roboL Three forward looking
IR proximity detectors provide the funCtion of object
detection and collision avoidance. The IR detectOrs are
·near-sighted" with a range of about 250 mm. The shaft
encoders on the wheels record every quarter rum of the
wheel. One shaft-encoder tick translates into about 34
mm of linear motion. The experiments performed here
do not require the JR beacon detection function.

Physical
Sensor

Infrared (lR)
Infrared (IR)
Infrared (IR)
Contact
Switches

QVhiskezs)
Shaft
Encodels
Limit
Switches

Table I Gator Sensor Suite
Sensor Function
Location
TY1Je
H

Qty

Figure l Photograph of Gator

·4.

ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERIZATION

The operational environment of the robot is assumed to
be an enclosed. level space populated by polygonal
· objects with walls along each side. Due to sensor
limitations non-polygonal objects in the environment
will be either catalogued by the robot as polygonal
landmarks or as ill-defined landmarks. Ill-defined
landmarks wi il be so designated in the landmark map and
. will simply be avmded in path planrung.

5. INNATE BEHAVIORS OF THE VEHICLE

1

Machine behaviors to realize autonomous landmark
mapping and navigation constitute the central focus of
this research. In our paradigm any fixed obstacle
constitutes a landmark. The innate behaviors of the
vehicle desaibed in the following paragraphs help us to
attain the goal of landmark map construction and

Proximitv
Grip
Detection

Perioherv
Gripper Jaw

7
1

H

Bea;an

Front

8

H

Detection
Collision
Detectica

Four comers 4

navigation.

Front

2

Obstacle (Landmark) Detection
Obstacle detection employs the IR proximity sensms.

wheels
2-DOF
Griuoer

4

Random Wandering

H

p
p

Dead
Reclconinv:
Acmatrr
stops
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The robot simply takes off in a randomly selected
direction until it detects an obstacl~ whereupon it stops,
turDS to a random heading and repeats its previous
behavior.
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Wall Following
After detecting an obstacle., the robot places the wall to
left or right., depending upon context and attempts to
:naintain a fued distance to the wail by alternating
between two levels of IR sensitivity.
: tS

Aligned with Wall
If during a shan period of time during wail following
JO substantial turning commands have been issued by
:he robot control. the robot sets the state variable
aligned-with-wail ~.

=

Turn Around
The robot backs up a few centimeters and turns 180 °.

Marker Manipulation
Marker manipulation in landmark map generation
entails the primitive behaviors:
1) Place Marlcer :Set the mark:er held in the gripper
upon the tloor.
2) Detect Marter : \Vhen the marker breaks the
gripper beam.. the state variable marur-d.etect =true.
3) Pick-up Marter : When maric.er-detect
true.,
close the gripper on the marker and lift it up.

=

Obstacle (Landmark) Contouring
In left-contouring the rqbot., which is carrying the
marker in its gripper., detects an obstacle to be contoured.
The robot orients itself so the obstacle lies to its right
:md then begins to exeane wail following until its right
side aligns with the walL The robot stops. sets the
maiker down., backs up a few centimeterS. turns 180° and
executes left wail following until it encounters the
marker after making a complete circuit of the object. In
right-contouring the robot keeps the obstacle walls ·to
its right.

Figure 2 ill ustrates now the robot determines the
features of polygonal landmarks. The robot presumably
approaches the object from some arbitrary direction.
Upon detection of the presence of the object 0 i the
robot alims its own ritZht side to the incident side s, of

-

-

.

the object. deposits the marker. denoted by the + sign,
turns itself around and then circulates around the object.
always keeping the side wails of the object to its left. As
the robot traverses a side. it keeps a count of quanertums of its wheels. effectively measuring the side length.
The comer detection logic records the type of corner ck ,
convex or concave. and initiates the measurement of a
new side. When the robot encounters the marker a
complete circuit has been made of the object and it has
been fully characterized within the robot's capability.
When leaving an object the robot always takes an edge
dir~ction heading at a comer point. Each comer
has a

c"

left and a right edge direction. Lk and R k. respectively_.
For example, Fig. 2 illustrates the left edge direction L 1
of c1 and the right edge direction R-1 associated with c~ .
Since c 1 and c 4 determine the side s I , the edge
directions L 1 and R 4 differ by 180°. The distance dij
along L 1 denotes the number of quaner wheel turns
from corner c I of object 0 i to a side of the object Oj.

Robot Contour Path

Corner Detection
During

contourin~

the robot detects a comer by

perceiving a sequence of steering corrections in the same
direction during a specified time frame. The position at
the centez of such a steering command sequence provides
:m adequate esrimarioo of the comer., at least for comers
near 90 degrees. A sequence of steering corrections to the
right while the robot performs left wall following
implies that the robot must be passing a concave comer.
A sequence of steering coaection to the left while left
wall following means lhe corDel"-is convex .. The robot
makes no attempt to integrate the turning commands
over time to estimate me angie.

ObJect (Landmark) Feature Measurements
As the robot performs colllouring the lengths of the
walls to each comer is measured by wheel shaft encoder
counts. 1be robot labels and stores the sequence of. sides
and comers., both ~ucave and convex. in an objectfeatures daiasuucture as well as tbe side lengths.
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Figur~

2 Measuring Object features

6. LANDMARK MAP DATA STRUCTURE
A landmark map consists of a weighted directed graph of
objects (landmark) nodes (Fig. 3 ). Edge weights equal
measured distances between objects represented by the
nodes the edge connects. Exit edges from a node must be
rooted in a comer edge direction label L i orR i and
edges incident to a node must be at a side labeL
A landmark graph does not need to be complete to be
usefuL For example, suppose the dotted edges in Figure
3 represent future discoveries by the robot. Without
them., the robot cannot navigate to 0 1 from any of the
other objects. but it can still perfonn effective navigation
in the connected sub graph of objects 0 2 ,03 ,04 •
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Figwe 3 A landmark map data structure.
Figure 4 illustrates the details of an object node
strUcture. An object consists of a sequence of altemati.nsz
comers c; and sides si. Comers possess labels indicating
·.vhether they are concave or convex and sides possess
·.veighted labels. A side weight equals the measured side
length. Note. only comers have ·exit edges and sides
incident edges. Tills edge· incidence structure at a node
reflects the fact that the robot 1) detects·and approaches
walls or sides of objects and aligns with same before
contouring and measuring an object. and 2) always leaves
an object from a comer in an edsze direction.

dlJ..

Figure 4 Structure of ann-sided landmark.
From this desaiptioo of a landmark map data strucmre
observe that it incorporates 1) object features. 2) edge
topology and 3) object-relative course headings and
d!stmces to nearby objects. The landmark graph strucmre
differs from the graph theoretic approach in [ 10] in
several key respects. We do not assume the relationship
between the real environment and the graph structure is
known. whereas in [10] this relatiooship .is assumed to
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map into an abstract graph consisting of vertices and bidirectional edges. In fact. it is not clear a priori just
what physical aspects of the environment to identify
with vertices and edges. For example. when the robot is
at a venex in the abstract graph representaion. what does
that venex refer to in the environment and how can it be
recognized? What is the direction and heading implied by
an exiting edge? In contrast. vertices (nodes) have
feaazres in our model and can be identified by the robot
as .landmarks. Since vertices can be distinguished in our
model. the robot does not need a placement marker to
navigate the map as in [ 1OJ. However. we did discover
that a robot without sophisticated recognition sensors
needs a placement marker to provide it the means of
recognizing a complete traversal of an object•s boundary.
He=. the marker becomes essential for map constmction
instead of map traversal. as in the previous work.
7. LANDMARK MAP BUILDING
The autonomous map building process begins with the
robot executing random wandering while carrying a
single. ponable marker in its gripper. Upon detecting an
object it executes landmark jeature measurement and
generates a object node structure (Fig. 4 ). The robot
compares the generated landmark with others in its map
data base. If no match occurs. the robot enters the object
as a new landmark whose side s 1 corresponds to the
incident side (Refer to Fig. 2 ). The robot then takes the
left edge direction L 1 from comer c1 and travels in a
sttaight line until it detects the next object. The recorded
di.stana: to the next object along L 1 supplements the
topological information and provides disambigWuion
information for objects with the same perceived features.
If the object matches one a4'eady in the current map.
the robot can determine the label of the incident side.
provided the object has no perceived symmerries. If the
label of the incident side-can be determined. the robot
picks an unuied edge direction at one of the objects
comers and proceeds. This will enhance the map
coverage.
On the other hand. if the label of the incident side
caDDOt be uniquely determined. the robot arbitrarily
hypothesizes a side. moves to the nearest comer. and
departs the object in an edge direction that has been
previously traversed.. Based on the hypothesis. traversing
that edge direction should lead to a known object at a
kDowD distance. 1f the expected events happen9 the
hypochesis was correct and the robot knows where it is.
Otberwise9 the robot attempts disambiguation by
tefacing back to the original node to detennine if the data
marhcs some other exit edge. If not. the robot could be
programmed to remember up to n previous landmark
visinrioos for disambiguation analysis. We opine that n
S 2 will be a good compromise between computational
complexity and map building efficiency.
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Figure 5 illustrates an example map building
trajectory assuming initial incicieDce on the side of object
0 1 indicated by the "+" sign. After contouring 0 1 and
recording its feamres it traverses along L 1 a distance of

..

d12 before detecting object 0.., . The process is repeated
for objects 0 2 ,0 3 ,0 4 • Figure 3 presented earlier

depicts the resulting lancim.att map at this stage. The
dotted edges in Figure 3 indicate the edges which would
pennit effective navigation amongst the four labeled
objects in Figure 5.
The question marie by the circle in Figure 5 illustrates
a problem with non-cornered objects. They do not
detennine any seif-rela!ive edge ctircctiaJs. and so ~
headings from such objects will be random and
unknown. The circle will appear in the landmark map if
the robot ever traces highway R 4 of object 0 .
1
However, the robot will discover the circle is ill defmed,
label it as such in ·t he map. leave the circle from an
unknown direction. and continue the mapping algorithm
with whatever object it encoanu:::s nexL

and other topics relating to derived information irom the

. raw sensor data will be addressed in future work.
8. LANDMARK MAP ASSISTED

NAVIGATION
We approach navigation with a lar.dmark map in the
spirit of (1]. The map provides infonnation for the robot
motion behaviors. not inflexible commands. \\1ten the
robot is asked to navigate to a landmark in its current
map. the robot first locates itself. Next. it plots a
trajectory to the target landmark based upon the map
information. However. due to unexpected obstaeies or
poor sensc:r performance the robot may find itself lost. In
such cases. the robot will wander about until it
recognizes a known landmark. It will then formulate and
execute a new plan from the current landrnaric.
9. LANDMARK EXPERIMENTS
At this time Gator can perform a slightly modified

landnuuic measurement behavior. instead of picking up

· Figure 5 Co1Lff11lClUlJ a 17Uip
Figure 6 illustrates another potential problem for
landmark mappmg. The objcas in Fig. 6 cannot be
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the marker when the grasp detector indicates its presence,
the robot stops. backs up a few centimeters. turns 180°,
and executes right contouring until the marker is
encountered once again. The robot then stops and the
behavior terminates. Our successful implementation of
the modified landmarlc measurement behavior verifies
that Gator possesses the ability to perionn landmark map
consuuaion and navigation.
In the experiments.. Gator was placed in a 10 foot by
10 foot arena containing white-cardboard. rectangular
obstacles. A number of contouring. experiments were
performed. Three are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. A
dry erase marker attached in the back of Gator traced out
on a tile floor the contours generated by the modified
landnuulc measurement behavior. Figures 7 illustrates a
double-contour about a rectangular ob_Tect. one generated
by left comouring and the other by right conzouring. In
the experiment depicted by Figure
Gator generated
two double-contour traces of a square object st.arting from
similar initial conditions. The two double-contOur traces..
labeled 1 and 2 in the photograph. show surprising
visual repeatability and the measured perimeterS were
witbin 10% of each other. Additional. quantification of
the tepeatability, however, awaits further developmenL

a.

10. -- CONCLUSION

The proposed landmark mapping and navigation scheme

reached from ooe anrcber from any edge direction. The
landmark map of Fig. 6 can•iHs of four object nodes.,
the three shaded rec•w•glea aad the outer perimeter. All
the rectmgje object DOdel cc '"«t to tbe perimeaa- object
node via all theU edge directions. One can derive
inten:sting geomeuical mnclm;jnns from this dala which
could lead ·to odJc:r' Dnigatioa suar.egies. Howevel'. this
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basct\OD "near-sighted" sensors and imprecise odomeuy

appears feasible. based upon our partial impiememation.
We have demonstrated the fundamema.l requirement of
la1tdmtlrJc 11U!tJSUTemelll experimentally, but we bave yet
to experimentally demonstrate complete landmaric map
cwsuuct:ion and navigation.
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Abstract
In efforts to increase production efficiency, automated
materials handling systems have become the accepted
approach. However, these types of systems are highly
susceptible to random changes. in their environments·.
Changes in machine locations and production
sequencing, as well as expansion of operations are all
factors that require redesign or reprogramming on the
part of traditional materials handling systems, thus
reducing production efficiency ~d increasing costs. (For
more information on the flexibility of manufacturing
systems, see references.) Agent-based materials handling
systems have been proposed as an alternative for
increasing the flexibility and robustness of manufacturing
systems. An agent-based materials handling System
consists of a group of autonomous mobile robots with
various sensory devices and some simple rules of
behavior. Such a system can perform the required
materials handling without central planning or
sequencing and with few rules. Their emergent behavior
as a group enables them to perform complex tasks such
as materials handling while increasing the flexibility and
robustness of the whole system. Performance measures
of agent-based systems have traditionally been obtained
by simulation or by experiments. In this study, we
present analytical methods based on Markovian statespace representation of the system to calculate
performance measures of agent-based materials handling
systems. In general, the system consists of a workcell
with different numbers of machines, robots, input docks,
and output docks.
Background
The performance of a manufacturing system depends to a
large extent on materials handling. Although efficiency
is the primary performance measure used in the
industrial engineering literature, it is known that
robustness and flexibility have profound effects on the
perfo~ce of the system in the long run. Especially
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with the increasing practice of smaller batch sizes and
lower production runs of a given product, the
manufacturing system is required to be intelligent enough
to allow rapid reconfiguratio~ error recovery, and to a
good extent, self-organization. The traditional materials
handling systems such as conveyors and delivery trucks
following . predetermined schedules need frequent
reprogramming to keep up with the changing product
mixes. Although conveyor systems are perhaps the most
efficient point-to-point delivery systems, they are perhaps
the least flexible and robust.
On the other hand,
· Automated Guided Vehicle Systems (AGVS) have found
a general acceptance within flexible manufacturing
systems. Commercial AGVSs are fairly complex systems
that require a significant amount of attention to program
and operate.
Much research has been directed to
scheduling AGV operations, with efficiency taken as the
major objective to be maximized.
An alternative to conveyors or AGVSs with ptescheduled
delivery operations is the use of less complex autonomous
materials handling systems. · Rather than a predetermined
delivery schedule optimized for efficiency, these
autonomous agents are considered to possess behavior,
usually described by a set of simple rules. Although each
autonomous agent is not as "intelligent'' as, say, an
AGVS, the materials handling system consisting of the
collection of these agents is conjectured to be able to
exhibit intelligence, much as the bee hive as a system
appears to be extremely capable in many aspects of its
survival even though each bee is relatively unintelligent.
It is conjectured that the "intelligence" of the set of
agents is especially noticeable in the capacity to self
organize and self regulate, and in its robustness and
flexibility. Note that besides the set of simple rules that ·
determine the operation of the system, no optimization
effort is needed to set the delivery schedules.
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Although many analytical methods have been developed
to evaluate the performance measures of the more
traditional materials handling systems, the performance
evaluation of agent-based materials handling has mostly
been undertaken with simulation studies. We develop a
framework methodology to evaluate the performance of
agent-based materials handling systems.
The
methodology allows nondeterministic machine service
times, materials transport times, and unexpected
obstacles. The methodology is demonstrated by a simple
case in this short paper.
The System
Consider a rather simple system of a workcell consisting
of a single materials handling agent, also referred to as
the robot, a machine, an input dock, and an output dock,
as shown below.

6.

7.

8.

The machine is not seen as an obstacle to the
robot and no other obstacles exist in the interior
of the workcell.
The walls are considered obstacles to the robot,
i.e. the robot is confined to the workcell.
Obstacles only limit the robot's range of
movement.
The service time of the machine may be a
constant or may be variable with some
probability distribution.

In this paper, fo~ simplicity, let us assume that an infinite
supply of parts exists at the input dock and that the items
placed at the output dock are immediately removed. That
is, let the input and output docks continuously emit ready
signals. With these assumptions, the robot is never
carrying another item to be serviced when a serviced item
must be taken from the machine to the output dock, so we
avoid system failures of this type.
The order of activities from the time the robot drops an
item at the output dock is as follows.

input
dock

output
dock

...0

1.
2.
3.
4.

The robot can carry at most one item. . Its sensors can
detect when a signal is being broadcast from the input
dock, the machine, or the output dock. Its behavior is
determined by ·the following simple rules.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

When the robot is ·called, it receives a signal
from the area where it is needed. If certain
conditions are satisfied, then it proceeds to that
area, taking the most direct route possible.
The robot responds to the input dock if it is not
carrying an item and if the machine is idle.
The machine signals when it has finished
servicing an item. This has the highest priority.
That is, the robot will always respond to the
machine.
The robot responds to the output dock if it is
carrying a serviced item.
When the robot cannot respond to any of the
signals, its defined behavior is a continuous twodimensional random walk over the area of the
workcell.
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5.

Go to the input dock over the most direct route
and pick up an item to be serviced.
Go to the machine over the most direct route
and drop off the item.
Move about in· a two-dimensional random walk ·
while the machine is busy.
Go to the machine over the most direct route .
and pick up the serviced item.
Go to the output dock over the most direct route
.and drop off the item. .

In a fixed model, the only variability affecting the
throughput rate arises in the third activity, the twodimensional random walk, defining the distance the robot
will travel to return to the machine. The probability of
the robot being at all possible locations in the room at
any given time must be determined. Traditional analysis
on this type of behavior has relied on simUlation studies
to approximate those probabilities (Egilmez, 1992).
Simulation is time-conswning and inefficient Another
option to make simulation more effective is to assume
that the probabilities follow a normal distribution
centered on the starting point of the robot, so all that
must be found is a fit to the parameters of a twodimensional normal distribution.
However, once
obstacles are introduced into the system, it becomes very
difficult to predict the obstacles' effect on the normal
distribution.
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This system might be considered too simplistic to have
any realistic value. However, it provides a simple case to
present the application of the analytical method and the
types of results that can be quickly obtained.
A Markovian Approach
Our first attempt is to take the continuous time,
continuous state space problem and approximate it as a
discrete time, discrete state space problem. This is
accomplished by defining the workcell as a collection of
lattice points, in this case an n by n grid consisting of n2
nodes. The nodes were labeled as shown in the following
diagram.
(1,1)

(1,2) (1 ,3)

(1,n)

Returning to the original problem, we are interested in
the two-dimensional random walk behavior of the robot.
Some decisions to be made include:
1.
Must the robot always move with each step, or
can it remain in its previous state?
2.
Will movement through the grid of states be
defined as up and down, right and left, and/or
diagonal?

In this first analysis, we define movement to another state
to occur with each step, and to be up and down, right and
left. Movement occurs with equal probabilities among
the possible routes open to the robot. The transition
probability matrix is made up of four n by n submatrices
of the general form

(2,1) t---+--+--.j~-+---+--.j~-+--+----t (2,n)
(3,1)

0

1/2

0

0

0

1/3

0

1/3

0

0

1/3

0

1/3

0

0

0

1/3

0

1/3

0

0

0

1/2

0

1/2

0

0

0

0

.0

1/3

0

0

0

=0

0

1/3

0

0

0

0

0

1/3

0

0

0

0

0

1/2

1/3

0

0

0

0

0

1/4

0

0

-0

M3 = 0

0

1/4

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

1D

0

1/3

0

0

0

1/4

0

1/4

0

0

1/4

0

1/4

0

0

0

1/4

0

1/4

0

0

0

1/3

0

(3,n)

M1 = 0

M2
(n,1) ....___.__ _ _ ___.__.......__......_--...~.____.__~ (n,n)

The location of the robot at some step in the process
depends only on the previous location of the robot, so the
process is Markovian. Let L(t) for t=l,2, ... denote the
location (ij) of the robot at time t, where the robot takes
one step for each unit of time. A vector P(t) is defined to
contain the probabilities that the robot's location is a
given state at a given time t, where
P(t) = [ P{L(t)=(l,l)}, ..., P{L(t)=(l,n)}, P{L(t)=(2,1)},
... , P{L(t)=(n,n)} ]
is a row vector of length n2 with components summing to
one. The one-step transition probability matrix can then
be constructed from the assumptions made concerning
the robot's movement, resulting in an n2 by n2 stochastic
matrix. Larger values of n will produce more accurate
representations of the continuous problem, but one must
be prepared for the greater computational requirements
as well.
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where, in this case, n=5. They follow the same pattern
for other values of n. This makes construction of the
transition probability matrix simple, because it has the
form

M2 0
0
0
M3 M4 M3 0
0
M3 M4 M3 0
P= 0
M3 M4 M3
0
0
0
0
0
M2 Ml
Ml

1

Let the state probabilities of the initial location of the
robot be given by the vector P[L(O)]. For any time t,
t=1,2, ..., the state probabilities P[L(t)] is computed from
the initial state probability vector P[L(O)] and the onestep transition probability matrix P by the iterative
relationship

P[L(t)] =P[L(t -l)]P.
We can now calculate the probability distribution Qf the
robot's location L(t) over then by n grid at any timet. If
the machine service time takes up a certain number of
robot steps, say t steps, and if the machine is located at
(mrow , lllcol), then the expected number of steps that
will be taken in the robot returning to the machine is

n n

E[retumtime]= L L P[L(t)={iJ)] Qmrow-il+lmcol- JP
i=1}=1

changes to the system without having to resort to lengthy
simulations for every change.
Variations on the Transition Probability Matrix
If it is decided that the robot may remain in its previous
state with the next step, the changes are made only to the
four submatrices Ml, M2, M3, and M4. The transition
matrix P still retains its arrangement of the submatrices.

Also simple to implement is the introduction of obstacles
to the system. Given that a state ( i, j ) has been selected
to be an obstacle, the transition matrix P is modified in
the following manner.
1.
Find the column of P corresponding to the state
( i,j ), i.e. column [ (n-1)i + j ].
2.
If an entry in that column is positive, change its
value to zero and alter all other entries in that
row so that the sum of those entries is one. In
the case of the random walk, this is
accomplished by changing the value if
previously 1/k to 1/(k-1).
For example, suppose we have a system where the
locations of the input dock, output dock, machine ( M ),
and possible obstacle (obs ) are defined as in the diagram.
The grid size is n = 10. We know that the quickest
number of steps to get from the output dock to the input
dock is T 1 = 11. The time to get from the input dock to
the machine is T 2 = 6. The service time of the machine
. is T 3 = 8. The time to get from the. machine to the
output dock is T 5 = 7.
(1 '1)

where by time I am referring to the number of steps the
robot takes, and where ( I mrow-i 1 + 1 lllcol-j I ) is the
least number of steps needed for the robot at position ( i, j
) to travel to ( mr0 w, nlcol ). Recall that it was assumed
that the robot would take the most direct route upon
receiving a signal with conditions satisfied. Now we can
find the expected cycle time for the robot, that is the
expected time it takes the robot between two successive
~eliveries to the output dock. For the expected cycle
tune, we add to the expected return time the expected
time it takes for steps 1,2,4, and 5, which are easily
The
computed by finding the most direct routes.
~oughput rate is the reciprocal of the expected cycle

(1 ,2) (1 ,3)

(1 '10)

.

(2,1 )

(2,10)

(3,1 )

(3, 10)

obs

M
input

dock
output

dock

time.
(10,1 )

(10,10)

Given this quick analytical method for finding the
expected throughput for a system with variable input
dock/ output dock/ machine locations and machine
service time, one can proceed with the analysis of

For the case without obstacles, we need only find P(8) =
P(O)P8 and calculate E[retum time] as before.
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For the case with an obstacle, once the new transition
matrix P' is determine<L we find P(8) = P(O)(P')8.
However, we cannot calculate the expected return time to
the machine as smoothly as before. If an obstacle is
considered as the robot wanders, it must be considered in
the robot's return. If we are still assuming the robot takes
the quickest route available, then the obstacle at (5,5)
affects its return from states (5,1), (5,2), (5,3), and (5,4).
These are the only states where the robot must take
additional steps to avoid the obstacle in taking its
quickest route, in this case two additional steps. We
want to take those two steps into account when
determining expected return time, so now
E[retumtime]=

When the machine service time was zero, i.e.
instantaneous, the contours were linear. As the service
times increase, an unexpected hourglass shape of the
optimal regions first developed, as can be seen in the
plots up to a service time of twenty.
Service time = 10:
output dock

.~ ~ P{L(t)=(iJ)}Qmrow-d+lmcol-JP

J=lj=l

4

+ L2(P{L(t)=(S,k)})
k=l

Effect of Machine Semce Time and Location
The usefulness of the methodology as a tool for further
explorations is demonstrated by studying the effects of
machine service time and ·machine location on the cycle
time of the system. We consider a workcell with input
and output docks directly opposite each other on
opposing walls. For fixed machine service times, the
expected cycle time of the system w~ computed for a
machine located at every node, and a contour plot was
produced. The contour plot reveals the shape of the
region in which the machine locations yielded the best
cycle times, ·here the area between the contours 26.646.

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

m

input dock

Service time= 20:
output dock

Service time = 5:
output dock

m
input dock

Eventually, increases in machine service times produced
oval optimal regions, as shown on the following page.
10

m
input dock
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Further work

Service time = 40:
output dock

To help facilitate calculations, one option is to determine
an algorithm that can identify when an obstacle is going
to interfere with the quickest route of the robot from one
state to another and by how much. If this proves to be
too complex, some fairly robust behavior for route
selection by the robot should be developed.
Also, either by simulation or some other means, some
measure of error between this discrete representation and
the ideal continuous time, continuous state system should
be determined as some function of n, where our model
approaches the ideal system as n approaches infinity.
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As the service time grows very large, the optimal region
approaches the point directly between the input dock and
the output dock.
The results show that for machine service times up
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without addition to cycle time is found at locations closer
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docks as might of been expected. As service times grow
larger, positions midway between the docks define the
more flexible area for machine locations.
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ABSTRACf

A programming language developed for a vision-servoed
fruit-picking robot has been used to develop programs for
the Articulated Transporter/Manipulator System and the
Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor robot. Application of the
programming language to different robots performing different tasks illustrated the versatility of the language.
The programming language utilized a modular approach
for specifying intelligence and consisted of models,
states, and global parameter definitions.. The modular
approach to programming provided an easy and quick
method to create and debug robot programs.
INTRODUCTION

Programming and control of robots have been a research
topic for many years. While there are many different
techniques that exist today to generate a robot program.
robot programming can be broadly divided into teach
programming and off-line textual programming (Blaha et
al .• 1986). Teach programming is the oldest method used
to generate programs for robot manipulators and includes
manually moving the robot end-effector t~ough desired
motions ~d using a teach pendant to command joint
movement and end-effector actions. While there are
many advantages of teach programming including ease of
use and speed of learning the programming technique, the
disadvantages (which are advantages of off-line programming) have led researchers toward off-line textual
programming.
Off-line textual programming makes use of a language
developed specifically for a manipulator. Advantages of
off-line textual programming include 1) new program de-
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velopment can be performed while the robot is still performing another task, 2) additional sensor data can be
more easily incorporated into the pro gram, 3) branching
and looping constructs enhance error handling, and
4) repetitive sub tasks can be programmed and stored as
macros or subroutines. There are several disadvantages
of off-line programming. One disadvantage is the difficulty in learning a new programming language syntax be fore a program can be developed. It is also very difficult
to visualize ·an end-effector path in three dimensions and
thus orientation, collision-free paths, reachability, and ob ject locations are hard to program using a tex,tual programming method.
In most research settings, the use of industrial robotic
manipulators is limited since researchers generally want
to modify the feedback control method or incorporate ex- ·
temal sensor information into the robot plan. Since robot
manufacturers do not readily pr~vide information regarding access to the controller, the controller has to be bypassed or reverse engineered. Most researchers have
found it difficult and time consuming to modify an industrial robot controller for their particular application. Also,
researchers have found it necessary to design and construct robots that meet different size, environmental,
power, flexibility, and mobility requirements than off-theshelf robotic manipulators currently provide. Along with
designing and constructing a new robot comes the need to
develop control hardware and software and a programming method. Two robots meeting different environmental and size requirements are the Articulated
Transporter/Manipulator System (A TMS) and the
Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) robot.
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ATMSROBOT
The ATMS robot was specifically designed to navigate in
a nuclear power plant. Two design features were the ability to make large changes in . ~lev~tion an~ cross large
horizontal spans without requmng mtermedtat~ support.
The ATMS robot is a serially connected cham of segments (Ridgeway, 1992). A segment consists of a pair of
two degree-of-freedom planar actuators oriented at 90" to
each other. Each set of actuators acts on opposite ends of
the segment and has four degrees-of-freedom-two
collinear sliders and two orthogonal rotations. An aluminum prototype segment has been constructed and
placed under computer control. Servo-hydraulically actuated cylinders were chosen for prototype use duet? cost
and availability. This segment only has two cylinders
which have linear transducers incorporated in the rods. A
linear transducer and a rotary transducer are fixed to the
body to provide body length and .body angl~. Four
additional segments using carbon-fiber compostte material for the body are currently undergoing fabrication with
the major portion of the parts already construc~ed
(Ridgeway, 1994). Since the ATMS robot construcu~n
was limited at the current time to only two hydraulic
cylinders and the program developed for robot cont.rol
mainly consisted of open-loop and closed-loop evaluation
control, this paper will focus on the program developed
for the ALMR robot.
ALMRROBOT
An inspection robot for an advanced liquid metal reactor
has been designed and a prototype illustrating the
mobility concept has been constructed (Gamble, 1994).
Environmental conditions required that the robot be
limited in size and operate in an inert atmosphere at an
elevated temperature and elevated radiation levels. The
robot will be used to transport vision and weld inspection
systems along the curved surface of a reactor wall and
containment vessel.
Suction cups were used to hold the robot on a wall. Four
suction cups were mounted on a linear rack and three suetion cups were mounted on a central rotary piece. Both
suction cup arrangements could be independently moved
in and out with respect to the robot chassis. To navigate
along the surface of a reactor wall, a vacuum was
supplied to the linear suction cups as they were extended
to ward the reactor wall. Once the linear suction cups
were fixed to the wall, an actuator drove the linear slider
and the robot body moved parallel to the wall. When a
maximum slider limit was reached, the central rotary
piece was extended while a vacuum was supplied to the
rotary suction cups. After the rotary suction cups were
fixed to the wall, the linear suction cups were detached
and pulled back into the robot chassis. Then the linear
slider was moved to a minimum limit to reposition the
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linear suction cups. Repeating the process provided
linear movement capabilities.
To change robot orientation and direction of travel, ~he
center piece was attached to the reactor wall and the lm ear suction cups were removed from the wall. The rotary
degree-of-freedom could then be activated to rotate . the
body to the desired travel direction. \Vhen the desrred
orientation was reached, the linear suction cups were attached to the reactor wall and the movement sequences
previously described were repeated for linear travel.
Pneumatic linear actuators were used to move the suction
cups in and out of the robot chassis and were ~ontrolled
using 5-way solenoid valves. A pneu~atic ro~ary
actuator was used to rotate the central suction cup piece
and was designed to be controlled by a pneumatic servovalve. Unfortunately, the servo-valve became nonoperational and the rotary degree-of-freedom was moved
to a maxi mum rotation and locked. This did not effect
the linear walking ability of the robot. The vacuum for
the linear and rotary suction cups were generated using
on-board vacuum generators that used compressed air.
Two 2-way solenoid valves were used to supp~y·
compressed air to the vacuum generators. An electnc
motor attached to a ball screw was used to provide linear
motion. The electric motor was actuated using bang-bang
control. Sensor data from the ALMR robot included the
status of the vacuum in the lin ear and rotary suction cups
and the minimum and maximum limits of the linear .
slider. Encoders purchased to obtain position data C?ll the
rotary and linear degrees-of-freedom were not interfaced
at the present time.
ROBOT HARDWARE AND SOFfWAREThe A TMS and ALMR robots were con trolled using a
Force SYS68K CPU-30ZBE (MC6S030, 25 MHz)
mounted in a VME chassis running the OS/9 operating
system. Along with a central processing unit, several input/output boards were utilized to interface the com~mter
to the environment: a VME Microsystems Intemauonal
Corporation VMIVME-3116 16-bit analog to digital
(ND) converter board, a VMIVME-4100 12-bit digital to
analog (D/A) converter board, and a Force SYS6~K PI01 parallel input/output (PIO) board. A sche~auc of the
hardware can be found in Figure 1. Two addit1onal com-'
.puters were also used-a M~cintosh SE/30 and a Silicon
Graphics (SG) computer. The Macintosh computer was
utilized as an interface terminal to the Force computer and
provided a platform for developing robot pro~ _and
data graphing capabilities. The SG computer ~as utilized
for path planning, kinematic modeling, and disp_layed an
animated view of the robot. Other hardware mcluded
servo-ampli tiers, solid state relays for switching and sensing the status of AC and DC devices. angular encoders,
linear transducers, and actuators.
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An example of an input driver was a collection of the
components required to quantify a robot joint position. In
the simplest case where a potentiometer was used on a
robot joint, the components of an input driver included
the power sup ply to the potentiometer, the potentiometer
itself, AID converter hardware, and software required to
obtain and convert the AID data to a meaningful result
An example of an output driver included the components
required to actuate a robot joint. For a hydraulic cylinder,
the output driver would include the software necessary to
calculate a signal to send to the joint actuator. D/A converter hardware to convert a digital number to an analog voltage for a servo-amplifier, a servo-amplifier, and
other servo-hydraulics components such as a hydraulic
power unit, a servo-valve, and the actuator itself.

~~~External

connections

Figure 1. Computer hardware.
Intelligent robot operation required the ability to sense the
environment, make intelligent decisions, and output information to actuation devices. The operating environment
(Figure 2) was divided into an operating system, de bugging facilities, programming language, path planning, a
data base, and the work environment. Central to the operating environment was a data base. The data base provided a method of data exchange between various elements in the operating environment. The data base represented a section of computer memory reserved for storage
of global information.

The watchdog software monitored the scheduler routine
and removed hydraulic system pressure in case the
scheduler software was not operating at the real-time rate
of 100Hz. The watchdog routine was only implemented
for the ATMS robot and provided a safety feature.
The debugging facilities were used to monitor activity
during execution of a robot program and included a user
interface and a data logger. Through user interface facilities, data base information could be observed and changes
could be made to data base parameters during robot operation. A data logger utility recorded robot data at a realtime rate and was used to document robot operation.
Data were· transferred to the Ma~intosh computer for
graphing purposes.

I

'-----'I

--~~~=~ debugging

facilities

1
1

L----------------~
I
path
: planning

The SG computer was used for path planning and display
purposes. In the case where the SG computer was·used to
generate a path for the robot, the desired joint data were
transferred to the data base over an ethemet line using the
Helix software (Jones, 1992). Actual joint data were
transferred at a rate of ::::: l 0 Hz. from the data base to the
SG for remote display of the actual robot motions during
operation.

L-- -------------1

Figure 2. Operating environment.
The operating system included an input and output interface to the work environment (input and output drivers),
watchdog routines, and a scheduler. Input drivers ineluded the hardware and software necessary to quantify
the work environment. An output driver included the
hardware and software necessary to produce either a
change in or change in perception of the work environment. The watchdog software monitored system activity
for faults and took appropriate actions if fault conditions
were detected. The scheduler was a real-time kernel used
to synchronized execution of the software components in
the op~rating environment.
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE OVERVIEW

This section provides an overview of the programming
language used to develop programs for the A TMS robot
and the ALMR robot. A detailed description of the programming language can be found in Adsit ( 1989). The
programming language consisted of three elements:
states, models, and parameter definitions. Robot actions
were specified using the state element of the programming language. The states were linked together into a
state network using logical combinations of modeling results and global parameters. Each state specified actions
to be performed, determined when actions had been completed or a problem existed, and specified the next state to
activate. The model language structure provided a
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method to detect important events by combining sensor
and system information. Models reduced input and output driver and system data to binary values for use in state
links. Global parameters were used for communication
between the user interface and a robot program and were
also used for storage of information between control cycles.
Programming a robot task is shown graphically in Figure
3. Action specifications for a state were shown as
rounded rectangles and represented modifications to the
data base. Lines (or links) between the states represented
decisions and indicated when and which state should next
be activated. A single state consisted of one rectangle
and all links emanating from that state to other states.
Only one state was active at any given time. The other
remaining states were inactive. A state was placed in the
active mode by performing modifications to the data base
according to the actions specified by the state. Examples
of data base modifications included specification of a
particular feedback control mode or establishing control
set points. After modifications were made to the data
base, the state was placed in the active mode. While the
state was active, links to other states were evaluated to
determine when the next state should be activated. If a
link evaluated true, the current state was deactivated and
the state pointed to .by the true link was activated.

state B

stateD

Figure 3. Programming concept.
State links evaluated the status of global parameters and
modeling results and directed program flow . In Figure 3,
the links to other states are numerically labeled with a
state designation letter prefixing a number. Thus state A
was linked to states Band C with the links A1 and A2 respectively. The number associated with the link indicated
the link evaluation order. While state A was active, the
actions specified by state A were performed while the
links A1 and A2 were sequentially evaluated. State Aremained active if both links A 1 and A2 evaluated false. If
one of the links evaluated true, state A was deactivated
and the state pointed to by that link was activated. The
numerical ordering of the links was important since as
soon as a link evaluated true, the state pointed to by that
link was scheduled for activation.
Changes to a task program were accomplished by the addition of new states and linking existing states to the new
states. In this manner, problems recognized during execution of a robot program could be solved. This concept is
shown in Figure 4 with the addition of state E and links
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A3, El, and E2. The link A3 determined if a problem occurred while state A was active and, if so, activated state
E. Links from state E to existing states C and D
continued program execution after the problem had been
solved by state E. Note that only state A in the preexisting network of states had to be altered. This feature
allowed alterations to be made with minimal modification
to an existing robot program.

Figure 4. Addition of a state to program.
Models characterized events occurring in the environment
by using modeling criteria to map robot data to binary results. Although input drivers mapped infinitely variable
environmental quantities to finite numerical results, the
data sets were still too large to be handled efficiently in
state links. It was easier and more uniform to program
state links by using models results. All models had two
elements: model logic and model parameters. A natural
language version of a model to determined if a joint p~si
tion (p) was outside a defined minimum (pmin) or maximum (pmax) position limits was
IF (pis greater than pmax) OR (pis less than pmin)
THEN
joint position is out of position limits
ELSE
joint position is within position limits. ·
In C language syntax, the model logic would be:
fpool =(p > pmax) II (p < pmin);
The joint position {p) was a result from an input driver
that quantified joint position. The minimum (pmin) and
maximum (pmax) position limits were model parameters.
The parameter fpool was a model result flag and, if true,
indicated that the joint position was out of posi tionallimits. If fpool was false, the joint position ·was within the
minimum/maximum limits.
The state network was programmed using a spread sheet
that was divided into two parts-the initialization section
and the state link section. An example of the state network developed for the ALMR robot is given in Figures
5a and 5b. Note that due to paper size limitations, the
state network was printed in two parts. The initialization
section occupied the upper portion of the spread sheet
indicated by the Initialization row heading. The first
column in the initialization section lists modeling
parameters, global parameters, or output driver set points.
Table 1 contains a summary of these parameters. Each
column (except the first) in the state network represented
a state and the first cell in each column contained the state
name. The state link portion occupied the lower portion
of the spread sheet and started with the State Links row
heading. The state name is repeated in this row for
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convenience. A link from one state to another was represented by an entry at the intersection of a state column
and a state row.
·
Table 1. Initialization parameter list.
Parameter
f_walk
f_robot_secured
f_ok_to_walk
f_move_direction
fc_linear_ vacuum
fc_rotary _vacuum
fc_linear_sc
fc_rotary _sc
fc_linear_to_max
fc_linear_to_min
mp_state_time

Comment
flag-initiate walking sequence.
flag-robot is secured by lab personal.
flag-robot is on wall and ready to walk.
flag-direction of robot travel.
control flag-status of linear vacuum.
control flag-status of rotary vacuum.
control flag-linear suction cups position.
control flag-rotary suction cups position.
control flag-linear slider to maximum.
control flag-linear slider to minimum.
model parameter-length of time (1/100 s)
before model result flag is set true.

For example, when the command state was activated, the
parameters in the initialization column were set to the .
value found in the adjoining cell in the command column.
Thus, thef_walk,f_robot_secured , andf_ok_to_walk parameters were set to FALSE. The f_move_direction flag
was set to TRUE. Both control flags for linear and rotary
vacuum were set to OFF and both linear and rotary
suction cup position were set to IN. An output driver
would use the control parameters and send a command to
the appropriate actuator.
The state links connected various states in the network
and provided program flow . For exampie, the command
state only liad one link to another state. This was indicated by the 1. f_walk entry at the intersection of the
command column and the walk_start row. This link evaluated the status of the f_walk flag and, if true, indicated
that the walk_start state should be activated. To start a
walking sequence, the f_walk flag was set to true through
the user interface.' Initialization of the walk_start state set
the control flags for the linear suction cups (jc_linear_sc)
and the rotary suction cups (fc._rotary _sc) to the OUT
value. This caused the output driver to extend both the
linear and rotary suction cups away from the robot chassis. Vacuum was applied to both sets of suction cups as
indicated by the ON parameter assigned to both the
fc_linear _vacuum and fc_rotary_vacuum control flags.
This allowed lab personal time to mount the robot on the
wall.
The walk_start state had links to three other states. The
first link was to the walk_end state. If the f_walk flag
evaluated false , (!f_walk evaluated true), then the
walk_end state was activated. Notice that every state
except the command and walk_end states tested the status
of thef_walk flag. At any time during the walking sequence, the user could stop the robot by setting the f_walk
flag to false. If the f_walk flag was still true, then the
second link was evaluated. This link pointed to the
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linear_sc_out state. Actually, links 2 and 3 were very
similar and evaluated the status of three flags in the data
base. The first flag, (j_ok_to_walk), was used to signal
that the robot had been fixed to the wall and was ready to
climb. The f_move_direction flag indicated the direction
of the desired robot travel. The last flag was a result from
an input driver. This input driver determined when a
sufficient vacuum had been achieved on the linear and
rotary suction cups. Link three was different from link 2
because of the logical not (!) symbol in front of the
f_move_direction flag. After a vacuum was sensed on
both the linear and rotary suction cups and the
f_ok,_to_move flag had been set, the linear_sc_out state or
the rotary.:_sc_out state was activated depending on the
status of the f_move_direction flag. Assuming that the
f_move_direction flag was true, the linear_sc_out state
was activated.
. When the linear_sc_out state (Figure 5b, second column)
was activated, the initialization for this state altered the
linear vacuum control flag, (jc_linear_vacuum ), to ON
and the linear suction cup control flag, (jc_linear_sc ), to
OUT. The model parameter mp_state_time was changed
to 100. After the state was initialized, the links were
evaluated. The second and third links from this state
evaluated the result from the state time model ,
(mf_state_time), and the result from an input driver that
sensed the status of the linear vacuum ,
(js_linear_vacuum). After the linear_sc_out state had
been active for one second, ( 100 milliseconds), the state
time model set the mf_state_time parameter to true. If
there was a vacuum in the linear suction cups, the
rotary_ vacuum_off state was activated. If a linear
vacuum was not sensed, the rot_sc_in_for_lin_ vac state
was activated. This state was added to correct a problem
with the original robot walking program. It was noticed
that at times, the linear suction cups were not close
enough to the wall to allow a vacuum to be pulled in the
linear suction cups. This was due to a manufacturing
error on the rotary piece. The rot_sc_in_for_lin_vac state
pulled the rotary piece into the robot chassis ·to assist in
setting the linear suction cups on the wall. However,
assuming that a vacuum had been obtained in the linear
suction cups during the linear_sc_out state, the
rotary_vacuum_off state was activated. The initialization
of this state turned off the vacuum supply to the rotary
suction cups. After 50 milliseconds and there was not a
vacuum on the rotary suction cups, the rotary _sc_in state
·was activated. This state moved the rotary suction cups in
and activated the linear_move_max state after one
second. The linear_move_max state changed the control
flag for the linear motor driver and the linear slider
moved toward the maximum position limit. Once the
maximum limit was reached, the rotary _sc_out state was
activated. The sequence for linear walking can be
mapped out by following the links in the state network.
Utilizing the program given in Figure 5, the ALMR robot
could walk up and down a wall.
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FALSE
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FALSE
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I. 'f walk

rotary vacuum off

I. !f walk

2. mf_state_time &&
'fs linear vacuum

linear_sc_in
lin sc_in for rot vac
rotary_sc_out

3. f_ok_to_walk &&
!f_move_direction
&& fs vacuum

2. fs_linear_max &&
f_move_direction

3. !fs_linear_min &&
!f_move_direction ·

rotary_sc_in

2. mf_state_time &&
'fs rotary_vacuum

rot sc in for lin vac

Figure Sa. Partial state network for the ALMR robot.
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Figure 5b. Continuation of ALMR robot state network.
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CONCLUSIONS

The programming language was well suited for robot
program development. The programming language provided a consistent framework for creating, modifying, and
debugging a program. The consistent interface between
the language and input and output drivers provided the
flexibility to port the language to other robotic systems.
The modularity of the programming language enabled
problem solutions to be quickly added without major
modifications to the remaining program.

Ridgeway, S. C. , P. D. Adsit, and C. D. Crane. 1994.
"Design and Construction of an Articulated
Transporter/Manipulator System using Composite
Materials," in Proceedings of the Seventh Annual
Conference on Recent Advances in Robotics,
University of Florida. Gainesville. FL, April 18- 19.

Definition of models provided a method to assimilate environmental and system information. Use of model results in decision making provided a consistent method to
program new state links. When additional intelligence
was programmed to solve a problem, results from existing, working models could be used in state links. If the
modeling logic was later changed, the logic only had to
be·changed in one location; every state link that used the
modeling logic did not have to be altered.
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Inspection Robot for an Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor
R. Dale Gamble, Dr. Carl Crane, Dr. Phil Adsit, Shannon Ridgeway
Center for Intelligent Machines and Robotics

Back~;round

General Electric's proposed Advanced Liquid
Metal Reactor (ALMR) would require an ultrasonic
reactor-vessel .weld inspection process in order to
comply with federal regulations. Standard weld
inspection measures are not suitable for use with the
ALMR because of temperature, contamination, md
access limitations.
The ALMR utilizes liquid sodium as a heat
transfer agent. To prevent the sodium from
solidifying, the reactor vessel wall temperature is
maintained at 400°F when the reactor is shut down.
Standard reactor-vessel weld inspection techniques
operate at room temperature. Liquid sodium is highly
reactive, and therefore can be allowed to come into
contact with only the most inert materials. Introduction
of foreign material into the interior of the reactor
vessel is forbidden. Miniature flaws in the welds to be
inspected are most likely to form on this restricted
surface. The flaws must therefore be detected from
outside the reactor vessel -- through three inches of
austenitic weld. The reactor vessel is encompassed by
a containment vessel. The current design of the
ALMR specifies an eight-inch gap(± one inch)
between the exterior of the reactor vessel and the
interior of the containment vessel. The ultrasonic
inspection device must operate in this eight-inch gap.
This enclosed volume must also be kept free of
contaminants in the event of a reactor vessel breach.
To prevent oxygen from entering this volume, it is
filled with inert argon gas at slightly higher than
atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the ultrasonic
inspection must be done without a couplant, which
would contaminate this environment. Furthermore,
this argon-filled chamber can only be accessed through
four 15" x 5" airlocks located at the top of the reactor.
The University of Florida's Center for
Intelligent Machines and Robotics (CIMAR) was
given the responsibility for developing a platform that
could that could operate in the space between the
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reactor vessel and the containment vessel. of the
ALMR. The platform would carry ultrasonic sensors
specially designed by the Department of Energy's Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.

Mobility Concepts
Several sensor mobility concepts were
considered by CIMAR. One concept proposed
installation of a horizontal rail ringing the reactor
vessel, from which a sensor suite could be lowered via
a cable. The sensor suite could travel around the
reactor on the rail. Such a system would be unable to
adequately inspect the underside of the reactor vessel.
Another idea was to use a mobile rover that maintained
its position by pushing against the reactor vessel wall
and the containment vessel wall simultaneously-with
spring-loaded arms or wheels. Concerns over slipping
were later strengthened when it was discovered that
such a device had been built in the 1960's., and had
failed because of slippage. Another proposed rover
would have used magnets to maintain vertical position.
The reactor vessel walls, however. were not
ferromagnetic.
The prototype concept fmally used was a
wall-crawling rover that used vacuum-cups to maintain
vertical position (see Figure l).

Implementation
Vacuum Subsystem
The vacuum cups used are constructed of a
silicone-based rubber rated for continuous exposure to
480°F. Each 4.4-inch diameter cup can theoretically
counter a 120-lb axial or 66-lb shear load, when
supplied with 27-inHg vacuum, and can adhere to a
nonporous surfa_ce with a radius of curvature greater
than 28 inches.
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Figure 1: Prototype Schematic

The prototype uses two sets of these vacuum
cups for locomotion. One set enables rotary motion
and also functions as a placeholder during linear
motion. The other set of vacuum cups enable linear
motion.
Onboard vacuum generators supplied the cups
with the necessary 27-inHg vacuum required for peak
performance. The generators used venturi stages to
develop the vacuum when supplied with I 00-psi air.
While the prototype used compressed air for economic
considerations, a fmal version would be supplied with
compressed argon to prevent contamination of the
work environment. The vacuum generators were fitted
with off-the-shelf optional viton seals in order to meet
the 400°F temperature requirement. Two vacuum
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generators are used on the prototype--one for each set
of vacuum cups. ·
- Two vacuum sensors were also mounted on
the rover to confirm that the cup sets had established
strong vacuum seals on the walls. These sensors
function as safety checks during normal locomotion of
the rover. Off-the-shelf sensors that could withstand
the reactor temperature were obtained by CIMAR but
were not used due to size and time constraints.
Smaller custom sensors could be made if required.
Rotary Subsystem
Three vacuum cups were mounted on a
triangular rotor located at the gem_netric center of the
rover's underbelly. The rotor was turned by a
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pneumatic rotary actuator (see Figure 2). The rotary
actuator consisted of a pinion wedged between two
racks. When the racks were moved linearly in

developed by the University of Texas that was
designed to cool navigation equipment contributed by
the University of Tennessee.
Linear Subsystem
Four vacuum cups were used in the linear
motion subsystem. The cups were positioned near the
four comers of the wall-crawler for extra stability
when holding onto the wall. Each cup was attached to
a rigid frame that could be moved linearly along the
main axis of the crawler by a threaded driveshaft with
a two-mm pitch (see Figure 3). The driveshaft was
turned by a small DC motor producing 60 oz-in of
torque at 250 rpm. Geometric considerations limited
the linear subsystem to a four-inch stroke. The sliding

Figure 2: Components o' rotary subsystem

opposite directions by pneumatic pressure, the pinion
and attached shaft rotated. The rotor was threaded
onto the pinion shaft, and was prevented from backing
out by a left-handed bolt and washer secured into the
pinion shaft. The rotary actuator used was capable of
rotating through 180°, and could deliver 498 in-lbs of
torque when supplied with 100-psi air.
Air flow to the rotary actuator was controlled
by a pneumatic servovalve (not shown). A closed
control loop was obtained by using a custom fiberoptic optical encoder for position feedback. The 12-bit
encoder used a fiber-optic cable to pass signals from
the temperature-resistant en~oder wheel to the
electronics, which would be located outside the
reactor. The encoder used had a 16-ft fiber-optic
cable. Longer cables can be obtained if necessary.
The entire rotary subsystem could be
extended and retracted by two pancake pneumatic
cylinders. The pneumatic cylinders and the rotary
actuator were off-the-shelf components fitted with
optional viton seals. The only rotary subsystem
component that does not meet the temperature
limitations is the pneumatic servovalve. If a heatresistant version could not be found after further
search, it would have to placed in the cooling box
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Figure 3: Components of linear subsystem

frame consisted of a pair of linear rails, with two
sliding blocks (with attached vacuum cups) moving
along each rail. The entire linear subsystem could be
extended or retracted by four pancake pneumatic
cylinders positioned over the vacuum cups. The
position of the linear subsystem was reported by an
optical encoder identical to the one used in the rotary
subsystem. The custom encoder was attached to the
driveshaft, and linear position was calculated using the
known angular position and the driveshaft pitch. Limit
switches were used to help keep the subsystem in
calibration. After moving to its four-inch limit, the
linear subsystem would reset as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Rotary subsystem extended toward wall.
Attachment of rotary subsystem vacuum cups to
wall verified by vacuum sensors "'
Linear subsystem retracted from wall
Linear subsystem reset to beginning of stroke
cycle (at other movement extreme).
Linear subsystem extended toward wall
Attachment of linear subsystem vacuum cups to
wall verified by vacuum sensors
Rotary subsystem retracted from wall

The linear subsystem could then move the platform
forward another four inches. By cycling through the
above steps, the wall-crawler could be made to "walk"
along the wall. A change of direction could be made
when the rotary subsystem is attached to the wall and
the linear system is retracted.

Ths1 mid Performance
The prototype sensor platform was first
demonstrated at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
December 1992. The platform crawled vertically for
several minutes on a full-scale mockup of the ALMR
containment vessel. No slippage of the platform was
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discernible, even when an approximately 100-lb
downward force was exerted on the attached rover
(with all seven vacuum cups attached). ·
There were, however, several difficulties.
The rotor was found to be off-axis, introducing a
wobble to the platform ' s movements. As this wobble
could precipitate a loss of contact with the wall, rotary
testing was postponed until the rotor can be rebuilt.
The pneumatic servovalve controlling the rotary
subsystem has also failed, probably due to clogging,
and needs to be cleaned. Finally, the fiber-optic
encoders do not deliver output, and have been
temporarily replaced by potentiometers.

Conclusions
The validity of the mobility concept has been
established with the successful prototype
demonstration.· Future wall-crawlers based on the
demonstrated prototype should be able to perform the
ALMR inspection successfully. While there are
relatively minor technical flaws in the prototype, they
arise from the implementation of the mobility concept,
and not from the concept itself. Work is currently
underway to repair these flaws .
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